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''REVELATION AND EXEGESIS IN THE THEOIDGICAL 'WORKS OF 

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG. 0 

-- ... ----------------------
This essay contains .nine chapters of which the f'iZ'st ~s mainly 

biographical and includes ~ short account of all the theological 

writings laid under contribution in the later chapt;ers. 

The second chapter deals with the important question of Swedenborg's 

experiences of the spiritual world. 

These chapters are designed to lay a m:lniJm.un of :f'aotual groundwork 

upon which appreciation of Swedenborg's distil.lctiw oontribution.to all 

matters of theology must be based. Some critical review of the spiritual 

experiences accompanies their description. 

Thereafter the vrork proceeds directly to exposition of the :l'nndamental 

·'::ee.chings which impi~~-upon ,)wedenborg's d~ctrine of the Word. Of' 

necess:l.ty his doctrine of Gori, that is. -t:;he doctrine o~ the sole Deity or 

the Lord Jesus Christ, the Tri-une God, is ~~ned. It is further shown 

that the order of' cl·~atio:n, determines the order of revelation and thl!,t 

"degrees'i and "corz•espondences" af':f'ord the means by which the Divine 

descends into the created universe. 

The doctrine nf the Word is then examined in the light of these 

teachings am hi~ statements a boat the interne. 1 •ense of the Sacred 

Scriptures are found to be harmonious with: them. ~e question of the 

canon of the Word is raise.d and consid$red •... 

The last ~ c:hapters are concerned with ~den'borg's exegesis. 

First it is shown that exegesis of' the letter is ~pre:msly important. 

distinguishing however between historical a:cd lite~y. criticism and 

1Jxegesis of. the sense of' the letter. 

In the concluding chapter four passages, tvro from· each of 

Swedenborg' s major published exegetical works, are presented, showing 

how the internal sense of the chosen texts has been reaohed. Next a 

study is. made of his treatment of ~be symbo 1 o:r the serpen,t in passages 

from various parts of' the Scriptures and :f'inally certain apel'imezrta 

are made under ·the guidance of his principles of' interpretati~n. 

Abstract in compliance with the. 
Re!!julations for Theses. 
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"Revelation and exegesis in the theological 
· ··w·riting s of Emanuel Sweden borg"~ 

·, . 
. ... ; 

"It is more reasonable to suppose that the Creator· of man 
speaks to man, than to suppose He remains· for ever silent, 
the only uncC!IUIU.Ulicative being in the universe •. 
Indeed~ it is common to hear it argued that ~ has done so 
through the world of nature •• and that as we master, interpret 
and use rightly the external world we shall: understand and 
respond to the Creator God. 
.Are we not justified in e.xpecting that the Cr~ator will 
provide means of supplying all our needs in ·regard to 
these high themes, seeing that the realm of nature provides 
for and responds to our ph;ysical and temporal requirements?n 

S.J. Cunnington ~dsack 

in 

"The Bible, The Book of the Soul". 

"From the unity of Truth flows the necessity of Revelation. 
_.For all knowledge must rest ultimately on the same small 
group of mans which carmot be proved, as the Greek 
understood proof. There is then no third tenn between a 
self-communication of the Divine and absolute scepticism.•.• 

Charla s Bigg 

in ... ~ ' 

"The Christian Platpnists of Alexandria." 

I 

- -~ 



II. 

Preface. 

Psychology would lead us to recognise the emotiOnal content of our 

reactions to the e~eriences with which the path of l:i,.fe is fringed. 

As we march forward our emotions respond with joy and wonder, with distaste 

and boredan, wi~h fear and dislike, and with other emotions in a highly 

complicated pattern. Were it net. that we leam to control our reacticns 

from thought and reason,our minds would be storm-tossed :indeed. Self-

control, balance, equanimity became coveted v~rtues to which our early 

youth aspires, and as their shepherQ. a measure of scept,icism. is enlisted. 

Moreover the contacts we make with other minds, the :influences others 

exercise upQ'l us, play tl'IA;!ir part. The conditioned-reflex is an accepted 

concept of p~chological an~sis. Thus each of us ought from time to time 

to examine himself and consider whether reason has sufficient directicn in 

his living and his thinking, and ~ek himself whether he is under the SHay 

onl¥ of emotion in maizy" of the judgments he makes. Human conduct is 

full of inconsistencies. ~ age which disavews belief in the miraculous 

still n.i.nvests11 money in football pools in the hope of a successt'l;ll 

forecast against unimaginable aids.l Again, our treatment of the 

voice of a minority is beset with in~~sistency. When a responsible 

c anmittee of the medical.profession finds that· the practice of cigarette 

smoking is probably accountable for the recent increases m cancer of the 

lung, a smoker prefers to believe the denials of the servants of vested 
f 

interests. Where on the contrary we are not perscm&lly interested a 

minority opinia'l receive;a scant attention. Adult suffrage has shown how 

easily mankind can be tempted to sell its birthright of freedom for· a mess 

of pottage. 



m-•. 

These :introd.uct9ry observations receive ample illustration from 

the study which we are about to undertake. The name of Swedenborg and 

themention of revelation each tend to arouse a :rea~tiqn :in which the 

emotional content is outside the control of reason, largely olving to 

ignorance or imperfect understanding. Moreover Swedenborg• s contribution 

to the study of revelation, the concept of the spiritual sense, arouses 

further emotional reactiCil because his work is confused with that of 

others whose ideas are now disc~dited. It is argued that SWedenborgian 

eJCegesis must be illegit:im.ate for this reason alone; and in consequence 

little or no attempt is made to -understand it. No well-known scholar has 

yet set himself the task of si.i'ting the writings "of Swedenborg seeking their 

content of gold. And even more crippling for the average reader, no great 

translator has yet set himself to render Swedenborg 1 s canpetent ·Latin in 

wortey modem English. Marzy' latinised· English versions which are available 

are accurate enough for the theologian, but uninvi~ing and lacking in 

literar,y genius. 

The a:im. of this essay is to examine and set out- in a new framewom 

the doctr:ines of Swedenborg as they relate to 'lfhe revelation of the Sacred 

Scriptures of our Bible, doct~s which he himself claims are in the 

nature of revelatiCl1. Then having grasped his doctrine we may be :in a 

position to appreciate his exegeSis and adopt its method for our own. 

The attempt which has been made is .one of exposition rather than of critical 

comparison; though attempts at critical appree'iation will. from time to time 

be made. It is hoped that throughout the reason has not ~en unduly under 

the sway of the emotions;but on this point the decision must ~cessarily 

lie with the reader. 



IV. 

These matters are important to the Clulrch and therefore to the 

world. The old order is changing and gi,ving· place to new. As 

Swedenborg writes "The two sacraments, Baptism and the. Holy Supper, are in the 

Christian Church like two jewels in the sceptre of a king" but "their uses 

may ~ compared to a Temple which from age has sunk into the ground and lies 

buried in the suwcund.ing ruins even .~o its roofs •• These th:ings camot 
. ~· 

be dug up and brought to light e.XCept by means of. t~ spiritual sense, 

which at this day has been disclosed for the sake of its use to· the new 

cmrch in the wor~ip of the lo~"· 0.) Thus the old has lost its 

inspiration and the reality of its sacraJD.ents is challenged. The Bible 

is no longer the Book to be found in every British hchme, and is often 

little read. Again says Swedent;>org, "Lest therefore the genuine 

understanding of the Word should perish, it has pleased the Lord now to 

reveal the spiritual sense of. the Word, and to show that the Word in 

that sense, and f~m that in the natural sense, treats of the Lord. and of 

the Cmrch, and indeed of these alone; and to make many other reveiations 

by means of which the almost extinct light of truth from the Word may be 

restored." (2) 



Chapter 1. 

The Man. and His Work. 

SWedenborg1 s Hules ot Life. 

1. Often to read and meditate an the Word of God. 

2. To sul::mit eveJ7thing to the wil~ of Divine 
Providence. 

3. To observe in everything a propriety ot behaviour, 
and to keep the conscience clear. 

4. To.discharge with fidelity the functions of 11\Y 
employment and tm duties of 1lfl office, and ·to 
render ~qyself in all things useful to society. 

---aOo--



· . 

. (1) 

No man can escape the twin influences of heredity and environment 

which conditiCI'l his possibilities to a greater or lesser degree. 

Though he ri.@e above the environment into which he was bom he must 

still make tezms with the general env:ironment of his generaticn. 

Francis Bacon or Galileo might ... reach. the highest peaks of achievement 

but nevertheless even they·were the subjects of limitations grounded in 

the general level o~ scientific ~owl.edge of their times. For instance, 

tha facts of atanic,ph,ysic,.,.oday the veriest. commcmplace,were beyond 

their ken. And in their days the intemal canbustion engine which has 

so changed the CCI'lditions of our world. was yet unheralded. .Aga:4t,the 

philosopher and politician find their systems and policies bounded by" 

their circumstanc;es and the thought climate of their age. More~.ver 

even in the same environment of world 8nd nation a distinguishing mark 

is set upen individuals by the intimate background of the families and 

groups into which they have .been bo~. AccOWlt must also be taken of 

the fact that characteristics are in part transmitted, capacities 

detemd.ned, and peysical c&l>abilities influenced by heredity. 

T~ poet Gray makes these p$ts in "EleQ' in a Country Chlrcl\fard". 

"PerhaPs in this neglected spot is .laid 
Sane heart once pregnant ·With celestial fire; 
Hands that the red of Eolpire .might have swayed 
Or waked i,n ecstacy the liVing lyre; 

"Bu.t lmowl.edge to their eyes her a111ple page 
Ri.ch with the spoils of time did ne • er unroll; 
Chill penury repressed tbeir noble rage, 

· And froze the genial current of the soul. n (1) 

Sane might maintain that a thi.ld factor enters into the conditioning 

of eve:ey- man. Equality of opportunity is one of the catch-phrases of 

2. 
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ou.r time. In a sense, opportunity is one of the particular aspects 

of envircmm.ent. Often it is regazded as manentary:. ''Opportunity 
. . 

knocks but once 11 is proverbial. And Shakespeare has said: 

"There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
\Which, taken at the flo eel, l~ads an to fortune; 
Onitted, all the voyage of their life 
Is bound in shallows and in miseries." (2) 

The man of destiny, with his inheritance of special aptitudes, out of 

his envircmm.ent answers to the call of opportunity. Sometimes, perhaps 

always in part, the call is fran witltin. We think or· Drinkwater• s 
..•. 

presentation of .AbrahaJn Lincoln in the slave market at New Orleans 

when he detexmihed that. if ever he were able to11hit that thing ''slaver,y 

be would 'bit it hard. ". It was th.ere that the decision was taken which 

found ultimate fulfilment in the acceptance of the proffered Presidency. 

Without doubt the same. might be said of that great man of our times, 

Winston Churchill, or Presid~nt Rooseveldt, or even of Hitler anQ. Stalin. 

In addition to what each had inad.e of his heredity and environment, the 
. . . 

opportunity of the times was necessary to the attainment of his full 

stature. 

3. 

Christians however .would be prepare~ to carry this thought of heredity, 

enviranment, and opportunity, a step· further and say. that Gai in His 

Providence has fran time to time ·raised up ou.t of their complex back

grounds, men peculiarly suited t.o accanJilish sane part in the Divine Pl~ 

for mankind. So Abrahalll was called. fran Ur of the Chaldees, Moses fran 

the Royal ~ala~e of Egypt~ David fran t-he sheepfolds of Bethlehem, Jeremiah 

fran the high place· at Anathoth, Mary fran Nazareth, Peter fran Galilee, 

Paul frcm Tarsus, each to play a specific and momentous part in the grand 

d ra111a of hist oq. 



4. 

It is for this reason that the examination of any system of thQJght. 

needs to be p~faced by saoe account of the personal histo:cy of its 

author. If his work is of signiticance to men it beccmes important 

to lmow his place in time. At tilf¥ other period this particular service 

could not have been· rendered in the same way. Was he a man of destiny 

whose use was to satisfy some urgent need for manldnd? Fran our 

re"alisatian_ of Providence, we can understand that Jesus Christ came into 

the world at the })reCise manent which His purpose as Saviour of mankind 

demanded. It was at the vital. moment·, neither hastened nor delayed, in 

the counclls of God. .And since God used for Hi' irruptian into the world 

a chosen and foreseen, particular, heredity and eilviranment as the 

accompaniment of His Incarnation, so, He continues to employ these fac;tors 

in man• s develo~ent, in all His dealings with mankind. And this will be 

as true of matters of revelation as of political or scientific ~hi.evement. 

Thus, the ve17 tem.s of reference of our present studT require us 

to pay sane attention to the lite ~ background of our author. 

There have been centuries during the Christian era when little 

fundamental change can be obseJ;'V8d. Tbs early excit:inS pranise of the 

dawn of Christianity had given way to the darkness at the Middle .Ages. 

Then carne the Enlightenment and the assertion of the right and basis at 

scientific enquir,y, to the accanpan~ent of the Refozmation of Christianity 

as expressed j,n the organ:lsed Church. The clash between Protestant and 

Catholic spread throughout the Westem. world as the new spirit at enqui17 

animated scholars in many lands. · Moreover this new freedan of worship 

and enqui17 made itself felt in political and social spheres. SWedenborg• s 

historical background belongs to the later years of the Enlightenment and 



at the very threshold ot Modem Times. To his day belonged, too, a 

recognition of the failures ot Protestantism to realise its om great 

possibilities. Looking back, we can see new that Swedenborg was bom 

at a point -in human history ot part.icular interest, the inheritor ot 

the riches ot scholarship, Greek, Hanan, and Christ:.ian, and ot the 

new""!'bom science and ph;iJ..osopey ot the later ceilturl,.es. 

"A colossal soul, he l~s vast abroad on his times 
uncanprehended by' them, and requires a lang focal 
dist:.ance to be seen. 
Swedenborg was· bom into an atmosphere ot great 
ideas. Tis hard to say what was· his own, yet 
his lite was dignified by noblest "pictures ot 
the unive.rse.n (3) · 

So wrote Emerson of our author. Recalling then the names ot various 

scientists and philosophers Emerson_ now asks, 

•tNhat was left. tor a genius ot the largest calibre, 
but to go over their groond, and verity arid unite? 
It is easy to see, in these minds, the origins ot 
SWedenborg1 s studies, and the suggestion ot his 
problems. · He had a capacity to entertain and 
vivify these volumes ot thoUght. Yet the proximity 
ot these geniuses, one or other ot whan has intro
duced all his leading ideas, makes Swedenborg . 
another exaPJP.].e ot the difficulty, even in a highl.y 
tert.Ue genius, ot proving originality, tlle first 
birth and annunciation ot one ot the laws of nature." (4) 

And in ad-dition to this atmosp.here ot great ideas there was a particular 

envirc:runent in whic~ his own experience was matuzed. 

Emerson does not overlook this. 

11Lqcke said 'God, when He makes the prophet, does 
not unmake the man 1 • Sweden borg 1 s history points 
the remark. The parish disputes in the Swedish 
ChU.rch, between the friends and toes ot Luther and 
Melancthan, concerning 'faith al.one 1 aJ1Ci •works alone• 
intrude themselves illto his speculations upon the 
econcmy ot the celestial societies. The Lutheran 
bishop's son, tor whan the heavens- are opened, so that 
he sees with eyes, and in the richest symbolic toms, 
the awful t"ruth ot things, and utters again in his 

5. 



bocks. as Uilder a heavenly mandate, the indisput~ 
able secrets of moral nature - with all these 
grandeurs resting upon him, remains the Lutheran 
bishop's son;· his-ju~ents are those of a · 
SWedish polemic, and· his vast enlargments 
pu_rchased by ad.aJilantine limitations." (6) 

Clearly then, without sane knowledge of the life of SWedenborg 

we shall be ill-equipped to fom a considered judgment of h~s work. 

The quotations from EmersOn;~· which have. just. been made, raise certain 

probl.em.s which 'W1l:l need to be resolved in the course of this study. 

Yet before we pass on to recount his life some mention should 
. 

be maie of the biographies which are available as sources for the 

facts. ' A biograPhy b,y Signe Toksvig has been recently published 

by the Yale University Press. The man Swed.enborg is brought. to 

life in this book and 14:l.ss Toksvig entirely disposes of the canard 

that SWed.enborg was insane. But she has no appreciation of the side 

of Swedenborg1s work which this essq sets out to present. She uses 

his life fundam~tally as a means ·to Ulustrate cert.ain psychological 

theories. Dr. E.J. D:i.ngwall devotes a large section of his recent 

book "Very Peculiar People" to SWed.enborg. His essay shews at least 

that it is very difficult to fit SWedenborg into any known categc;>ry. 

The most celebrated Life :f:s that of WilliaPl White, published first in 

two volumes, and later in a one volume edition, in 1867. This Life, 

though marred by partiality and innuendo, has often been regarded as 

authoritative; but the fact t~ its alithor hali published a ·1~atory 

biograpl\1. a deca4& earlier has otten been overlooked. White is a 

.master in the art of "d8JIIning b,y f~t· praise". HB had. been for a 

period the agent ·of the ~denborg Society; but a difference beiv.een him 

and the Counc;il of. that body had. arisen over his persistent habit -of 



·'· 

}~ ; ... 

selling spiritualist :pJ.blications from the Society's premises. 

Ultimately he was ejected forcibly and tm second Life was his reply. 

Two Lives, one by Benjamin Worcester and one by George Trobridge have 

had a wide circulatian and are written with sympatey to Swedenborg' s 

point of view. A number of shorter studies have been produced both 

in AIDe rica ~ in this country. 
~~ .;· .. i .. ~ 

Ill associate of the late Alfred Stroh, a leading authority on 

SWedenborg' s manuscripts,Cyriel 0. Sigstedt has rec~tly published a 

biography entitled "The Swedenborg Epic11 , while menticn must also be 

made of two recent studies in Gem.an by Doctor .Emst Benz; "SWedenborg 

in Ge:nnany" and "Emanuel Swedenborg, Scientist & Jqstic." 

No account of the Biographies of Swedenborg should anit reference 

to the monumental "Documents Conceming SWedenborgn edited by Dr. R.L. 

Tafel and publi~d in three quarto volumes-18'76-7, conta:lning a vast 

aJilOWlt of sQlrce1laterial of great variety. 

The literary work of Swederiborg himself was considerable. We 

need not concem ourselves with his scientific and philosophical writings 

which, despite their importance· in their own fields, could only be 

relevant as a preparation for his theology. It is however essential 

to fonn sane impression of his theological worke. The SWedenborg Society 

publish t·hese works in modem editions and they· fall. into two main groups: 

(a) Works which SWedenborg himself published :ln his lifetime; and (b) 

Writings, nozmally described as Posthumous Works, which survive only in 

manuscript and which were never published by the author himself. 

Swedenborg was a careful writer, in the sense that hB made two 

copies of most, if not. all, of his published manuscripts. He made a 



a .. 
f'air copy of' hie f'irst draft for the printer and in certain cases we 

have the manuscri;pt; of' the first dratt., as well as the published work 

itself'. The works were composed in the Latin tongue and the vocabulaey 
. . . . 

is copious and the grammar such as was used in the scientific Latin of' 

his_ day. 

Tbe following is the list of' the pr~cipal works published by 

Swedenborg himself': 

"The Worship and Love of' God" 
"The ArCana Coelestia" 
0 The Earths in the Universe·~· )~- · . ..,.· ·. 
"Ha aven and Hell n 
"The White Horse" 
11The Last. Judgment_. 
"New Je.msal.EIIl and its Heavenly Dectrine_. 
"Tbe Doctrine of the Lord"-
11Tbe Doctrine· of' the Sacred Scripturesn 
"The Doctrine of' Lif'e" 
RThe Doctrine of' Faith" 
"Continuation concemi.ng the ·Last Judgment" 
"Welic Wisdan concerning the Divine. Love 

1745 
1749-1758 
1758 
1758 
1758 
1758 
1768 

.1763 
1763 
1763 
1763 
1763 

· and Wisdan11 1763 
"Angelic Wisdan concerning the Divine Provide.nce11 1764 
11The APocalypse Revealed" 1766 
"Delights of' Wisdan concerning CCI'ljugial Love" 1768 
"Brief' Exposition of' t~ Doctrine of' the New · · 

Church" 1769 
"Intercourse between ·the Soul. and the Bcdl"" 1769 
"~he True Christian Religion" . · '1771 

The following list contains the principal_ post.bwnous works published 

b.r the Swedenborg Society in London or by its sister organisations in. 

the United states of Nnerica. The dates ~dicate the years of' 

composition. 

11Tba Adversaria" or "The .Wolti Ex}Uainedn 
"Biblical Index'' · 
11The Spiritual Dia.zT' containing too various 

short treatises. 
"The APccallPse Explained_. 
"The Athanasian Czeed" · 
"The Divine lDve" 

1745-47 
1747-48 

1747-65 
1757-69 
1759 
1762-63 



"The Divine Wisdan" 
"The Doctrine of Charity" 
"The Coranis or Appendix to the True 

Christian Religim" 
"Canans of the New Church" 

1762-63 
1764 

1'771 
1769 

9. 

The natural and first preSUJil.ptim would be that greater weight 

_should attach to the doctrinal teaching of .the works contained in the 

first list. Cert.ainl.y sane works in the second list, such as the 

seven voluines of the Spiritual Diar,y-, are devoted to the recorcl of his 

e.xperiences. of the spiritual world rather than to the e.xpositim of his 

teaching. But we must give the various works in both lists a little 

closer attention before we proceed, so that we have sane idea of their 

contents and their particular purposes. 

(1) Published Works. 

11The Worship and Love of Gcxi". This book has been called by its author 
11 saneviiat ·PoetiC~"-· Swedenborg mmself said of it thS.t it contains 
sane truth but that his own personality was intruded into it too far. 
He also suggests that it was written in part to answer a taunt that he 
could not write graceful Latin. It is Qa philosophic prose-poem an 
the creatim of the earth and the birth and educ~tion of Adam and Ew, 
of fine fancy and great beaut~. But for the fact that it was published 
in the first months after the new orientation of his life we should not 
refer to it here. 

IlTle Arcana Coelestia~1 • This work is now issued in twelve octavo volumes 
with, in ad.ditim, two volumes of Index, the latter being a later 
canpilation by E. Rich Q'1 the basis of a posthumous manuscript of the 
8llthor. This is in mallY ways the most important of Swedenborg 1 s 
theological works and remains the· court of appeal to which many later 
Publications of the 8llthor refer. The contents consist of a verse by 
verse canmentary an Genesis and Excxius in which the intemal se1:1se of 
these books is set forth with very extensive reference to other books 
of the Bible. Each chapter is introduced and concluded by doctrinal. 
dissertations or descriptions of the author• s e.xperiences of the . 
Spiritual World.. ".ArCana Coelestia" was the first publicatim of 
our' author att.er his "intranissionn, which we shall discuss at length 
in the second section of this essq, and was published volume by volume, 
as completed, over a period of nine years! · 

naeaven and Hell II, or· to give it its full title, "Heaven and its Wanders 
and Hell: fran things heard and seen." This ~ook published in 1758, the 
year of the completion of the 11Ax"Cana Coelestia: is ad-equately described 
by its title. Ne'Vertheless it ~s essentially a scientist• s account 



which is concemed with the natu%9 of the spiritual world and the 
Wlderl.ying reasons for its phenanepa; rather than with phenanena 

10. 

as such. It has perhaps the widest circulation of all SWedenborg 1 s 
bocks but it is likely that its concern with principle, rather than 
me~ extemal phenomena, canes as a surprise to mazl1' who expect quite 
a dif'i'erent approach. Many foat-notes refer to passages ~ the 
".Arcana Ccelestia". 

11The White Horse". This is a short tract interpreting the intemal 
sense of the passage from Revelation 19 in which tbe White Horse and 
its Rider aN described; with a section an the Word. The booklet. 
is basically a collection of references fran the "ArCana Coelestia. 11 

,,. ' .·!'!,.~·-•., ..... ··-·.. . 
11The Last J t and the De structiCil of Ba ion", with ;'VIhich it is 
usual now to include a later work ·17 3 11A Continuation conceming 
the Last Judgm.ent 11 • Bath these littJ.e books are concerned with 
events in the Spiritual World but the remer di~usses the problem of 
Judgment, with references to "Heaven and Hell" and ".Arcana Coelestia". 

''New Jezusalem and its Heavenly Doctrineu. This is a handbook of 
.Doctrine for the New Church, which, atter an explanation of the 
significance of the New Jezusalelli in the ·Jpocalypse as a new Church or 
Dispensation, sets forth the doctrine subject by SU.bject, together with 
copious references to the 11Arc5la .Coele:stiatLf:Or.:con.firmation. 

"The Earths in the.Universen, ·(to use the title normally current today) 
is virtually a rescript of passages fran ".Arcana Coelestia". ~cm.e of 
its statements are not upheld by modem scientific research. The work 
is referred to in "Heaven and Hell". 

11The Four Leading Doctrines", to follow: the Swedenborg Society's 
nanenclature. The four Doctrines,· of The Lord, ·of the Sacred Scripture, 
of Life and of. Faith, published separately in 1763, ·are often issued 
todaY" for convenience in one volume. ·Each doctrine is ~t forth with 
copious reference to the Sacred Scriptu:J:es, in which each Doctrine is 
based, and references to "Last Judgment" and "Heaven and Hellll. 

"The Divine Love ·and ·Wisdan" is the title by 'which t~ work "Angelic 
Wisdan concemipg the Divine .Love and Wisdail" is generally known. Th;is 
is a major wo,rk' in which a Spiritual Phllosophy is outlined. It consists 
ot five parts (i) Of Gcxl (ii) Of the spiritual Sun (iii) Of Degrees 
(iv) Of the Creation of the Universe '(v) 01' the Creation of Majl. We 
shall have occasion to make many refe~es to the teachings of this 
work in what follows in this eSSaY'• In the work itself reference is made 
also to "Arcana Coelestia\' and "Heaven and Hell". 

"The Divine Providence", is the title by which the work "Angelic ·wisdan 
conceming the Divine Providence" is canm.Oiily known. .This important 
treatise, fran the first st.atanent "The Divine Providence is t.be Government 
of the Divine Love and Wisdan or·. the Lord", proceeds to discuss the 
purpose of mall~ s /Creat·ion, his freedan and rationality, the laws of 
Providence, profanation, the laws ot the. penilission ot evil, that 
Providence is with the evU equally with the good, man 1 s predestination 
to heaven not hell, and finai4 shews .that the Lord carmot act contra17 



to the laws of His Divine Providence. O:casional reference is made 
to "ArCana Coelesti~"' "Heaven and Hell", "Divine -Love and Wisdan", 
"Doctrine of the Lord" and •'Doctrine of the Sacred Scripture". 

"The ApC?callpse Revealed II!' This is a verse by verse :Commer:ltary on 

ll. 

the Book of Revelati~ set~ing forth the Internal Sense of that Book. 
This entaUs much discussia'l ot the doctrine of the Christian Churches, 
both Catholic and Refozmed, and declares the Book to be a prophecy, 
relating to the Church, now in process of fulfilment. Incidents fran 
his experience of the spiritual world are introduced by the author to 
illustrate his teaching. These Memorabilia are chiefiy to be found at 
the en~ of each chapter. 

"Conjugial Love", as the work entitled . "The Delights of Wisdan concerning 
Conjugial Love" is general~. called, is _described _by the author as a · 
book of morals. 'i'he title is, of couree, a· close verbal rendering of 
the original i.atin, n Naor Conjugialis". It contains. a detalled 
consideration of the -essentially spiritual nature. of sex and marriage and 
of the effect~ of disorder ~d adulte17 upon the soul. ,Appeal is made 
to his experiences of the spiritual Jiorld. to illustrate his teaching. 
Theology~ though DScessarily implic;i.t in the subject.,is not. di~ctly 
treated J.n this work. 

· 11Brief Bxposition of the Doctrine of the New Church" is a tract in 
which the Protestant and Catholic doctrines are first. stated and then 
their falsities are· exposed, wi:t.h a statement of the true doctrine for 
the New Church. · 

. . 
"Intercourse of the Soul and the Boc1y11 • This treatise discusses the 
problan of whether the mind acts upon the body or t.he body upon the 
mind, and the relationship between soul and body. 

11The. True Christian Religicn". This is a massive ·work of Christian 
doctriile filmly based in the letter of the Sacred Scriptures. It 
treats in systematic fashion of the leading tenets of the Christian 
Faith. Memorabilia, i.e. accounts of incidents fran his spiritual 
world. experience, have been inserted towards the end of each section 
in illustration of bis argument. This crOWDing work does contain 
references to other publi~d works, "APocalypse Bevealed11 , 11 Heaven 
and Hell!1, "The White Horsen for instance, but is self-contained and 
closely reasoned. · · 

(2) Posthumous Works. 

"Adversaria".• A collection of miscellaneous papers including marJ1' 
studies in the Word written betwe~ 1745 and 1747. '-nd.er the tit1e 
·••The Word Explained'', this has been translated into English and 
·published in AJnerica. · 

IIBiblical Inde~'. This covers 2,000 pages of MS. and contains, 



... .... besides a concordance of passages for ready reference, a dicticnary 
of correspondences and other notes. 

"The Spiritual Diaq11 contains a detalled accom1t of SWedenborg1 s 
experiences in the spiritual world together with many statsnents 
of doctrine. The record extends fran Feb. 1747 to April 1765. 
The entries are not regular and ~a.I\Y are without date. Swedenborg 
himself complled an index to the Diary and numbered the entries. 
Where he has incorporated some experience into his writings he has 
marked out (a) the appropriate entry in the Diary. In view of the 
fact· that certain entries contain remarkable statements which have 
not anywhere been used in his published or posthumous works, the 
pi"8SUlllpt.i.on must be that he there rejected the accuracy of what he 
had been told by the spirits. It is important that this should be 
remembered. The Diary itself is only a recozd of experience. 

"APocal,ypse ExplainedV A verse by verse interpretation of most of 
the Book of Revelation built up much on the pattern ·of "ArCana · 
Coelestia", to which work there· are ver:r many references. Like the 
"ArCana Coelestia11 it includes many texts brought together in order to 
support the interpretation. But often these proof texts themselves 
are also interpreteda" so that the work extends to five and a half quarto 
volumes.. · "The Divine Love" and the "Divine Wisdan" are· usual:l¥ also 
included in the sixth volume. 

"The Athanasian Creed". In this short treatise the Creed is examined 
and reinterpreted in the light of the doctrine that the Trinity is 
one of Person and not of Persons. 

"'lbe Divine Loven and "The Divine Wisdan" are alSo issued in one snall 
volwne under the title "The Doctrine of Uses"• This little book, 
together with the other small work "The Doctrine of Charity", is 
concerned with what is good in act, what love is, arid v1hat love to the 
neighbour requires of man. The pattern of the human body as a complex 
of 11use s" is important to ·the argument. 

"Cancns of the .New Cmrch". This is a statement of the Doctrine for 
the New Church. This little work was apparently preparatory for 
"The True Christian Religion." 

"The Coronia" or A,ppendix to tll:="1tfrue Christian Religion. 11 The Summary 
contains a list of fifty·-five propositions, but the manuscript· ends at 
Proposition Six. The fragment· deals with the Four Dispensations or 
Churches which have preceded the New Church. 

SWedenborg published his theological works at his own e:x;pense. 

Needless to say the circulaticn at first was small and only four copies 
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of the first volume of"Arcana Coelsstia" were sold in two months. The second 



volume was published in London simultaneously .m English and Lat·in. 

'!he publisher stated that his instructions were to hand all mcney 

that shoul,d arise from the n sale of this large work •• towards the 

charge_ of t'he _Propagation C?f the Gospel"• A set of the next five 

works was distributed to the Bishops and sane of the nobility in 

England where these books v.ere published. All the works prior to 

"Conjugial Love" were anonymous, and from 1765 onwards all. his books 

were published in Amsterdam. Freedom of the Press existed only in 

England and Holland. For a sllort period during these later years a 

ban was placed on the import·atian of his books into Sweden, at the 

instigation of certain of the Swedish clergy. 

13. 
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imanuel was the second son of Jasper SWedberg, the prominent 

Swedish divine who was for some years Chaplain to the Royal Court 

alld later ~came the Bis~p of Skara. The Lutheran Church was 

the state cmrch and maintained its supremacy witheut rival; for 

the Reman Cathal.ic Cmrch had been banished frcm the land. A 

strict censorship was in fact maintained ·lest any subversive 

doct rille should be pranulgated by the press in Sweden. · &nanuel 
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was bom in the year 1688 and his mother died while he was barely 

nine years old. His elder brother died while still a child. In 

his progress to the bishopric of Sk:ara Jasper SWedberg had been Dean 

of Upsala Cathedral and had. held a _number of Professorships at the 

University, inclucnng that of First Professor ot Theology. Emanuel 

was fi.tt.een years old when his father removed to Skara. Thus his 

childhood had been spent in the atmo_sphere of the Wliversity town, 
·. 

for _though he was bom. in Stockholm during the days of his father's 

Royal Chaplaincy, ~s father's a,ppQintm.ent to· Upsala quickly followed. 

Signe Toksvig in her :recent book on SWeci8nborg presents a somewhat 
. . 

u.nfavourable picture ot Jasper SWedberg. This i~ not, however, borne 

out by the earlier biographies and aPpears sanewhat unconvincing. 

,Apart fran certain pqchological. theories which. haw been based upon 

it, the matter is not of the first importance. at greater manent is 

the fact that l!lnanuel 1 s environment .rtorded him ·the opportunity of 

acquaintance with SWeden's le~ing scholars and theologians. After 

his tat her's removal to Skara, Emanuel remained in Upsala, staying with 
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his sister Anna who had becane the wite of Ericus Benzelius, then 

Librarian o! the University. This friendship witb Benzelius 
. . 

continued atter Emanuel had left the University and a correspondence 

covering a number of years has come down to us. Eric Benzelius 

ultimately became the Primate of Sweden and was a man of great leaming. 

In 1719 the family of Bishop Swedberg was ennobled, with the name 

Swedenborg, and Emanuel thenceforth was entitled to a seat in the Diet. 

The principal events in the life of Emanuel up to the time of 

his "intranissionn at the of 57 can be lightly sketched. He graduated 

in his 20t.h year and his graduatim thesis was entitled "Select 

sentences fran L·An· Sececa and Pub. Syzus Mimus, and othez,, with the 

armot.aticms of Erasmus and with the Greek version of Je_s. Scaliger etc. 11 

In a review o! this J .H. Smithson ccmments : 

"The first attempt of the celebrated Sweden~org in 
hiB character as an author, wee to explain the 
proverbs and sententious sayings o! Ranan 
antiquity. •• ( 6) 

In the article it is stated that Swedenborg was conversant with the 

following Latin authorss Ovid, Horace, Virgil, Cicero, Valerius 

Max:ilmls, Sallust, Terrance, Plautus, Seneca, Tacitus and others. The 

study of the Greek authors he appears to have abandoned when he left 

the University. After graduation he travelled throughout Europe and 

visited England bearing introductions to leading scientists. It is 

lmown that he visited Oxford and while he liwd in London the practical 

bent of his mind was sh~ in his cu,stan of moving his lodgings fran 

time to time and staying in the houses of different craftsnen. He 

writes to Benzelius fran London; 

"! have been with FlaiJlstead, who is considexed 



the best astrcnaner in. England ••• You encourage 
me to go on with 11\Y studiess but I think I 
ought rather to be discouraged as I have such 
an •immoderate desire' .t'or.tham, especial4 
for astronany and mechanics. I also turn 
my lodgings to sane use and change them o.f'ten. 
At .t'irst I was at a watclmaker1 s, ai"terwards 
at a cabinetmaker• s, and new I 8111 at a 
mathematic"al'!"inst rument maker• s. Fran them 
I steal their trades, which acme day wUl be 
of' use to men. (7) 

TWo years later he writes, 

"During IV stay in Holland I was most of the 
time in .Utrecht, where the Diet met and where 
I was in great favour with AJnbassador Palmquist •• 
He is a gocxi mathematician and a great algebraist •• 
In Leyden I leamed giass-grinding (for telescopes) 
and I haw now all the instruments and utens;Us 
belcnging to it •• ·" (8) 

Then to Paris, with visits to Hamburg, and so he is brought into 

touch with Europe 1 s leading scientists and finally he zetums to 

Sweden to work with Christopher Folhel.m, Sweden 1 s chief' engineer. 

16. 

Ha twice declined professorships at Upsala University: be was invited 

to becane candidate for the Chair of' AstronCJDY in 1718, and was 

o.t'.t'e zed the Chair of' Mathematics in l?zt. 

His maternal grandfather had been an Assessor in the Royal 

College of' :Mines. The mining j,ndustry being nat·icnally owned, 

appointments to its Boam were made bJr the King and it was not. 

unnatural that &nanuel too shou}.d be drawn into the work. For this 

theoretically-equipped· and practical scientist could serve such an 

indust17 V&I7 e.t'.t'ectual.ly. Aft,er his first appointment as Assessor 

EKtraordinaey and further work abroad, he became Assessor and was for 

a number o.t' years closely engaged in the day to day management of' the 

indust17-which included the mining and the smelting of' ore, principally 

iran and copper. Consequently, with his duties as a mining engineer 



and his appearances in the HOuse of Nobles, the Diet, to which 

be sutmitted a .number of memorials on econanic and practical 

afairs, varied by occasional visits abroad in order to Publish 

his scientific works, Swedenborg was busily- engaged. Thus he , 

rose to considerable eminence in the e stimat·icn not. only of his 

own countr,ymen but of the leamed men of Europe. Then at 57 years 

of age all that is laid aside. 

D.t.t another a&Pect of Swedenborg1 s life and character must be 
; 

noted, more directly related- to the influence of his father. Dr. 

Bey-er, a friend of later daYs, had asked Swedenborg for sane part-

iculars of his early li.t'e: ·the following extract is fran his reply. 

"Fran 11\V' fourth to my tenth y-ear I was constantly 
engaged in theught upon God, salvation, and the 
spiritual experiences of men; and several times 
I revealed things at which rq father and mother 
wondered, saYing that angels must be speaking 
through me. Fran m:r sixth to my twelfth y-ear 
I used to delight. in conversing with clergymen 
about faith, saying that the· life of faith is · 
love, and that the love which imparts life is 
love to the neighbours also that God gives faith 
to everyone, but that those only rec;ei~ it who 
practise love. I lmew of no other faith at 
that time than that God. is the Creator and 
Preserver of natu;re, that- He. imparts under
standing and a good dispositicn to men, and . 
various ot.her things that follow. I knew nothing 
then of that leamed faith which teaches that God. 
the Father imputes the righteousneSIJ of His Son to 
whansoever and at what times He chooses, even to 
those who have not :repented and have not refol1118d 
their lives. And had I heard of such a faith, 
it would have been then, as it is now, above lil3' 
comprehensicn. 11 (9) 

To that extract one biographer of Swedenborg adds this canment: 

"No doubt this description of his early- faith mirrors, 
.with perhaps an added light. of its own, his father's 
teaching, and shows that the simple aPostolic faith 
manifested in a gocxl life was the faith the good 
Bishop· preached." (10) . 

17. 



There mq be tNth in charges made against thB Bishop that he was 
~ 

egotistical and even dictatorial and owr-bearing. Sane support. tor 
' 

such a view mq be deriwd f'ran his letters. But equal~ there was 

tendemes8· and self'-abnegation and adherence to duty; and a fearless 

practical C~stianity. .kl experience which befell the future bishop 

as a student at the Uniwrsity of' lund and which may haw a possible 

bearing on bis son's later experiences will be discussed more tully in 

the next cbapter. Cit him it has been said 11His confidence in the 
. . . 

presence of' spirits and angel~, as vell as in th;e Providence of' God, 

was remarkable, and sanetimes. bordering em. credulity." 

lB. 

Thu.s at the age of' 57 Swedenborg' s mind was exceedingly well equipped 

with the scientific lmOJd.edge of his time. His own contribution to the 

sum of' scientific knowledge was considerable. He was versed in 

philosophic speculations of' the great thinkers, and was practised in the 

f'ol1DUlatio.n of' theories ~d the preamtatian of' his own philosophic 

conclusions. Further it is evident that his religious inheritance was 

strong and his education. in this field had not. been neglected. Here was 

no impractical visi.ona17 but an experienced man of' affairs. Although we 

are not concemed to assess his position as a man of' science it is an 

assured historical f'act that he put f'orwalti "an elaborate theo17 of' the 

origin of' things, and propounded the nebular l:\fpothesis -!JlaZlY years before 

its suggesticn by -Kant, Herschel and La,place11 • Many ideas maintained by 

him, as- f'or example the undulato17 theory of' light and the doctrine that 

heat is_ a f'o:nn of' motion, have taken their place in scientific thwght 

tcday. He wrote on many subjects anr1 applied himself' to a wide variety 

of' research. He studied an.atany, setting himself' by the caref'u.l studl" of' 
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the hurnari body to seek for the seat of the soul. This anatanical work 

was based in the leading authorities of the day, whan he quoted freely, 

and made a significant contribution to knowledge,. especially an the 

subject. of the bra~. 

Swedenborg• s method in these scientific philosophical treatises 

is wort:.ey- of attention. It is a fusion of the inductive. and deductive 

methods of reasoning. Of his method J.D. Morell writes as follows :-

"Evident~ it is the inductive and synthetic method 
canbined. Commencing by observat-ion, his ·mind 
seized upon certain high philosophical sxlaas; arxl 
from them reasoned downwards to the nature and 
uses at particular obj"ects. Perhaps it is the 
only attempt the world has seen (with the exception 
of the unsuccess!ul efforlis of Cc:inte) at rising 
upwards to purely philosophical ideas fran positive 
and concrete .t'acts~n (ll) 

A paper read before the Royal Swedish Academ:y of Sciences when he was 

62, explains his philosophic method. 

11There are two ways by which to trace out these things 
in nature which lie either open before, or are hidden 
fran our eyes; na111ely the a priori which is also called 
the synthetical method, and the a postiori' or the 
analytical method. Both are necessar.v in reflecting 
upon and tracing out one and the sa1718 thing: for in 
order to do so there is required both light a priori 
and experience a post.iori. n (12) 

Something of this two-fold appz:oach to whatever is under consider

ation is carried over into his later theological work. Here we shall 

not find it eesy to separate one doctrine fran another. It is not . 

alwa¥s easy to isolate and plot out as with a straight edge one logical 

path of argument. We m.ight liken Swedenborg' s eDgetical work to 

saneth:ing spherical. Ever.vthing keys in together to make a perfect 

balanced. sphere.. Wordiness and ·an apparent tmtol.ogy are inseparable 



fran his methcd as he start.& fran adjoining points on the surface and 

makes his way towards the centre, the doctrine of' Jesus Christ, God 

Incarnate. Perhaps we migl:rt. sq be swings towards the centre, for 

his inductive-deductive method has been likened to "a legitimate 

and widening sp;i.ral, revolving fran the senses to the mind and fran 

the mind to the senses." 

Benjamin Worcester, the biographer of' Swedenborg offers .the 

following summary of' his work as a philosophers. 

UTo review Swedenborg 1 s labours as a Jililosophe r: •••• 
We find him seizing upon all the vantage ground that 
had been gained, fran Pl-ato and Uist~le to Leibnitz 
and Locke; by the deduction of' idealism and the 
induction of' realisn placing in order the already" 
vast accumulations of' science; with the aid of' the 
microscope and the telescope reading the Book of' 
Nature, for the purpose oi'·leaming the steps by 
which the power of' the Highest descends, in order 
that the soul might remount by them to His contemp
laticn; not of' its om strength, bo.t submissively 
to His Word, trusting to His leading hand, and 
hearkening to His guiding Spirit. 

"Of'. the steps that thus opened before him, let us bear in 
mind these :- · 
That all of' life is in and f'~ the Divine, and that 
except f'~ the Divine nought can for a moment exist. 
That the in.f'lowing of' life fran t~ Divis is primarily 
into f'oms the most simple, the most single and inmost. 
That the descent of' life is through successiVe degrees, 

one without and correspondent to another, as the body 
to the soul. 
That the outer degree has its life . fran the inner, and 
yet enJoys a cert.ain f'reedan and reactico and consent 
of' its own • 

. That the Divine by means of' its li.t'e-siving residence 
in the inmost· of' every minutest thin4h; rules all 
things from greatest to least. ' 
That, fran int:im.ate conjunction with the finite soul, 
the Divine ~s given as it nre a derivation of' itself', 
or an indwelling of' it self', still Divine, as a nexus in 
the finite. . 
That the infinite variety in the created universe is. 
for the sake of' a most perfect whole, in which there 
may be a special place and use for every indivi~ual. 

20. 



"That this variety is detetmined by an order of series 
and degrees, in which there is perfect co-ordination 
and subordination. 
That there is thus a subordination of ends, and 
ever;ytbing subserves the final end. 
That the final. en4 is a Wliversal society of human 
souls, composed of snaller societies in co-ordination 
aDi sub-ordination, with. in~ite variety leading to 
a most perfect whole. 
That this Wliversal soCiety, or heaven, is of 
necessity rule4 and ordered by Him who is at CllCe 
Gcxi and perfect Man, Qlr Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ. 

"It j.s by these steps that Swedenborg - accepting 
with the idealists the certainty of intuitive, 
interior perceptions; with the materialists the 
.reality of outward iJnpressicns - leamed to. 
connect than and to mount securely into assurance 
of Di:vine things, even of Rswlation and of the 
IncamatiCil ••••. SWedenborg studying the RewlatiCil 
·in Nature, saw as yet bu.t through a glass d~kly; . 
his eyes needed to be touched by the Divine Hand 
in order that, in the Revelation of the Holy Vlord, 
they might aee clearly." (13) 

The deciSive tuming point in Swedenborg • s life took place in his 

fifty-eighth year. The Diaries fumish evidence of several years of 

spiritual turmoil, which served as a kind of purifying f'e::anent.. When 

he was in London in the year 1745, Swed.enborg states, the Lord ~peared 
L 

to him and called him to. Wldertake a Divine mission. He believed 

bim.self to be called to bee~ the agent for the re-establisb:nent of 

Christi~ity Cll a n~w and enduring foundation. . He says he was called 
' 
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to tbis work because those "Were the "times of the end11 ,. the times foretold 

in the Gospels when, ••the sun shall be darkened and the moon shall not 

give her light and the stars shall fall fran heaven", ~en there should 

be seen nthe s18n of the ·Son of M~n·, the c~g of. the Lord Jesus Christ, 

11in the clouds of J:leaven with .p0111er and great glory:." 

Before tummg to Swed~nborg 1 s Q~ concept, ian of his mission, there 

~s one great mi.sconceptiCil which must be cleared away. Some popular 
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articles about Swedenborg make- undue use of material such as the 

incidents lmcmn as the nsigns of seershipn,in a manner which can 

only be described as superticial. The statement has even been made 

that "he talked with Godn. !Ut this ~trays a canple~e misunderstanding 

of the facts. Swedenborg was called, he believed, to a mission; but 

when he tells us that he received the doctrines of the true Christian 

Religion fran the Lord alone,. he means, not by word of mouth, but by 

inward enlightenment while he was read~ the Word. There is a well

known passage fran his work the ll'l'rue Christian Religion" which will give 

us his view-point: . 

0 As stated a,bove, the Lor4..<!~.~ JD:anifest Himself in 
person, and yet He has_foretold that He will cane and 
found a new church which is the New Jerusalem. 

11It follows that He will· do tlq.s by means of a man, 
who can not only understand the doctrines of this 
church, but can al,.so have them printed and published. 

"I soleninly declare that the Lord has manifested 
Himself to me His servant, ancl sent me on this duty. 
He has opened the sight of my spirit, and tms 
introduced me into the spiritual world; He has 
pennitted me to s;ee the heavens and hells, to · . 
converse with angels and spirits and this nCJW 
c Clltinual.ly for mal\Y years. 

"'do:reove;r from the first day of my call, I have not 
received instruction in the doctrines of the new 
crurch fran arJ7 angel, but fran the Lord alone while 
I have been reacU.ng the Word." (14) 

These words ~re written ~owards the ·close of. his life· after the 

publication ~f many theological works of which the 11Arcana Coelestia11was 

the first. And just because he has claimed to be the agent of a Secand. 

Coming in this wa:y, it is clear t~t we cannot separate his radical 

theology from his views of Revelatim and the Exegesis of Sacred Scripture. 

According to his exegesis the "clouds of "heavenn are the very Scriptures 

in their literal sense which, as their spiritual content is opened to our 

understanding, reveal to us the Lo:ni in all His glo17. 
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The call of Swedenborg was followed by the opening of his spiritual 

visiai so that he came into conscio1,1s experience of the spiritual world. 

The~ experiences, which continued for thirty .seven years, will be 

considered in the next chapter. Fran t-he time of the .call to the 

writing and publishing of the n Arcana Coelestia", Swedenborg devoted 

himself to the study of the Scriptu~s. He leamed Hebzew and built . . 
up a Biblical Index for his own use. He kept ~ Diar,y of his experiences 

of the spiritual world which served as a source-book fran which he could 

draw in order to illustrate his expositicns of doct.rine. Perhaps this 

rather over-simplifies the matter since. it leaves out of account all 

intemediate woric:. Signe Toksvig in her biography of Swedenborg shows 

no sympathy with liis theology or his biblical exegesis. But as a glance 

at the quotations which she gives will prove, she spends much uxmecessary 

time on the inte:nnediate work, the "Adversarian or "The Word EJr;plained". 

To this period also belongs the distinctly poetical treatise, "The Worship 

and Love of God ... Four years. later, the first volume of the "Arcana 

Coelestia1' heralded a succession of theological works which are his real 

claim to be the prophet of the New Age. Fran. the day of his call he 

abandoned otb:lr scientific or ,philosophic work including the unfinished 

11The Animal Kingdom11 (Rsgnum Animale), of which it has been said the 

major part has stood the test of tjme. 

Betuming to Sweden later i.p the swmner of his call be resumed. his 

work at the College of Mines. Two years later the College recamn.ended 

him for promotion to Councillor, but Swedenborg requested the king to 

allow him to resign fran the College and to grant ~ a pension of half 

his salary. Thus with the consent of the king and the good-will of his 
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fozmer colleagues, Swedenborg retired fran official service. Yet during 

the latter part. of' his life· which though broken by jou~eys a1d prolonged 

visits to AmSteidam. and Londcn, and even Paris and the south of' FraXlCe, 

wa:s largely spent in Sweden, SWedenborg continued to take a keen personal 

interest in the affairs of' the Diet. He presented occasional memorials 

on ecananics and constitutional subjects, and even served on a f'ina1ce 

canmittee of' the Diet in 1760,· on which he is said to have hali great 

influence. His closing days were spent in London where he died on 

March 29th 1772. Some account of his last weeks may be of' interest. 

The following is taken fran a letter written by the SWedish pastor, 

Ferelius, to a friend : 

"Assessor Emanuel Swedenborg died in the month of March, 
1772, and was buried by me tn .April 5th in the burial 
vault o{ the SWedish Ulrica-Ei.e mora Church; which was 
the last clerical duty I perfonned in that country. 
Towards the close of the year (1771) he was touched by 
paralysis on one side which rendered hi~ speech indistinct, 
especially when the atmosphere was oppressive. 
11I visited him several times and a•d ~ each time 
whether he had an idea that h8 was to die at this time, 
upon whic.h he answered, 1Yes'. 
"Upon this I observed to him that as quite a number of 
people thought. that his whole purpose in pranulgatw 
his new theological system had been to make trim·self a 
na111e, or to acquire celebrity, which. object indeed he 
had thereby attained, if such had.. been the case, he 
ought. now to do the world the justice to retract it 
either in whole or in part., especially as he could 
not expect to de:rive any additional advax1tage from 
this world, which he would soan leave. He thereupon 
half-rose in his bed, and laying his sound hand on his 
breast with some manifestation of Zeal 'As tiUe as 
you see me before your eyes, so true is everything that 
I have writ ten; and I could have said more, had it been 
pezmit~d. When you enter etemity, you will see 
eve:eything, and then. you and I shall have much to talk 
about•. Thereafter Swedenborg received the Canmunion 
at his hands." (1.5) 

' 
SWedenborg never married. Polhelm1 s d~ht.er was prani.sed to him 

by her father at the King's behest but later, when Swedenborg leamed of 
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her affection for another, he released her fran the engagement. 

NJ autobiographical letter from our author, received by" t.lE Rev. 

Thanas Hartley vicar of East Malling, Kent and published by Mr. Hartley 

in 1769 in the original Latin, will make a fitting conclusion to this 

section of our essay. His date of birth was however 1688 and not 1689 

as stated. The date 1743 as the date of the appearance of the Lord to 

him will receive attention in our next. chapter. 

fiThe friendship which you manifest in your letter greatly 
pleases me; 'and I thank you sincerely for both, but 
especially for your friendship. The praises with which 
you overwhelm me, I receive simply as expressions· of 
your love for the truths contained in my writings; and · 
I refer them, as their source, to the Lord, our Saviour, 
fran whan is ewryt;tU.ng tiUe, because He is the Truth 
Itself, John :xiv, 6. I have considered chiefiy the 
remarks you make at the close .of you;r letter, where 
you eJq>ress yourself as follows: 1If, perchance, atter 
your departure from England, your writings should be 
the subject of discussion, and occasion should arise 
for defending you, their author, against sane malignant 
slanderer, who may wish to injure your reputation by a 
web of falsehoods - as those are in the habit of doing 
who hate the truth - would it not be well for you, in 
order t9 repel such slanderers, to leave with me saue 
particuiars respecting yourself, your degrees in the 
University, the public offices you filled, your friends 
and relations, the hanours which I am told have been conferred 
upon you, and anything else which might be u..!~eful in 
establishing your good character, so that ill-conceived 
prejudices may be removed; for it is our duty to use all 
lawful means, lest the cause of truth should suffer injury' • 
.After renecting an this, I have been led to yield to your 
friendly' advice, and will now cQmmunicate to you sane 
particulars of uq life, which are brie.fiy as follows. 

I was bom in Stockholm, on the 29th of January in the 
year 1689. 161' father's name was Jasper Swedberg; who 
was Bishop of West-Gothland, and a man of celebrity in 
his time. He was also elected and enrolled as a 

I • I 

member of the ·English Society for the Propagation of 
the Gospel in Foreign Parts; for he had been appairited 
by" King Charles XII Bishop over the Swedish churches 
in Pennsylvania, and also over the church in. London. 
In the year 1710. I went abroad. I proceeded first 



to England, and afterwards to Holland, France and 
Ge:xmany, and :retumed han.e in the year 1714. In 
the year ·1716, and also arterwards, I had many 
conversations with Charles XII, King of Sweden, 
who greatly favoured me, and in the saiDS year offered 
me an assessorship :in the College of Mines, which 
office I tilled until the year 1747, when I resigned 
it, retaining hCPiever, the official ·salary during 1I1i 
life. lq' sole object in tendering my resignation 
was, that I qht have more leisure to devote to 
the new office to which the Lord had called me. 
A higher post of honour was then offered me, which 
I positively declined, lest .qr heart should be 
inspired with prid~. In the year 17-19, I was 
ennobled b,y QJ.een Ulrica Eleanora, an!i naJD&d 
Swedenborg; and from that time I have taken qr 
seat among the nobles of the rank of knighthood, 
in the triennial Diet of the Realm. I aiJ1 a 
Fellow and Member, by invitation, of the Royal 
Acade.ID3' of Science in Stockholm; but I ha~ never sought 
admission into any literary society in any ·other place, 
because I 8111. in an· angelic society; where such .things 
as relate to heaven and the soul are. the only subjects 
ot discourse; while in literar.r s~ieties the world 
and the body fonn the only subjects of discussion. 
In the year 1734, I PUblished, at Leipsic, the Regnum 
Minerale, in three volumes, folio; and in 1738 i took a 
journey to Italy, and stayed a year at Venice and Rome. 
\Vith respect to .11\V family connections, I ha.d four 

sisters. Ole of them was married to Ericus Benzelius, 
who subsequently became the Arcllbishop of Upsal., and 
through him I becSD.e related to

1 
the two succeeding 

archbishops, who both belonged to the family of 
Benzelius, and -were younger brothers of his.- Jktv' 
second sister was married to Lars Benzelstiema who 
became a provincial govemar; but these two are dead. 
Two bishops, however, who are :related to me, are stUl 
living; one of them, whose name is Filenius, and who 
is Bishop at East-Gothland, officiates now as President 
ot the House of the Clergy in the Diet of Stockholm, in 
place of the Archbishop, who is an invalid; he married 
.11\Y sister's driughter; the other nsned Benzelsteirna, is 
Bishop of Westmanland ·and Da)..ecariia; he is the son of 
m;y second sister. Not to mention others of my relations 
who occupy stations of honour. Moreover all the bishops 
ot fii1" native count17, who are ten in number, and also the 
sixt.een senators, and the rest of the highs st in office, 
entertain feelings of affection tor me; fran their 
affection they honour me, and I live with them on tems of 
faxniliarity, as a friend among· friends; the reason of which 
is that they know I am in company with angels. 



Even the King and Queen, and tlE three princes, their 
scns, · show me great favour: I was al.SQ invited once 
by the King and Queen to dine with them at their own 
table, which hanour is generally accorded only to · 
those who are hig_rest in of'f'ice; subsequently the 
Crown Prince granted me the same favour. They all 
desire me. to retum hane; wherefore I am. far fran 
apprehending, in my own country, that persecution, 
which you fear, and against which .in your letter 
you desire in so friendly a manner to provide; and 
if they choose to persecute me elsewhere, it can do 
me no ham. · 

But all that I have thus far related, I consider 
of canparativeq little importance; for it is far 
exceeded by the .circumstance, that I have been called 
to a holy office by the Loxd Himself, who most 
mercifully appeaied before me, His servant, in the 
year 1743; when He opened nw sight -into the spiritual 
world, and enabled me to converse with spirits and 
angel-s, in which state I have continued up to the 
pzesent day. From that time I began to print and 
publish the various arcana that were· seen by me or 
revealed to me, concerning Heaven and Hell, the state 
of man a.t'ter death, the true worship of God, the 
spiritual sense of the Word, besides many- other 
important matters conducive to salvation and wisdan. 
The only reason of my joumeys abroad has been the desi~e 
of making Jeyself useful, and of making known the aicana 
that were entrusted to me. Moreover, I have as IIDlCh 
of this world's_weal.th as I need, and I neither seek 
nor wish for more. · · 
Your letter has induced me to write all theae 

Particulars, in order that as you say 1 ilJ.-ccnceived 
prejudices may be removed·.•. Fa-rewell; and fran m:t 
heart I wish you all blessedness both in this world 
and the next; which I have not the least doubt yoU 
will attain, ·if you look and pray to our LOrd. 

&nan. Swedenborg. 11 (16) 

27;, 
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No man . could make the claims which SWeden borg made without 

finding himself the subject of much public ccmm.ent and arousing 

much antagonill!l%1 in his -own. lifetime.. Baron Swed~~org, as he was 

oft,en called, was ·no exception. He had numerous friend's in many 

walks of life, many of them highly -placed, both in Sweden anc;i England. 

Same have left recoxds of their impressions of him as a gentle, lovable 

and tully competent personality, but others, incensed by his doctrines 

and his claims, cast venanous aspersions upon his ch:aracter. Hence 

arose the picture of SWec;ienborg as a foalish enthusiast whose work is 

fit only tor obl:i,. vion. 

Sane ·criticisms merely represent actual events in an linfavourable 

light. Thus Kant devotes a speci_al treatise to the ridicule of 

ce~ain examples of SWedenborg' a s~rship w.Q:Lch had cane to his notice. 

These incidents, which seem ·to depend entirely upon experience of the 

spiritual world for thei:t" eJCplanation and were widely discussed at the 

tjme, will be examined in a later chapter. But other storie a which 

were circulated about him have sPite and malice rather than truth as 

their sole substratum. 

Che of the sad features of public life is that men are very 

wUling to believe and to publish the unlovely and bi~arre but slow 

to retract their wolds when chall.enged. 

The malice of the SWedish pastor, Mathesius, with his false tale 

of SWedenborg1 s trenzy, assisted by the perhaps not unbiased credulity 

of Jol:m Wesley, who, having once said : 

. . 



·nwe may now bum all our .books on theology; God has 
sent us a teacher fran heaven; and in the doctr:ine 
of SWedenborg we maY" leam all that is necessary for 
us to know,n (17) 

later re,Pldiated the teachings, sent forth a canard which received 

new life fran the biogra,pey of. tba resentful White. Other tales 

are current which are quite out of. keeping with the character of 

Swedenborg. 

IJl extract from the dia:cy of William Allingham., the poet, 

illustrates the persistence of these slanders as well as the acquaint-

~ce with ~he writings of Swedenborg of the great literary figures of 

last. century. .Allingham. be:r:e refers to Thanas Carlyle : 

die spoke of White's Life Qf Swedenborg, Carlyle rather 
with praise, in which I could. not. agree. Carlyle 
thought there was a prurient elemen~ :in Swedenborg 

·which accouilted for muchs but he never cared at all 
for the great SWede, and had, I believe, no grasp of 
his cnaracter. 

Another 4aY, he (CarJ¥1e) and I drove throUgh 
Clerkenwell ••• I reminded him of SWedenborg •• He 
said 1 .Ah yes, Swedenborg was fond of London. i 
never got milch good of' hlm. Emerson says he 
cane nearer· the secret ot the world than almost 
anybody, but I never could see that he came near 
an:~ secret at all. Still I have a .re~ect for him: 
I read his boOks 'with considerable. interest.n. (18) 

The ·salllS diar,y recozds a. remark ·of Tennyson that he thought 

SWedenborg' s hell was more impressiVe than his heaven. \fhether, like 

the Brownings or Honore de Balzac, they became ardent followers of his 

teachings, or whether like Vlilliaxn Blake, or even Coventry Patmore,· 

they ·drifted away fran their first allegiance, whether like Victor Hugo 
I 

they believed him "to have fallen in his insanityn while yet recognising 

b:iJn as a nvery gre~t mann, it is t~ugh sucll channels as these that 

teaching fran Swedenborg has flowed out into _the current of the thought 
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of our times. Coleridge (AUthor of "The Ancient Mariner') was another 

student. Mrs. Browning wrot.e of SWedenborg: 

"To 111¥ mind the only ·light that has been cast on the 
other life is found in SWedenborg 1s pbfiosopey.n (19) 

We have referred to Emerson alreadyt Whittier was another admirer, so 

too were Henr,y James (Senior)_, Edward Markham, and in our own da,y, Helen 

Keller. And of other well-known .Americans who drank of his stream we 

must not overlo_ok Mrs. Mar.v Baker ~di· 

"It is cencluded by sane that the leader of the Christian 
Scientists draw on the Swedish savant considerably, 
especially as many of her beliefs and expressions and 
even the fonnation of her principal book f~ow 
SWedenborg 1 s method and \vritings in numerous particulars •• 
nor ceurse,- the original acquaintanceship of Mrs.Eddy, 
Dr. Warren Felt EVans, ·the New Ctmrclman, Phineas 
Quimby and the Julian Dressers is :well-known. 
"But not so familiar ·t~ students of the subject is 
the fact of Mrs. _Eddy's studies with the New Ctmrclman, 
Dr. Luther Clark, a leading member of the Boston Society 
(of the New Ctmrch) in her day ••• • Among the strong men 
of the early New Church in Boston was Dr. Luther Clark, 
a haneopathic peysician. Mrs. Eddy went to him and 
studied ·Swedenborg ·under his guidance. But after a 
while Dr. ·clark· canie- to the conclusion that s~ was 
attending his instruction for no good purpose, and he 
therefore ceased teaching her. Although Mrs. Eddy, 
as· one of her editors declares, could never fat han 
SWedenborg, yet she undoubtedly got at least sane idea 
of an internal senSe of the Bible from these readings 
with Dr. Cl:ark. This concept she fomulated into 
1Key to the Scriptures', which is as far remaved from 
the key as given in Swedenborg 1 s writings as the north 
is fran the south! n"i (20) 

Through Christian Science certain a~pects of _Swedenborgian doctrine 

gain a wide· attention. 

For evidence of Ge:nnan reac_tions to SWedenborg1 s writings, Sigstedt 

refers to Dr. Ernst Benz's recent study of the influence of Swedenborg 

an the romantic movement in Germany. She s~s: 

n~ (BenZ) describes Kant's book (Dreams of a Spirit-seer) 
as ccnstituting • a deat~low1 to Swedenborg as far as any 
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possible influence on the Gennan acad~.plies and high 
school~ was concerned. 'There was nothing so deadly,-
in this century, as the curse of ridicule I. This 
curse Kant had. uttered over Swedenborg and it worked. 
Among poets and writers, however, Dr. Benz traces, 
through Oetinger, Lavater, and Jun.g-stllling, 'a 
streaJil of SWedenborgian ideas' that coloured the 
writings of· such literar,y lights as ScheJ,ling and 
Ii3ge.l.. In Goethe, moreover, he attributes the 
inspirat·ion of Faust to ithe compelling influence 
of the .Stockholm philosopher' .n (21) 

r • ... 

It has been said that much of the work of theological 

destructicm. which has occurred during the last two b.indred ye~s has . 
been due to SWedenborg. If this judgment ignores t~·· solvent effects 

of historical and literary criticism of the Bible, at least the 
. 

remarkable difference between the contemporary fonns of Christian 

belief and, fo:nnal creeds notwithstanding, the positi<ns even of 

half a_ century ago cannot be den~d. 

As Emerson remar~d in the Essay from which we have already 

quoted, 

11 This man, who appeared to his ·contemporaries as a 
visiona:ry, and elexir of moonbeaJD.s, no doubt led the 
most real life of arry man Uteri in the world: and now, 
when the royal and· ducal Frederica, Cristiems, and 
Brunswicks, of that day, have slid into oblivion, 
he begins to spread himself into the minds of. thousands." 

(22) 

Edward Everett Hale put that even more strongly, 

"Swederiborgianism has don.e the liberating work of 
the last century. The wave SWedenborg started lasts 
to this day. The statements of his religious works 
have revolutionized theology." . (23) · 

It may well be of course that the falsities in orthodox ::Christian 

doctrine have died from their own inherent irrationality and that in 

so dying they have left a vacuum which has not yet been filled. This 

reading of the situation may be sound, for it would be curious if only 

the negative aspects of Swedenborgian doctrine should have been received, 

31. 



while his positive· principles· have gained ground so much more 

slowly. But again, it wou],.d be quite fair to say that there 

has been positive movement in the direction of the True Christian 

leligian, as we shall hope to show in the further course of this 

essay. 

Under the name of The New Crurch, by which title its General 

Conference has been .mcorporated (though frequently callsd The 

C.turch of the New Jerusalem), an organised Cfurch exists in this 

country, with sister crurches in America, and in. AUstralia, with 

_groups in .most European· countries, active missions in South and 

West Africa, and with centres for the pranulgation of the .doctrines 

32. 

of the Crurch in India, Bunna ·and Japan. The stor.r of the institution . 

of the Crurch in England, where the first Conference was held in 18r:ll, 

is of interest. SWedenborg himself established no church but soon 

a.tt.er his death interested readers of his works began to meet· together 

for study. ./IJ!Long them in the Manchester area was the Rector of St. 

John's, Manchester, the Rev. John Clowes who published many books of 

semans and canmentaries in which the New Christianity was pranulgated. 

He was a gitt.ed lecturer and travelled widely in the south Lancashire 

area expounding the doctrines taught by SWedenborg. lbt he believed that 

tl'E Established Crurch would acce~ the new exposition and later declined 

to separate himself fran their canm.union. The preaching of the new 

doctrine was not. received without ~;!:'Ote st. by othe~ of the clergy in the 

diocese and Clowes was brought before the Bishop of ·chester charged 

with heresy. The Bishop dismissed the case; saying that he wis~d 

there were more like Clowes in his diocese. But other followers of 
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the new doctrines became impatient and finally a number· of Apglicans 

and Wesieyans, anong them Robert. Hindm.arsh, seceded fran the:l.r 

churches and fom.ed tba New Church on the basis of the doctrines fran 

the Woxd as taught by SWedenborg. This c·hurch made con·siderable 

headw~, especial.l¥ in Lanca~hire, partly owing to the work done by 

Clow:es, and its progress was ~ncouragiJls to its founders. Shortly 

afterwards the Conventic:n of the New Church was established in the 

Unitec1 States. It too gave promise of success. But the cmrc.hes 

~:lave nat escaPed the general decline in organised zeligicm which has 

been the feature of the last forty years and its numbers remain 

disaPPointingly snall. Nevertheless ii:l its hwidzed and forty six 

years of corporate life, the Cmrch in this co~try has printed and 

circulated mu.ch literature and the Conference has been generously 

endowed. APlong members of the Church who have been universal.ly 

lmown in the country was Sir Isaac Pitman, who published maiJ1" tracts 

setting fort.h the Swedenborgian positiCI'l. In additic:n to the ~ew 

Church, a publishing. house was instituted in 1810, The Swedenborg 

Society. A sister organisatian exists in the United States, The 

Swedenborg Foundatic:n. Bath these bodies are undenaninaticnal and 

Swedenborg' s works have been publ~shed by them in the original Latin and 

in English; sane have been translated into many othe·r languages. The 

Fllglish version has been ~vised fran time to time and its diction 

modernized. Very large editions of the Writings have been distributed 

throughout the world by gift to public and university libraries and by 

sale. ''rrue Christian .Religiort'i~'Heaven and Hell,"'bivine Love and 

iiisdan 'imd 'bivine Providencd' have been incorporated in the Ever.:vman 
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Library list for many year.s. Several snaller denan,inaticnal. 

publishing bodies exist for the publication of New Church literature; 

while a considerable amount of lecturing is undertaken in centres 

where no New Church group exists. But in the midst of all this 

activity the members of these organisations are not tmaware of 

Swedenborg1 s own forecast·: 

":Ebt as to the state of the church, this will certainly 
be very different; similar indeed as to its external 
~pearan.ce, but different as to its intemal. 
11 0utwardly there will be divided churches as before, 
their doctrines will be taught as before, as also 
wUl the religious beliefs of the gentUe races. 
"But henceforth the man of the church will be in 
a freer state of thinld.ng about matters of faith, 
and therefore about spiritual matters relating to 
heaven, because ~iritual. freedan has been-
restored. n (24) _ · 

This quotation recalls us to the fact that we must now leave 

this biogra.Ph:ical and historical review and proceed to our real 

task of exposition of the doctrine and exegesis of Swedenborg. 



Chapter 2. 

Spiritual Eaq?erience s. 

It And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord, I pray thee, 

o:J;en his eyes, that he maY see. .And the Lord 

OPi'ned the eyes of the young man; and .be saw: 

and, behold, the mountain was full of horses 

and chariots or fire round about Elisha. n 

II Kings 6; 17. 
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RTruth springeth out of the earth; and righteousness 
hath lo'oked down fran' heaven." (Psalm 85 ;11) 

36. 

These words of the Psalmist. enshrine an etemal and fundalllental 

principle. That which news down into creation and that which 

springs up to receive the inflow are counterparts. The writer has 

observed this in the world around him. When seed has been sown in 

prepared ground, life begins to manifest itself so that a new plant 

.springs up, ·and the bountiful harvest duly follows. The Lord refers 

to the saJilS experience: 

"So is the kingdan of God as if a man should cast seed 
into the ground; and should sleep, and rise night and 
day, and the seed should spring and grow up, he knoweth 
not hew. " (Mark 4; 26,27). · 

The Psalmist. adds his application of the fact, 

"The Lord shall give that which is good and our land 
shall yield her increase.n (Psalm 85;12). 

- What ·is true of the world without, is true of the world within, 

where the seed is truth, the Word, as in the Lord's explanations of 

his 0\'111 parables. This principle is relevant to the working of the 

ruman mind. Inward activity always accanpanies the pre sent at ian to 

ccnsciousriess of sanething able to receive it·. 

It is on this basis that education rests. For without the prior 

reception of fact into the mind and its memory, there is no state in 

which active thought can anerge. Without increase in knowledge of 

fact and expenence, there can be no further enlightenment and progress. 

But as knowledge increases, sanething which is witltin or above works 

into that which is then without or below. This principle is valid 

for both the no:nnal ways of discerning truth. Troth may either be 
.. 

attained through intuiticn or perceptim, or -else by the conscious 



application or the faculty or rea~;~on. Yet in either case sanething 

objective presented to the mowing mind provides the necessa.I7 

beginning. Philosopqy lang ago directed its attention to the prop

ositian that some of the ideas necessary to thought are innate. 

Descartes for example maintained that. the idea of God which was too 

great for man to have conceived himself was innate iD man, and set 

himself to zeconst:ru.ct his mental world on this foWldat"ian. Locke, 

an the other hand, demonstrated that no i.d~a·, not even the idea of 

Gods, is innate. Whence came then this id:ea,. this knowledge, which 

is so great and beyond a man's owri conceivin8~ 

In accordance with the teaching of the Sacred Scriptures-, 

Sweden borg gives the answer in tems of revelation, made initially 

to man's ext.emal perceptian. (hce that primal revelatian had been 

made, and the idea of Goi had becaue part of man's .inheritance, interior 

enlightenment could find a plane into which to flow. The idea could 

be passed fran mind to .aiind, could be perverted and rejected by same, 

but nevertheless remains aPl<ng men for all time. So Swedenborg 

maintains that all religion has divin~ revelatian as its origin since 

without revelation there could have been no idea upQ'l which religion 

could be founded. 

A statement in11True Christian Religion11is worthl" of notice here. 

He sa;rs, 

"There is a universal inflow fran God into the souls 
of man that there is a God and that He is One." (1) 

This is not. a statement of the theo17 of innate ideas; but, rather, 

accounts for its emergence. Chce man receives the idea of God into 

his mind fran teachers, parents and the Word, this is foWld to be in 
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hal!D.OilY with inflovd.ng lite; it goes against the grain to reject it. 

Or in other wozds;: ·man has an .inevitable bias to receive the idea 

imparted to him. .And the same may be said ot belief in lite aft.er 

death. 

Bot.h these ideas have been universally cherished and no race 

ot mankind has ever been discovered a111ong whan they have not been 

present in some to~ or other. Even the decadent Patagonian 

Indians, who are claimed by Mr. Bridges, the most recent authority, 

·to lack the idea ot God completely, have sane. notion ot "ghosts ot 

the wood". And today in the so-called civilised. societies ot EUrope, 

when unbelief is professed more widely than in any previous age, the 

veJ:7 u'rgency ot denial bears witness to the vitality ot the idea • 

.All truly rational th~ught entails. the bringing together ot an 

inwazd light and its faculty in. order to sel.:e.ct tram and build upon 

the facts and id:eas received or made· lmown through sense-perceptions. 

And the fullest measure ot un~erstanding is reached when, not only a 

rational, but also a ~piritual light is admitted. In our last chapter 

we saw that SWedenborg1 s reasonings made use ot deduction and induction. .. 

.After collecting as D111Ch as he could leam ot the facts ot a particular 
- . 

subject and ot their interrelations he sought to aPply higher or 

inte.rior principles ot coherence and purpose both to those facts and to 

his own observations. Even on the plane ot natural science his starting 

paint was the first principle ot belief in God, and he attained a fuller 

understanding ot maJlY' subjects in consequence. But tor further advance 

in the field ot Christian doctrine only a fresh revelation could be ot 

service and it is this which Swedenborg claims to have received. This 



revelation was the product of experiences of the spiritual world 

prepared by 8n incident in 1743, but nat. really begun until his 

call ~ ·1745, ~ extending over many years. 

In the autobiographical letter reproduced in the last chapter 

Swedenborg dates the appearance of the Lord to himself as in 1743. 

It would seem that Sweden borg recognised that the opeidng of his 

spiritual sight was the fulfilment of a long discipline which extended 

over the years 1743 to 1746. In later life he might en occasians 

date his opening from the beginning of the discipline in 1743, or 

fran the middle in 1744, as well as fran the fulfilment in 1745. The 

following account of an e.xpe.rience at the Hague dated in his private 

diary APrU 61:/ 1744 (using his own method of dating) is beautiful and 

interesting; _though, be it nat.ed, entirely without the element of call 

or cammand which distinguishes t~e later experience of APril 1745. 

nAt 10 o •.clock I went to bed and in little more than 
half an hour afterwards I heard a noise under my he~. 
I then thought t._ Tempter was gone. Immediately 
a.fierwards a tranor came over me, powerfully affecting 
me fran the head over the whole body, accompanied by 
acme sound; this was repeated several times. I felt 
that something holy had come over me. I then fell 
asleep, and about twelve, cne or two o'clock at night 
a most ·pov.erful tremor seize~ me frQm head to foot., with 
·a so~ like the concourse of many winds. By this 
souil~, which was indescribabl.e, I was shaken and thrown 
on· my face. ·while' at the manent I was thus thrown down 
I bee ame wide awake, and I than saw that I had. be en 
prostrated. I wondered what all this meant, and then 
spoke, as if I was awake. I noticed hOWever that these 
words were put into my mouth: 1 0 Thou Almighty Jesus 

. Christ, who of Tlzy' great mercy deignest to come to so 
great a sinner, .make me worthy' of ~his grace.' I lifted 
up m:y hands ~ prayed, when a hand. came and strongly 
pressed zey hands. I then ·continued rq prayer and said, 
'0 Thou who hast premised to receive in mercy ~ si.mlers, 
Thou canst. not otherwise than keep T}V" word •. I lay en 
His bosan ( skote: meaning bat.h bosan and lap) . and looked 
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at Him face to face. It was a countenance with a 
ho~ e.xpressiCl'l, and so that .it cannot be P.escribed; 
it was also soiling, and I really believe that His 
countenance was such as during His life ori earth. 
He s:idressed me and asked if I had a ·certificate . 
of my health. I answeied, 10 Lord, Thou lmowest 
this better than I 1 : When He said 'Do it then'. 
This, as I perceived in my mind, signified. 'Love 
me really, or do what thou hast pranised1 ~ 0 God 
impart to me grace for this! I perceived that I 
could not do this by rq om strength. I now awoke 
in a tremor. I again came into such a state that, 
whether asleep or awake I was in a train of thought. 
I thought, What catl this mean? Has it been Christ, 
the Son of God, wham I have seen? But it is sinful 
to doubt thi-s ••• ·" (2) = 

The expression "a cert,ificate of rq health" m;q perhaps require sane 

comnent. Years before, when Swedenborg was making his first joumey 
. 

to England, plague had broken out in the ship and the slti.p and c:zew 

were put in quarantine when t~ Thames was reached~ Some Swedish 

nationals CaDle out to the ship, as it lay at anchor, and persuaded 

Swedenborg to enter their boat and cane ashore with them. But the 

.matter came to tm ears of the port. authorities and Swedenborg was 

arrested. The penalty ·to which he was liable was death; and he ·au.y 

escaped the gallows through the intervention of powerful friends. The 

importance of a cert.ificate or bill of health would not readily be 

forgotten after such an e.xperience! 

His "call" occurred in London sane time in APril., 1746. The 

record of Carl Robsalm drawn fran SWedenborg' s own description has 

particular importance. . The :Wrd appeared to him at the inn after dinner 

aDd he was alam.ed by the event & 

"I went hans, he said, and during the night tbe sallle man 
revealed himself to me again, but I was not .frightened 
now. He then said He was the Lord God, the Creator of 
the world, and the Redeemer, and that He had chosen me 
to eJQ>lain to men the spiritual sense of the Scripture 



and that He Hmself would explain to me what I should 
write on this subject; that sane night also were 
opened to me, so that I becaJD,e thoroughly convinced 
of their reality, the world of spirits, heaven and 
hell, and I recognised there .QlSAY' acquaintances of 
every condition of life. From th,at day I gave up 
the study of all wordl.y science, and laboured in 
spiritual things, .according as tbe Lord had 
canmanded me to write. Aft,erwa~ He opened, 
daily w:ey o.ft.en, the eyes of my spirit, so that 
in the middle of the dai, l could see into the 
other world, and in a state of perfect waketuJ.-
ness converse with angels- and spirits. n (3) 

AJlothar account if_ given by' Dr. Beyers 

DTbe infozmation respecting the lDrd 1 s personal 
appearance before the Assessor, who Sa'Jl Him in 
imperial purple and in majestic light seated near 
his bed, while He gave Asaessor Swedenborg his 
canmission, I had from his own ll,ps at a dinner 
part.y ·in the house of Dr. Rosen, where I saw the 
old gentieman for the first time. I remember that 
I asked him how long this .iasted; whereupon he 
answered, About a quarter of an hour: also whether 
the strong light did not af;f'ect his eyes; when he 
said, No. 11 (4) 

Before we proceed to further eXalllination of the e:KP'riences 

of the spiritual .world to which SWedenborg lays clcUm., there ~s a 

preliminary consideration to be borne in mind. Bven if we regard 

his own belief in the divine origin of his experiences as mistaken, 

and seek sane altemative explanation such as projection fran with..: 
' 

in his om mind, the right of his system of doctrine and principles 

of eDgesis to be considered en their own merits remains unimpaired. 

To the writer of this study, }lowever, no lesser explanation than 

divine revelaticn appears satisfac~oJ:7. Spiritual experiences 

however will not lend themselves to proof as the 'peysical. scientist 

understands the tem. No man can prove that he has seen and talked 

with spirits and angels, for the saJDS reason that he cannot prove that 

41. 
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God Himself e~sts. Belief' in God can be confizmed fran many 

raticnal consi.deraticns, and· these are not lacking in support of 

spiritual experiences. The fact that experiences of the spiritual 

world cannot be subjected to the demonstrations of which the material 

. universe admits, does not imply ·that they can be dismissed without 

careful examination. lt is possible that upon analysis rational 

ccnsideratia:ls may emerge which will so relate to and support one 

another as to convert possibilities into probabilities and prob

abilities again into virtual certainties. For no other ex,planaticns 

will satisfY ·the known facts. The denial of' Gcd leaves the observed 

chain of cause and effect without an o;rigin, without a hoak fran 

·which ·to hang. It leaves important sectors of human eJqJerience 

unexplained. Belief in God restores rl:\ftlm and meaning to life 

but Hl.s existence cannot be proved by arq pl\,ysical demonstration. 

And so it lilust remain too for Swedenborg's e.xperiencess ·only their 

intrinsic ratianality can offer that confi~tia:l which axnounts to 

ceztainty. 

Neve-rtheless, as part ot that confi.nnation, certain incidents 

already referred to in our last chapter are worthy of more ext.ended 

description. They are ·not infrequently referred to as "the signs 

of his seership". 

Ql July 19th. 1759, having newly arrived fran England, Swedenborg 

attended a dinner party at the house of one William Castel, merchant 

of Gothenburg, 300 miles fran Stockholm.. Sigsted tells t·he tale as 

follows : 

n About six o i clock SWedenborg lett. the c6mpaQY for a 
while and returned pale and in great agitation. 
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Questioned, he said that a dangerous fire had just 
broken out in stoc~holm. and that it was rapidly 
spreading. He was restless and often went out 
into the garden. He said that the dwelling of a 
friend, whan he named, w~ already in ashes and 
that his own house was in danger of catching-fire. 
At eight. o'clock aft,er he had been out again, he 
exclaimed ·with relief "Thank Gcxll The fire is 
extinguished t~ third door fran riT¥ house." 
Sane of the guests at Mr. Castel'~ •re residents 
of Stockholm and had been greatly alamed." (5) · 

This incident w._ widely lmown and much discussed at that time and . 

is well authenticated by' contem.porar.r documents • 

.Another in~ resting incident is that of :Mme. de Mart.evUJ.e and 

the lost receipt. Her husband bad been the Dutch minister accredited 

to the Court. at stockhOl.m., and t"Welve months after his decease a 

goldsmith presented the widow with an account for a silver tea-service 
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which her husband had purchased sane time before .he died. A large sum 

of money was involved and Mme. de ¥arteville was much surprised since 

her husband had had a reputation for prompt settlement of all accounts. 

At length the widow decided to approach SWedenborg and ask .for his 

assistance. In short., she asked ·him to seek out her husband in the 

spiritual world and cpestion him about the matter. There are several 

accounts of what happened after this. 

All sources are ·agreed that Swedenborg undertook to make the 

enquiry and that he report.ed that he had duly encounte l9d the mnbassador 

and infozmed him of his widow's. plight. There ~s saue difference in 

the accounts of how her anXiety was relieved. According. to Robsalm, 

friend and neighbou;r of Swedenborg 1 the only part which SWedenborg 

played in the drama was t~ info:rm the ambassa4ors the answer was received 

by the widow in a dreaPl, in which her husband appeared to her and told 

her to look behind a drawer in his writing-desk. Immediately upon 



waldng she carried out his instructions, and the receipt was duly 

discovered. Anot.her account (lmown to Kant) describes how 

SWedenborg came back to Mme. de Marteville with the instruction to 

look in t_he writing-desk for a certain secret drawer of which she 

had no knowledge, where the receipt had been pJ.aced. With certain 

others who had been present when SWedenborg call.ed, the widow and 
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the seer want upstairs, opened the desk; found the drawer as described, 

opened it and the missing receipt, was found within. 

A thiid and perhaps more important incident is :t.hat of the 

message carried to the Queen by SWedenborg fran her deceased brother. 

This again is well-attested in contemporary documents. 

The Queen, Louisa Ulrika, made known her desire to see Swedenborg, 

and Count Ulrici Scheffe.r, who was in attendance at Court. at the time 

arranged a meeting between the Queen and Swedenborg at the Palace. 

The QJ.een, who was a member of tba Prussian royal family, asked 

Swedenborg, "Whethar he would undertake a canmission to her lately 

deceased brother (August William of Prussia who died on June 12th 1758)?" ~ 

He answered "With all l113' heart". Some days later, Sweden borg zetumed 

to the Palace and zequested an audience in private with the Queen. 

Qle of her officers accompanied them into an a.ppartment, where the 

official was posted at the door while she walked with Swedenborg .to the 

other end of the roan. Swedenborg then delivered his message. 11That 

is sanething which no-cne else could .have told but 1IJ3 brother", she 

exclaimed. APParently a second ca:nmissiori was then laid upcn Swedenborg. 

But the nature of the message which he delivered and which occasioned. 

the QUeen so much surprise, if not dismay, was never divulged by 



Swedenborg though it became the subject of wi.d.e speculatiCll. Since 

Prussia and Sweden were at war at .the time, it is possible that the 

Q,leen might have been .in danger of a charge of treason if the fact 
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and still moze the substance of her cantDu.nicaticn with her brother W. 

been made publi.c. She had already in the recent past been in 

political difficulties with the Swedish govemment for another cause. 

Yet another incident is concerned with events at a party whe~ 

Swedenborg was a guest. 

nin the middle of the conversation, his eJCpre ssion changed, 
and it was evident that his soul was no longer present 
with him, and that something strange was taking place. 
As soon as · l'E recovered he was asked 'What had happened. 
At first he would not speak out, but after baing 
repeatecll.y urged, he said, "Now .at this very hour 
Emperor Peter III has died in prisC!Il"• He explained 

·the natuze of his death and added, •Gentlemen, wi:U 
you please make a note of this day in order that you. 
may compare it with the announcement of his death 
which will appear in the newspBJ)e:re 1 • 11 (6) 

There had been an insurrection in Russia and one of the conspirators 

strangled the Emperor in prison as Swedenborg had described. 

Immediately aft.er his "call• Swedenborg was given open experi:ence 

of the .spiritual world. In the iritroducticn to 11Heaven and Hell•, 

aft,er zeferring to the then orthodax belief in the literal character 

of the Lold 1 s declarations regard~ the ••~aJ.summation of the agen and 

other predictions of a new heaven and a new earth, he saysc -

":EUt they who so believe do nat lmow the arcana which lie 
concealed in all the particulars of ·the Word; for in every 
particular of the Word there is an intemal sense, in which 
are discerned, nat natural and wordly things, such as are 
in the sei'lse of tl'E letter, but spiritual and heavenly 
things. · 
11This is tn1.e nat only of the sense of several e:xpressions 
taken together, but also of eveey particular expressicn; 
for the Ylord is written by pure correspond.~ces, in order 
that ever,y particular expression may cont8in an internal 
sense •••• 



"According to that sense are to be understood the 
things -which the Lord spake in the passage above 
quoted, concerning His coming in the clouds of 
heaven. 
nay the sun which shall be darkened, is signified 
the Lord as .to love; by the moon, the Lord as to 
faith; by the stars, the lmowledges of goai and 
truth, or of love and faith; by the .sign of the 
Son of Man in heaven, the manifestation of 
Divine Truth; by the tribes of the earth which 
shall moum, all things of truth and good, or • 
of faith and love; bY the coming of the Lord 
in the clouds of hea:ven with power and great 
gl.or,v, His presence in the Word, and revelaticn; 
by clouds, the sense of the letter of the Word; 
by angels with a trumpet and a great voice is 
signified heaven, whence canes Divine Truth. 
n Hence it ma,y be evident that these words of 
the Loltl mean that in the end of the Church, 
when there is no longer any love and, consequently 
any faith, the Lord will open the Word as to its 
intemal sense, and reveal the arcana of heaven. 
~.Tm arcana which are reveal~d in the foUowing 
pages are conceming heaven and hell, and also 
conceming the life after death. 
"The man of the- Church at this day knows scarcely 
anything of heaven and hell, or of his life after 
death, although these are all de scribed in tm Word= 
Indeed many who are ·bom within the Church deey them, 
saying in their hearts, 1Who has come from that 
world and told us?• 
11Lest therefore such a denial, which prevails 
especial.l.y snong those who have much worldly 
wisdan, should also infect and corrupt the simple 
in heart, 8119. the simpl.e in fa,ith, it has been. 
pemdtted me to associate With angels, and to 
talk with them as man with man; and also to see 
what is in the heavens, and what is in the hells, 
and this for thirteen ;rears; and to describe them 
fran things seen and heard, in the hope that ignorance 
may be enlighte.n$d, and uilbellef dispelled. 
"Such direct revelation is now maie, because this is 
what is meant by the coming of the Lord". (7) 
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This im.port.ant passage makes explici~ the two purposes, related 

though distinct, to which the_ extensive eXperiences of the spiritual 

world which Swedenborg was to undergo for a· period of twenty-seven years· 

in all, were destined to m~e so significant a contribution. Their 



object was, first, to unfold the revelaticn contained in the Word 

·and, secondly, to provide a further revelat-ion about the nature 

and conditions of the life after death.· These two ends are not 

as far removed f;ran each other as might at fi-rst sight appear. 

Life in the other world is characterized by the correspondence of 

all environment to the· spiritual states of its inhabitants. Thus 

a study of environment leads to an understanding of its correspondences, 

which in tum provides the key which can unlock the secrets of the 

\"lord. These again are related to spiritual states. Swedenborg 

never loses sight of either purpose. 

Intranissicm into the spiritual ~orld (to use Swedenborg' s own 

tenn) is first of all a matter of change of awareness, mediated, aJJ 

awareness of any kind must be, thl'9~h-the appropriate faculties of 

the spirit. For as Swedenborg assures. us, human beings are spiritual 

beings, ·spir.its, who for a period are aware of the enviro.ninent of the 

material world threu&h the instrumentality of the pJ.vsical body. They 

az:e spiritual, complex, organic and embodied in the spiri.tual body 

while clothed, for the uses of life in the natural world, by the 

plvsical body. When awareness of the spiritual world has been given 

through the spiritual body, the phenanena of that world are experienced 

with the saJDe intensity and reality as the phenanena of the p.tvsical 

universe through our normal faculties. 

The acceptance of the fact that we are, rather than become, 

spiritual beings, robs m~ stories of the Sacred Scriptures of their 

strangeness• and casts a bright light upon many eJq)eriences claimed by 

men and wanen of eve17 age. Tbe theory that these so-called spiritual 

world expe~ces are projections .from within the personality, vividly 
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affecting the consciousness,. is unnecessary and indeed artifical and 

unnatural. Canparison with SWedenborg' s own experiences suggests that 

the propbat who heard a voice or saw a v:ision had been granted 

spiritual awareness through the medium of hearing and sight or both. 

His mind was then looking out through the senses of the spirit rather 

than those of the body. Sometimes it would appear that both spiritual 

and bodi.ly senses were in operaticn at the same time. What the prophet 

hea:M or saw, was received into his memory, and subsequently written 

-down or described. Nevertheless the recipients ot Sll.Ch experiences 

must be regarded as to a large exttent. passive; through.them knowledge ot 

the existence of another realm and something of its appearance, was 

implanted to p~vide seed ''which might spring up out of the earth" under the 

influence of heaven. 

Moses at the Burning Bush remonstrated at the ·task laid u,pan him •. 

In his visicn of the Lord upon the throne, Isaiah gave the answer, 

"Heze am I, send me" to the questicn, •'Whcm s~ I sen:d?". APart fran 

the question, "Lord, haw lQ:18?" this completes his active participation 

in the experience. Similarly, when the angel appeared to the Virgin Mary 

at the Annunciaticn, she asked, "How -shall these things be ••• ? 0 and duly 

answerec:l, ftBehol.c;i the handmaid of the Lord; be it unto me according to thy 

word". In t_hese and si.milar experiences there mq have been a simple 

zeaction on the part of the recipient; but the ratimal levels with their 

recogniticn of reasons and causes weze not. at that time called into serv:ice. 

A measuze ot com.prehensicn only came subsequently. The e.xperiences 

provided necessary revelaticn, both for that time and for future ages. 

Ot.hendse hmever, the individual c:oncemed played little more than the 

part of a passive observer. 



Swedenborg claims, on the other hand, that his experiences of 

the spiritual world we:r:e not. me~ passive but that. his rational 

faculty throughout was awake and active. His previous sci~ti£:ic. 

training now beca~DS of· special value. For. he was ~ble to bring t"be 

anal1tic power~ of a scientific mind to bear upCI'l tbS facts· of t.be 

spiritual world. ~onsequently his ~t:ings do not. c.onta.il;l mere rec~rds 

of phenanena; but they delineate principle, declare the ratiCI'lale of 

spiritual things. He did not. write, -or speak, under control, nor engage 

in automatic writing. That he was in trance-like states for long periods, 

that he appeared to hold conversatiCI'ls with unseen visitors, and so 

forth, is attested by' thoss who served him. But throughout all his 

long years· of psychic e.xperiences his freedan of thought and w~ were 

maintained in their integrity. 

It is, then, not so much his visions in themselves, but the value 

of his explanations of their contents for our understanding of the Word 

and of the purposes of life that give hi~ writings .their real interest. 

Here is the test to which their veracity must _in the end sut:mits "B.v 

their fruit a ye shall know them. n 

It has o.f.'t.en been obje~ted that in the ~ records of conversations 

with spirits and angels contained in SWedenborg' a theological works and 
.. 

:in the'Spiritual Diary~ his interlocutors speak in the stilted Latin 

±dian used by our author in his own writings. Moreover their discussions 

tend to fall within the strictly limited field of dogmatic theology and 

to be conducted in conditions closely similar to ·those of the Classical 

per~od.. The first of these objections is worth considering at this point. 

SWedenborg speaks of the Universal Language of the spiritual world. All 

who enter that world come into the use of thici language and its wolds and 



phrases are heard there 11 as sonorously" as words in tllis life. 

The puJ'P.O&e of this language is identical with that of language as 

we know it in our world; tlB communication ot. ideas fran mind to mind. 
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With us, words and syntax are essential :l.nstruments for this transference; 

and without a suitable n:edium of expression it becanes difficult. to 

achieve. In a li.mi.:t.EJd way -thought transference may occur without the 

instrum.entality of languages a look will expres=t~ sympatey between two or 

more who cannOt snare one an.other•·s language. Moreover, de·spite the 

doubts which have often been expressed. on the subject, there is an. 

interior method by which ideas can be shared even :in this world. In 

recent years the existence of this method has received scientific proof 

·as a result of carefully controlled ~.xperiments. Telepathic camnunicatian 

knaas no barriers of space, and the tri(Ulsmission of ideas fran c:ne mind to 

anot:.her depends solely upcn the e.xt.ent to which they are in .IIDltual accord. 

And where an idea has been received, ·.ineVitably it ·is clothed ·in the thought-

foxms which are fotin.d. available •. , &Ire is the basis of the universal language -

the transfer of ideas which clothe themselves in tb.ought-f·o.zms drawn frcm 

the memor,y. Thus. it was natural that all angelic and spirit ·speech with 

Swedenborg should find expression in .the idian he was accustaned to use 

when discussing t.he subjects of their conversations. This interior 

camnunicaticn of ideas which, affecting the sense-~ fran within, _proceed 
, .. ·. 

to clothe:~: themselves with suitable foz:ms drawn fran the. memor,y, 

might offer an eJq>lanation of the 11gitt of tongues" at Pentecost, 

more satisfying than t~at of "glossolaly''. While Peter was speaking all 

who heard him, heazd him speak "each in his own language 11 • By' rea·son 

of the urgent stirrings of the Spiri~ on that wondrous da,y, the ide·as 



c~icate~ by Peter were received by each of his hearers ~ccording 

to this order of the spiritual world. 

Tbs acceptancE! of this principle of external presentation of what 

basically belongs to an inward receptian or state sets much of the 

record .which Swedenborg gives of his experiences in its proper context. 

For us in this pJ:vsical universe, the p:ey-sical body, as the 

instrument of the mind, translates different wave-lengths into light, 

,_cal.our, sound and heat. We perceive as solid IQ.atter the things around 

us which the scientist. can demonstrate to be indefinitely diaPhanous 

and insu.bstantial in themselves. The ver,y atan is a construct of 

entit.ies in moticn and in relaticn to each other as planets in a galax;y. 

Eriergy is the ultimate basis of matter. So peys~al observatian and 

mathematical theor,y present us with this stark reality which our 
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pJ:vsical senses are capable of presenting to us as· the enduring, beautiful 

universe ill which -we dwell. Swedenborg, t~ scientist, recognised sane 

of these things which are now the commonplaces of our scientific thought. 

He was also enabled to perceive the correspandi.ng principles in tbs 

spiritual sphere, where again enduring, beautii\U th;in&s are presented to 

the senses of those there. But their wave-lengths and trem.ulations 

are inw~ received. 

This principle eJq>lains the pbsnanena of heat and light in the 

spiritual sphere.· Swedenborg 1 s doctrine of the SUn of the Spiritual 

World, that mani,festatian to angelic senses of the "first p~oceeding" 

fran·the Divine,wlll be considered at a later stage of this discussion. 

In its essence this is Love and Wisd.Qil •. So far a~ man is concerned, 

the~ activites which const.itu~ the lite of his will and understanding 

are received inwardly, not. externally. Nevertheless fran the inward 



reception of lDve, the spirit grows wam and perceives that wa:nnth in 

the senses of the spiritual body, just as 118 receive wamth from the . 

sun in the natural worl.d. Simil.arly the spiritual body mq be said to 

see as tm result of tm inwa:r:d enlightenment of Wisdcm, mch as in the 

plv'sical world the bodily senses are actuated by light-waves. Further 

aspects of this principle will cane before us when we cane to consider 

Swedenborg1 s Doctrine of Correspondence. 

Certain spiritual eJCPeriences are also recorded of Bishop Jasper 

Swedberg. It might be cancl~ded, not. unreasonably, that Emanuel 

S-wedenborg had received by heredity a psychic aptitude or predispositian 

which cams to full .f'l.owering only in· himself. We ourselves would 

rega:r:d this fact as displaying the hand of Providence in the choice of 

His inst:nllllent. The following account is culled from an article in the 

Swedish 11Biographiskt Isxicon" translated in Tafel's "Documents". 

"In his first year as a student at the university, he haf:l 
such a wonderful dreaJD. that he did not lmow whether he ought 
not to cail it a revelation. 1No human tmgue•, he says, 
concerning it, •can prmounce, and no angel can describe, 
what I then saW and heard • • He relates how in 1673, on the 
day he preached in Hoby Clllrch, near Lund, the "Thi:r:d Sund.q 

: att.er Trinity, t.beze •re heard towards evening in tm 
Church, which yet had no organ, loud voices singing }Wilms. 
Ever,vbody in the village heard them. From that time 
SWedberg says, he .felt for the worship of God and the 
priestly off.ice that profound veneration which never left 
h:i..m, being suze 1that Gcxi 1 s angels are especially present 
in ·this sacred of'fice 1 • Every year after he had entezed 
that office, he celebrated this day as a jubilee, and 
called it •the great sinner• s great festive day•·; e'ven so 
late as 1727 he celebrated it by the publicaticn of a book 
under that title. He was prof'oundl1" convinced that he had 
an angelus tutelarius - a guardian angel. The following 
occurrence related by him may interest even those who feel 
no interest in the subject of' guardian angels. 1God preserved 
me during the whole of my student life from bad company and 
.qr greatest delight weze God 1 s holy men who wrote the Bible 
and the many otmr men who have made themselves v.ell esteemed 
in God 1 s Church, and whose names are spread far in_ the leamed 
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world. GOd's angel stood by me and said, What do you read? 
I answered, I read the Bible, Scriver (whose •Treasure of 
the Soul1 he esteemed above all the gold and silver m the 
whole world) Lutkem.an, John A,mdt, Kortholt, Grossgebaur, 
J. Schmidt, and others. The angel said furthers Do you. 
understand what you. read in the Bible? I an swezed, How 
can I understand when the~ ~-s n~ane to explain it to 
me? The angel then saids Procure for yourself Geier, 
J. & S. Schmidt, Dieterich, ·Tamew, Gerhardi, and Grill's 
Biblical Concoidance. . I said, A part ef these books I 
have; the rest· I wil.l provide ~self with. ·The angel 
further saids Blessed is he that readeth a11d they ·that 
hear the wolds of this propbacy, ·and keep these things 
that are written therem (Rev. i, 3). If ye Imow these 
things, happy are ye if ye do them (John Xiii, 17). 
I sobbedl O, grant us God by thine not knOwn., 

To live and act thus ever,y hour; 
T.tw' spirit help us, prone to sin, 
To do as ·God Himself desiresl 

ADd tlms he departed fran me after he had blessed me, and 1 
had thanked him most bllnbq •. " (8) · . · 

Imnediately following the above a~count the writer in the Ia:xi.can 

adds the followjng conversation which the Bishop had with a Dr. &izardi 

at Hanburg and which the biographer describes as being "characteristic 

of him". 
. . 

"SWedberg asked him in what language v.e should speak upon 
meeting in God' s Kingdom.. Ed.zardi did not. answer. SWedberg 
continueds 1I think it will be in the angels' language. As 
angels talk Swedish in conversing with Sliedes, as they speak 
Gezman with the Ge:i:mans, English with the ;English, and so 
forth, I shall sane dq. talk with AbrahaJil~ Isaac, and Jacob 
in S.di sh and they will answer me l.n the same tongue; or 
else they will talk with me iri· Hebrew, and I shall an ewer 
them in that Language •. n (9) 

To all of which the biographer adds these words: 

"Elf these examples, which might be easilY increased, it 
·1-. easy to see how the presentiments of Swedberg's faith 
ccntributed te sWedenborg' s experience.". (10) . 

~ . 

His further canment, 

Rlbt it is very eaq to see how far the apple fell fran 
the original tzee,il (11) 
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reveals a critical approach to the teachings of the Bishop 1 s son. 

He ought. at least to have recognised that the -sat gave, in the course 

of his writings, a ratiagal explanation· of just such experiences and 

of the universal language of the spiritual world. 



(ll) 

°For though .fran Qlt our bourne of Time and Place 
The .flood may bear me .far, 
I hope to see IV Pilot .face to .face 
When I have crossed t_he -bar. n (12) 

So Tennyson wrote; but the ascriptiQ'l of Time and Space to our present 

world and its experience is a·.literary commonplace. 
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(b the other hand many 'tiosiQQ.S recozded in the Sacred Scriptures 

are described in spatial tezm.s and in the Boolc of ·Revelaticn it is even 

said, 11There was silence in heaven .for half-an-hour •. " 

In the last. secticn we were introduced to the .fact that what is 

presented to the senses in the spiritual world maY derive .fran witb:l.n 

where an in.tlow .fran a source· outside the mincl has been received. 

There is then an appearance and a reality which ou.aht to be clearly 

distinguished although between them there exists a certain correspondence 

which we shall. consider at ·saDe length later in this essay. Attention 

must. new be directed to some· o.f the appearances mentimed by Swedenborg 

in his record of the phenanena of tl'E spiritual world, together with 

their underlying realities. Despite the implicatiQ'ls of Tennyson's 

lines ex.temal appearances of Time and Place very like tl'E .faJDiliar t:ime 

and space which make the .franework in which we li~ our daily lives 

seem to persist in the immortal world. But the reality upat which 

they are based is that derived reality which has been imparted to ill:mortal 

hunan souls by the Divine. We will deal with space or place .first. 

Each man is distinct in his relationship to the Divine. Ole accepts 

more .from Life, directs his love more .fervently to the Lord, than another. 

These states of individual love to Gal are indefinite in number and no 

state in one is exactly" reproduced in another. If there are ·broali 

similarities in tl'E qualities of love to - or aversion .fran -the Divine; 
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tbeze are innum.erable differences w;l.thin these limits. Love is the 

uniting power in hwnSn lives; aPd like inevitably draws to like. This 

represent~ a partial truth in the p;-esent world ol'ier, but applies in 

all its strictness to the spiritual w'orl.d.. Consequently the external 

aPpearances ot space in the eternal world are bas~4 upon the relatiCI'l 

of each individual human soul to the Divme. In the material world 

spaces are fixeid and have no. relat:i.Cil tc:> the minds of those who dwell: 

there. In the spiritual world. ~he appe~rances or space, though real 

to the senses, are not tixeds a change of state ot the love within the 
. . 

heart involves an extemal change c~prarable .t·o a new spacial zelatic:n

ship with others. . Moreover since the. love· ot those in the eternal 

world. has gained an abiding quality because the ruling love itself' is 

detezmined, and becaJ,lse .like- draws to like, the appearances of space 

around th~ aN. nat illusicn but are "real" and abiding •.. 

Thus movement and travel in the spiritual world is dependent upon 

changes 'in state~ of lcwe. The jC?U~ey may ~er:u she~, or l<?ng, 

according to the ease or d~f'i'iculty C1LCCallpanying the change. .And. this 

fact of e.xperience, together with the explanation .offezed by Swed~borg, 

is confi:oned by the accepted pr;inciples of natural theology that God is in . . 

all space yet without· space, t~t He is neazer to us than breathing, that 

in Him -we live and move and have our being. ~ace, then, lies· ·before.· 

'f!he eyes o! all in heaven., hell, and the. ~tezmediate world. 

Bath in the material and t~ spi~itual warld the appearanc~ ot time 

ze.sults fran the successicn of e'Vents and eJq:>eriences. Ti.J:le in this 

world is measuzed and divided :by constant factors such as the periods 

of the revolution or the earth on its own ax;i_s and the periods of the 

zevolutio.n of a planet round its ce~tral .sun. Yet within these fixed 

periods, it is our eJCperience that time drags or hastens in our pers·onal 
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calsciousness of it. A moment of anxiety can seem an age. Ill hour of 

happiness is gone in a flash. 

This relativity of Time, like the category of Space, continues 

in the _spiritual world. In each case it. is related to changes in the 

state of those who dwell there. Though in Heaven Love has the 

continuing reality of a :ruling pr.i.nciple, and though wisdan and intell

igence are constantly subject to a growth in perfection, nevertheless the 

soul Undergoes innumerable changes and fluctuations in these its functions, 

so that state follows state in a flow of varying experience. This, 

according to SWedenborg, is the starting point fran which our thought of 

Eternity must. always spring. The terror of unending time then giws 

way to the thought of useful. and zewardjng, so blissful, variety in state. 

Swedenborg attaches great importance to the principle that in the 

spiritual world tbe memory of one can be shared with another to such an 

extent that for the time the distinction between them is not realised. 

The contents of the one mind is, as it were, open to the other. And when 

a spirit speaks with man it is the memor.r of .the man which is employed • 

. Swedenborg insists that a spirit is nat. pel'mitted, e.xcept, an very rare 

occasions, that he may speak with man through the medium of his own memory. 

SPiritistic practices are beset with many great dangers. No:nnall3r, as 

Swedenbcrg points out, a spirit can only use what the man knows already; 

whereas man is prane to give undue authority to what is said by a spirit • 

. Moreover the ingenuity and malignity of evi~q-disposed spirits is said to 

be very great. Further a man is brought into contact chiefly with spirits 

like himself in character, a fact which accounts for the disappointing 

barrenness of many of the data drawn fran spiritistic practices. There is 

always the tendency to canfi.m a man in his pzesent state of life implicit · 
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in them. This, ~'!"denborg believes, accamts for the prahibiticns 

against these practices contained in the Scriptures. That the veil 

. can be broken tbrou.gh is certain: that in these circumstances no attempt 

should be made to break throu~h, is obviously a reasonable proposition. 

Communication which canes unsought is in quite a different situaticn. 

· Probably the unuS181 e.Jq>erience of a. sharing of the memory of sane one 

in the spiritual world, provides the e.xpl.anation of that series of 

visions of Versailles, as it ·was~-~ olden days, which came so une.xpectecUy 

upon Annie :Moberley and El.e:anor Jourdain and which is recorded in 

"Ill Ad venture". 

Every man carries with. h:im out of this world the memory of his life 
I -

here with all its contents. But this gradually fades away, as indeed 

is the case even in this life with such of its contents as are not 

required in daily use. Nevertheless it remains ·and can be brought into 

:recollecticn should the lord requize. Through participation in the 

memorY' of another, lmovdedge or life in distant ages can be made available. 

SWedenborg was shown sanething of the life of most ancient times in this 

way, for the purpose~ ~f revelation through the Word. Such indirect or 

telepathic sharing of mem.o:ey 'through the medium of other minds is the 

basis-of sane of the things which Swedenborg wrote in 'Earths in the 

Universe:• and the passages of IIAreana Coelestia" of which it is a . 

rescript. But while this work Ulust~tes the pz:i.nciple, it also gives 

warning of the difficulties and ·uncertainties inherent in its· realisaticn. 

Canmunication between spirits and angels is not confined to the realms 

of me.mo:ey and idea; it also extends, as Swedenborg repeatedly affizms, to 

a general sharing of affection and thought which· extends within and beyond 

the canmunities of heave·n and t~ other re~i~s of the. spiritual world. 



In. the course of his eJCPositim .of a passage from Exodus in 

"Arcana Coele~ian he says: 

"As what is here said involves the things which exist 
in the societies in heaven, ~t may be e~edient to say 
further hay· the case is with these societies. 
11Everyone in a society. in heaven ccmnunicates his gocxl 
to all who are in that society, and all of the society 
canmunicates to everyone •. 
·~Hence arises the gocxl of all in general, that i.s the 
general good. 

· 11This good is canmunicate~ with the general good .of 
other societies, whence exists a good still moze general, 
and at length the .moat general. Such is the c.anmunicatian 
in heaven; and hence it is that they constitute a. one, just 
as the organs, members and viseera :in a man, which, 
although they are various and dissimilar, nevertheless 
by such camnunications present a one. 
11Such a canmunication of goods.is only effected by love, 
which is spiritual conjunction. . 
11The. universal principle fonning and arranging all and l 
singular things in o:tUer, is the Divine Good of. the 
Di v:ine Love from t~ Lord". ( 13) 

And again, in "Heaven and Hell" he sayss 

"All the societies of heaven camnunicate with each other, 
though not by open intercourse, for few go out of their 
own society into anot.her; because to go out fran their 
own society is like going out of themselves, or out of 
their own: life, and passing. ·:into another which is not 
so well suited to them.. . 
"Nevertheless all canmunicate by an extension of the 
sphere which goes frc::m the life of ever.rone. 
"The ·sphere of the life is the sphere of the affections 
of love and faith. 
"!his sphere extends itself far and wide into the 
societies round, and thefilrther am wider as the 
affections are more· mterior and perfect, and therefore 
the angels have intelligence and wisdan in proportion 
to this extension. 
"They who are in the inmost. heaven and in the midst 
of it, diffuse their spheze through the whole ot ~aven, 
and hence there is a canmunication og all in heaven 
with eveeyone and of everyone with all. 11 (14) 

Certain of his own eJCperiences had evidently impressed themselves 

upon him ver.r strongly. One in particular which he describes twice 

has a special bearing on our general subject of Ifsvelation and EJcegesis 



in his works. · He saysa 

n·As otten as I have been ~ading t~ Lord• s Prayer, so 
often I have perceived an elevation to the !oro, which 
was like an attraction. · 
IIQl these occasiQ'ls the ideas were open, and hence a 
camnunication was effected with sane societies in 
heaven; and I perceived that "there was an influx fran 
the Lord into every single particular of the Prayer, 
thu:s into each single idea of my thought arisi~ 
fran the meaning of the things contained in the 
Pra,ver. 
11The influx took place with inexpressible variety, 
that is to sa,v; it was not the s~e at one time as 
at another; hence also it was mad.e manifest how 
infinite were the things in each single expressicn 
of the Prater, ~ 1(ha~ the. lDid was present in 
each of them". (15) 
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A further discussiQ'l ·of Influx will fom. the subject of a later 

chapter. Here it is su.fficient to note that such an infl.ux, at once 

corporate and individual, affo;rds an explanation of the appearance of 

a whole canmnnity Wlder tm fo:nn of a single man. SWedenborg enjoyed 

that experience mal'\Y times. Again a CaninWlity may be seen in. the 

fo:nn of a star, the efflux being· presented by the spirit sense in -that 

particular manner. A possible example might be found in the Star 

of Bethlehem as it presented itself to the eyes of the Wise :Melli 

The objects to be observed in the spiritual world bear this intimate 

relaticn to the states of its inhab:l.tants. This teaching of Swedenborg1 s 

might seem to introduce a spiritual ·Berkleyan !4ealisn if care we~ not 

taken to recognise that the appearances of that world have an abiding 

relation to liBality and may therefore be eescribed as " real appearance~' • 

.And since our understanding of the eJCegesis of Scripture will largely 

depend upcn our knowl-edge of the spirf:tual phenc:mena of correspondence in 

·the Spiritual Worl.c:J., ~rther attention must now be devoted to this aspect 

of Swedenborg 1 s spiritual experiences in preparation for a fuller treatment 



of the doct,rine of Correspondence later in this work. 

The following quotation will make most of the points which are 

necessar.r at this stage of t_be argument. 

"All things in the heavens exist fran the Lord, according 
to their correspondence with the interiors of the angels. 
11The angels have interiors and exteriors; the things in 
their· interiors have relation ·to love and faith, arid 
thus to the will and understanding, for the will and 
understanding are their receptacles. And the exteriors 
correspcnd to their interiors. 
"The angels have heat according to the quality of their 
wisdan. .And the case is similar wi.th all ·other things 
which appear to the senses of the angels. 
"Whenever it has been granted me to be in the company 
with angels .I have seen what was around them just as I 
have seen things in the world, and so plainly that I 
did not know but that I was in the world, and in a 

. king 1 s Palace. I also spoke with them as man with 
. man. 

"Since all things which correspond to the interiors · 
also represent them, therefore they are called 
representatives. 
"AJ1d. since they are. varied accoiding to the states 
of the interiors of angels, therefore they are called 
appearances; althQUgh tltings which appear before the 
eyes of the angels in heaven, and which are perceived 

·by their senses, are seen and perceived in as lively 
a manner as tltings on earth are seen by man, and even 
more cle~rly, distinctly and peJ'(:eptibly. 
"The appearances of this kind in heaven are called real 
appearances, because they really exist. Theze are 
also appearances which are not. real, which are such as 
are indeed pzesented to view, but do not correspond to 
the interiors. · 
11To show what those things are that are presented to 
the sight of the angels accoidi.n8 to correspondences, 
I will mention one single instance for the sake of 
illustraticn. To those who are in intelligence, there 
are pzesEmted gaidens and paradises, full of trees and 
£lowers of every kind. The trees are planted in most 
beautiful order and so interwoven as to fozm arbours, 
with arched entrances and walks round, all with such 
beauty as words canriot describe. They who are in 
intelligence walk in these paradises, and gather nowers 
and weave garlands with which they adom little children • 
.. Tlere axe also species of trees and flowers there, such 
as have never been s~en, and,which cannot exist in the 
world. TlB trees bear fruits, ·accoiding to the good 
of love in which the intelllgent are. They see such · 
things because a garden and a paradise,. and fiUit-bearing 
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trees and flowers, correspond to intelligence and · 
wisdcm.~ {16) 

Whatever the principle of accretj_an may be which causes ~at:ter 

to maintain its state and quality in the peysical· universe, a problem 

to which Swedenborg is not left, without an answer, the principle of 

· accretion in the Spiritual World is derived through the minds of those 

· who dwell there. Here, as elsewhere, the.creativity spri.ngs from 

God but the channels for its eJCPression are to be found within minds 

in the spiritual sphere. And this is no less true of hell than of 

heaven, though in this case the chai)Ilels are minds, <i,erived :realities, 

possessed by the love that is disorderly, the love that is always 

seeking 'self-satisfaction from the things of the. world around. The 

life which maintains such a soul in being is fran the Divine; but its 

recipi.ents m.anifest it in disord'r and imJ:U,rity, in aversion fran the 

things that are good and true. 

In .the passage quoted. above Swedenborg state's, "I also spoke with 

them as man with man". By" angels, Swedenborg means simply ~bit.ants 

of heaven. His doctrine of angels is definite and clear. There is 

no separate creation of angels, no race of ~-divine beings. II:! 

8ngel is simply an inhabitant of heaven and t.he.re are no angels who 

were not at ate time men of this or sane other earth. Moreover there 

is no· fallen angel or personal devll. Devlls or satans are from the 

human race, men who have confimed themselves in the Ioves 9f self and 

the world. 

The idea of a .separate creation on the spiritual plane not.only 

fails to find confi:tmation in SWedenborg' s own eJCPerience but is shown 

to be illogical and inconsistent with the doctrine of Ultimates which 

will engage our attentia1 at a later stag ... 
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Whether heaven is thoughrof in its .universal complex, or in 

its least presentaticn in the soul of an individual angel,. it is 

the Divine of the Lold which makes heaven. Heaven is essentially 

a state; and one who is not in the state of heaven cannot abide in 

heaven, the place • 

Life in hell,where the enviranm.ent corresponds to the burning 

lustS and the falsities of those who'\iwell there 11is still a human 

life but an the lowe st. level. In the light. of heaven the hells 
. 

are seen as ugly and bestial; though in the lumen of hell they apl8 ar 

agreeable and human. Expanses of water seen in heaven represent and 

~orrespond to truths within the minds of the. angels. Whereas the. 

foul po~s which appear in the hells represent the falsities of evil 

cberis.bed by the devils. So when ve turn to consider correspondences· 
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and the exegesis of the Word ve can understand that every correspondence, 

like water in these two exam.ples, can bear an evil as well as a good 

connotation. -In each case the interpretation depends upon the context 

in which it is found. 

But few who pass into the Spiritual World are ready to enter 

.immediately into that camnunity in which they will finally abide. .While 

man lives in this world a rlil.ing love either turned outwards or inwards, 

is established within h:im. But with nearly everycne there remain 

innumerable affections which are discordant with this ruling love. .. There 

can be no entrance into an abiding .state until this discord _has been 

resolved. SWedenborg teaches that, as wel~ as ·heaven and hell, there 

is also what he calls the world of spirits or the inteimediate state. 

The distinction which has been made in a number .of the passages already 

qllol:.ed, bet'WBen spirits and an.gels ~fers to those in t~ inte~diate 



state and those who are in heaven. In the intemediate state the 

process of judgment is undergone. Judgment is Simplq the separatiClll 

of the discordant elements· so that the interior ruling love is 

manifest~d in the outward life. (hce the removal of contraries has 

be~ effected, the· lDrd admits the angel to heaven or the devil takes 

his way, chooses to take himself, to hell. The Sacred Script;uzes 

speak much ·of Judgment and foretell a Judgment which will immediately 

preceed the seccnd Coming, after which Will follow the (iescent of 
. . 
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the New Jezusalem. Swedenborg declazes that this Judgment has ·already 

taken place and that he had been pe:imitted to observe these events in 

the Spiritual World. The fulfilment of this Judgment he ·dates to the 

year 1757~ Im.t this will concern us more directly when we come to 

consider his doctrine of the IDrd.. 

Some who pass into the Spiritual World enter heaven directly. 

These a:Ee the children who die before the age of responsibility is 

reached and in whom a ruling io~ ha~ not been confi:nned. 

"All children, of whom a third part of heaven is fozmed, 
~ initiated into the acknowledgment and faith that the 
Lord is their-Father, and afterwards that He is the Lord 

. of all, and there;fore the God of heaven and earth." (17) 

A fuller statement of the facts is the following c 

"Eve~ child. wheresoever he is bom, whether within the 
church or out of it, whether of pious parents or of 

wicked. parents, is received· by the lDrd when he dies, 
and ·is educated in heaven. He is theze taught 
ace ording to Divine order and is imbued with affections 
for good. and by them with knowl.edges of truth; and 
afterwards, as ·he is perfected in intelligence and· 
wisdan, he is introduced into heaven and bec<IIISs an 
angel. 

· "Children .who die are st'ill little children in the 
other life. They have the ·same infantile mind, the 
same innocence in ignorance, and the saPI8 tenderness 
in all things. They are auy in the rudimentar,y 
capacity of becoming angels; for children are cot 
angels but become angels. 



"Everycne, on leav:j.ng this world, enters the other in 
the same state of life, a little child in the state 
of a little chil.d, a boy in the state of boyhood, $1ld 
a youth, a man and an old man, in the state of youth, 
inanhocd or old age; but the state of everyane is 
af't.eiWards changed.n . (18) 

That is to say that after education in sane society -the word used 

by" Swedenborg is 0 societasn, and might. as reasanably be traP-slated 

nbrot:.herhood0 or "c anmunity" - the yamg angel-to-be is returned 

into the intemediate state where his state o! life is then c~finned, 

after which he enters the society to which he belongs by character. 
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The importance of. this teaching is easy to see. ·Even the wrath of DiaP. 

is made to praise the Lord, for cPiJ.dren are the first victims of man1 s 

inhumanity to man. 

Much light. is shed 'upon the condition of the aged and infim, 

whose state changes en their passage into the other life,. by the 

following quotation. 

11 They whq are in heaven are continually advancing to 
the springtime of life, ~ the more thousands· of 
years that. they live, the more delightful ami happy 
is the spring to which they attain, and th,is to 
eternity, with an increase. according to the prog
ressions and degrees of their love·, charity, and 
faith. 
"Wanen who have died old and wom out with age, if they 
have lived in faith in the Lord, in c·harity towards the 
neighbour, and in happy marriage love with· a husband, 
cane with the succession .of years more and more into 
the nower of yOu.th and early wanan!lood, and into 
beauty which exce~ds all idea of beauty ever perceivable 
by our sight. · 
"Goodness and charity are what fom and present in them 
their awn likenesses •••• 
"In a word, to grow old in haaven is to grow young." (19) 

In these passages based upori eJq>erie.nce of the spiritual wor+d, a 

number of facts are stated which a~ also described at greater length 

elsewhere, such as the f~t that sex is of the sp~rit and that, in 

correspondence with the sex of :the spirit,· the body is male or female. 
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Thus t~e marriage belongs essentially to the spirit and is a union 

of two minds. Such an inward union is that ot angels Snd endures: 

this in contrast with the _external bands of a mere earthly convenience. 

Ill increase in love and wi~_dan is the f:rQ.ctificaticm. of the heavenly 

marriage. The human race is procreated only an the ult~ate plane 

of the material universe. For this reason heaven in the Word is often 

compared to a marriage,. and the Lord declared, "In heaven· there is no 

marrying and giving in marriage, but they are as the angels." 

The titles of two of S...edenborg• s works contain the word ••Ccelestia". 

T~s is translated "Heavenly" in the English edition or "The New 

Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doctrine". His first great theological ....... ; .. _._ ..... _, 

work might. have_ been cal~d ~ the English versions '~Heavenly Secrets" 

·instead of being left in its Latin ro:z:m. The tenn in each case seems 

to mean "related to heavenn or "such as are in heaven". This is 

certainly the case with Heavenly Doctrine. 

The experiences of the Spiritu~ World enabled Swedenborg to 

discuss doctrine with innumerable people in heaven and in·tm intennediate 

state. And the unity of God. and the sole deity of the Lord Jesus Ghrist, 

for ex~ple, ?iere clear to him fran_ experience. This type of evidence 

will not be laid under contribution here.. But; the following passage 

is only cm.e example or the· significant fact that while basingthe Doctrine 
- . -

of the Lord in the J.etter of Sacred Scripture, he can also em occasicm. 

substantiate it from. eJq>erience. . 

"There were some spirits who while t.hey lived in the 
world acknowleqged the Father and had no ather idea 
of the Lold than as ot another man, and so did not 
believe Him to be the God. of heaven. They. vere 
therefore pennitted to wander about, and ~nquire . . 
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whereever they pleased, whether there is any other 
heaven than that of the IDrd.. 
"They sought tor several days but nowhere found any. 
They were 81I10Jlg such as placed the happiness of 
heaven in glory and dardnion. And because they 
could not obtain what they desired, and were told 
that heaven d.oes not consist in such things, they 
bec81Ile indignant and wished to have a heaven 
where they could rule over others, and be eminent 
in gloey as in ttle world.•• (20) 



~s. 

(lll) 

This chapter began vdth a quotation from the Psalms, "Tzuth 

springeth out of the earth and righteousness hath looked down from 

heaven." .We have consid.ezed sane of the "seed" which sprang up as 

· ntNthl' in the mind of SWedenborg. This "seed" was rewlaticn to him. 

This ntNth" now becanes n seed" to be revelaticn to the worid. It is the 

nature of this revelation which we are now to consider. In a passage 

already quoted, tB wrote; 

"These words •••• mean that in the end of the Church, when 
there is no longer any love, and consequently any faith, 
the Lord Will open the Word as to its intemal sense, and 
reveal the arcana ·or heaVen •••• Such direct revelation is 
now made, because this is what is meant by the coming of 
the,Lozd." (21) 

In other words, through ·swedenborg, the world has received a revelation 

at an entirely new character - a revelation about revelation. We. must 

now direct our attenticn to a consideration of his claim. 

There is first a phenanenon which has been called his "double thougbt.11 • 

In his Spiritual Diary dated March 22nd 1748, he mafie the following not.e: 

"Whenever there has been any representation, visian or 
speech (with spirits) I have been held interiorly and 
inmostly in reflection en it, as to what was use.:t\11 and 
good fran it, thus as to what I might. learn; which 
reflection was not. so much attended to by those who 
present~d· the representations etc. NaY sanetimes they 
were indignant when they perceived that I was refleCting. 
"Thus have I been inst.Ncted consequently by no spirit, 
nor angel, but by the !Drd alone, from whan is eve :rything 
tzue and good. Nay, when they wanted to instruct me 
about ·various things, there was scarcely azzything but 
what was false. And therefore I was forbidden to believe anything 
they said; nor was I allowed to introduce anything that 
belonged to them. · 
"And further, when they wanted to persuade me, I perceived 
an interior or more interior persuasion that it is not. as 
tl;ley wanted, at which they wondered. . 
"The perception was a manifest one, but cannot. be easily 
described to the apprehension of' men." (22) 



This note was not intended for publication and therefore lacks B1JY 

authority fran its writer. But in11 .Arcana Coelestia"the subject of 

interior and ext.erio:z:- thought.is given rati<nal presentation which 

might well be regazded as a considered eJCPlanation of the meaning of the 

experiences described ab.ove. ·As .Qe leamed, so he taught in the lV"olume a 

which began to cane from- the p:ress the following year. Here is a 

typical statement from '1rcana Coelestia.tt 

"Man also has interior thought_, which flows in fran the 
I.ozd, with those who have ccnscience, through the internal 
man :into the interior rational man; as they may observe 
fran this circumstance, that they are c~able of observing 
the evil and falsity which are .in their external man, and 
which are opposite to the good and truth in the interior 
man ••••. Such however as have no· conscience cannot have 
interior thought. 
"Consequently neither can they be engaged in arry combat 
or warfare. The reason is, because their rational. acts 
as one and the same with their corpore~ sensual; and 
although good ·and truth fran t~ Lord continually flows . 
in with them also, still they dq not perceive the inf'i.ux, 
because they instantly extinguish and suffocate i~.n (23) 

And :in a later passage in the same work .be sayss 

n A man has an ext.erior and an interior understanding. The 
ext.erior is Where the thought is Which CCIDSS to his percepticn; 
but the interiOr where the tho1,1ght is which does noli cane to 
his perception, but st.ill it does to that of tbe angels. 
"The latter Wlderatanding is what is enlightened by the Lord 
when. a man receives faith, for this is in the light of heaven, 
and in it is· hi~ spiritual life, which is not so manifest to 
hlm in the world. 
"But it is manifest in the other life when he becanes an 
allgel among the angels in heaven. In the meantime that life 
lies concealed interiorly in the thought of the exterior 
Wlderstand:ing and there produces a holy veneration for the 
Lozd, for love and faith in him, for the Wozd, and for all 

·other things of the c.tuu:~h. n (24) 

·In "Divine Providence" be says conceming himself: 

"I also th:ink even more interiorly and perceive whether 
what flows into my exterior thought is fran heaven or 
from hell; and I reaact what is frcm. hell and accept 
what is from heaven •••. Still I· seem to .Dij'self •• to think 
and will fran my self. •• ( 25) · 
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Swedenborg was an exceptienal man and the circumstances of his 

spj,.ritual life 'We:ze thems~ves exceptional. But this gift of double 

thought - his own eJq>ression in a passage in the Diary is "donatus sum 

duplici cognitionen -is .proba~ a nomal human capacity, highly 

refined; or a spiritual faculty brou,ght int-o u- unusa:J,.ly early. But 

we must not oV-erlook his definite declaration: 

"I have received no dOctrine (of the new Christian theQJ.ogy) 
fran any spirit or aey angel, but from the Lord alone while 
I have been reading the Wold •. " (26) 

It is certain that he made a ca~ful choice amcmg the things he 

leamed in the spiritual world and rejected much as fallacious. 

Bllt whate~~ .Qa uses fran this _source by way of illustration, in his 

exposition of the \'lord and its Doctrines for the Church, is without 

any doubt relevant and hazmonious. 

In addition to the can~eted or partially completed writings which 

comprise the Posthwnous Works, there were a number of papers which have 

since been published as an aPpendix to the Spiritual Diary. One of 
I 

them contains the following interesting note .which at least gives 

Swedenborg1 s ~ reaction to the exPeriences he underwent during almost 

half a lifetimes 

"In place of miracles there has at this day taken place 
a manifestation of the Lord, an intranission into the 
Spiritual World and e_nlightenment there, by immediate 
light from the Lold, i~ ~ch things as are interior 
things of the Church, but chieil.y the opening of the 
spiritual sense of the Word, in which the Lord is in 
His own Divine Light. . 
11These revelations are not miracles, since every man is 
in the Spiritual. World as to his spirit, without 
separation fran his body in the natural world; I, however, 
with a certain separation though only ali' to t·he :intellectual 
part of my mind, but not as to the voluntary • .And as to the 
spiritual sense, the Lold through it is with all who in 
faith apPl"each Him in that light., and through. it in its 



natural light. n. ( 'Zl) 

In another posthumous work the point is made again: 

"The manifestation of the Lord and immission into the 
Spiritual World excels all miracles. Tllis has not been 
granted to anyone in the same mamer as to me since the 
creatia'l of the world ••• to me it has been granted to be 
both in natural and in spiritual light at the same j:,ime. · 
Thereby it has been granted. me to see t~ wonders of 
heaven; to be amcng the angels, as one of them; and at 
the same time to receive DiVine Truths in the light, 
and so to perceive and teach them, - ~d thezefore to 
be led of the Lord.". (28)_ 

In the same little ·work he wrote: 

"The Lord Himself is in this (spiritual) sense with 
His Divine •• Not even one jot· of this could be opened 
·but by the Lord Himself. This excels all the 
revelaticns that have been made hitherto since the 
creation of the world." (29) · 

We shall see in a later chapter that SWedenborg is most defini.te in 

his teaching that the Lord alone opens the Spiritual Sense of His 

Word to any man. The knowledge of correspondence is an aid, t.te 
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lmowledge of true doctrine is of service, they are, as. it were, necessary 

preliminaries to the event, but they do not in themselves nopen11 tm 

Scriptures. 

This new revelation is, th~, dependent upcn the :Eevelation in 

the Sacred Scriptures. The preparation of Swedenborg' s mind by 

infilling it through the outward way of instruction was essential 

before the opening of the Word could be made; and after this preparation 

was completed, the opening of the Scriptures itself was not made in any 

e.xcepticnal manner. The instrument of the new revelation was a chosen 

instrument, peculiarly qualified to undertake the tasks laid upon him by 

Providence. These weze "to publish by the press" the doctrines of the 

Word and the knowledge of his -own experiences, so that other men might 



receive revelati~ by the outward way provided by the Lord Himself. 

His revelation is not another Word but provides .eJCplanation of the 

Wold, to be ·acutely examined and either accepted or rejected upon 

grounds of reason. The authority· of this revelation d.oes not consist 

in the "Tl'm.s saith the Lord" of the Bib:l,e writers, but in the clear 

. and obnous tiUth which may be received from the ScriPtures by its 

help. Its authority is shown in the confi:r:matian which it gives to 

the Divine Authority. of Sacred Scripture. This revelation is subject 

to no sectarian restrictions; it ~s in the strictest possible sense 

universal. 

There was once Shown to Swedenborg in the Spiritual World a 

sacred building or temple over the gate-way of which were carved the 

words "Nunc Licetn. Heze is ~edenborg' s own interpretatiQJ. of their 

meaningc 

"Aft.erwards, when I drew nearer, I saw written over the gate, 
1Ncw· it is allowabi.e.!' 1 (Nunc Licet); which signified that now 
it is allowable to enter :J,ntellectu,ally into the m;,vsteries 
of faith. (h seeing this writing it c·arne into my thought 
that it is extremely dangerous to enter with the understanding 
into the dogmas of faith, fonned fran a man's own intelligence, 
and consequently consisting of falsities; and ~ill more to 
confinn them frcin the Wold, t-he understanding being thereby 
closed above and grad.ually below also ••• 
•'Now as the dogmas of the Christian Churches at· the present 
dar are not based on the Word, but are from man•.s. ovm 
intelligence, and ttm.s are falsities, and also have been 
confirmed by sane things fran the Word; therefore, aJllong 
the Reman Catholics, of the Divine Providence of the Lord, 
the Word .has been taken out of the hands of the laity; and 
it has been· opened a111ong the Protestants. But still it 
is closed bjr their caumcr1 declaration, that. the Understanding. 
is to be kept in obedience to the things of faith. 
"Bilt iri the New Church the case is the reverse. In this 
it is allowable to enter with the understanding, and 
penetrate into all its secreta, and also to confirm them by 
the Word. The reason is, t.tiat its doctrinals are continuous 
tl'\iths fran the Loztl laid open by means of the Word. And 
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confirmation o:f these by rational considerations causes 
· the understanding to be opened more am more upwards, 

and thus to be raised up into the light which the angels 
o:f · heaven enjoy. · 
ftThat l:i,.ght in its essence is truth, and in this light 
the acknowledgment o:f the l.Drd as tba Gcd o:f heaven 
and earth shines in all its glory. 
"This is meant by the inscription over the gate o:f :the 
temple, NWlC Ucet, i.e. Now it is allowable •• •" {30) 

If' taken apart. :from the Sacred Scriptures, what has been received 

through Swe~enborg would :fall o:f its purpose; taken in conjunction with 

the Sacred Scriptures, it makes their meaning intelligible; and the 

solemn duty to procla,jm their message li~s inCUJ':Ilbent upan the Church. 

Among the leading doctrines taught by ~edenbo.rg, spec;:ial attention 

· will be directed both to the Doctrme of' the Lord. and t-he Doctrine o:f 

the Sacred Scripture. Where these are held. in· simplicity or with 

deeper intellec-tual- appreC'iation, there is tl:B New Church, transcending 

all the boundaries o:f sect or creeds these are uniting doctrines made 

clear so that division may beccme diversity, am its manifold perfection 

···dawn upon the Church. 

Lastly we must enquire whether Swedenborg is not in sane measure 

dependent upon other sources than tl':e Scriptures and the experiences o:f 

the spiri~ual world whf.ch we have so :far considered. Others have 

believed that the Scriptures cant ained a deeper meanmg than that o:f the 

literal sense. Phil.o was the great eJC;ponent o:f the system. devised by, 

or evolved amang, the Jews but closely related to Egyptian and Greek 

JIW'stical interpretations o:f the poets. This methai was earlY adopted by 

the Christian Church. Origen was- the greatest, though not the :first 

exegete to apply the pr~~iples of' Philo to Old and New 'l"staments alike. 

IS even uses the tem. "spiritual sense" to describe the results o:f his 

allegorical interpretations. The detection o:f allegories remained a 



f-avourite P.Qrsuit of Christian eJqJositors until comparatively modem 

times. · Yet in his own day Swedenborg could wrl:,te, 

"Hitherto, no one has had the remotest. idea that there is 
in the Wold a spiritual sense, &lt the Lord has revealed 
it to me, and has allowed me to be with spirits and angels 
as cne of themselves.-" (31) 

Could he have expressed himself in that way if he had knom Origen 1 s 

tezmi.nology? Or is the meaning which he gives to his ovm tem so 

entirely different that he feels free to disregard whatever has gone 

before? 

As a bishop's son, and a young man who was interested in ~ligious 

matters, Swedenborg was bound to know the methods and content of the 

preaching of his time. That is ~rely- implied by the folloWing statement 

fran n ArCana Coelestia"a 

"The Jews and saDe of the Christ.i'ans indeed believe that 
in these and also in tiE rest of the passage·s of the Word, 

.there is saue sense or meaning stored up which they call 
D~~Ystical, and this because from infancy they have. been 
impressed with holy ideas of the Word; but when. it is 
enquired what that ~stical meaning . is they do not knew. 
"If they are told that this .ID1'st.ical sense in the Word, 
because it is Divine, must necessarily be such as to be 
with the angels in heaven, and that the:re can be no 

other D~~Ystical sense in the Wozd, for ~f there v.ere any 
other it would be either fabulous, or magical, or idolatrous 
and, further, that this mystical sense which is with the 
angels in teaven, is nothing else than the spiritual and 
celesti~ and treats solely of the Lord, His kingdan. and 
the Church, consequently of good and trut-h; aild that if 
they !mew what good and truth is, or what love and faith 
is, they might also know that !lll'st.ical sense; - when this 
is told them scarcely anyone believes it. 
"Be it so ••. I cannot do otherwise than open those things 
which are called the 11\Ystical things of the Word, that 
is its interiOrs, which are the spiritu8l t~s and 
celestial things of .the tord 1 s kingdcm." · (32} 

If a g~eral lmowledge of the allegorising tendencies of early 

exegesis can be safely assumed, it would be rash to infer the intimate 
. . 

lmowl.edge which direct de'pendence would require. It is true that a 



book entitled "fhilo lllustratus0 by Eric Benzelius is in the Library 

at Upsala. There is no copy of that work available in the British 

~seum and the writer has therefore had no opportunity of consulting 

it. But although Benzell.us ~s connected with Swedenborg by faJDily 

ties, it is more likely that the author might be inspired by the seer than 

the other way ~und. 

All important paragraph from ·a letter sent by Swederiborg to Dr. Beyer 

in respon~ to a request for his opinion of -the writings ot :aiDl:l.IIS .. llfid · 

another ~ars upon this question~a) Swectenborg writes _as follows : 

"I have never read either; I was forbidden to read writers 
on dogmatic and systemat;l:c theQlogy, before heaven was 
opened to me. Because unfounded opinicns and· inventions 
might thereby }).aVe insinuated themselves, which a.t't.erwards 
could only have been removed with difficulty. 
''Wherefore when heaven was opened to me I had first to 
leam the Hebrew language, as well as the correspondences 
accoJ'(iing to which the whole Bible is composed. Which 
led me to read the Word of God over many times. · 
"And as God's Word is .tte source whence all theology 
must be derived,- I was enabled thereby to receive 
instruction from the Lord, Who is the Wo~.n (33) 

His statement about nno idea of the spiritual sense" is repeated · 

elsewhere. That Philo and Origen did have manents of insight cannot be 

denied. Origen in particular had sane rec~gnition that the angels were 

in open lmowledge of the sense which he believed was allegoricall.y 

enshrined within the Script,ure. As a Christian he certainly believed 

that knowledge about Jesus Christ was to be regarded as the real 

revelation wit~ .. the Scripture~. AJld nat only Philo but Clement, Origen, 

and other Fathers had an idea. of. a "moral" sense, or possibly a psychological 

sense. BUt the break between their interpretations and Swedenbo~' s is 

definite and clear. He has system where they grope blindly. But did he 

not. claim to be the bearer of revelation about revelation? 



"GalleJY of sacred pictures manifold, 
-A minst~r ri,.ch in holy effigies, 
. .And bearing on entaplature and triez~ 
The· beil'Ogl.yphic oracles· of old. · 
Along its transept aureoled martyrs sit; 
And t~ lQW -chancel side-lights halt acquaint 
The eye w;lth sPr:Lnes ot prophet, bard, and saint, 
Thei,r ~&-dimmed tablets traeed in doubtful writl 
But oni.y when on fom. and word obscure 
Falls trom. within the white supemal light 
We read the mystic characters aright, ·· 
.And life info:nns the s;Uent portraiture, 
Until we p8llse at last, awe-held before . 
The One ineffable Face, love, wonder, and adore .n ... ,. (34) 
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Chapter 3 • 

"The Key to Open _the Causes of Things n 

"Oh, when degree is Jl~1 d . 
Which is tba ladder to all high designs, 
The enterprise is sick. How could ccmmunities, · 
Degrees in schools and brotherhoods in cities, 
Peaceful canmerce fran dividable shoze·s, 
The primogenitive and due of birth, 
Prerogative of age, crowns, sceptres, laurels, 
J:Ut by degree stand in authentic place? 
Take but degree S'Jiay, untune that string·, 
And hark, what discord follows. Bach thing meets 
In mere op}:Ugnancy~ The bounded waters 
Should lift. their bosc;ms higher than the shores 
And make a sop of all this sordid globe. 
$trength should be lord to imbecility, 
And t.be rude son should strike his father dead. 
This chaos, when degree is suffocate, 
Follows the choking.~' 

William Shakespeare. 

( Troilus and Cressida, 
Act 1 ; Sc.3.) 
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w system of theology or philosophy is attended by a preliminary 

difficulty. The general pattem and the key doctr:ines may indeed be 

clear, as well as the parts of the system which its originator regarded 

as the justification of his work. But it may nevertheless be necessary 

to give priority in the exposition to other elements within it. 

Priority in end or purpose must give place to priority in exposition. 

This is certa.inly the ca"se with the teaching of SWed.enborg. 

WithW.t question, the heart. of the teaching of Swedenborg, indeed 

the purpose for which his whole work exists, is the doctrme of the Lord, 

his presentaticn of the teaching concemjng the Sole Deity of Jesus Christ 

Glorified. 8l.t for the clear understanding of this doctrine, the 

doctrine of Degrees must be first presented. Indeed no $l)Ology is 

needed for tm attention which will be devoted to it, s:ince Swedenborg 

himself regarded it as of the highest import~ce. 

"A knowledge of degrees is like a key for uncoverjng and 
penetrating· into the causes or things. 
"Without this knowledge hardly anything of cause can be 
known; for without it, objects and subjects of both 
worl.d.s seem so simple, a8 if there were nothing in them 
beyond. that which meets the eye. 
"When yet, compared to the things which lie hidden 
within, what is tlus seen is as one to thousands, nay 
rather to tens of thaJ.sands. 
"The interiors which do not lie open can in no wise 
be laid bare e.xcept by a lmowledge of degrees; for 
exteriors mQVe towards interiors and through these 
towards inmosts, by degrees; not· by continuous, but 
by discrete degrees. . 
11 1ContinuQUs degrees• is a term applied to the gradual 
lessening or diminishing fran grosser to finer, or 
fran denser to rarer; or preferably, to growths and 
increases fran finer to grosser or fran rarer to 
denser; precisely as light merges mto shade, or 
heat into cold. 
••But I discrete degrees• are altogether different; 
they are like things prior, subsequent and final; 
o~ like end, cause and effect. 



"These degrees are called discrete because the prior 
is by itself, the subsequent by itself, and the final 
by. itself; yet taken together they m• one.~· C•) 

The tem, "degree~ is the English rendering of the Latin. • gradus: 

a step. Fran. this basic meaning of step the other shades of meaning 

take their rise. The English tem~ '~egree~' is derived fran11gradus• 

prefixed by the Latin prepositicn .. de~ fran.. A degree is a $tep fran; 
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and the word. immediately conveys the suggestion of order and arrangement 

in steps towards_ or away fran sane given point. So we speak qf degrees 

of temperature. Each degree is a step fran or towards freezink-point •. 

In many contexts the Latin word. gradus bears a s:imilar meaning and the 

English translaticn may therefore be regarded as exact. 

Swedenborg $Cepted the terms in use in the learned world of his 

own day and gave them perhaps an added content of his o-.m. EJCCept in 

certain specialised applications the term has slipped Qlt of ccmm.on use 

in our time. In Swedenborg' s t.im.e it wa~ more commonly on men's tcngues. 

It is used in the .Authorised Version of the Bible: 

"Surely men of low degree are vanity and men of high 
degree are a lie" (Psalm 62; 9) 

N1 old ~ish writer on the science of government wrote s 

"In everything is order, and without order may be nothing 
stable or pemanent. And it may not be called ozder 
except it do contain in it degrees, high and base, 
according to the merit or estimation of the th:ing ordered. 11 

' (2) 

The wozd is also used by Shakespeare: 

"Take but degree away, untune tnat string, . 
.And hark, what discoid follows ••••••••• n (3) 

The two ideas of degree and ozder are closely_ linked; indeed the 

noticn of degrees is in fact involved in the very concept, of ordering. 
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SWedenborg goes even .further than this. Degrees are of two kinds 

and both must be present. 

11Each and ail ·things in the natural and in the spiritual 
worlds coexist in accordance with discrete degrees and 

·continuous degrees together.·" (4) · 

He uses the generic tezms "continuous" and "discrete" to describe . . . 

degrees. CUr quotations fran other writers are all concemed with 

the first type. The distinction wlll requize closer exami.naticm.. 

Swedenborg has already pointed to the s:impJ.est eX8J]lple of 

continuous degrees,· the gradual fading from light to shade. Imagine a 

darkened roan and in· one comer a candle burning. At the candle end 

the light is .inore intense than in ~he opposite comer. · Indeed if the 

roan is large enough it will fade into almost total darlmess. The 

degree of light Will be relative to the poai.tion 'taken up on the line 

between the light and the opposite comer. These continuous degrees 

are all on On.e p1ane and admit of the qualifications •more• and 1less•. 

Similarly we have degrees of length and bread.th, of intensity of colour, 

of weight, of hardness, of pliabllity, of translucence, _to which the 

description "continuous" can be ~pplied. ·The.men of low degree and high 

degree of the Psalm quot.ed above are at opposite ends of a scale of 

WQrl'*' honour. The same might be said ·of the "degrees, high and base", 

which aze "according to the merit or estimation" referred to by Elyot. 

So too when Shakespeare discusses tlB chaos which would follow if one 

"take bu.t degree away" he sayss 

"Strength should be 1om to imbecility 
And the rude sen should strike his father dead." (6) 

-
setting up a scale of which the rude son• s imbecility ·and the father1 s 

4'. 
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wisdcm. represent the opposite .ends. And at the same time he recognises another 

scale, f'rom strength to wealmess. 

Discrete degrees on the other hand, involve more than a s:ingle plane. 

We might illustrate discrete degrees by the IUngs of' a ladder. A 

definite step up or down is required to reach each IUng. Once on the 

rung it is possible to move more to the right, or less f'ar f'rcm the. 

centre. In that sense each rung is a continuous degree. But to go 

up or to descend involves a passing through a series of' discrete planes 

represented by the rungs of' the ladder. 

This use of' the ladder f'or illust.·ration must not be carried too 

f'ar or too much built upon it. We lllight ascend by a ,lif't at a greater 

or less speed in a continuous rising to which the concepts ••more" or 

n1e ssn might be ~plied. From the point of' view qf' the material as 

distinct f'rom the spiritual, lift and ladder belong to .the same 

continuous degree of' matter. Bllt a. ladder is a useful means by which 

to illustrate the concept of' discrete planes. Swedenborg hlm.self' 

employs it, as :in this passages 

"Good f'rom the Lord i'lows in through man• s i.nmOst, and 
then by steps as of' a ladder to exteriors. For the 
inmost is :in the most perfect state, wherefore it can 
iiDilE!diately receive go·od. f'rom t~ Lord, but not so 
lower principle an. . ( 6) 

Discrete degrees are also temed degrees of' altitude by our author; 

who says, · 

"Their situati.a'l relative to sight does net change their 
dencminatim••. (7) 

They mq equally well be thought of' as one within tb:l other when the 

"relationship to sightll has been set aside. In this new mental framework 

the discrete relationship of degree to degree still resembles the rungs 



ot a ladder. 

At this point it is of little purpose to ask why there should 

be de~rees or altitude as well as degrees which are continuous. It 

is a tact of creation to be accepted, just as the nature ot God must 

be accepted. Indeed we might recognise that the Creator being what 

He is, Creation nece-ssarily bears the stamp of His Divinity in the 

order whicll has been· imparted ·to it·. Such a God could create only 

such a universe. As the revelation contained in the S~cred 

Scriptures teaches, He is a Trinity,and therefore it is only natural 

that what He has created displays a trinitarian constitution. These 

degrees ot altitude, or discrete degrees, are arranged in trines. 
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Within each degree ot the trine, a trinal' arrangement of degrees may be 

observed; within these ~~' the trinal order is· continued; so that we 

maY conceive ot creatian in ever,y degree as trinal., a veritable congeries 

of trines. 

Swedenborg illustrates his teaching about discrete degrees aiS · 

follows s 

"Bu.t to ill.ustrate this by example. It is well-known by 
oeular experience, that each muscle in the human body 
consists of veey- minute fibres, and that these folded 
together constitute those larger ones called moving 
fibres, and that bundles ot these produce the compOWld 
which is called a muscle. 
"It is the same With the nerves; ver,y small nervous 
fibres are put together into larger ones, which appear 
like filaments, and by a collection of ·such fllament s 
the nerve is produced. It is also the same in the 
other foldings, bindings, and collections ot which 
the organs and viscera consist; for these are canpotmds 
of fibres and vessels, variously fashioned by similar 
degrees. 
RThe case is the sarne also With all and eveey-thing of 
the vegetable ld.ngdom, and will all and everything ot 
the mineral kingdan. In wood there is a gathering 
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of filaments in three-fold· order. In metals and 
stones there is a spherical arrangement of parts also 
in three-fold order. 
11These considerat:i,ons shaw the nature of discrete 
degrees, nei'D.ely, that o;ne is fo:nned fran another, 
and by means of the second a third, or canposite; 
and that each degree is discrete fran another.n (8) 

A mode-m anatomist or biologist might. use different tenns, or 
. . 

ewn modified concepts, in .m.aking the analyses which S-wedenborg used 
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in those desc~iptions; but in essentials his analysis remains unaffected 

and unimpaired. But he continues: 

"Hence we may .rom conclusions respecting those things 
that are invisible, for the case is the s~ With them: 
as with the organic substances which .are the recept,acies 
and habitations of the thoughts anQ. affections in the 
bra:ini with the atmospheres, with heat and light, and 
with love and wisdom. n_ ( 9) 

And too let us ·note immediately that: 

11 These degrees are Hanogeneou.s, that is. to say, of 
the same genius and ~ature. u (10) 

Since it is not given to eve:eyone to enter as deeply into the 

details of human anat~ as can Swedenborg ltimself, a less tec.tmical 

example of the relationship of degrees is favoured by sane expositors. 

A. rope displays three degrees, in _fj,bre, strand and finished rope. A 
. . 

coil of rope can be examined for length, weight., diameter, strength,· 

elasticity, and so fort.h. CD the plane o~ rope, the conception of 

less or more of these qualities can be applied. This continuous degree 

of. rope has a surface which is rough or snooth, depending upon the nwnber 

of its strands and the twist imparted to them. In order that the rope 

may continue t,o be rope, the end ~s usually bound with cord, thus preventing 

the strands from losing the twist and the rope from resolving into its 

individual components. 

:More infonnation about this rope is obtained when the strands which 



compose it are disengaged ~d examined individually. On this level 

the phenanena are quite distinct trom those observed on the plane of 

rope. The lengths, weights, ·diameters, strengths, el.asticites, and 

so forth now refer to strand only. In manufacture a twist has been 

given so that a continuous degree of strand provides also its own 
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qualities of roughness, smoothness, hardness or sc;>.ttness. The conception 

of "less" or "more" can be applied to these qualities. 

Still more Wonnatian about the_ rope can be gained fran examination 

of the fibres which constitute the strand. Here it is found that the 

fibres are more or less uniformly long or short and display their own 

peculiar qualities, and the lengths, weight-s, diameters, strengths and 

elasticities now apply ally to the cantinuous degree of fibre. The 

finished rope. is entirely constituted from these fibres and only exists 

as a rope because these fibres have been so organised that the steps of 

manufacture have followed the order of discrete degrees. 

This third, highest, or inmost degree of fibre ·is the "all in all" 

(anne in annibus), to use Swed~borg's own phrase, of the succeeding 

degzees. Yet a mental confusion of rope and fibre would be merely 

foolish. The quality of tlle f-inished rope depends, ·of course, ~n the 

qu~ity of the fibre used, and on its carefUl manufacture so that the 

degrees have been duly constituted in order. There is hanog~neity 

throughout. When the rope is in use and is under strain, it is the 

canpacting, and tbls the mutual support rendered by fibre to fibre, and 
.. 

strand to strand, each on its ~ plane, which enables the rope to 

perfoim its· work and .tu;Lfil its us~. · And without the degree of strand 

the degree of fibre w~d be unable ~o perfom its use at all. But the 

fact that a.rope locks so hard, snoot.h, and glo·ssy when it holds a vessel 



to the pier on a st.onny day, does nat exclude the analysis of its 

components into delicate, soft, and quite short, hair-like fibres. 

Final;.ly we might note that while thS rope cannot. exist without the 

degree of fibre, fibre can exist without the degree of rope. 

These simple eJCa~D,ple s will be of some ass:istance in the examination 

of the more abstract and philosophical conc.eptions of this doctrine of 

degrees. To the passage in which he illustrated degrees fran his 
(f; 

anatanical knowledge, Swedenborg adds the follow:ing statements 

''It is well known that end, c.ause, and effect, follow 
in order like prior, posterior and postreme. Also 
that the end produces the cause, and by the cause, the 
effect, in order that the end may exist.· Several 
ather things are known on the subject. 
"Nevertheless to know these things and nat to see them 
in application to things that exist, is an.l.y to !mow 
abstractions; which remain only so long as there are 
analytical and metapeysical matters in the thought. 

"Hence it is, that although end, cause, and effect 
proceed by discrete degrees, still little or nothing 
of those degrees is known in the world; for the bare 
knowledge of things in the abst·ract •• is socn dispersed. 
But if abstrac:t things are applied to things in the 
wo~ld, they are then like visible objects and remain 
in the memor,r •" (ll) · · 

. 
Under the pressure of his sc;ientific envir<:mnent in t·hese dqs, 

man has becane accustaned, perhaps as never before, to seek out the 

causes of things. In every field of enqu,ir,r and activity we have become 

aware ·or the fact that we are seeing effects of which the causes zequire 

eJC;Planation. Thus in a most. remarkable way the world has, as it were, 

organised itself for research into ·causes and effects. We observe the 

varied happer.L.~pgs which interest us and question wqy they should occur; 
.;.~ ,, 

whether it be •the ebb ·and flow of the t:ides,· the fiight ·of a golf-ball, 
\~ . 

a slump in trad~:.• or the happy rela~·ianships ~hich distinguish sane 
,. 

particular hwnan '\10cial group. And we may discover an efficient cause 
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for each particular phenQilenon. But th:l.s does not constitute the 

limit of our enquiries. For behind the efficient cause we detect a 

deeper cause, the real purpose or ~;~~d which is served by the phenanenon. 

To satisfY this purpose each efficient cause has produced its effect. 

Examination would show for ~stance that the harmQnious relatiQnships 

within the social group arise fran definite activities and opportunities 

provided .in a just oroering of society. But it is also certain that the 

religious purpose of serving his feilow and of caring for his neighbour 

would be found to inspire the individuals in the group. 

The purpose of driving as far as possible lies deep wit.h:in the 

effect when the golf-ball is struck. This end dete:mli.nes the choice 

of club, the stance of the striker, and the amount of energy put into 

the stroke,_ These mq all prove to have been less than the best possible, 

but it is with this purpose in view that the stroke (the efficient cause) 

sends the golf-ball in its flight to _its ultimate destination .on the green 

(the effect). 

A slump in trade is most probably the effee·t of uneJq)8cted causes 

which de~ve from purposes which have not been clearly realised\1: sanething 

has gone wrQng on one or both of the two planes of cause, and purpose. 

lbt merely to know that the ebb and flow of the tides largely 

depends upon the attraction exerted by the moon, or whatever the cause 

may be, seems to remain incomplete knowledge. The phenanenan also 

requires an e.xplanation on the level of purpose, if only we could understand 

it. 

_On each of the three planes there may be many factors to be considered. 

The constituents of each degree are in continuous relation with each other; 

but the planes themselves are discrete. The attainment of a ·clear idea of 

this relatiQnship of the degrees of end, cause, and effect will render 
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other applications of the doctrine easy to follow. 

"The internal man is formed of celestial and ·spiritual 
things; the interior or intemiediate man of rational · 
things·; and the ext.emal man of sensual things, not of 
the body but derived fran bodilY things. 
"To speak in the language of the leameds those three 
are like end, cause and effect. It is well known that 
no effect can ever exi.st unless there be a cause, and 
that there can be no cause without an end. 
ttT.be effect, the cause, and the end are t·ru.s distinct 
from each other, as exterior, interior and inmost." {l2) 

In this quotation the doctrine of degrees is applied to the broad 

outli.D.e s of the p f(Y"Chology of m~. On this point the opinions of 

Swedenborg are not irreconcilable with the findings of-experimental 

pqchology, for this branch of study is confined to the ext.emal or. 

natural level of the mind,.~ wh:i.ch·Swedenborg discovers a trinal 

structure. His psy-Chology introduces levels or· degrees of which most 

psychologists have no c~izance. AAd this deficiency of knowledge 

leads inevitably to sane unsound co':lclusions, such as detenninisn • 

. SWedenborg uses numerous frames of refe renee. In the .last quotation 

he uses intemal, . interior and extemal; elsewhere i~ reappears in 

' 
. slightly different fo:nn as inmost, internal, and extemal. Or he may 

refer to the degrees of the internal man as celestial, spiritual, and 

natural. On other oc~asions the :e~mal degree~ may be under 
. . 

discussion and temis ·like scientifi~ and sensual or corporeal introdu~ed. 

There are trines within trines and each plane is discrete: the frame 

will depend upon the subject under consideration. 
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Unlike the practising psychologist, SWedenborg does not approach 

his aubject fran the point of view of behaviour. Of course he is 

interested jn conduct and _insistent that good behaviour is essential 

to a good life. He recognises that ~haviour which originates in 

mistaken ideas of what is good ·may stUl be acceptable in the Lord 1 s 

sight. "Judge not that ye be not judged" refers, as he teaches, not 

to the behaviour as such, but the judgment of the spiritual state of 
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the individual concerned, which the Lord alone can know. · Behaviour which 

is anti-social, or unethical, or ~rreligious, or improper, may and must 

be judged. Nevertheles~ the Stamards of right held by the one 

responsible remain unknown fact·ors. A judgment on conduct may require 

correctian, education, or even punishment, but beyond that the judge 

cannot go. Man is always free to choose a path better than that' to 

which temptation lures him, and in that choice his spiritual progress 

lies. Illingworth once described character as the manentum resulting 

fran a number of past acts and it is· certainly by acts of choice that 

character is established. 

The Christian exaplanation of this· fact would be that t·he cho.ice 

h~ brought. to the agent the regenerative power of the Holy Spirit. 

The ver,y ·act of choice involves co-operation and tllarefore opens the 

chamels for the Spirit 1 s now. Added force is given to this answer 

when the doctrine of degrees is applied as an instrument of thought, 

within the simple fralllework of will, understanding and body. The will 

and understanding are not. only functions but also foms, faculties and 

organs of the mind and spi:rit: they are discrete degrees of the mind. 



Will, being the organ of love and the affections, is the purposive 

degree, and its purposes are attained by means of the understanding 

and its thoughts. Intelligent preparation is required in order to 

gi-ve effect to purposes. 

The fo:nnulation of the methods to be used with:in the liniit s of 

present lmowledge, is tm cause of action ori thS level or de~ree of 

body, (with its mental accompaniments) in order to give effect to 

Wi.ll 1 s purposes. Thus tm inflow ·of the Holy Spirit into tm wUl, 

by discrete degrees inspires even the outward pl~e of action. 

The choice we have been discussing has been made for ·other than 

selfish reaso-ns, perhaps on the dictate of conscience, and as a· result 

a check has been placed up<l'l the affection of the wUi from which the 

temptation to choose the mo~e attractive action first arose. This 
. 

c mck is imparted by the Spirit• At the same time an affection for · 

what is good and z1:ght, or true, has been strengthened fran the same 

Source and as the manentum. .. of su~h a series of acts· increases, a ruling 

love of what is good begins to assert its authority in the wiJ.l, the 

understanding becanes more lively, and the effect follows with greater 

. readiness and exactitude. Then too if the regenerate lite is continued 

and the commandments of t~th sougt¢. for and obeyed, the degrees of the 

will and understanding undergo certain 11 openi.ngs''• And so character is 
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buUt and a man prep~red· for ·heaven. Swedenborg 1 s e:xplanatia'l is given as · 

follows : 

ttThe ruman mind, from which and in confo:nnity to which 
a man is a man, is· fozmed into three regions according to 
three degrees. 
nxn the first degree it is celestial, in which are the 
angel·s of the mghest heaven; in the second degree it 



is spiritual, ·in which are the angels of the middle 
heaven; and in the third degree it is natural, in 
which are the angels of the lov.est heaven. 
".The human mind, organised according to these three 
degrees is a receptacle of Divine influx; but still 
the Divine flows in only as far as man prepares the 
way, or opens the door, for its reception. 
~If he does this to the highest or celestial degree, 
he then becanes truly an image of God, and after 
death, an angel o;f the highest heaven. But if he 
prepares the way or opens the door only to the 
middle or spiritual degree, he then indeed becanes 
an image of God, though not. so perfectly, and 
atter death an angel of the middle heaven. But 
if he prepares the way or opens the door only to 
the lowest. or natural degree, then if be acknowledges 
God, and worships Him with real piety, he becomes an 
image of· God, in the ultimate degree, and atter 
death an angel of the lowe$t heaven. 
"But if a man neither acknowledges God, nor worships 
Him with real piety, he then puts off the image of 
God, and becomes like some animal, except that be 
enjoys the faculty of understanding and thence of 
speee h •• n ( 13) 
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TiE three degrees spoken of above are the degrees of the internal 

man or mind in the fname of soul, mind and body, where body mcludes 

the whole extemal constitutim of man (in part. spiritual) and its 

covering of pcysical body. Fuller treatment of the concept of the 

three heavens will concern us later, but a preliminary explanation 

may be offered here. It ought to be apparent that the love of the 

will and the intellig~ce or· the understanding together fo:nn the mind; 

and the degrees of the mind involve the degrees of its love. Since 

the ruling love detexmines the final state and ·place, t.he three degrees 

mentioned in the passage naturally lead to the allusiCil to the three 

heaven·s. 

The external constitution of man also admits of. analysis into 

degrees, those of the extemal 'will and understanding, being tenned 
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rational, scientific and sensual· in Swedenborg~s nanenclature. It is 

within these that the areas of the mind which practising psychologists 

reach in their investigations ch;i.~ly ~all. It is wmecessar,y for 

our pre sent purpose to try to equate the sub-conscious or any other 

part of modem pqcholo~ical analysis with Swedenborg 1 a series. But 

it should be recognised that wmn, for example, the celestial degree of 

the intemal man is open, the celestial degree of the rational,· and of 

the scientific and of the sensual are open too. 

· The following beautiful .(if samewhat lengthy) passage from 

Swedenborg1.s e:xp~sition of the dream of Pharaoh' a baker (Genesis 40; 16-19) 

not only shave the importance to exegesis of knowledge of degrees, but 

also fills in the picture in greater detail. For the better understanding 

of the meaning of "te:nninatitm.sn we might recall what was said. about the 

twist given to strand and rope, and 'the coverings of the muscle fibre-

arrangements in the illustrations with which this exposition started. 

"A man• s interiors are distinguished .into degrees, and in 
every degree are temlinated, and by temdnation separated 
from the lower degree, thu:s fran the inmost to the oute:nnost. 
nThe :interior rational constitutes the first degree, in 
which are the celestial angels, or in which is the inmost 
or third heaven. The e~erior rational constitutes the 
second degree, in which are the spiritual angels, or in 
which is the middle or second heaven. The interior natural 
constitutes the third 'degree, in which are good spirits, or 
the ultimate ot first heaven.. The exterior natural or the 
sensual, constitutes the fourth degree, in which man is. 
These degrees with~ are most distinct. · 
"Hence a man, ·as to his interiors, if he lives in goOd, is 
a heaven in its least form, or his interiors correspond to 
the three heavens;- and hence a man if he has lived a life 
of charity and love, can after death be translated even to the 
third heaven. But in order that he may be such, it is 
necessary that all his degrees be tezminated and thus by 
detemdnations be distinct one among another• When they 
are tezminated, or by tenninations made distinct one among 
another, every degree is a plane, ·in which the good flowing 



in . .fran the Loro rests and is· received •. " (l4) 

For the appreciation of the remainder of the· passage, it is necessary 

to remember that· man is no longer :in the o.rd.er o.f his .first creation, 

or to use the description ~anman to the· Christian Churches, that he 

is II .fallen". SWedenborg cont·inuest 

"Without these degrees as planes, good cannot be 
received, but flows through as through a sieve or 
a perforated basket, even to the sensual. .And :in 
that, since it is without aey direction in the way, it 
is changed into what is .fllthy, which appears to those 
who are in it as good, namely into the delight of the 
love of self and of the world, conSequently into the 
delight o.f hatred, revenge, c·ruelty, adultery, avarice, 
or into mere valuptuousness and lwtu.riousness. This · 
is the case if the voluntary thlngs in man are without 
tezmination anywhere in the middle, or i.f they are 
perforated. 
•iit may also be knom whether there are tezminat.ions 
and consecpent planes, they being indicated by perceptions 
o.f good and truth, and of conscience • 
. 1'With those who, like the celestial angels,have perceptions 
o.f good and truth, the t~:mdnations are .from the .first. 
degree to tle last., as without terminations of each degree 
they cannot have Sl,l.Ch perceptions. 
1'With those who, like the spiritual angels, have conscience, 
there are also te:mdnations but .from the second degree, or 
.from the thiro to the last, the first. degree being closed 
to than. We say i'rom. the second degree or the third, 
because canscience· is tw~.fold,. interior and exterior. 
~'Interior conscience is ~he conscience of spiritual good 
and truth; exterior conscience is the conscience of. what 
is ·just. and .fair.. Conscience itself is· an inte:i:-ior plane, 
in which the influx of Divine Good te·:mli.nates. 
"The voluntary things· are .said to be perforated or not. 
tezminated, when the man has no affection of g9od and 
truth, or o.f what is just and fair, but when the~ things 
are held respectively as vile or as nought, or are esteemed 
Clnly .for the sake of securing gain or honour~ It is the 
affections which te:mdnate ana close, wherefore they are 
called bonds - the a.f.fectians of good and truth intemal 
bands, and those o.f evil and .falsity extemal bCilds • 
. "Unless the affections of evil and falsity were bends, 
the man would be ins~. For insanities are nothing 
else than the loosenings of such bonds, thus they are nc:n
tenninations therein. . BUt as ~ these bonds there are no 
internal bonds, therefore ·there is insanity within as to 
the thoughts and affections. ·This is prevented .from 
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bursting forth. by the goverrment of extemal bends, such as 
the affections of gain, hmour or reputation for the sake 
thereof, and the consequent fear ;of the law and of the 
loss of life." (16) · 
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The referenc~s to the inflow of Divine Good and to ngood flowing 

in from the Lord" in this passage m~ perhaps aJ>pear sanew~t obscure • 

. If however (pending further examination in greater detail) the idea of 

inflowing Life which endows man with a state of good is substituted, 

the confusion disappears. 

In our pqchological. picture of man no mention has as ;yet been 

made of the inmost degree, into which Life .:f:'irst enters. This 

xepresents the soul in the threefold framework of soul, mind, and body. 

"In conclusion a c_erta.in arcanum may be related about t~ 
angels of the three heavens which has never before 
entered the mind of anyone,: because no ·ene has hi~herto 
understood degrees: nameiy that with eirery angel and 
also with evei7 man, there i-s an inmost. or supreme 
degree, or an inmost. and sp.preme part, into which the. 
Divine of t~ Lord first and proXimately· flows, and 
from which it arranges all other interior things which 
succeed according to the degrees of order with them. 
"This inmost or highest degree may be called the Lord's 
entreJ19e to the &Jlgel and to the man, and His especial 
dw~g-place in them. By means of this inmost or 
highest de.gree man is man, ~d i·s distinguished from 
brute animals which have it not.. 
"Hence it is th.at man, as to all the interiors of 
his mind and disposition can be elevated by the Lord 
to Himself, can believe in Him, love Him, and thus 
see Him; and can receive intelligence and wisdom and 
speak fran reason. This is net the case with animals. 
"Hence also man lives to etemity. 
"But the arrangements· and· provisions which are made by 
"the l.Qrd in this inmost d~gree do not flow openl.y into 
the perception of any angel, because they are above 
his thought and transcend his wisdan." 

It is Life from the Lotd the· Creator which keeps all things in 

being. But this Life is .mediated t~ughout creation according to 

degrees, as it were fran fo:nn to fo:nn; so that creation is a coherent 

whole deriving its existence from the Divine. Man however receives 



fran the Divine "immediatelY'' as well as n~diatelyn •. 

Thu..s .at the· top of t:te ladder-scale 9f degrees in man is the 

inmost,or soul, in strict d§!!finition.· At the bottan of this scale is 

the body, spir.itual and, whlle :in this world," pcysical. · As a sort ·of 

medium. betvreen these two worlds.in man, is the .limbus or co~ring "dravm. 

fran the finest parts of nature". tis limbus is further described in 

the following passage: 

"The natural substances of (the n·atural) mind, which as . 
was said are separated by death, constitute the coverhlg 
or sk;in for the spiritual body of spirits and angels. 
"It is by means of such covering, taken out of the 
natural world, that their spi;ritual bodies continue 
to exist, for the natural is the outmost containant. 
Consequently there is no spirit or angel who ~ not 
bom a man." (17) 

The use of the frame inmost, spiti,tual or intemal, and natural 

. or extemal helps us to under"Stand certain experiences of which we are 

all aware. Our thought. can obviously be raised ab~ the level natural 

to the present condition of our wil.ls, otherwise no progress, natural 

or spiritual, would be possible. EUt if it is only the objects of 

natural understanding which properly belong_ to, or are ''continuous" in, 

t"he natural degr~, how can the thought. of those who are still in thj.s 

condition be raised to heavenly, spiritual or even celestial light.? 

The e.xplanation of this interesting problem is given by SWedenborg in the 

following passage: 

n Although it is impossible for ttte natural man to think 
about angelic wisdcm in the same way as .angels, the 
understanding can yet perceive it w~ raised as far as 
the degree of light. of the angels; for the understanding 
can be raised even to that extent and be enlight.ened 
accordingly. 
"But the illuminatiOn of the natural mind does not rise 
by discrete degrees, but by· a continuous degree; then 
as it increases, so it is illuminated interiorly from 
the light of the two ·higher degrees. Hew this is done 
can be understood from a perception of the degrees of 



height~ as being one. above the other, and of the natural 
degree the ultimate, as -being like a general covering of 
the two Qig~r deg~es. Then just. as the natural degree 
is elevated. towards the higher degree, so the higher, 
from within, acts upon the outer natural and ilJ.umjnes 
~. . 

"The illumination is indeed effected from within by 
means· of the light of the higher degrees; but it is 
received by the natu~al degree, which covers and 
surrounds through continuity, trus more clearly 
and purely in proportian to its ascent. 
"That is, the natural degree is enlight.ened fran 
within by the light of the higher degrees discretely, 
but in itself is enlightened ccntinuously. 11_ 

"Fran this it is plain that so long as a man :J,ives 
in the world, and is thereby in the natural degree, 
he cannot be raised.into wisdan itself, such as it 
is with the angels, ·but only-intc;> higher light, 
even to the angels, and can receive illumin_ation 
fran their light, which .flows in fran within and 
enlightens.". (l.S) . 

At this point our attention must be directed to certain abstract 

applications Of the doctrine. Goods and truths are. altogether 

distinct from one another accon:ling to degree~. But however true 

this may be tinder analysis, they never exist. in abstraction, apart 

fran human minds. ~hat we love, as ·Swedenborg insists, we call good. 

What we think, and acknOWledge to be rational or reasonable, we call 

true. ~t is therefore necessary that there should be available to 

mankind a revelation of the Divine Love of God and the Good of His love, 

and too of the Divine Wisdan with the Divine Truth of His Wisdan, as 

the Infinite Divi,ne Stand~ befOre which all human love,·. good, wisdan, 

and truth can be set in judgment. 

tt •• Interior goods and truths· are in a higher degree,. and 
e~erior ones in a lower degree. 
"In a higher degree aze the goods and truths which belong 
to the Ratianal, and in a lower degree are the goods and 
truths of the Natural, and in the lowest degzee are the 
sensual goods and truths which belong to the bc;xiy. 
".Interior goods and tiUths, or those which are of a 
higher degree, flow in into exterior goods and truths, 
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or those which are in a lower degree, and exhibit 
therein an image of themselves, almost as man's 
interior affections exhibit themselves in the camtenance 
and the changes thereof. · 
11.Fran this it is manifest, that interior goods and 
truths are altoge"t;.her separate from exterior goods 
and truths, or, what is the same thing, that those 
which are in a higher degree are altogether separate 
fran. those which are in a lower, and so separate that 
the ;interior, or those which are in a higher degree, 
can exist without the exterior.n (19) 

The standard of truth attained by .a persan, simple in the eyes of 

the world, may be of great worth because of an enduring enlightenment, 

characteristic of that interior degree which ·has been opened within 

him, of which it is the. e.xpressian. This is the internal e.xpl.anatiQll. 

of the Parable of the Labourers in ·the Vineyard: every man receives 

the saiD.e reward, the higl;lest degree of good and truth he can receive 

fran the Divine. 

Swed.enborg ~quentJ.¥ spe$s of the celestial, spiritual and 

natural man. To be able to distinguish between them is of major 
. . 

impcirtance to the understanding of oth~r doctrines. 

A man is said to be celestial w.heri the celestial degree within 
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him has been opened because this is the quality of his ruling love. 

Celestial love, standing. for the fUllness of man's retum of love to God, 

describes the love of the Lord as Goodness and includes the love of good. 

This state of life gives a precedence to love in every activity of 

mind and brings a man into the eJq>erience of what S-wedenborg tenns 

perception. By an inward dictate or intuition ba knows what is true 

and good. To use Swedenborg 1 s technical tems he is in the truth of 

good. Such is the man of Jeremiah's prophecy, in whose heart the law 

has been written. There is no need for him to leam and memorise the 
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truths of faith, to debate and argue about them. 

written in the Words 

Of such it has been 

"I will put my law in their inward parts; and write it 
in their hearts •• ~hey shall·teach no more ever,y man 
his neighbour, and ever,y man his brot'her, saying, 
Know the Lords for they shall all lmow me, from the 
least of them unto the greatest.;.n (Jeremiah 31;33,3A) 

A man is said to be spiritual when the spiritual degree with him. has 

been opened, because his ruling love is the love of truth fran the 

Divine. l:e loves truth for its own sake. In a sense this is a mediate 

love of God as distinct from the inmediacy of the love of good: it is 

love of the neighbour for the sake of God as compared with the love of 

God and so of the neighb01.1r. For him the truth has to be leamed, 

examined, reasa1ed upon, then to be stored up in the mem.or,y for 

subsequent e,pplication as circumstances require. Thus the precedence 

seems to belong to understanding and intellect. He is, technically 

speaking, in the gocxi of truth. ·without an intelligent grasp of 

lmowledge such a man could make no progress. With hlm, conscience 

claims his loyalty. Of such it has been written in the VJoids 

"Wash you, make. you clean; put away the evil of your 
doings from before mine eyes; cease to do evil; learn 
to do well; seek judgment, .relieve the oppressed, 
judge the fatherless, plead for the widow. Come ·nCJ'l 
and let us reason together saith .. the Lord.: though 

· your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow; 
though they be red like crimson, they shall be as 
wool. •• (Isaiah 1 ; 16-18) 

A man is said to be natural (or more strictly spiritual-natural to 
. -

distinguish from the natural man whose whole life is imlliersed in the 

things of the world and of self, of pleasure and sense) when obedience, 

without the understanding of what he obeys being of particular manent 

to him, is patiently and preyerful.~ offered. For him, too, precept, 



camnand and statement are a fundamental need. Naaman• s servants, and 

later Naalllan himself, might be regarded as the type of such men:· 

".And his servants came near and spake unto him (Naaman), 
and said, ~ father, if the prophet had bid thee do 
sane great thing, wouldst thou not. have done it? HoW 
much rather then, when he saith unto thee, Wash and be 
clean? Then he went down and dip~d himself seven 
times in Jordan, according to the saying of the man 
of Gcds and his flesh came again like unto the flesh 
of a little child, and .be was clean." (2 Kings 5; .13,14) 
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B,y contrast to these a deviJ. or a satan is one in whan the spiritual 

mind with its higher degrees is not opened, and for whan there are no 

tem.inations :in a degree above the natural or extemal. Nevertheless 

there are degrees both of devils and satans, and the very names 

thamselves describe characters a degree apart., cor.responding to the 

di.£f'erence between the celestial and spiritual man. 

''The natural mind when it looks dawnwams and tums towards 
hel.J., also consists of three degrees, each opposite to a 
degree of the mind which is heaven ••• There are three hells, 
and these also aN distinct according to three degrees of 
profWldity •• The hells in all and ever,ything are opposite 
to the heavens~ .It is the same with the natural mind which 
is in the fo:nn of hell; for spiritual fonn.s are like 
themselves in the greatest and least things.•• (20) 

Degrees in God arKi in the Sacred Scriptures will fom. the subject 

matter of later chapt~rs. This general survey of the doctrine may be 

concluded by a consideraticn of the relationship of the sun of the 

spiritual world with the sun of the natural world. The spiritual sun 

is described by SWedenborg as "the beginning of finitude 11 , while the 

natural BWl is "a substitute vehicle of power11 • There is a discrete 

degree between these suns. As the concept. concemjng the sun of the 

spiritual world is involved in nearly every aspect of Swedenborg 1s teachings,· 

it will be convenient if we summarize his doctrine at this point. 



Tba sun of the spiritual world is not the Lozd, though He may 

at times be seen encanpassed in it. It is the first proceeding from 

the Divine, though not. itself DivU1e. It consists of substances 

emitted fran the Divine but which are "dispossessed of Life in Itself''. 

In its essence it is Love and Wisdan and is the sphere which goes forth 

from the Lord as presented to the sight of .angels. Life in _itself has 

been withdrawn as the life of the rose is withdraWn .from the substances 

which carr,y the perfume of its flowers to delight and invigorate sentient 

beings. It goes forth as radio activity surrounds radium, as thB 

magnetic field surrounds the electranagnet, as the power o_f personality 

is exercised by human beings. The "Divine proceeding", to use 

Swedenborg' s phrase, is reflected U1 creation by the spheres which surround 

all things. 

The statement that substances go fo~h ·which in their essence are 

Love and Ylisdom, :r:-~ses difficulty in the minds of sc;me readers. But 
. .. -

an exact analogy exists in the picture of the material universe offered by 

the peysicist. a,re energy is found to be the underlying actuality, the 

being of all matter. So an the, spiritual or mental plane there is no 

energy except love, for Love is Energy Itself. As in tba material universe 

energy is always infom.ed, so on the spiritual plane, love never lacks a 

fo:nn. The primal fozm of Divine Love or Energy is Divine Wisdan - the 

Light of Its Heat • 

.All the substances of- the spiritual world are der~ved fran the Lord 

by means of this Spiritual Sun. From that SUn streaJD. heat and light which, 

as we saw in a previous chapter, are in essence love and wisdan. The suns 

of the material universe with all their innumerable galaxies exist in 
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correspondence with the one Spiritual SWl. Materiai substance in their 

worlds has in all probability been derived from these suns and their 

worlds are Wlder such constant influence from them as gravity, magnetism, 

and radiation. Life on these worlds depends upon the energy of their 

suns. There are degrees of this life, veget14ble, animal, b.un.an. 

Within these degrees there ~ discrete degrees such as trees, herbs, 

grasses, and according to the teaching of the first quotaticn made in 

this .chapter, degrees exist even within the~. 

But hUman bei.Dgs are a bond of union between. the two universes of 

spirit and mat_ter, between the . sphere of the Spiritual Sun and the 

sphere of· the sun of the natural world. As the natural sun exerts its 

• influence upon the peysical body, so the spiritual Sun has its relationship 

to all mental activity. The supreme frame in which degrees can be 

studi&d is then, God, The Spiritual Universe, the Natural Universe; or 

God, The Spiritual Sun, The 6ms of the material universe. 

The following passage will sum up for us many of the things we 

have considered at greater length in this chapters 

"A man has no Qther concepticm concerrU.ng what is interior 
and thus more perfect, than as concerning what is purer in 
continual diminution. But :what is purer and what is 
grosser may exist in one an4 the same degree, both 
according to extension and compression, and according to 
detemdnations, and also according to the insertion of 
things hQD.ogeneous or geter,.9geneous·. 
"As such is the. idea at the interior things of man, it 
cannot be otherwise canprehended than that exterior things 
cohere with interior things continuously, ami thus act 
together as one. But if a genuine idea be fomed conceming 
degrees, it ma,y then be comprehended how interior things 
a1'li ext.erior things are distinct one am.cng another, and 
that they are so distinct, that interior things can exist 
and subsist with exterior things, but exterior things in 
no wise without interior things. It may al.so be compre-· 
hended how the case· is with the correspondence of interior 



things in exterior thing.!;!, and likewise hem ·exterior 
things can represent interior things. 
"Tba above is the reason why tba learned can fom 
nothing but mere l\v'pot..he ses in their dissertations 
concerning the intercourse of the soul and the body, 

. and wlzy' also many of them believe that the life is 
in the bociY, and thus, that when the body dies they 
shall die also as to interior things, by reason· 
of their co-he.rence. . When yet, it is only the 

• exterior degree which dies, the interior degree 
in this case surviving and living." (21) 
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Cile final cpesticn presents itself befoze 'W8 proceed further 

in our argument. Did Swedenborg have any idea of discrete degrees 

prior to his "illuminaticn"? In other wordss Is the doctrine of 

Degrees part of the revelaticn which has cane through him?.· In a sense 
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any perception of tzuth may be described as revelation, a veritable 

"looking down from heaven", al1;.hough the sense which the. word .. 'Qears :in our 

phrase tl 11 revelaticn about revelatiCI'l" implies moze than that. This 

revelation was at once by perception and by e.xtemal presentation to the· 

senses of its subject. We should not however be surprised if the ge:nn 

of the idea of discrete degrees could be traced in earlier systems of 

thought. Trus without fomulating a definite doctrine Plato appears 

to have seen something of this truth: 

"Like the sun, which not only gives light to things but 
causes them to be bom and to grow, t"lle Good not only 
produces the intelligibility of intelligible things, 
but gives them their 'essence • and • existence 1 • · What 
is moze 1it is not itself essence, but befond essence, 
surpassing it in dignity and powar1 (509b). In short, 
between the Good and other ideas there seems to be a 
gulf similar to that between sensible things and Ideas, 
or between the Beautiful-in-itself and the highest step 
in the erotic asce~. Theze is an exact parallelism 
between the different grades of rank 1n being and lmow:ing. 
~:cy degree in either scale is an •imi.tatian1 or •image 1 

of the degree above. Between the &Psolute not-bei.ng of 
total ignorance and the absolute being of supreme knowledge 
there is a whole lalider of intemediate stages - ficticious 
copies of natural objects· by the arts, copies of ideal 
realities by sensible nature,. the ~bolical objects of 
science, betveen these copies and their pattems, and 
lastly the Good. which rules the intelligible world ~d 
gives it life~ the Good. whose image in respect of the 
sensible world is the Sun. So too the illusive 
•fiction• imitates the perception which believes in 
the reality of "its object, and, through the intexmediacy 
of • reasoning thought~. perception imitates pure. intellectual 
apprehension. 
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"All these relaticns are put in concrete fonn by the 
famous myth of the cavett. (22) · 

Origen too seems to have been groping after a similar idea. 

Jerome gives the following outline of a passage from Origen omitted 

both by Eufinus and by the compilers of the Philocalia. 

"Af'ter this he attempts to prove that the fizmaP.;Lent that 
is the heaven is a lower world when compared with the 
heaven above it, and that the world we inhabit is called 
a lower world in comparison with the firmament, and 
further that our world is a heaven, when compared with 
the world which is below us; so that what to same is 
a lower world is to others a heaven." (23) 

But as compared with the intellectual conceptions of Plato the 

teaching of Origen on the matter resembles a somewhat crude attempt to 

rationalise certairi~. crudely-held doctrines of the Fall. 

Swedenborg seems to have formulated his doctrine of degree.s sane 

years P.rior to his "intromission". The following passage from the 

"EConomy of the Anmal Kingdom" (a), published in 1741, substantiates 

this statement. The eighth chapter of this work is styled by the 

author "An Introduction to Ratio{j.~ Psychology"• 

"Psychology is the Science which treats of the essence 
and· nature of the soul,· and of the mode in which she fiows 
into the actions of her body; consequently it is the first 
and last of those sciences which lead to the knowledge of 
the animal economy. 
"But whereas the soul has her residence in a place so 
sublime and eminent that we cannot ascend to her, except 
by a particular and general· investigation of. the lower 
and accessible things of her kingdan; or whereas she 
lives withdrawn so far within, that she cannot be exposed 
to view until the coverings under which she is hidden are 
unfolded and removed in ol;'der: it hence becomes necessary 
·that we ascend to her by the same steps or degree, and the 
same ladder, by which her nature, in the formation of the 
things of her ldngdan, descends into her bcxiy. 
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"BY. way theref~:re of an Introduction to Rational Psychology, 
I wlll premise The Doctrine of Series and Degrees, (a doctrine, 
of which, in the preceding chapters, I have made such 
frequent mention) the design ·of which is, to teach the 

nature of Older and its rules as observed and prescribed in 
the succession of things s for the raticnal mind, in its 
anal;ytical 'enquiry into causes fran effects, nowhere 
discovers them,except in the Subordination of things, and 
the Co-ordination of .subordinates, wherefore, if we would 
advance fran the sphere of effects to thatof causes, we 
must proceed by Orders and De~rees.n. (24) · 

His later te:mdnology of "Discrete" and "Continuous" has not yet been 

adopted 1 but the p;cinc~ple s have be~ distinguished~ 

"Series are what Sl,lCcessively and simultaneously comprise 
things .subordinate and co-ordinate. 
"But degrees are distinct progressions, such as when we 
find on~ thing is subozdinated. under another, ·and when 
one thing is c~o!dinated in juxtaposition with another: 
in this sense there are degrees of dete:mdnatiort and 
degrees· of ccmposition." (25) · 

He:re we may perhaps find the hand of Providence in the choice of 

His special instrument. Until at least one man had attained to a 

complete understanding of these matters, revelation could proceed no 

further, the ••many things I have to say unto you" (John 16; ·12) could 

not yet be bome and needs must remain unsaid. Similarly, until the 
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eight.h and seventh century B.C. prophets hademerged .from their background, 

Old Testament revelation could not advance beyond the stage already 

:reached in its earlier writings. But despite the fact that Swedenborg 

had already reached the conception of discrete degrees prior to his call, 

the opening of his spiritual sight and subsequent eJCperience of the. 

spiritual world confi:nned his argument and the doctrine was henceforth 

a matter of revelatiOn. 



Chapter 4. 

The .Divine Hwmanity. 

11For if we remove, from the fi:nnarnent 
of the intellectual world, the DIVINE HJMANITY 
of JE&J S CHRIS!', we remove at the saxne tme 
all spiritual light and life, all spiritual 
benediction and consolation, . all spiritual 
protection and security, as effectually as we 
shOuld remove all natural light and life, all 
natural benediction and consolation, all 
natural protection and security, by annihilating 
the sun of thfs world.n 

John Clowes 

in 

"Of the Divine lbnanity of Jesus Christ 
as a Spiritual Medium." 
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The content of Revelation in any theological system must be rooted 

in its doctrine of God. This chapter therefore will be devoted to the 

consideration of Swedenborg' s teaching about God and, in particular ,to 

his doctrine of the Divine Humani..ty (a) which represents his distinctive 

contribution to theology.-

All true doctrine :for the church must be drawn from and confirmed 

by the sense of the letter of the Sacred Scriptures.· 

"For the Lo:rd ·is present ·with man i,n the sense of the 
letter, and nowhere ·else, and illustrates and teaches 
him the truths of the church. · 
''And the Lord never operates anything except in .fullness; 
and the \'ford in the sense of the letter is in its fullness. 
"Hence it is that doctrine is to be drawn from the sense 
of the letter. 
"It is better therefore for ·man to study the Wo:rd in· the 
sense of the letter: from it alone is doctr:ine given." (1) 

Ne'Vertheless in drawing this doctrine enlightened discretion is 

required: 

"To the spiritual man it is an ultimate truth that all 
Divine truths may be conf'i:nned :from the literal sense 
of the Word, arid also by things ratiaial or intellectual 
with those who are illustrated. 
"This ultimate or general truth is also acknowledged by 
the natural man; but he believes simply that all that is 
true which may be confi::nned from the Word, and especially 
that which he himself has thence con:fi:nned. 
"The merely natural man believes that whatever he has 
confi:nned with himself, or has heard confir!IEd by others, 
is Divine truth, not. knowing that falsity may be as eas:ily 
confirmed as t ~th, and t~at falsity con:f'inned appears 
altogether true, and even more so than the truth itself, 
because the :fallacies o:r the senses present it in the 
light of the world separate from the light o:r heaven.n (2) 
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ThSse facts might reasonably lead us to expect sane furtlEr 

revelatiai which might even help to distinguish tiUe doctrine in the 

letter of ~ripture, without however removing from the individual the 

-
two-fold responsibility Qf confinning it and applying it for himself. 

~ parallel on both counts might be ·found in the rival c·anfessims and 

even in the ecumenical creeds of ·lfistoric Christendom. 

l.Cf/. 

There are moreover certain <ll!~ifi.cations which must be mentioned 

here. The doctrines drawn fran the sense of the letter which fozm the 

general lines of SWedenborg1 s Sy-stem are themselves capable of almost 

indefinite sub-division. 

"Iri the intemal sense of the Word are singulars, at 
which Jey"riads together make one particular in ·the 
literal sense." (3) 

If then, detalls, or doctrin~ as Swedenborg often calls them, can to 

sCJDe extent be fUled in fran these internal sources, these fresh 

components lose power, and perhaps_ even becane meaningless, unless they 

are fi:nnly ~ate4 to the gener.al fralll8work derived fran the letter. 

A general doctrine with its doct.rinals is like the rope discussed ~ our 

l.ast chaPter, of which the indiyidual strands and fibres play their part, 
. -

each in its own degree, in holding the ship beside the quaysi.de. 

SWedenborg bases the doctrine of the Lold and the Divine HtimanitY .fi~ in 

the sense· of the letter of Scripture. 

But what are we to understand by the sen~ of the letter of the 

Scripture? Matthew bases mch of his teaching about the Christ· on ·t~ 
. . 

prophecies of the Old ·Testament taken in t~s sense and Swedenborg would 

claim that the sense of the letter had been provided by the Lord for this 

very purpose •. Thus he can write: 



11The literal sense of the Word is three-fold, namely 
historical, prophe:t,ical, and doctrinal;. each is such 
that it may be comprehended .by those who are in 
externals."· ( 4) 

Iri effect, however, his interpretaticn of the letter differs greatly . . 

from that with which a modem scholar is familiar. Start-ing fran the 

vantage point of historial criticism, an attempt is made to penetrate 

the original meaning of the writer. ·en the basis of this enquiey- a 

literal sense· is then sought out and treated as though it were the 
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real and only sense of the passage. Such questions can legitimately be 

asked and bee ane of considerable he~p in the quest for the real. meaning 

of the literal sense of Scripture. And they do not demand revelation 

for their elucidation. This however is nat. the starting point of 

Swedenborg, though it will be argued later in this essay that he is no 

swom foe to such methods of study;. Accepting the fact of a Divine 

Revelaticn _:inset in the fozm wqi.ch the Sacred Scriptuzes now bear, he is 

conce med with the c cntent, or even :implications, of the fozm rather than 

with the reason wl'zy' that particular mOde of expression casne naturally to 

a writer, and he devotes h:imself to the unfolding of the Divine teaching 

at.tached to and latent in the text. It would in any case hardly be fair 

to criticize Swedenborg for failure to apply and ~preciate methods of 

study which had as yet nat· arisen in ~-s de.,y. 

A brief consideration of the ianguage of the Bible may help to sane 

extent to bridge the gap betv.een historical. variety and unity in the 

Revelation of the Word of God. Tlle language. of the New Testament is not 

the Greek of the classical period. It is rather the Koine or canmCil 

torigue which had becaue the lingua franca of the Mediterranean world 

·and its influence seems to have operated at two levels, that of camnon 

every-day speech and that of the great literary monument of Koine Greek, 
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the Septuagint. We are nat conceJUed here to strike even the most 

provisional balance between these two fonn.ative influences en the New 

Testament itself, a matter of some. ~elicacy even for the expert, but 

merely to. suggest a po~sible coroJi.ory which is o£ s~ importance to 

our pre sent study: 

The Septuagint repre~nts a t::ranslilt~on into the Koine well-known 

to the Jevdsh world and begun sane three centuries before the Gospels 

were compiled. It is established that sane at least of the quotations 

fran the Old Testament embodied in the New were taken fran the Septuagint 

and do not ·represent independent translations· fran the Hebrew. It is 

probable that the vocabul.ary of. t~ septuagint, rather than that of 

classical Greek gives the key ~o the lexicograpey of New .·'Iestament Greek. 
. -

The point is put, not without· s(!IILB suspicion of exaggeration, in a 

quotation from Pedersen's .!-sraels · 

"Another related idea shoul~ be considered, because it 
emQha!11ises other elements, viz. that which is :expressed 
i by t"shu ta, y~shu~. or yesha~··j When the Jews of the 
HeileniSt-iCperiOO.-'Were..._,."to"translate this word into 
Greek, they used a word which pl.qed a very great p¢ 
at that time, i.e. sateria, one of the words which came 
later ·on to designate· a .fundamental idea of the New 
Testament. The word salvation has throughout becane 
charged with the contents ot the sot.eria of the New 
Testament, and when it is used to render the above·• 
mentioned Hebrew words it is apt· to cause ideas fran 
the danain of the New Testament to be· transferred into 
these Old-Israelitish tems.n. (6) 

The provision of the Koine as the chosen instrument. for the New 

Testament revelation With· a vocabulary which, perhaps within limits, 

represents a single linguistic "ag~-group" ·is but one example of the 

Lord's Providence over His Word. This simplifies consi.d.erably the 
. . 

philological problem of the Shades. of meaning which particular words 

bore during the course of a l~guistic history of half a mi.llenium. 
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If then in aJ.e: sense the principle of progressive revelation must be 

aclmowl.edged~ here is a methcx:l by ~ich a certain degree of uniformity 

has been provided for the revelation itself. In any case we have to 

recognise that SWedenborg believed in such a measure of uni:f'onnity in 

the Revelation given U1 .the com~ted canons of Old and New Testaments 

as to enable him to base his doctrine in passages from many periods and 

to confinn it by a multitude of proof texts. 

The most logical order for the setting forth of the doctrine of 

the Divine flunanity is to be found in "T~e Christian Religion. n 

SWedenborg writes under three heads, God the Creator, the Lord the 

Redeemer, the Holy Spirit and the Divine Operation. He begins fran 

the premises that God is "at once Substance and Fonn. The Substance is 

Esse or Being Itself and the Fozm is Existere or Existence Itself. The 

concept of discrete degrees extends to the distinction between Esse and 

Bxistere and is therefore ·:impl~cit U1 the doctrine of. God. 

In addition to Gc:x;i, Philo postulated substance as an infinite 

entity upon which God impressed form at the creation. In virtual defiance 
. . 

of the old adage, Out of nothing, nothing canes, Christian theology 

maintained a creation of substance out of nothing; m the words of the 

old carol, God is the one 

"That hath made l;leaven and ~arth of naught." (6) 

A theological. tenet must have been widely accepted. before it could be 

enshrined U1 a popular folk song. Neither of these concepts finds place 

in Swedenborg1 s doctrine. If', of course, "ex ni@ilo" is interpreted as 

nout of nbthing but Himself", which was the ~aning received by sane 

.of the greater theologians, Swedenborg might. be regarded as in agreement. 



He teaches that the Divine is Substance and the substance of creation 

is an emanation fran Himself. 

It has been objected (though without real force) that the concept 

of God as a worker in substance em:t.tted fran EQ.mself makes Him an 

Architect and not. a Creator. But the contention of SWedenborg can draw 

a measure of support. fran the Scriptures, where it is said that He has 

stretched out the heavens, laid .His beams in the waters, and He Himself 

is described as the Fonner and Maker. In hi~ system it is not intended 

as a mere picturesque metaphor, but the description of a logical process 

following the strict order of discrete degrees. Moreover the modem 

concept of evolution which interprets creaticn as a. series of advances 

fran the eydrogen atan and the spiral nebula to the ?Jlba,bited earth, 

and from the carbon atan and the single cell to the highly complex. l'mman 

being, makes the explanatiCll of the 'tem Maker in the sense of Builder 

or Former not ina,ppropriate to the Bivine. In the following passage, 

while still maintaining the Unity of God, Swedenborg makes these points 

and as usual bases them in Script·ure, 

"The uni.ty·of God may be infeiTed fran the creation of 
the universe, because it is a coherent and unifom work, 
fran first to lastj an9. also· because it depends upcn Che 
God, as the body upcn its soul. 
"The universe has been· so created, that God may be ever,y
where present therein, keep the whole and evew part. of 
it Wlder His direction, and thus maintain it in perpetual 
unity, which is to preeerve it. · 
.nit is for this reason that Jehovah GOd declares that He 
is the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End, the 
Alpha and the Omega (Isai~ xliv 6 j Rev. i. 8, 17); and 
in anothe.r place· that He· maketh all things; stretcheth 
forth the ·heavens, and spreadeth abroad the earth b;y 
Himself.n(Isaiah xliv 24.) (7) 

lll. 

This personal name Jehovah, or as it is today more commonly· 

vocalised, Yahweh, belongs of ·right to the Esse of God. "The Divine Esse 

which is Jehovah" is the theme of one section in "True Christian Religion". 
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God is Yahweh fram Esse, Elohi.m ,fran Existere. The origin and 

meaning ~f the tw~fold name, Yahweh Ei.ohim,· ha,s given· rise to much 

learned discussion in ·tm past. lht sWed.enborg1 s doctrine of God draws 

a clear distinction between them as they are used in the Word. In the 

strict sense it is to the Esse of God, the pri.n:B degree, that Infinity 

belongs, and thence extends to His Existere. 

By distinguishing God1 s Infinity in relation to Esse as His 

Immensity, but in relation, to His Existere as His Eternity, Swedenborg · 

further defines his doctrine and maintains: 

"God is not infinite from this fact alone, namely that He 
is very Being and Ead.Stence in Himself, but because there 
are infinite thlngs :in Him. 
"An Infinite without infinite things in Himself is infinite 
only in name. · 
"The infinite th:i.ngs in Him cannot be said to be infinitely 
many, or infinitely all, on account of the natural idea 
resJl:'cting many and all; .for the ·natural idea of infinitely 
many is limited, and the idea of infinitel3 all, though 
not limited, is drawn fran limited things :in the universe. 
"Wherefore, on ace ount of his natural ideas, man is 
unable, by any refiilement and approximation, to came into 
a perception «;>f the :infinite things in God; but an angel, 
in the spiritual idea, by these means is able to rise above 
the degree of man, yet never so far as to that perception." 

(8) 

In .another passage the matter is discussed· in these terms: 

1'Men cannot do otherwise than confound the Divine Infinite with 
the infinite of space. 
"Ami as they do not apprehend the infinite of space otherwise 
than as nothing, as it real:).y is, neither do they believe 
in the Divine Infinite. 
'11l'he real idea of the Divine Infinite is insinuated into the 
angels by thiss that they ·are present under the Lord• s view 
in a mom.eht, without any :intervention of space or time, 
even from the end of the universe. · 
"The ideas of-.the Divine Infinite and the Divine Eternal 
are insinuated into them. by thiss that in their present 
they have past and future things together ••• thus :in all 
their present there are the Etemal and the Inf:inite from 
the Loro.n (9) 



Tl'nls we can desc_ribe God as ·in 811 space ~it.b,~ut ~pace, and in all 

t:iJne without time, a statement that will caJ:.l for further examination 

when we cane to consider the Divine Qnnipresence. 

,Another fundaJilent81 concept in the theoiogy of Swedenborg is 

the idea that God is Ozder Itself and that He has imparted older to 

His creation. 

"Now as God is the very, the one only, and the first 
Substance and Fozm, and at the same ·time the very and 
only I.Dve, and the ve:cy- am only Wisdom, and sine~ wisdom 
from lo.ve constitutes fonn, ·and its state and quality 
is according to the order inherent in it, it follows 
that God is order it se·lf. · · 
"And it follows consequently that f~ llimselt He 
imparted order to the un~verse and·· all its parts, and 
that He imparted the most perfect order, b~cause 
whatever He created was very good,. as it is written 
in the book of Genesis. · 
nwe shall show in its p;roper place that evils came 
into existence together with hell, consequently 
after.creatial•" (10) . 

In a pass~e from IIDivine Love· and Wisdan" after an expositia1 

of the. concept that God is M$ll in: First Things, Very Man, Sweden borg 

writes as follows s 

"Wl1ere Being (Esse) is, t~re Existence (Existere) is; 
the one is .not presented without the other; for Being 
is through Existence, and net apart from it. 
11 This the rational mind comprehends when it thinks, w.tether 
there can be granted any Being whj.ch does not exist, or 
any EXistence except from Being, and since the one is 
presented with the other and not without it, it follows 
that they are one, but dist..inctly one. 
"Ttley are one distinctly like love and wisdan.: besides, 
Love is Being and Wisdom is Existence, for love is not 
given unless hl ·wiisdorn, no;r wisdom except from love; 
wherefore when love is in wisdom, then it Exists. 
II These two are one of such a pature that theY may indeed 
be separated in thought, but not in ope :ration, and it 
is on this account that they are said to be d,istinctly one. 
••Being and EXistence in God Man also are distinctly one 
like soul· and body. The soul .is not presented without 
its body, nor the body without its soul. 
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"The Divine Soul of Gc:xi Man is what ·is understoc:xi by 
th~ Divine Being (Esse); and the Divine Body what is 
understoc:xi by the Divine Existence (Existere) •• 
"·.That. which exists· fran Being makes Cl'le with it, 
because j.t is fran Being. Hence there is unitic:n 
and each is the other's mutually and reciprocal~, 
besides being in. everything of the other as in 
itself. 
"From these things it is e~ent that -Gc:xi is man, 
and Usreby God Existing; not Existing from Himself, 
bu.t in Himself. le who exists in H:i.J!lself, He is 
Gc:xi from whan all things are. n (11) 

The whole conception o:r God as ·Man ·Will call for later examination. 

SWedenborg makes a distinctic:n between the Esse and the Essence 

o:t Gc:xi. Esse is prior to Essence. This might be described as a 

distinction between degrees, in which the posterior degree is nearer 

to human understanding. .AlthoU.gh all. the degrees in Gc:xi are Infinite 

and thus entirely above human Canprehension, ("No man hath seen Gc:xi 

at any time" John 1;18 nor •~heard His voicen John 6 ;3'7), sane attributes 

o:t His Divine Essence can be apprehended by the human understanding. 

SWedenborg describes the "EssenCe o:r Gc:xi which is Divine Love and Divine 

Ylisdan" in these tems. 

awe have distinguished betl\Ben Gc:xi I s being and His 
essence, because there is a distinction between the 
infinity o:r God. and the love of God • 
. 11Infinity is predicated o:r His being, and love of 
His essences for God 1 s· ~being is more universal thsn 
(i.e. logically prior to) His essence, and so His 
infinity is more universal than His love; wherefore 
the essentials arid attributes o:t God. are called 
infinite •. _ 
"For example, the divine love is infinite, the divine 
wi~om. is infinite, and· the divine power is infinite • 

. 11Not that Gcd. 1 s being existed before His essence, but 
that it enters into :Lt as an adjunct, cohering with, 
dete:mdn~, :to:iming and, at the same time, eXalting 
it •. U (12) . 

The concept of God as essentially the God of Love is ~nshrined 

in Sacred Scripture both in the Old and New Testament where, :tor example, 

we read: 

ll.4. 
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"The Lord, the Lord God, mereiful and gracious, long.:. 
suffering and .abundant in goodness and truth" (.EK.34;6). 
"Because He loved tqy fathers, therefore He chose their 
seed after ~" (Deut.4;37}. 
"God so loved the world that He gave His onlr begotten •• n 

.. (John 3;16). . . 

.And in his epistle the Evangelist g:ives the substance of thl.s teaching 

in the direct statement, 

"God is love" ( 1 John 4 ;8). 

ll.S • 

In common parlance the word "love" has been debased to Q.escribe mere 

sentiment; and the New. Canmandment to "Love me another; as I have loved 

youn (John 13;34) has lar~ely lost ~ts sense of personal discipline. So 

for a clear concept of God as Love it is necessary to return to first 

principles. A further quotati'on fran "True Christian Religion" will 

assist in this. 

1'NOW because God is the very, the qnly, and thus the 
first substance and fozm, whose e.ssence is love and 
wisdan; ~ since by Him all things were made, which 
are made, it follows that. He created the universe and · 
~!,Srything in it from love by means of wisdan.; and 
consequently that the divine ·lov~, together with divine 
wisian, is in ever.v created subject. 
"Love, moreover, i·s not only .the essence that fozms 
all things, but it unites and conjoins them, and so 
maintains them in comection. 
ll'l'hese truths can be illustrated by innumerable things 
in the world; as, for instance, by the heat and light 
of the sun, which are the two essentials and universals 
by means of which all things .on e~h exist and subsist. 
I!Heat and light are in the wQrld, because they correspond 
to the divine love and the d$vine wisdan.; for the heat 

. which proceeds from the ·Sun of t'he spiritual world, in its 
essence, is love, and the light therefran, in .it.s essence, 
is wisdom. · 
"They may be illustrated also· by the two essentials and 
universals ·by which hwnan minds exist 'and subsist, nam.ely 
the will and the umerstanding; for of the~ tv1o every 
man• s mind consists; and they are, and operate in the 
whole and in all its parts. 
'~The -reason is, that the will is the receptacle and 
habitatim of love and the understanding of wisdom; 
theNfore these two correspond to the divine love 



and the divine wisdan, f.rcm which they originate. 
"Moreover, the same truths may be illustrated by 
the two essentials and universals by which human 
baiies exist. and subsist, namely the heart ·and · 
the lungs, or the systole and diastole o£ the heart, 
and the respiration of the ~ungs. 
"These,· as ·is ·well !mom, operate throughout all 
parts .of the body, the reason being that the heart 
coiTesponds to love, and the lungs to wisdan.n (13) 

A further step towards the understanding of love and wisdom can 

be taken by the consideration of what is meant by good ar).d truth. 

Swedenborg puts the fundamental distinction between them quite s:im.ply 
. . 

when he shows th,at what we call go~ has relation to will and love~: 

whereas what we call true is related to understanding and ·wisdom. Even 
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in ordinar,y speech a thing is called good in so far as it· satisfies sane . 

affection of the will, some desire, some aspect of our love. 

"Everyt~g that proceeds from love is felt a.s good. 
Thus the delight from his love is each man's good; but 
everything that proceeds from wisdan is called trutl~, 
for wisdom consists Qf nothing but trutbs, upon vvhich 
it sheds the joy of light, which is perceived as t.X'Iith 
from good. 
"LOve therefore em.braces all varieties of goodness, and 
wisd.an, all varieties of t l\lth; but ·both the fozmer and 
the latter are from God who is love itself and 
therefore good itself, and wisdom and therefore truth 
itself." (14) · · 

~t with man we find that : 

"TIE joys of love are of two kinds, as are also the 
delights of wisdan; for there are the joys of the 
love of good, and Uie J~ys of the love of evil". (15) 

This last statan.erlt!· confronts us with one of the problems which 

disturbs our modem world. In. thi's somewhat pagan age, one man's 

good, and one nat ian i s good, often seems to be opposed to the good of 

another; and the attempt to reconcile these various _goods is proving a 

task almost beyond man's wit to achieve. Bu.t this is where t:ru.e 
II 

Christianity points to a t.~lut·ion. Chl.y if the good desired is seen to 



run parallel, as it were, to the Good of the Divine Love of God, as 

revealed and described in the Sacred Scriptures, can it be hazmonised 

with the good of others. The unity o~ mankind and its manifold 

attendant. goods which would bring peace ·and joy int~ the world, depends. 

ultimately upon the degree of hazmony which has been achieved with the 
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Goodness of the Love of GQd. A further problem is raised by the modem 

doctrine of the relativity of truth. Mere factual lmowledge. is truth 

only in a partial sense, though a fuller measure of truth is attained· 

thi-ough the ~xam:ination, testing, ~d interpretation of the facts. 

·.And when this process has satisfied enlightened -reason, it is because 

there is an ;lnward state of und~rstand~ frcm_ which enl~htenment has 

gone forth. Thus where light is cti:sregarded, the source of wisdan is 

cut off and truth fades.. JaJI18s I ·is described as nthe wi-~st fool in 
. ' 

Christendan" because he placed his valuatiCZl of truth so low as to confuse 

tru-th with knowledge instead of equating 'it with :understanding. This 

carmnon error is e.xposed wherever there are to be found tlE simple in _ 

heart. -But the lmowledgeable m~ who lacks the knowledge of G«x:i, lacks 

also the fund~ental principles of hi.s. o~ "Imowledge11 and dis~gardi.ng 

the Divine objective standard of t~th, inevitably discovers that· his. 

se>-called tl'\lth cannot for _long be ·reconc~ed with other s:imilar "truths". 
. - "• ,· 

Thus. it is the experience of the world tcxiay that certain nations, through 

their rulers, declare truth and justice to be only that which appears to 

advance their self-interest. 
--

Goodness and truth cannot exist apart from personality. Ultimately 

11e must recognise that just as good is a state of the love, that is, a · 

condition of love which feels what is orderly to be delightful, so truth 

is a state of the understanding which starting fran lmowledge, think~ _-;in 
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orderly fashion, and reasons fran f5piritual light. The close 

relationship between good and t~th is also illustrated by e.xperience. 

T.hus love of which the ngocd is evil" either rejects trut~ .C?~ .. !alsifies 

and misrepresents it. The origin of this ev~ love in man, which was not 

fran creation, will be discussed l~ter. 

It is a "truth of angelic wisdan", says Swedenoorg, . that Ga:i is 

Infinite Man. This is an important revelation. It is in the same 

catego-r,y of revealed truth as is the st.atemert. that God exists. It 

cannot be proved, but can be conf'ixmed, and provides a premiss upon 

which rational explanation of the universe can rest.·. ·That God is 

Infinite Love and Infinite Wisdan, and that He is Infinite Good and · 

Infinite Truth brings confi:rmation to the concept, for these are human 

attributes and men are truly men in so far as they part~ of·them in 

the finite degree. Sacred Scripture supports the concept, ~eed without 

it their most beautiful t~achings become mere poet:cy. Jesus Christ while 

in the world spoke of Gcd as Father. . Other religions beside Christianity 

held to a paternal human picture of the Crea~or, but their· content of 

truth in this regard is~increased :immeasurab13; in Old and. New Test.aJilent, 

especially in the Lord's om words: 

t10J.r father which art in heaven" (:Matt. 6;9), (Luke 11;2). 
".There is nane good but one, that is, Gcd. ~ (Matt.l9 ;17). 
1!Call no man· father upon earth; for one is your Father 
which is in heaven."- (Matt. 23;9). 
"He that hath seen Me hath seen the Fatherll (Jolm. 14;9). 
11Father forgiv:e them •• n (LUke 23 ;3~). 
nAbba, Fathe~·.;· all things a:.;re possible unto thee; take 
away this cup ·from: nevertheless not what I will, but 
what thou· wilt" (Mark 14;36). · 

The~e is no anthropanorphisn in the statement of Scripture that man ·was 

created into the image and likeness of Gcd. Because God is Man, He is 
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in perfection all that makes man human, the adequate cause of the 

wonder of lu.unan life. 

Swedenborg makes an analysis which is not. only illuminating in 

itself' but also has an important bear~g on the concept of God as Infinite 

Love. Love has three essential.ss (a) Love desires to pour itself out 

upon others; (b) Love desires. to be one with them; (c~ Love desires to 

make them happy from it self'. In the first of' these essentials we are 

presented with the cause· of' creat'im.. The Divine Love, the Dynalllic of 

all Divine Operation, must extend Itself' to others upon whan it can rest. 

So mankind ·iS created, together with all that be needs for his survival, 

t.o be the recipient of' this Love. That this creation should be the 

crown of an evolutionary process by which the Divine Wisdan, according to 

order, brings about the purpose of' the Divine Love, adds to its wonder. 

~n all creaticn there is this effort towards the human, because God is Man 

and His·Divine Love must of' moral necessity rest upon others, and can only 

rest u~n others like It self •. 

Tb:l second of' tllese essentials provides the cause of the Church anti 

of' all cultural activities. SWedenborg can be usefully quoted here. 

"The second ess.ential of'· God's love-to· desire to be one 
v-dth his creatures-is evident also f'rolli His canmunion with 
the angelic heaven, with the church upon earth, with eve:ey
one there, and with eve:ey- good and truth that enters into· 
and ·constitutes a man and the church. 
"Love, :also, ·in its very· nature, is nothing but an effort 
towards union; the·re·i'.orer,- t~s being the object of the 
essence·· of' love, God created man :in His :image and likeness, 
that communiQn wi.th Him might. eZ?-sue •. n (16) 

In the third of :these essentials we are concerned with the cause · 

of' the eternal world where the Lord wills for men 

nthe eternal life of' blessedness, happiness, and felicity 
withoo.t end, which He gives to those who receive His love. 



"For God, as He is love Itself, is. also blessedness itself, 
since all love breathes forth joy, and the divine love 
breathes forth blessedness,felicity, and happiness to all 
eternity.•• (17) . 

Like all the distinctions in GOd previously considered, these 
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three essentials o£ love are separable in thought alone. Although they 

constitute a unity, th~ir further analysis clarifies thought and 

detezmines procedure. .For instance, a teacher who loves his vocatian 

and his pupils, in order to succeed must first set out to gain the 

.interest and win the affectic:ns (in the deepest sense) of his pupils. 

Inevitably he must strive to focus their wandering attentions upon 

himself, for their own sake rather than his own. When this has been 

~hieved, oDly then can the necessa:ey instruction be imparted, the 

requisite lessons taught.. His purpose, which is altogether directed 

away fran himself to the future happiness of his students, involves the 

at tenpt to turn them to himself. As the student progresses, this 

endeavour becanes more deePlY hidd~ and the responsibility transferred 

to the student himself. Here perhaps is to be found the under]Jring 

cause of the initial di:f'ficulties sometimes experienced at the beginning 

of university study after the years of leaming at school. Such a 

teacher ( ani there must be very few who cannot recall examples in their 

own experience) clearly seeks .for nothing fran his charges for himself~ 

In this how god-like he has beenl 

God needs nothing fran man for His ovm sake. Yet until man yields 

his loyalty and worship to God, God 1 s purposes for his life ~a;in 

unfulfilled. As Swedenborg' s 4octrine states, all men are predestined 

to Q.eaven;. yet since man is free to choose many refuse that destiny. 

Thus the doctrine of God as divine Love involves freewill or. freedan of 

choice in man. This often debated question of the schools, this doctrine 



denied by materialist deteiminists, is decided at once on the logical 

grounds of Gai 1 s love. For were rnan created without freedan,were he 

a robot, a mirror inevi:tably renecting the Love which poured dawn 
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upon him, God would love Himse~f by means of man. The Divine Love 

would then be infinite Self-Love, a .repellant and unscriptural idea. 

The doctrine of freedan of choice is rooted in Scripture and m~e plain 

in the Garden of Eden story where mankind. is warned against the eating 

of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. He can do so, but he 

ought not to do so. And without the possibility of a human response 

to God, the message of the TestaJ:Q.ents would becane meaningless. There 

are, of course, spiritual mechanics by which freewUl is assured, 

depending upCin the inner levels of mind unknown to detezminisn, of 

which sanething will be said later. And freedam of choice is not 

identical with freedom. of action or bodily liberty. But the :f'reedan 

to tum to God, to depend upCin Him and in some degree to serve H:im 

accoiding to reason, or else to tum l#lay fran Him, is integral to 

human beings because the Creator God is infinite Low. Yet here is the 

factor which pezmits evil to arise, evil which has been forseen and 

forestalled, thcugh not created. 

Before turning to tl'E doctrine of the origin of e~, which is of· 

great import.ance to the unders:t.anding of the doctrme of the Divine 

llunanity, ·We must discuss particular applications of the concept of the 

Divine Wisdan. God, because He is Love Itself and Wisdan Itself, is 

also Life Itself. Life. is manifested in created things, especially 

in man, as in its recipients but it issues forth from the one source of 

Life, God Himself. Life appears to be within us as our a'lll, as ·the 



heat ·and light, the energy, of the pqysical sun appears to inhere in 

terre·strial objects. In thought":"provoking imagery Francis Thanpson 

wrote of the SWl: 

"Thou twi-fom deity, nuree at once and sirel 
Thou genitor that all t~gs nourishestJ 
The earth was su.ckled at tey stiining breast·, 
,AJld in her veins is qu.ic~ tey milky fire ••• 
Thou has enwooted her · 
NJ. empress of the air, 
.And al,.l her births are p~pertied by thee: 
Her teeming centuries 
Drew being fran thine eye ss 
Thou fatt• ~ the marrow of all quality •. n (l8) 

The sun is however no moze than a "substitute vehicle of powern and 

the following passage makes SWedenborg' s teac.bing about Life clear. 

"It is written in John: Tlle Word was with Gai, and 
Gai was the Word. In lWii. was life and the life was 
the light of men. 
0 God theze signifies the diVine love, and the Word 
signifies the divine wisdanj ~d. the divine.wisdcm 
is lite, and life is the light which proceeds from 
the Sun of the spiritual world, ~ the mi.dst of w~·h 
is Jehovah God. 
''Divine love fo:nn.s life,· as fire fo:nns light• 
"There are two propert.~es in fire, buming and brillisncej 
its burning gives o"ut heat., and its brilliance gives out 
light. Similarly the:i:e are two propertie·s in'lovej one 
corresponds to the burning property of fire, and 
iritimately affects the will of man, and the other 
corresponds to the brilliance of fire, and intimately 
affects his understanding ••• 

. 11It is therefore· clear that a m·an' s life resides in 
his understanding,_ that its character depends on his 
wisdan, and is modified by the love of his wiJ.l.n (19) 
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So then, the Divine Life resides, as it were, in ·the Divine Wisiomj and 

it is of the highest importance to realise that it is tm Divine WiSdan 

to which the attributes of Onnipotence, Onnipresence, and Onniscience 

belong. His Vfisclan fo~s -~ gives executive effect to the urgings of 

His Love. 
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Even at this l:ate stage in our argument, -we must return for a 

sho~ review of the concept of wis:lom a.s the fo:nn of love, and truth .,. 
likewise as the fom of good. The· point can be illustrated fran 

modem pqysics. Eve:cy di~overy of physical science reveals some 

aspect of truth about matter, substance. First. the molecule, tam the 

atan, then the sub-atanic universe with its distinct entities, these 

fonns of substances have been. brought under man's observat-ion so that hE! 

can describe substance by man;r truths related to its fozm. In fact the 

scientist is only· infozmed a\Jout substance to the extent to which he 

understands these truths. The more intimate becanes his perception 

of fo:nn the more he realises the· ext~t of possible knowledge about 

substances. Transferring the illustration fran material things to 

the realm. of. mind, he encounters a corresponding relationship of fo:nn 

to substance.~ ~r consciousness is consciousness in thought clothed in 

fozms drawn from, or wrought out of' the memory. For e~n when the 

objects of our thought are realities within the mind itself, y;e are 

dependent upon forms based on the. world of time ailli space around us, 

and employ sp~ti~temp9l'al. terms to describe them. By analysis of the 
I 

thoughts which cross the consciousness it beeanes possible to gain sane 

idea of the affections of the loire which provide the impetus for their 

activity. Without these thoughts no ·urge of the will, no movement of 

the love, could find expression' or, being "fo:ml.ed", could pass into 

~tion. Fran what -we perceive of our own thoughts "W6 may gather 

lmowledge of .cur real selves and give rein to our affection, or even 

tum fran it altogether. The po.ssibility of regeneration depends upan 

the fact that the thought which a man deems wise has given follll to 

affection that is good and thence can be carried into action in life. 
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This relatimship of su~stance and fonn in ourselves, and in our 

experience of the ·world aroWld us, is according to the order of creation 

which proceeds from Him who ·i~ Substance and Fonn, Order Itself. 

It is perhaps almost. ~ecessary to provide against a confusion 

between the two .related ideas of fonn and shape. Sha,pe may well give 

particular eJqJression to fonn. but is nevertheless distinct fran fonn. 

A fonn of government only takes shape in individual members of its 

executive, yet though these may cane and go, its form remains. The 

human_ fozm essentially is p:Eesent where love is fonned by wisdom, 

where will is expressed thrau&h understanding; but the human body. is 

especially designed and shaped, alone of created things, to be the agent 

of that form. VIe can le-~ nuch about human form through the study of 

the hunan body by analogy, a point which will concem us when we tum 

to the study· of correspondence. -

Trus _the doctrhle taught by SWedenborg defines certain qualities as 

the attributes of tiE Divine Wisdan fran the Divine Love. 

"That annipotence, anniscience., and annipresence are 
attributes of the divine wisdan fran the divine love, 

·but not of the divine love by means of the divine 
wisdom, is a heavenly DJiYatery which has never yet 
ente:red the mind of anyone, because no one has 
understood hitherto what love is in its essence, 
or what wisdom is in its essence, and still less 
what the infiux of the one is into the other. 
"It is by influx that love, with everything belonging 
to it, enters into wisdCIIL and resides therein like a 
king in his kingdan. -
11Love leaves all administration to wisdom •• let it stand 
as a general principle.~ (20) 

We have already note_d the principle of order as a necessity to our 

thinking about God. Not only is He Order Itself, but He has ;1mparted 

order to His creatiaJ.. All that is His partakes of order. It 

the:refoze follows that His Widsan exercises its attributes according 



to order. GOd cannot act ag~st His own Law and His Omnipotence 

proceeds and operates according to order. 

"God is omnipotent, because He is able to do all things 
fran Himself and the power of all others is derived 
fran Him. . · · 
"His power and will are one; and since He wills nothing 
but good, therefore He can d~ nothing but good. 
"In the spiritual w_orld no one can do anYthing contrary 
to his own -.viil: this ~they derive from God whose power 
and wil.l are one." · (21) 

The principle, "Divine Love foms Life as fire foms light", 

which we have already encountered.,. represents an unchanging element 

in the Divine Nature. Here it recurs ·in a slightly different fo:nn, 

'~Ha wil).s nothing but good therefore He can do nothing but good.ll 

Al1 Scriptural referenc·es t_o God being angry, God repenting, or God 

destroying, must be inte.rpreted ·in ·accordance with this princl.ple. 

SWedenborg emphasizes the fact that the divine Omnipotence as the 

correlative of the character of God is restricted to omnipotence to 

do good according to order. He continues= 

"God also is. good itself, and therefore when He does 
good He is in Himself, and to go out of Himself is 
impossible. . · 
"It is therefore clear that ·His imnipotence proceeds 
and operates within the sphere of the extensiaJ. of 
good, which is infinit~. 
"For this sphere fran its central origin fills the 
universe and every part thereof and thus rules the 
things out side, so far as they unite with it 
according to their order. 
"And if they do not so unite, this sphere sustams 
them,. and strives to reconcUe. them with the universal 
order, ~which God' Himself is j,n His annipotence, and 
according to which He acts. 
"B.lt if this is not done they are cast outside Him, 
where He still sustains them from. that central origin. 
"It is now evident that the diVine annipotence can by 
no means come into contact with azzything evil outside 
itself, nor promote evil from itself; for evil tums 
awaY, -and consequently is .·entirely separated from God 
and cast into hell, between which- and heaven, where 
He is, there is a great gulf .n. (22) 
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Many ancient but illogical ideas, such as, predestinatictl, 

to hell, that the evil. can be savad by an act of annipotence, that 

the laws of life and the laws of nature can be ·suspended by the 

Divine will, that miracles are arbitrary acts contrary to order, and 

so forth, which had crept into Christian t})eol.ogy, aze swept away by 

this doctrine. The "Divine attributes of Qnnipotence, Onniscience, 

and Qnnipresence imply that God strives always to over-rule a 

situation for an individual or a group so that t.he utmost good sha.lJ. 

result from it. He cannot by an arbitrar,y act undo what man in ·his 

freedom has done. 
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Q1 the subject of the Divine Onniscience SWedenborg lays down the 

following principle, 

Thus, 

"GOd perceives, sees, and knows all things, .even to the 
most. minute, that are done according to order, and also 
fran these whatever is done cantrary to order.n (23) · 

n A universal comprising all its minutest. individual 
parts is a work c oherir!g as a unity, so that one part 
cannot be touched and affected without producing sane 
effect upon the rest. . · . 
"From this quality of order which exists in the universe, 
there is something si.mLlar. in all created things in the 
world.. · 
"From those things which are in accordance with order 
God perceives, knows, and sees all things, even to the 
most minute,. which are done contrary to order, for He 
does not hold man in evil but withholds him. fran it; 
thus He does not lead him. into evil, but $trives to 
restrain him. 
11.From this perpetual striVing, struggling, resisting, 
opposing, and re-acting of evil. and falsity against 
His good and truth, that :j.s, agamst Himself., God 
perceives their extent and their nature. 
".This f91lows from the annipresence of God in ever,y 
individual part of His order, and at the same time from 
His omniscience of everything therein.•~ (24) 
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This do~trine of the l;)ivi.Qe. percep1;-.ion -of evil is c~ITi.ed further .in 

the discussion of the distincti~. betwe~n opposites and relatives. 

The ·particular point is that as God is anniscient throughout the 

relatives o£ good so :fie is omniscient throughout their opposites, the 

relatives of evll. It is int~rest.ing to notice Swedenborg 1 s engineering 
. '• .. 

e.xperience providing him with lllust.rations of his doctrine even as 

late in life as the period when he was writing "True Christian 

~ligian". Thus he wrote: 

"An opposite arises when one thing ceases to manifest 
its existence and another Qecanes active whose motive 
energy is directed against it, like a wheel revolving against 
a wheel, and a stream flowing against a stream. 
"Relatives, however, in their riwnber and variety are 
so disposed as to fit together and harmonise." (25) 

He had used a similar illustration to show the impossibility of an 

omnipotence to will both g9od and evil~ 

"It would be as if two whe:els were to act against each 
other, turning in opposite directions,- so that each 
wheel would consequently stop, and ~ain completely 
at rest •. " (26) 

Heaven and hell are opposites and bo~h ·are complexes in which a variety 

and multiplicity of relatives are found. For instance there are 

.innum.erabi:e distinct communities within each heaven, so that the general 

character of the complex is derived from the varied and even individual 

states that compose the~·Yfhole. This leads to what SWedenborg calls 

perfection from variety. From these facts he draws the following 

inferences, which he bases also in the letter of the Woro: 

"Now, since God perceives, sees, and consequ~tly kncws 
all the relatives in heaven· from the order .in which He 
is, and since He therefore perceives, sees, and knows 
all the relatives that are their opposites in hell •• 
it is evident that God is omniscient in hell as well 



as in heaven, and likewise with men in the world. 
"It is evident also that. & perceives, sees, and 

. knows their evils and falsities from tpe good .and 
tzuth in which He H:im.self is, and which, in their 
esse nee are Himself, ·for He SaYS= 

'If I ascend up into heaven, ThaJ. art 
there ; if I make .r:w bed in ~11, behold 
Thou art there' ( Ps • 139 ;8) 

and in another pl.ace c 
• Though they dig into hell, thence shall 

. My hand take them' (Amos 9;2).n (27) 

With the consideration of the third attribute of the Divine 

Wisdcm \\'8 come to the last of _the teachings about God prior to the . 

Incarnation. Other matters are mere corollaries_ of these principl.es. 

We have already seen that God is annipre sent in good and that it is 

the Divine life which gives being and existence to the evil as well aJj 
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the good. But the fact that God is in all space yet without space, and 

in all time without time, may well admit of some exp~sion at· this point. 

"God. is present in space a,part. from space, and in time 
aPart from time, because He is always the salll8 from 
etemity to eternity, and therefore the same before. 
the creation of the world as att.er it. 
11 And in God and in His sight, there was neither space 

· nor time before creatial, but att.er it; therefore He 
being the sam.e, is in space apart fran space, and in time . 
apart. fran time. 
n Hance it follows that nature is separate from God., and 
yet He is annipresent therein; almost as life is in 
eve%7 substantial and mate:rial part of man, although it does net· 
mingle therewith." (28) -...: · 

The doctrine of the sun of the spiritual world makes this omnipresence 

caiJprehensible. It is also illu!S"trated by the further experience of 

the presence of a.ilgels and spirits before the spiritual sight and senses 

in that world w.hE.re ~tate is the :reality which appears in space and time. 

These matters are stated and this conclusion ·is reachedc 

"It has been shown elsewhere that God. is in all space, 
yet without space, and in all time without time, and 



consequently that the Wliverse .as to its essence and 
order is the fullness ot God; and because th:is is so, 
by His omnipresence He perceives all things, by His 
anniscience He provides for all things,· and by His · 
omnipotence H~ administers all things. 
"Hence it is evident that Qinnj,.presence, omniscience, 
and omnipotence make one, or that each implies the 
other, and thus that they. c.armot be separated." (29) 
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This last statement is important a.n4. applies to all the attributes 

of H:im. in whom· Uinfi.nite things make one". 

Before we pass from this subject of the Divine .omnipresence, it 

woUld be wise to refer to what is said about the sun of the spiritual · 

world. In .his treatment of this doctrine, Swedenborg insists that 

Life in Itself has been withdram• trom the ~b¢ances emitted, which 

are the beginning of finitude and the first proceeding of the Divine 

Love and Wisdom. Thus his doctrine of. God the Creator leaves no 

room for. a pantheistic faith. 



(11) 

n .A,Ild Gcd saw everything that He had made, and ~hold 
it was very good". (Gen. ·1;31). -

The worlt of the days, be.t:ore man, was good; but the creatiOn o:f JD.an 
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introduced a new -category o:f bemgs to which the su}Erlative applies. 
- -

''What is man that Thou art mindful o:f him, and the 
son o:f man that Th01,1 visitest him? For Thou hast 
made him a little _lower than God, and hast crowned 
him with glory and honour." (Ps. 8;4,5). 

Between .the standpoints taken up by the writers o:f those passages 

stretch untold centuries o:f time and change. Nevertheless, the living 

soul, the recipie~ ·o:f life which is man, is still ,un,ique. - The image 

and likeness reiilains a litt;Le lQ:Wer than God. Our task in this section 

will be to present an eJq>o~itian o:f what Swedenbor& teache~ about man, 

about his Fall, and about certain Divine mterventiQlls m history before 

tl'E Coming -o:f the Loitl. So :far· as possible we will confine our 

attention to ihe changes t_hat· occurred in the structure o:f man, the 

spiritual being, and reaerve the complex history o:f mankind described 

i.ri the Sacred Scriptures to a late~ chapter. 

A1J. analysis o:f the love which animates the ~ will, draWn :from 

"True Christian ~lig~onn, will help us towards a more scientific and 

:factual view o:f the changes which man has underga'le. Life is receiVed 

in the will and is ,manifested jn that organ as love, w;i.th manifold 

a:f:fectic:os or prOlongations. This love with its attendant affections 

is complex and reveals- a definite order or ·pattem within it. Indeed, 

in its natural degree it can be thoiight o:f as a complex o:f three 

distmct energy-streams. In this degree the love o:f the will contams a 

love that is heavenly, a love o:f the world and a love o:f eel£. This 

heavenly low can be :further su~vided mto a love o:f the Lord and a 



love of the neighbour. These four loves are native to man by 

creation and within them we can trace the root of every affection 

and delight, every need of which thought makes us conscious. 

"There are three universal loves, the love of heaven, 
the love of the world, and the love of self •• 
0 They are t'he universal foundation of all love •• 
11These three loves are created in every man from. 
birth; and they tend to perfect him when rightly 
subordinated, but to de st. roy him when they are not •• 
. "They are rightly subordinated when the love of 
heaven is the head, the love of the world the 
breast and abdanen, the love of self the feet and 
soles of the .feet •• 
RMoreover those three love-s are then -also co-ordinated; 
so that the highest love, or love of heaven, is 
inwardly in ·the lo~ of the world, and thereby in ·t-he 
love of self; and the inmost love has under its control 
the two others. 
"And then, by the !J.elp of God, the m.an makes a good use 
of all three. 
"Those three loves function like wil.l, understanding, 
and action; for the will enters by influx into tl'e 
understanding, and there obtain the means necessary 
for action." {30) · . 

This is a practical doctrine, not the unrealistic foxmulaticn ·Of 

something visionary. Love of heaven does not entail the reduction of 

lite to a continual discipline of hazdship -and self-immolation. We 
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are not. called up~ to deprive ourselves, like St. Frar1.cis . ot Assissi, of 

every creature· ccmfort ·and advantage, so that the love of heaven may· 

prevail within us. It may indeed be quite otherwise, as will now appear. 

"A man1 s very lite is .. his love, and such as is the love, 
such is the life; in fact such is tl'e whole man. 
11 But it is the 'Ciani.nant or ruling love which makes the 
man. 
"This love has many others subordiriate tQ it, which are 
its derivatives. · 
"These appear diverse in fonn; but they are all included 
in the ruling love, and with it fonn one kingdan. 
"What a man loves supremely is the main end and object of 
his life, and is never out .,of his thought; it· is latent 
in his will like the silent· c~rrent of a river, sweeping 
and bearing h:iJn on, whatever may be his immediate object; 
for it is the motive pO\'ler of his life. 



"A mani s entire character is that of his ruling live. 
"It dist.inguishe.s him. from others; it creates his 
heaven, if he is good, and ·his hell, if he is evil; 
it is in short his w.ill, his selfhood, and his nature; 
for it is the ver,y being of his life. 
"It cannot be changed after death, because it is the 
man himself. 

· "There are tVlo kinds of love from which, as fran their 
fountain-head, flow all the varieties of good and 
truth; and there are two kinds of love from which flow 
likewise· all the varieties of evil and falsity. 
"Tm:, former are love of the Lord, and love of the 
neighbour; and the latter are the love of self and 
the love of the world; the latter when they pre
daninate, are utterly opposed to the fomer." (31) 

The love of self, predomiilating, motivates acti·ons differently fran 

those in which the moving power is. a love of heaven. The outward. 

appearance only is t~ same. 

11The true nature of the love of self may be plainly 
seen by a comparison with heavenly love (i.e. pre-
dominating). . 
"It is the nature of heavenly love to love use for 
the sake of use, or good for tba sake of good done 
to the church, the country, human seciety or one 1 s 
fellow citizens; but he who love~ these things for 
his O'VIl sake only does so because they are of service 
to him. 
"It follows that he would wish the clm.rch, his 
countr,v:, hlman society, and his fellow-citizens to 
serve him, rather than that he should serve them; 
he puts himself in t ba first place, ant;!. them in the 
second." (32)' · 
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There is then a place for love. of self in every life. One aspect 

of love of self SWedenborg describes as the love of dominion or rule. 

The questiCil of wliat makes a ~ood man willing to rule others was a famou·s 

problem of Greek phil~sopqy. Plato• s explanation in 11 The Republic" was 

that the good man was driven by" fear of being ruled by others less able 

and 'worse than himself into a course of action which hi~ very goodness 

made abhorrent to him. . In this ¥lteresting analysis the: motive revealed 

is still only an aspect of love of self. Swedenborg however differentiates 

between "two opposite kinds of dominion11 • 



"There are_ two opposite .ki.ilds of dominion, that of the 
love of the neighbour, and that of the love of aelf. 
".He whO rules from the love of the neighbour, desires 
the good of all, and loves nothing more than serving 
others and being of use to them; for to ~erve them with 
gocxiwill is his love and the joy of his heart. 
11 He rejoices· when he is raised to eminence, not an 
account of the dignity, but because of the uses which 

·,he can more fully and e,f.'ficiently perf om. 
n_Slch is the dominion exercised in heaven. 
11:&lt he whO exercises dominion from the love of self, 
wishes good, to none but ltimsel.f and .his own people. 
"The only uses he cares to. perform are those which 
increase his own honour and ~eputation; for he series 
others, in order that h9 may himself be serwd, honoured, 
and penni.tted to rule. 
''He desires to occupy an important positicn, nat. for 
the sake. of the gocxi which he may do, but that he ma.v 
secure the eminence and distinction which are the joy 
of his heart.. n (33.) · 

But the love of self in more private matters. should8Lso be 

subservient. Rightly understood~ the old proverb, "Charity begins at 

h:i:me", has wisdan within it. It is a matter of piUdence that a man· 

should seek first to provide for· ~self arid his fqmily in all matters 

of the necess~ties of life, both peysical and mental, if he i.s net to 

becaae a charge upon his fellows instead of being useful to society. 

The matter is clearly expl~ed ill: the following p~sage: 

IIMa,n is bom to live not for himself but for others; 
· otherwise society would be devoid of good and could 

not be held together. · 
"It is a common saying that eve:r,y man is neighbour 
to himself;. but the doctrine of charity teaches how 
this is to be understoQd. · 
"Every one must provide him13elf with the nec~ssities 
of life, such as food, clot.hing, a dwelling, and other 
things which civil life demands; and this not only for 
himself, but also for his family; an.d not only for the 
present, but also for the future; for otherwise, being 
in want of all things, ·he would not be in a condition 
to exe~ise charity. 
"But let us now consider wqy a man ought thus to be_ 
neighbour to himself. 



"Bve:ey man ought to .tlave a sound mind :i:n a sound body; 
he must· therefore provide t.he proper food and clothing 
for his b_ody;- and al~ the :intellectual and critic~ 
matters which are the proper food of the mind. 
"Ie will then be in a condition to serve his fellow
citizens, his country, the church, and the Lord. 
11 He who does this provides .for himself to eternity. 
1'We can now see what is first in time, and what is 
first. in objecti the first ·in object being the end 
in view •. n (34} . 
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Elsewhere SWedenborg remarks that a rich man can perform more useful 

actions and render greater use in .rnarzy- ways to society than one that is 

poor. ~he things of the world ~ a means for the exercise of the love 

of self w~h is consecrated to higher service. Such a regenerate -love 

of self can only be attaine~ as the result of much self~iscipline, in 

which higher loves find their eJq:>ression. For it is true that, 

"the man obsessed by the love of self is led by himself, 
or by his selfhood., :which is not!dng but evil; for it 
is hi·s hereditaey e·vil whic·h consists in lev~ self 
more than· God and the world. than heaven." (35) · 

In this passage self.hood is used ·to render tne Latin tenn propri.Um, a 

techn:l.cal tem in the-~liiti.DCs of Swedenborg. We s)lall. requi~e· to give 

this attential in due course·. 

Tba three loves are disc~ete· and are relat~d to. the discrete degrees 

of the mind. The love (or loves) that is heavenly stems from the 

internal degrees and the love Qf the world and the .love of self from 

the external degrees. So that- where the ruling love subverts the true 

order of precedence, the state of disorder also affects tlE whole complex 

of the mind. Inevitably the ~derstanding and its thought is affected. 

Indeed Swedenbor~ describes the tq(ught as "the refining vessel" in 

which a man may· become aware of the ~ections of his lo_ves, the source_s 

of his emotions, as they give rise to thought which he ·can accept or 

reject. His :freewill is· exerci,se4 :in making that choice. No man is 



respc:nsible for t}:le thoughts which cross his mind, but only for those 

which he harbours or entertains. In deciding against the influences 

of the l~ve of self predomi.n~t, ·a man can~ls himself to act from 

higher af'fec_tions. It is therefore· clear that self-canpulsion i-s 

indeed an e.xhibiticn .. ar the highest freedom and a rejection of slavery 

to the base and low. So great ~s the distinction between freedan, 

liberty, and licence! By seli'-compulsic:n· or, in other Words, in 

freedan, a man co-operates with the Divine and by Divine Power release 

is given to the higher loves and subservience, even to the extent of 

limiting its power to influence· the thought, imposed upon the mere love 

of self. 

A-principle of heredity is universailY recognised. Such a 

principle is implicit in the teaching of the Sacred Scriptures, as for 

example in t,.he First Commandment· of· the Decaloguec . 

"• .visiting _the il1.iquity of the fathers upon the children, 
even to the third and fourth· generation •. " (EK..20 ; 5) 

The belief that the sins of the fathers are visited upon the chlldren 

is not confined to mean only extem~ cirCumstances which result from 

unwise action. Both Jereni&A and Eze~el,quote a·well~avn proverb as 

the~ look forward to a time when 

"They shall saY no more, The ·fathers have eaten a sour 
grape ·and the children's teeth have been set on edge. 
aut every one shall die for his own iniquityn. (Jer. 31;29: 

, , Ezek. 18;2) 

In the New TeStament, the Lord is represented as denying on several 

occasions that a man suf'f'ering from disease was nece~sar~ Su.f'f'ering for 

his own or his father's sin. Nevertheless .ae told. the Jews who Vlere i.p. 

ca1troversy with Him, 
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''Ye axe of your father, the de_vi1~ and the lusts of your 
father ye will do''· (John 8; 44). . · 

St. Paul put it directly, 

•rwtsrefore, as by one man. sin entered into the world, and 
death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for all 
have sinned. n (Ran. 5 ;l2). 

and speaking o;f "baptisn unto death" said, 

"Olr old man is crucified with Him~ that tts body of sin 
might be -destroyed." (Ran •. 6 ; 6). 

SWedenborg teaches a doct-rine of hereqitary evil and defines its nature 

in a passage already quoted: 

nwhich consists in lo~ sel.,f moze than. G<Xi and the world 
more than heaven." (36) 

No ideas are innate in man, bUt the loves, whose affections give life 
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and being_ to ideas and thoughts, an9. ·t~ states of disorder of the natural 

will, in which. intlowing life is· received, are hereditar.v. Here is the 

effect of ~he "Fall" of man. The primitive state in which the loves 
•, 

were manifested in true precedence has been perverted and the reverse 

order, in wh,ich the highe·st is subs~rv;i.ent to that which should be 

lowest, now obtains. 

As SWede~borg teacP8s, it is a. mistaken exegesis of .Scripture which 

sees the Fall as the result of one act of disobedience. The decline · 

fran the primitive state was gradual,. but cumulative, over untold 

generations. The story is a parable which reveals the stat~ as to 
. t 

wisdan ·and intelligence (signified by the garden with its trees and. 

fruits) of the most ancient people. In its pristine state that wisdan 

de];ended enti~ly upon ~ inward enlightenment tran God which was agreeable 

with their state of s~ple and unswerving love of their Creator. In that 

state there was not.h:ing of selfhood, nothing claimed by tm man himself • 

. It may be compared to the simple dependence upon parents which is still 
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of the very essence of infancy today. It was the celestial state of 

which we have already writ-ten. Existing in ~ple l>urity, ;.~blessed 

with the &olden thought and imaginatlc::n, with the insight and trust, \Yhich 

belong to innocence. The ~e:r or· higher levels of the spirit were open 

to tne Divine ini'low:ing through the heavenly sphere, unimpeded, into the 

celestial levels of the natu,ral mind.. Theirs was a tiUly heavenly state, 

even upm eart.h, and they ·passed frem earth into a similar abiding state 

in tm etemal world. Thei:r ever,y': thought and idea depended immediately 

upc::n the movement of the .love of th8 will~ Here an analogy exists with 

the animal creati~. Once the instinCt in an animal is aroused, the 

animal thought and ide~ or, in general tems, its intelligence, are 

subordinated to it. &lt since an animal has· not. reasa"l and responsibility 

it carmot pervert its nature a8 the result of ·misuse of its instincts. 

1bis however man, endowed with both, could do, and has actually_ da1e. 

Through the dominance of the love of self a gradual inversion took 

place. Introdu~ed in one generaticn, it was carried by heredity into 

another, until it became complete. The parable traces the steps by 

which this trans:to:rmatian resulted~ St.ages in this process are revealed 

for instance in the statement reco$J:lising, 

"It is not good that the man should be alone", (Gen. 2;18). 

and in the argciment of the serpent which led the woman into final 

disobedience, 

"For God doth lmow that in the daY ye eat thereof, then 
your eyes shall· be opened, and ye shall be .as gods, knowing 
gocxl and evil". (Gen. 3~5). · 

Throughou~ the Prophets,. and no less in the New Testament, to be 

alone with Gai is a soul-searching experience. It is sCIIIlething to be 

'· . 
:teared, despite the fact of an essential lo~eliness in human nature of 



which man becomes conscious and whicil.God alone can fill. Man, in m."a 

inwaxd. recesses, is perhaps a: "monad" almost as the philosopher uibnitz 

de.scribed him. ·Eastern religicins seek to e.xpl..ain and remove this sense 
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· of loneliness by their doctrmes of Nirvanah and Absorption. Christianity, 

Cll the other hand, believes in the Fellowship of the Ho~ Spirit. But 

the Christian also is a "fallen" man. ~.~. selfhocxi or proprium is a 

cherished possession. Into that propriurn, as he lives according to the 

guidance of the highest truth he knows, a new will is inserted and the 

old progressively sealed off J "a heart of" flesh" is given· in place of the 

"heart of stone". ·The man is "born again" of the Spirit. This 

represents a complete reversal of man• s previous experience, m which an 

increasing desire _to know for hiinseif and to guide himself solely from his 

own intelligence replaced simple innocence and dependence. But God• s 

providence attends every event in the human story. At the beginnmg it 

is seen in the statement, "It is net. good that the man should be alone", 

whlle ·His intervent.ion at the end of the decline is foretold in the 

Protoev~~ngelium, the promise of the seed of the Woman, given at that 

manent when man had irrevc;x:·ably tU:rned to proprium. 

Early man Was celestial by nature. ·so lang as he was in the order 

of creation the immediate unity of will ~d:._understarxling brought him 

untold blessing. But 'When he beep disorderly, this very unity drove 

him deeper into iniquity. Self~lo.-ye, dauinant, .. progressively perverted 

and falsified his thinld,ng. No. longer perceiving truth, excluded from 

the garden in Eden, he now saw fals:!:-ty from evil. Eij.s· spiritual life was 

fast perishing beneath this "flood" of falsity. It is to this pericxi that 

SWedenborg• s teaching concerning the Most Ancient· Word belongs. 



A seca1d -major parable enshrined in the history of Noah and 

the .Ark succeeds the stor,y of the Garden of Eden. Swedenborg 1 s 

exegesis of the whole passage wi.il require discussion in connexion 

with his doctrine of the .Ancient ?lord. But one aspect must concem 

us here. In the description of the Ark in Genesis 6 ;14-lh, the rooms 

and windows are important features: 

"The Most ·.Ancient Church •• knew by love whatever related 
to faith, or what is the sam.~, by the will of good they 
had the understaniing of truth; but their descendants 
incl~ through ~redit~Wf c~rrupticn t~ the dominaticn 
of the1r lusts, which are of the wil.l, J.mmersed therein 
even the doctrinals or faith; and thence becalll8 Nephi.lim. 
''When therefore the Lord foresaw that were man to 
continue to be of such a nature he would perish etemally, 
it was ord.ered and provided by ~that the Voluntary 
should be separated fran the Intellectual; and that man 
should be fo:nned, not as before by the will of gocxi, but 
that by the ·understanding of truth he should be gifted 
with charity, which appears like the wil.l of good. 
~This new Church, which is called Noan, was made such, 
and therefore was of an altogether different genius 
and ·quality fran the Most Ancient Church. 
"Besides this .Church there were also others at that 
time •• the Church called Noah alone is here described, 
as being of a genius and character entirely differing 
fran the Most .Ancient Chu;rch.n (37) · 

Tba above passage is fran the exegesis of the "roans": the following 

fran the exegesis of the "windows". 

"That the window signifies the irltellectual, and the door, 
. hearing, and that thus this verse treats or man• s 
intellectual part J may b8 evid,ent. •• 
"There are in man tliD lives, .one is of the will, the other 
of the understanding. · 
11 They become two .lives when there is no will, but lust 
instead of will. 
'~The other part;., or the inte]lectual, is that which I!laY 
then be refozmed, and afterwards by means of it a new 
will may be given, so that they may nevertheless constitute 
cne life, nanely charity and faith. 
"Because man was now such that he had no will, but maze 
lust instead tbezeo.t', that part which relates to the wil.l 
was closed and the other part, or the intellectual, was 
opened." (38) 



This closing, or separation, of will f.rom ... under¢an:i:ing is of course 

signified by the pitching or asphalt~ of the A~k, within arid without, 

against. the rrnoodn. 

This exegesis of SWedenborg desc;oibes a Divine intervention and 

consequ~t adaptation of man to the plight which he had brought upon 

himself. It involved ~ change in the .relati'?nship between will and 

unde rst. anding. The ult:imate p~ority of love rem.8ined, but provision 

was made for the possibility of raising the understanding even into 

the light of. heaven. At this point Swedenborg a,ppiies to the history 
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of mankind sane aspects of his psychology which bave al~ady been noted. 

The essence of the spiritual man is that he. shall be able to li.ft up his 

understan:iing and thus compel himself to use the truth which he sees. 

This involves learning, storing lmowledge in the memory, and the 

exercise of reascn in intelligent cortsideratim of the problems of lite. 

Att:.er the celestial man perished, the spiritual man was raised up 

in his stead. VIe may perhaps thi..nl< of this as implying the gradual 

. extinction of the ·races of "celest.i~" type, fJi. their absorption into 
.. 

the races of nspiritua1,11 type. (a) Thenceforward the _celestial becanes 

·a st. ate to be realised after regeneration, rather than a state inherited 

by nature. Today, E!Piritual is a designation applicable to all men. To 

zecapitulate, the former mart !'ran love saw truth; the latter becanes 

endowed with love as a result of_.tl'l:lth obeyed. The fomer race was 

primarily characteriSed by will~ the latter ~ understanding. The change 

was the result or "Divine interventicn.· 

Whatever may be the final discoveries about the links in the chain 

of hunan evalution,. one thing is certain. The earliest· .ruinan types 

· e,ppe~r to have had skulls, low in forehead, but massive in the lower 



regions of the back of the head, the area of ti'E smaller brain or 

cerebellum. This is known to be the seat of the emotions, the area 

a~sociated with t-he passions, and therefore with the loves of the will. 

Homo Sapiens or Modem Man,. on the other hand, has a more developed 

forehead and craniwn, housing a deve.l.oped fore-brain, while the lower 

regions ot· the back of the. head are ~ess massive. The fore-bram with 

its highly d.ewloped convolutions, is the seat of an intellect such as 

the spiritual genius requires. ;rt· is significant that these d:iscoveries, 

made long af't.er Swedenborg 1 s time, tend to confiltll his doctrine of a 

Divine i.ntei'V'entian in the adaptation of man, based ent;i.rely on the Wo:rtr 

and revelation. Naturally there was not an immedi~~e hard and fast 

break. But the old strains died out and the Noachic strain succeeded 

and covered the .earth. The ape-like skulls need hot be regaxU.ed· as 

representing c~estial man at his highest development. They may well · 

belong to the days of his deglWdatiQll.. Nor need we think that the 

stats o~ man represented by the Garden of Eden was necessarily that of 

man at his first appearance. SWedenborg speaks of the days when men 

·ran. about l.ike good animals. Though their genius was celestial the 

realisation of its full· devel.opment might take untold generations. But 

at _creat-ion the foltll of man was specifically adapted to receive the fullest 

measure of life possible to a -finit~ creature. By his _,fall" his order was 
. . 

subverted and the inflow of life through ·the heavens impeded.-

.With the spiritual man, ~he Noachic man, humanity received a fresh 

start. He scattered far and W:ide through the world and samething of his 

spiritual history can be read in the Scriptures. But- in. time he turned 

to idqlatey, confusing his symbois with the things symbolised and alllong 

the more exteznal of his ·race, the Hebrew people, a new church was 
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estaQlished, a religicn of fonn and ce~ony, of sacrifice and outward 

observance. The letter. of Sacred Scripture reveals this decline until ·. 

man is represented as so deep in sin, and religion so external in its 

character, that he must be redeemed by nothing less than by a Divine 

act • 

. It is now possible to consider certam statements of Swedenborg 

concerning the relation of this Universe to the spiritual world although 

his teaching on the subject will call for much closer examination when we 

tum to the doctrine of Influx. Sfnce early ~an Was c~lestia]., the 

celestial degree of his spirit was open to ~he inflow of life and his 

texminations were in that degree. His heaven was inhabit~d by angels 

(once on earth) of a celestial quality and genius. But Noachic man 

was spiritual and his te:nninations vrere in the spiritual degree of.the 

mind. ~ was not in accord with tP,e celestial heavens, yet the mediate 

no:w of life ·from the Creator through heaven and tPe intezmediate world. 
. . / 

o.f spirits was essent.ial to his conscious existence. 

SWedenborg sometime uses the spiral as an acceptable mental picture 

for the orderly fom, whereas the disorderly fotm is a spiral retorted: 

"These loves (the love of. do~aticn and of possessing the 
goals of others) shut up the· spiritual degree because they 
are the origin of evils. 
"The contraction or closing of this degree is like the 
twisting of a spiral in- the opposite direction. 
"The state of the natural mind before refonnation maY 
be compared to a· spiral twist:ing or bending domward, .. 
but after refol1!lation to a spiral twisting or bending 
itself upward •. " (39) · 

.And again: 

"There are also •• changes am var.l.atims in the· organic 
foms of the mind, which are the subjects of man• s · 
affections and thoughts; with this difference, that 
their expansions and compressions, or reciprocal 
actions, are respectively in such greater perfection 
that they cannot be expressed in words in natural language, 
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but a'll.y in words of spiritual language which indicate by 
their sound that these changes and variations are vort.e~
like inward and outward gyrations, after the manner of 
perpetually circling spirals, wonderfully combined into 
fonns receptive of life. · 
"The nature of these purely organic fonns in the wicked 
and in the good will now be stated. 
"In tl~e good those spiral fo:nns are moved forward but 
in the evil backward, and those that are moved fonfard 
are turned t·owards the Lord and receive influx fran 
Him; whUe those that are moved backwards awe tumed 
towards hell and receive :infiux fran hell. 
''It should be mown that. in the degree that they are 
tumed backward a, they are opened behind and closed 
in front, in the degree they· are turned forward, they 
are. open in front and closed behind. 
"The turning once established cannot be reversed." (40) 

In the light of this teaching it can be seen that disordered man, though 

now of spiritual genius, and even quality, and despite saDS "remains" 

which Mre celestial, must have been unable to :zec~ive Div:i,.ne poMr U1 

the measure necessar.v to maintain h;im in integrity. Moreover, not only 

was the state of evil-increased by' heredity, bUt the power of hell was · 

enhanced by the growing number of its inhabitants. 

The first end of Divine Providence is the maintenance of mankind 
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in freedom and ratianality, that is, in freed.an of wi.1l. and understanding •. 

By contrast, the final purpose of the love of self, when predan:i..nant and 

not subservient, is to enslave. This love of hell draWs like to like in 

infemal association. The wider the association, the stronger the effort 

which flows from it. Hell inevita~ seeks to daninate heaven ani to draw 

the human race into its own sphere a,nd power. 

We have already suggested that freewill has its mechanics, its 

b~cing of forces, so that an individ,ual is held in freedom. to choose 

what he believes to be good, the best in his circumstances, or evil, if· 

this is his preference. The spir:i.t of man ·is held mid-way between heaven 

and hell, ass'ociated with the spirits of the :intezm~diate state, and 



through them wl.th the angels of heaven and the devils of hell. 

But ill the situaticn of the man of spiritual genius at the time 

of the Loro' s advent, this balance was in danger;· man's f:reewill was 
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jeoparoised. In the Go~;~pels we read that the Lord cast out many devils 
. -

from those possessed. That is to say, their· f:reewill had _been usurped . 

by attendant evil spirits. It is fashionable, though perhaps unnecessary, 

.to intezpret cases of demon possession in :the Gospels in te:tms of 

ep:Llepsy and neurosis. Po~ession by spirits in seances is voluntarily 

sought fQr by sane mediums toda,y, w:l.th the result that their freewill 

often becanes weakened by the practice and what. is virtually involuntary 

p~ssession may result. But such is not the common man's experience; 

for the conditions in which freew:il.l was in IJeopardy have been changed. 
. ' 

Two passages will make the matter c::J,.earer. The first is an exposition 

of the passage from. Israel's ID.essings upon his sons: "The ~ceptre .shall 

not depart fran Judah •• until Shiloh come" (Gen. 49 ;10). 

"That authority should depart from the celestial kingdom 
when the Lord should come is a Iey"ste:ey which none can 
know except fran revelaticn. 
~•The case is thi:s. 
"Before the coming of the Lord into the world, there was 
influx of life with men and spirits fran Jehov&P or the 
Lord through the celestial ldngdan, that is, through the 
angels who "Were in that ld.ngdom; hence at that time they 
had authority. ~ 
!1But when the Lord cams into· the world, by making the 
Human in ltimeelf Divine,. He put on that same which was 
with the angels of the celestial kingdan, and thus He 
asSWDSd that authority. 
"For the Divine transflux through that heaven had been 
befo:re that time the Human Divine; it was also the Divine 
Man which was presented when Jehovah so appeared. 
"But this Hliman Divine ceased when the Lord Himself made 
the Hum~ in Himself Divine. 
OHence it is evident how the case is ~th this .Area.num. 
"Now indeed the angels of that kingdom have great authority, 
but in propbrt.ion as they are in the Lord's Divine Human by 
means of love to Him •. .n ( 4l) 



The second passage is the followings 

11 Those who are called spiritual, who are those th~t cannot 
be ·regenerated as to the voluntai7 part, but only as to 
th,e intellectual part and in whose intellectual part, 
therefore, a new will is implanted by the Lord, which will 
is according to the doctrinals of faith which are of 
their Church; - these, n·arnely, such spiritual ones, were 
saved solely by the Lord 1 s cOming into the world. 
"The reason is that the Divine passing through heaven, 
which was the Diviri.e Human before the Lord• s coming, 
could not reach them, because the doctrinals of their 
Church were, as to the greater part, not true, and 
thus the good which is of the will, was not ·good. 
"Since these could be saved solely by the caning of t.te 
Lord, they consequently could not be etevated .into 
heaven before then. 
"In the meantime therefore, they were detained in the 
lower earth, in places there which in the ·word a~ 
called pits. · 
"This earth was beset round about by the hells in which 
were falsities·, by which ·at that time they were greatly 
infested • 
. 11 But nevertheless they we~ guarded by the Lord. 
"But .after the Lord had come. into the world and made the 
Human in Himself Divine, He delivered those who were in 
the pits, and raised them to heaven; and out of them 
He also fonned the spiritual heaven, which is the second 
heaven.~• {42) · . . 
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The Gospels contain much tea.ch:i.ng about Judgment. Judgment involves 

the separatiaJ. of good from evil, the sheep from the goats. The 

intezmediate state into which men p~ss imnediately at death is the arena 

of this separation, which is effected by the inflowing of the Divine. This 

subject too will· receive extended treatment as we proceed. But if the 

Divine Itself weze to flow into disordered forms, it would utterly destroy 

them. It is impossible however to conceive of a conditional immortality 

granted ·to one and zefused. to another. The Divine Providence is extended 

to the good and the evll in equal measure though the- operatiCill frCIJI. His 
. . 

Wisdom is distinct for each. His "sun" of Love "risesn upon both.- Thus 

the need for the Incarnation, t~ adaptation of the Divine to fallen man, 

now becomes clear. It is demanded for the maintenance of mankind in 
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freedan. Forseen and often foretold, ·at the hour Divinely chosen 

as the supreme moment for His purpose, God Himself irrupted into His 

world. The Divine Humanity was "begotten, not created." 

11The Lord as to the Human before it was made Divine, 
could be tempted, but not as to the Divine Human, and 
st.ill less as to the Di~e Itself, for the Divine 
is beyond all temptations. · 
"The infemals who tempt carmot even approach to the 
celestial angels, for when they approach they are 
seized with horror and torment and became as if 
deprived of life. 
"And since they cannot approach to the celestial 
angels, and this because of the Divine that is with 
them, still l~ss can they approach to the Divine 
which is infinitely above the angelic. 
"Fran these considerations, it may appear that the 
Lord assumed the infizm Human from the mother, in 
order that H:J might be tempted, and by means of 
temptations reduce into order all things in heaven 
and in hell, and at the sarne time glori:f)' His Human, 
that is, make it Divine.". (43) · 
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0 Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take unt·o thee 
Mar.v tl\v' .wife.; for. that whicl:l is conceived in her is 
of the Holy Spirit. And she shall bring forth a sen, 
and thou shalt call his naJILe Jesus~ for he shall save 
his people from their sins. 
1-'NOW all this WaS done, that it .might be fulfilled 
which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, 
Behold, a virgin shall be 'with child, and shall bring 
forth a san, and they shall cali his· name Eomanuel, . 
which being interpreted is, God with us. n ·(Matt. 1;20-23). 
"Fear not., Mar,y: for thou hast found favour with God • 
.And behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and brmg 
forth a son,· and shalt call his name Jesus. He shall be 
great, and shall be called the Son of the Highest: and 
the Lord God shall give unto P,im the throne of his 
father David: and he shall reign over 'the house of Jacot? 
tor ever; and of his kingdan ·there shall be no end. 
"Then said Mary unto the ang~l, How shall these things 
be, seeing I know not a man? · .And the angel answered and said 
unto her, The Holy Spirit shall ccme upcn thee and the Power 
of the Highest shall overshadow thee: thezefo:re also that 
holy thing which shall be bom of thee shall be callsd 
the Son of God". (Luke 1;3o-35). 

T.te n assumed human" was bcm of a virgin. To .many .this doctrine 

.is ·like that "hard saying" of which we read in the Go·spel, at which 

some of the U>rd 1 s b:larers left. Him. and no longer followed in discipleship. 

To others, the disciplesh:i,.p has proved abundantly worth while, yet this 

foundation stone of Christiap doct.rine remains a stumbling block. Iil 

many modem discussions 'the attempt is made to expiain it away, to treat 

it as a myth, to "spiritualize" it, or even to reject it altogether. 

Mlch philological ingenuity has been expended On. the passages in Scripture 

·on which the doctrine is baaed. The· words~ "almah" in the He brevi' and 

11parthenos0 in the Greek have been translated with vacyi.ng degrees of 

success nat as "virgin" bu.!- as "young womann. Bven the first two 

chapters of st .. Lu.,lte, though most naturally mterpreted as the mother's 

own zecozd of the Virgin Birtp, · are somewhat illogically placed under 
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suspiciat because their Old Testalllent style and backgrOUIId appears so 

different from_ the rest of the Lucan writings. The new understanding 

by science of the .myster,y ~ conceptim, in tezms of genes ·and chranosanes, . . 

has also been regarded as a barrier to belief, though why.· .. that barrier 

should be regarded as more difficult to surmount when the pqysical 

requirements are removed into the i.i'lmost and most tenuous recesses of 

pJusical matter ·seems in itself illogical. Nevertheless.the attacks . 
made upcm the doctrine. appear to have gained remarkable success and it 

. . 

. il possible to conjecture that unless the purpose behind such a 

stupendous mi_racle can be understocxl,: it will become on;LY. a matter of 

tiJI!,e before the battle for the doctrine is lost.· But once the purpose 

is recognise~, a different attitude becanes possible and factual 

"difficulties" begin to re-arrange themselves and are seen as stepping 

stones, nat stwnbling-blocks. . 

Similar criticism has been· directed against the Resurrection 

Narrative·s of the Gospels. Indeed~ Bishop Gore made the point in the 

New Ccinmentary that those who reject the one tend to disbelieve the 

other, and ~jection of the Resurrection is a loss that orthodox 

Christianity cannot tolerate for a manent. In an article which appeared 

in the Hib~rt Journal of July 1949;: 1Ulder the titl~ II A Surgeon looks 

at the Crucifixion", Dr. \'i.B. Pr,im,rose o·f the Western Infizmary, Glasgow, 

concluded after a sympathetic. study. of the four Gospel stor~es, that a 
·r 

. . ' 

Su.rgeon could not honestly certify _from the evidence that death. had 

intervened, thus leaving the way open for the theories of George Moore 

and others. It is only the understanding of the purpose behind the 

Incarnation and Glorificaticn. which brings ~ertainty. 

In ~ e:xposition of the intemal sense of the command to Abram, 

'. 
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".Get thee out of thy land and !rom tey kindred and from tey father 1 s 

house to the land which I will cause thee to. seen (Gen. 12;1), Swedenborg 

writes as follows s 

"The Lord being the subject here treated of,_ more li\Y'steries 
are cont8lned herein than can ever be declared or conceived. 
"For in the internal sense is here meant the first;. state of 
the Lo!U when He was bom; wPich state being most Icy"sterious, 
carmot well be explained so as to be understood. 
"Suffice it to say, that the Lord was as anotper man except 
that ~ was conceived of Jehovah. 
11He w_as bom of a woman, a v;1.rgin, and by S\J.Ch nativity He 
derived fran the virgin-mother inf~mi.ties such as. are 
common to man. 
"These infinn:ities were of a _corporeal nature, concerning 
which it is said in this verse, that H3 should recede 
from them, in order that things celestial and spiritual 
might. be presented to His view. · 
"There· are two hereditary natures which are connate in 
man, one derived from his father," the other from his 
mother. 
"The hereditary nature derived from the father was Divine, 
but that derived ,fran the mother was human and· infim. 
"This infinn. part which man derives hereditarilY fran his 
mother is somewhat corporeal; which is dispersed during · .. 
regeneration; but what man derives fran his father remains 
to eternity. 
"The hereditary nature of the Lord derived fran Jehovah, . 
was, as just observed, Divine. 
"Another Jey"st.e:ey- i·s that the Lord 1 s humanity also was mad.e 
Divine. . . 
!'In Him· aione was there a correspondence of all things w~h 
belong to the body with the Divinity, and such a correspondence 
as was perfect, or infinitely perfect; hence tlere was a 
union of tmngs corporeal with divine-celestial things, and 
of things· sensual with di'v:i..ne-spiritual. things. 
"Tins He is the perfect man, and the only man". (43) 

I 

This passage gives us a general view of the doctrine of the Divi.ile Humanity 

which we must now consider in greater detail. His teaching on the. subject 

is in fact boUnd up with his whole teaching about ~redity. Here the 

first principle is stated quite· succinctly, 11The soul is from the father." 

As we have seen, Swedenborg uses the term .soul in a strict as well 

as a general sense. Soul may be an all-inclusive te:nn describing· what 

is spiritual or mental, as distinct from what is physical, or of the body. 
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Ql the other hand, the soul may represent the inmost· degree of the 

spirit or mind, the human internal (to use his technical te:an:) considered 

as that first fozm which receives life from God. This passage, howe~r, 

contains a statement of principle rather than a strict definition· of the 

S>"ul, and the word here cert.a~y refers to the interior: man and is also 

extended, in pr~c.iple at least, to the external as well. AJJ. unnecessar,y 

difficulty arises fran the general tendency to ~strict the inmost seat. 

of· being to a mere contact with the Divine and to subordinate other 

organised receptacles of life to the soul, to the exclusion of the idea 

that the human fom is equally e saential to them all. In order to 
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_clarifY the relationships of the degrees in man, ·diagrammatic illustrations 

employing concentric circles or other geomatrical patterns are often 

attempted. A be.tter type of illustration can be found in those diagrams, 

oft.en used in ambulance rooms, of the skeleton and the other principal 

systems of the human body. Provided that it :l.s remembered that the 

spirit, considered as a hUman form which .receives love and wisdan., bears 

no relation to space, we can pictur~ t~ soul as the ~ost degree of 

this human fozm- surrounded by the interior degrees, and finally by the 

external or natural D).an conta;ining ~lements fran both paternal and maternal 

heredities, according to its degrees. In the external man,. further sub

divided into corporeal, scientif~, and rational. degrees, the maternal 

elements overlay, enclose, or embody those which are paternal. Swedenborg 

does not mean that only the bod;r of ;flesh derives fran the mother. The 

hard core of t·be heredity _in those degrees is paternal, the enclosing, less 

resistant elements are maternal. . This provision is the secret of the 

wenderful stability: of the hwnan race, as shown for instance in the 

'dominant qu~ities of mind and of appearance which huinan families and 



nationalitis s display. SWedenJ:?org illustrates from the predau:i.nating 

qualities of the Jewish natim which continue to asSert themselves and 

mark out similar facial and ·bodily character,:i.stics wherever Jews are 

found. 

Regeneration does not :involve a complete dissipation of what is 

disorderly. in man. At his ccnversion or re-orientation towards the 

IDid and the neighbour, a ~Ban's rex-editary sin is not expunged as a 

slate is wiped clean. But it involves a displacement of the disozderly 

to the circumference, as tiE ozderly takes the centre of the mind. As 

thi.s experience deepens, what was originally evil loses its influence, 

yet maY well become the basis of a continuing foible, hannless to. the 

man himself and endearing to others. Or it may become a factor in the 

mi.nd which, after it has been overruled, can make ~man of special use 

to his neighbours. . For instance, the strong-minded, wilful man who 

has tumed to serve hi.s fellows fran altruistic motive, or rather, 

heavenly love, can use this quality to their benefit. If, however, his 

strong-mindedness had remained at the centre as a dictori.al love of self, 

he would have beccme a feared and hated tyrant. The tem. 11 subljmatiCil11 

is applied by some psychqlogists to the results of displacements of this 

kind. Swedenborg contends that the maternal heredity can not only be 

displaced but even entirely removed or dissipated, whereas the paternal 

heredity always ranains, tho\igh removed to the far circumference of the 

mind. 

JA the First Camn.andment itself implies (".Visiting iniquity upon 

the third and fourth generations and showing mercy unto thousands of . 

them that love )!Ten) these c·onsid.erations apply equally to any hereditary 

quality that can be described as. good. So while we reject utterly tba 

. doctrine of the Imnaculate Concept ian ·as both ~scriptural and unnecessary 

1.51. 
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we recognise that Mary was, even by .. heredity, a choice, perhaps the 

choicest_, soul of her race, whose memory should be cherished with 

gratitude. Yet she was the means of introducing hereditary evil into 

the 'Lord.1 s Humanity. 

"The belief that a SQ'l bom from etemity descended and 
assumed human nature, falis to the ground and is 
dissipat~d by those passages in the Word where Jehovah 
Himself says that He . is the Savior and Redeemer, as in 
the following: 

'AJn not I Jehovah? and there is no God else 
besid.e·me~ a just God., and a Saviour; th&re 
is none beside Me 1 (Is. 45 ;21/22). .· 

1I aiil Jehovah and beside me there is no 
Saviour' (Is. 43;11). · 

.• I 8IJl Jehovah God: thou shalt lmow -no God 
but me; for there is no Saviour beside me' 

( Hos. 13;4). 
1 .And all f;tesh shall ~ow that I jehovah 

atn tey Savi.ou.r, and tl\r .Bsdeemerf (I·s.49 ;26: 
50;16). 

'As for our Redeemer, ~ehovah Zebaoth is His 
name 1 -(Is. 47 ;4). · 

'Jehovah my rock and my Redeemer•· (Ps.l9 ;14). 
1 Thus saith Jehovah thy .Bsdeemer, the Holy Che · 
of Israel; I an Jehovah thy Gcxi' (Is. 4S;l7: 

i3;14: 
49; 7). 

1 'Ihls saith Jehovah tey Redeemer, I am Jehovah · 
that ma.keth all thing~· by nwself alone' (Ie.44;24). 

1 Thus saith Jehovah, King of lsr~l, and his 
~deemer, ·Jehovah Zebaoth,I aJll the first and the 
l.ast, and ·be side me there is no God' (Is. 44 ;6) . 

1 Thou . Je.bovah art our Father, our ~deemer: Tey 
naJlle is from everlasting' (Is. 63;16). 

'With the merey of eternity will I have merey on 
thee, saith Jehovah tey ~deemer' (Jer. 54;8). 

':ThOli hast redeemed me, jehovah of truth' (Ps. 31;8); 
•Let Israel ho~ in Jehovah; for with Jehovah there· 
is mercy, and with him there is plenteous redemption: 
He will redeem l~r.a.e~ :.fr0lilzall~]lia~i.niqt.Q.tiest(Ps.}.3:9s7 /8). 

'Jehovah God, ·and thy ~deem&r, the Holy One of 
Israel; the God of the whole· earth shall He be 
called• (Is. 54;5) •. , · 

"Fran these and maPY other p·assages every man who ~s eyes, 
and- a mind that can see th:t'Ough them, may see that God; who 
is one, descended and becama Man,. in order to accanplish 
the work of _red·empticn. 



"Who cannot see this~ as in the light of morning, when 
he considers ·those ·divine utterances which have been 
quoted •• '! ( 44) · 

Hav:ipg established his doctrine in the letter of Scripture, 

153. 

Swedenborg continue.s his eJCPosition with a series of arguments designed 

to satisfy the questioning mind= 

11The:re are many reasons why God could not redeem manld.nd, 
that is, deliver them from damnation and hell, except by 
assuming human natu:re. 
"Redemption was the subjugation of the hells, the bringing 
of the heavens into order, and afterwards the restoration 
of the Church. 
11.GOd by His annipotence could not accomplish this, except 
through His ·human. nature; just as no man can exert his 
po-wer without azms; also in the Wozd the bum.an nature is 
called the 'Aim of Jehovah' ·(Is.40;10s 63 ;l)a or as no 
one can approach a fortilied city and destroy the 
temples of idols, except by suitable means. 
"That God, in the divine work of redemption, was 
omnipotent by means of His human nature, .is also plain 
fran the Wozd; for being in inmost and thus in purest 
things, He could not otmrWise descend to ultmates, 

· in. which the hells are and in which mankind were at 
that time; just as the soul can do nothing without tlie 
body, c;>r as no one can conquer an enenzy- unless he sees 
and approac~s him with we~pons. 

•11For Gcxi to have effected redemption without the human 
nature would have been as impossible (he:re follow a 
number of exa~DPle·s taken fro~ the .world, of which this 
is the last) as for a man to catch fish by casting nets 
into the air instead of the water. . · 
11For Jehovah as He is in ;H:i.Jnself, could not by His 
annipo~ence touch aQY devil in hell or on earth, or 
reStrain his fury and _subdue his vicU.ence, unless He 
were the First and the Last; and He is the Last in His 
human natuze j therefore .. in the Word He is called the 
First and the Last, the Alpha and the Oliega, the 
Beginning and the End.-n. (45) · 

. . 
This somewhat lengthy quotation illustrates the nature of 

Swedenborg 1 s appeal to Scriptu;re as well aJS the conclusia1s which he 

wishes to set before us on this subject~ The effect of the assumption 
I 

of this Humanity of two-fold heredity, both Divine and human, appears 
' 

at once from the ·following excerpt. 



11 The Lord was bom as another man and derived evils fran 
His m~.t_ler which He fought against and overc81Ile. 
·~It is well known that the Lo:M underwent and· sustained 
inost grievous temptations •• so grievous indeed that He 
foUght· singly, and from His own power, against all hell. 
UNo one can be subject to temptatia1s unless evil 
adheres to hims where there is no evii there cannot be 
the least temptatim, evil being that which the 
infernal spirits excite. 
".There was no actual evil, or evil of His own, attached 
to the Lord, as there is with all men, but only heredit~ 
evil from the mother •• 
"But the Lo:M • s hereditary nature from His Father was 
divine, that fran His mother was evil •• by means of 
which He underwent temptations; concerning which 
tempt~tionf!l. see Mark 1;' l2/J.3, lnke 4; 1ft, Matt. 4;1. 
11But as just ·.observed the Lo:M had no actual evil, 
or evil of His OWIJ.; nor h,ad He .. any he~ditary evil 
from His mother after, by temptatiOJ:l_s~2 ~ had 
conq~e!8d hell.il_ (46) · · 

These evils of the. infi:rm huinanity which He received fran .Mary 

were tendencies ~_o_ the love of self and love of the world., accompanied 
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by the falsities injected from them into the thought of thS understanding. 

The inflow of infernal influen~es aroused these tendencies ~to .activity, 
'• 

progressi~ly moving from the Qute:rmosi to the deeper levels of the 

natural mind, w:Lthin which ~one ~ch disorder is to be found, as He met 

and overcame the challenge of the various hells. Since His Divine 

Nature was ll14d~n within His Humanity, the ~proac~s ·of hell could be 

· sustained and overcane from Divine Pqwers --'nyeriJ.Y thou ¢ a God that 
. ' 

hidest teyself, 0 God of Israel,-the Saviour" (Is. 45_~16).· There is 

no questi"O.n of patripassianiSm.; nor ~f docet.ism, in Him of whan the 

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews wrote, 11H:e· was tempted in all points 

like as we are, yet without sin" (Heb. 4;15). Swedenborg ~akes ma.Izy' 
. . 

further statements about the Lord's temptatims. He shows that the 

temptatims of the Lord 1 s chlldhpod are described in the internal 

sense of parts of the Old Testament, and even shows that His was "a 



contin'!lal temptation and a cont:inual victory". 

"That His temptatiOns did not cease· with the temptation 
in the wilderness, is also evident from these v1ords in 
luke: 1 .Atter that the devil had finished all t!B 
temptation, he .departed frbm ·Him for ~ season' {4;~) 1 

and the same is evident fran this circumstance, that 
H3 was tempted even to the death of the cross, 
consequently to the last:. hour of His life in the 
world. · · 
11Hence it appears that the Lord 1 s whole life in· the 
world, from His earliest. childhocxi, was a continual 
temptaticn . and a continual victory,; the close of 
which was, when He prayed on the cross for His 
enEmies; consequently for all that dwelt on the face 
of the w~le earth. 
11No one can know what· temptation is unless he has 
been. in it. 
11.The temptation which is related in Matt. 4;1-11, 
Mark 1;12/13, ~ 4;l-l3 contains a summary descriptian 
of the ;Lord's temptations in. general, showing that, out 
of love towards the whole human race, Ha fought. against 
the loves of self and of the world, with which the hells 
were replete .I! { 47) 

In fact it can be urged that the healing miracles of the Lord, and 
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the casting out of devils in particular, are the natural corollary of 

His triumphs U1 temptation. The disorderly states of the bodies which 

he healed and restored vere in their orig:ln due to evil from. the hells. 

Before the disorder could be corrected the hell from which it arose must 

have been subjected to His paver. In that sense each healing was a 

victory in temptaticn and on this account the Lord. could groan in spirit, 

could weep at the grave of Lazaro~, could feel virtue going out of Him. 

In another passage Swedenborg say., 

"In short.,· from His earUest .childhood even to the last 
hour of Hi.s life in -the world, the ~rd. was assaulted by 
all the hells, which were continually overcome, subdued, 
and conquered by Him; which He Suffered and effected solely 
out of love towards the who:J..e human race. 
11Now as this love was not human but divme, and all 
temptaticn is severe in proportion to the greatness of 
the love which is assaulted, it may be seen how grievous 
were His cO!IlPats, and hew great the ferocity w:i,.th which 
the hells ·assailed Him. · 

•·· 



IIThat these things v.ere so, I know of a certainty.•• 
(48) 

By these conquests in temptation the Lo!U extirpated :from His 

Humanity.what He had. inherited :from the mother. Step by step the 

merely ruman was cast out of Himself. Ylhatever vras good in the 

. matemal heredity was :from the Divine in origin. Whatever was 

merely human was disorderly and evil. Swedenborg often stresses the 

:fact that the b.unan propri.wn of the Incarnate Lo!U was evil :from its 

birth. Yet it .follows :from tlB Q.octrine of Remains, which will be 

the subject of later study, that His Humanity included IliUCh that was 

of heavenly origin. Nevertheless, since not even the angels 

themselves are pure in the Loro1s sight., even that which was heavenly, 

whatever its origin, needed to be extirpat~d :from His lfumanity. This 

process of dissipation was CalTied to a degree infinitely beyQld 

b..unan realization; Jesus not me~ly extirpated, He llglori.fiedn._ 

PI have been told :from heaVen that .before the assumptiQl 
of a lfuman in the world, the two prior degrees were 
actually in the Lord .from ~temity, who is Jehovah, and 
the third degree potentially, as also they are in the 
angels; but that aft;,er the assumption ot a Human in the 
world, He clothed Himself in the thiro degree called 
Natural, and thereby became Man, like a man in the world, 
but with the difference, however, that this degree, like 
the prior degrees, is infinite and uncreate, while those 
in angels and men are finite and created. · 
IIFor the Divine, which had. filled all spaces yet without 
space, penetrated even to the ult:im.ates of nature; yet 
before the assumption of the Human there was a Divine 
influx ~to'·the natural deg-ree through the medium of the 
angelic heavens, but- after the assumptiQ'l direct from 
Himself. · 
liThe mediate enligtrt.enment of men through the angelic 
heaven, before the torcl 1 s Coming, may be likened to 
the moon• s light, the mediate light of the sun. 
11This beca111e immediate as the result of His Coming, as 
.foretold in the_se woros in. Isaiah, I The light of the 
moon shall be as the light of the sun 1 , and in David, 
• In His days shall the righteous flourish, and 
abwldance of peace until there is no longer a1'f3" moon1 

. · IPs. 72;7). 
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"This· also is said of the Lord. 
''The Lord from eternity, or Jehovah, put on this 
third degree by the assumptic::n of a Human in the 
world because He could enter into this degree only 
by means of a "·nature similar to b.unan nature, thus 
only by conception from His Divine, and by birth 
fran a virgin. 
"For in this WaY He could laY aside the nature, 
which in itself is dead, and yet a receptacle of 
the Divine, and clothe Himself with the Divine. 
"This is meant by the two states of the Lord in 
the world, called exinanition· (emptying) and 
glo rific at ion." ( 49) . 

Some light is cast upon the subject of these paragraphs by 

teaching about the other life ba~d ·upon Swedenborgt s spiritual 

experi6lces. . Angels have been men on this earth, or of some other 

earth in the universe. The heaven to which they belong depends upon 

their state of life. If his ruling love belongs to the celestial 
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degree, man passes at death into the celestial heayen. If it belongs 

to the spiritual or to the spiritual-natural degree, he passes 

similarly into the appropriate heaven. But to vijdchevez: of the three 

heavens he ~longs, his consciousness will be enjoyed in that heaven 

alone. In his no:nnal states he will be aw~re only of the angels of 

that particular heaven, and their ·environment. Moreover before he 

entered his heaven he will have passed some time· m the intemediate . ~ . 

world, the world of spirits. There certain changes took place. His 

mind was unified under its ruling love. No divided mind is as yet 

rea~ for heaven. Further, when he entered· the coriscious life of the 

spiritual world, in the intermediate state, ·he stlll retained the full 

possession of his mem.or.Y• Gradually such contents as vere irrelevant 

to his state of life passed beyond relfall. Thus by the _time he has 

entered into his final abode, quite a considerable portion of what had 



been an active level of his life has receded .into .mere potentiality. 

Unless the lDrd desired that for some reason sane part should be 

recalled, his memory would· reniain in abeyance. Again, a child wll,o 

has died in childhood _and has be~ received in heaven, and there has 

grown up to matur:i,.ty, p~ssesse-s a level designed to serve h:iJn in this 

world, but in some respects not.· brought into play~ it remains a mere 

potentiality. These facts serve to eJCplain what is meant by the 

DiviDe Natural in potentiality, as against the actuality of the 

Divine Celestial ·and Divine Spiritual. The buds of the Divine 

Natural were there but their flcmering awaited the Incarnatial. 

The distinction between Esse · and Existere, or Being and 

Exl.stence, ·in God. throws further ~ght. up en this doctrine. God is 

Man existing in First Things, that is He is Infinitely and Divinely 

Human. His Esse and EJc;l.stere are reciprocally united: they are 

distinctly one. But nevert.hele sa the fiistincticn is refiected in 

creation, e.specially by soul and body in man. A parall.el l'WlS between 

the relaticnships of the luunan· internal, or soul in the strictest sense, 

with the embodying degrees of the mind or spirit and of the Divine 

Esse with the Existere. The Exist.ere is the emb_odying, presenting 

Divine, His Fo:nn presenting. His Substances it is the essential. Divine· 

Humanity Itself. The statement ~hat the tw~ prior degrees were actual 

but the thizd in potency applies also to ·this Divine Humanity from 

eternity, but the Divine Natural was made actual in time through descent 

into the world by the Virgin Birth and by Glorification of the assumed 

Humanity. .And it can be added that this assumed Humanity began at the 

iruno~ of the Rational de:gree, above that its degrees were Divine and at 

the Resurrecticn the Divine Humanity had been brought d~, produced, 



manife.sted on the outennost degree, and thus ~othing merely human 

remained. But further detalled cmsideratim must be given to these 

matters. The three degrees of the internal man,- celestial, spiritual 

and natura.J:., have already been considered and it was shown that' by 

their means, man is maintained in associat·ion .with the heavens while 

his spiritual st. ate· depends upon vmich of those d~rees is opened. 

With the LOrd hOwever the internal degrees were infinite: 
. . 

"The Lord 1 s internal man was Jehovah Himself, that is, 
the Divinity Itself, whichj when united to the Humanity, 
is united to the rational mind, for what is human begins 
in the inmost of the ratimal mind, and thence extends . 
itself to man• s external•• (50) 

and again, 

"The human with ever,y man commences in the inmost of 
his ratj.onal •.• so also it was with the Lo:rd. 1 s Human; 
what .was above that Hwnan was Jehovah Himself, and 
herein tm Lord differed from eve:ey other man. 
"Since the human commences· in the inmost of the 
ratimal, and t~ Lord made all the human in H:imself 
Divine, He consequently first made the ·rational itself 
Di:iine fran its inmost.n (51) 

Same eJq>ositors of this doctrine of Incarnation believe that by 

transflux of the Divine through the heavens the Lord clothed Himself 

as to the degrees of His Internal with the i.mp3rfections of will and 

the appearances of truth in the understanding (that is, With the 

imperfecticns of good and truth) 9~acterist.ic of the angels there 

and comparable to the -maternal imperfectims in the external lbmanity. 

The justification. for this might.. be.found in a passage such ·as the 

following c · 

"The Lord when He made the Human in Himself Divine, 
had also about Him societies of spirits and angels, 

• ~ :1 

for ~ willed that all things shoUld be done according 
to order; ·but Ha adopted to Himself such as were 
serviceable, and changed them at His good pleasu:re. 
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"He did not, however, take from them allJ'thing of 
good and truth and apply ·it to·· H:iJnself',· but from 
the Divine.· · · 
"Thus a].so I-e reduced into order both' heaven and 

. hell, and this successively, until He had fully 
glorified Himself".. (52) ·. 

Swedenborg teaches that the angels are not pure ~fore God and that · 

"Redemption itself was t~ subjugation of the hells arid the 

reordination (or bringing into order) of the Heavens.•~ It might then 

be a natural presumption that same part_ of the forty day.s between the 
. . I 

~surrectian and the Aseension were occupied wit·h this particular 

aspect of Redemption. Perhaps t}Jere is sym1l'olis~Ir. in the forty da.vs, 

as is undoubtedly the case with the temptations ~ .. the wildemess and 

with mani Old TestaJD.ent exalllples. But if so, there was much l!lOre 

involved as well, 

"When the Lord was in tb:l wQrld, He made Hi.s Hi.tman 
Divine Truth, which also is the Word, and when He 
went out of the world, He fully united Div.ine Truth 
to Divine Good which was in Him fran conception·." (53) 

; 

a,y this, the potentiality of the third degree in the Esse Itself was 

macle actual and nthe .Alpha and Onega, the Beginning and Ending, the 

First and the Lastn henceforth describes the One God in His Human, 

Jesus Christ.· 

B.V triumphs in temptation., the Lord put off from Himself what 

was from the mother and manifested Hi.s own Divine on the lower plane. - . 

This manifestation of the Divine lbmanity in place of the merely 

human is what Swedenborg understands by glorification and appears to 

be implied by the stat.ements of the Fourth Gospel, "Tm Holy Spirit 

was not yet ·because Jesus was not yet glorified" (J!Jhn 7;39). If this 

process had a beginning during t.he earthly life of our Lord, it only 

I'!3ached its conclusion aft.er the Resurrection when the Lord rose, nat 
. ...· ....... !'· 

-... ~- -- ·: 
.. ;. 
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in the physical body which died on the Cross, but in the body from 

which everything from the mother had been rejected am was now 

Divine Subst;.antial in .nature. Henceforth the Divine Itself' could 

flow immediately into the corpore'al. plane· in: man. The tomb was empty 

because this process both of' rejection and manifeetation had been 

carried right down into the plane of' body. The Risen Lord said to 

His di~;~Ciples, "Handle me and. see, a spirit has not fiesh and bones as 

ye see me have" (Luke 24;39). Nevertheless He passed through cloSed 

doors and disappeared from the sight of the two at »mnaus when thEJy lmew 

Him in. the breaking of' bread. His body was therefore no longer peysical. 

Moreover He was seen differently by Mary Magdelene, by the two at Emmaus 

and by Thanas. Mary did not :recognise FUm till He addressed her. 

There is no mention of' His WOWlds in the appea;r"ance to Ma17 or the Two. 

But to Thomas He showed HiS side ~d His hands. Each was· seeing, by 

spiritu~ and not by bodily sense a, according to the order of' the 

spiritual. world where the appearance of' the Lord is always ~ 

accOilillodation to tJ:ie state and quality of' those to 't'Ihan He appears • 

. Swedenborg appeals to the e:xperience of' the spiritual world to 

substantiate .this fact, whi~h is scarcel¥ surprising in itself', f'C?r even 

in this life our reacticns to our acquail'ltances are markedly individual 

ani dependent upon our own cha~acters. Though bom. the son of' Mary, 

Jesus Christ is this no longer; in His Divine Humanity He is called the 

Son of' God. Hencefo;rt.h God is incarnate as the Lord Jesus Christ 

Glorified. 

}¥1 extract fran Swedenborg' s expositim of' the Hagar and Isbnael 

story in Gene sis explains what is. meant by exte zminating or extirpating . 



the merely human nature from the raticnal degree or level of the 

Lo1"Ci 1 s Humanity. It is also practical psychology though it rests 

upon the basis of theology. 

"Cast out this handmaid and.her son: that this signifies 
that the things of the merely luunan rational should ·be 
extenninated, appears from tl's significance of casting 
out. as denoting ex.texmiriating; from the significance 
of handmaid, as denoting the affection of rational and 
scientific things, ·consequently the goCx:l of those things, 
and from the significance of the son, as· denoting the 
txutb of that rational. 
".But it is apparent good 8Jld truth which are predicated 
of this first or me rely human rational, and hence it is, 
that by •cast out this handmaid and her son' is signified 

· that the things of t~ merely human rational should be 
extemlinated. 
"Hew this is, namely, that the first rational Was 

. ext:.enninated when the Divine succeeded, has been 
said al)d shewn in many places, _but in as much as the 
subject is more particularly treated of, it must be 
further eJq>lained in a few words. 
11Tl'sre are with every man W,ho is regenerated,. two 
rationals, one before regerieration, the other after 
regeneration. · 
11The first, which is before regeneratian, is procured 
by me.ans of the e.x;perience of the senses, by means of 
rei'lections on the things which are in civil and moral 
life, by means of the sciences, and by means of reason
ings deriVed from them, and ca!'1"ied on- by means of them, 
and also by means of the laiowledge of spiritual things 
derived fran the doctrine of faith, or from tm Word. 

~~-~~ these things at that time enter no further into 
men than a little above the ·ideas of the corporeal 
memory, which ideas are ~p ·to this time respectively 
material. 
"Whatsoever, therefore, he then thinks, is derived 
from such things, or, in order that they may be 
comprehended at the same time by the interior or 
intellectual sight·, things like then are presented 
comparatively or analogically. 
"SUch is the natuze of the first rational, or of 
that which exi.sts before· regeneration. 
"BQ.t the rational after regeneration is fonned by the 
Lord by means of affections of spiritual truth and good, 
which affections are wonderfully implanted by the Lord . 
in the truths of the foxmer rational, and thus the 
thjngs thezem which agree with and favour those 
affections, are made alive, whilst the rest are separated 
thence as of no use,. till at length spiritual goods and . 
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truths are bound together _as it we:re into little bundles, 
the things not agreeing the:rewith, and not capable of 
be.ing vivified, being rejected as it we:re to the 
circumference; ani this is done successively in 
proportion to the growth of: ·spiritual goods and truths 
with the life of their affections. 
".Hence it i·s evident what is the quality of the second 
rational". ( 64) 

SWedenborg then illustrates a.nd gives examples, of which we append one, 

together with the conclusion of the passages 

nFroni the first rational •• man believes that· he thinks what 
is true and does what is good from himself, consequently 
frcm the proprium, and this first rational cannot apprehend 
otherwise, even though it be instructed that all the good 
of love acd &1.1 the truth of faith is frcm the Lord. 
'!But when man is regenerated, which takes place in his 
adult age, then, from the second rational, with which he 
is gifted of the Lord, he beg.ins to th.ink that go-od and 
truth are not from himself, ·or from the proprium, but 
from the Lord, yet still he does good and thinks from 
himself; in this case the mo~ he is confirmed herein, 
so much the more is he brought into the light of truth 
on the subject, till at length he believes that all good 
and all truth are from the l-ord; and then the proprium 
of the fozmer rational is successively separated, and 
man is gifted by the Lord with a heavenly proprium, 
which becomes the proprium of the new rational." (55) 

This passage is interesting in the light of what Dr. D.M. Baillie 

calls the central paradox of Christianity: A Christian must do what he 
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believes to be good and yet in the last resort must recognize that it is 

not he, but God, who does the good. Dr. Baillie finds in the paradox 

a pointer to the eJCplanation of the Incarnation. SWedenborg however 

adds the follow:ings 

"But. it should be known that with man, although he is 
regenerated, still all the things in general and particular 
which are of the first rational remain, and a~ only 
separated from the second ratimal, and this miraculously 
Qy the Lord; whereas the Lord utterly exte:nn:inated His 
first rational, so that nothing thereof remained, inasmuch 
as the merely human and the Divine cannot be toget.her; 
hence He was no longer the son of Mary, but Jehovah as 
to both. essences." (56). 



' It would be surprising if there was not much myster,y remaining 

even when the broad lines of the order of· Glorification have. ·been 

Wlderstood. The subject is concerned with the operation of the 

Divine, which the finite mind can only understand in its ~ limited 

measure. In the eJqJ~ssion of this Divine Operation l'nlman 18J'llNa&~ 

is strained to the utteimost. Hence contradictions sometimes appear 
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which Ca%1, only be solved by a return to fir~ principles. For iJ:lstance, 

he uses the expression "making His human divinen though he makes it 

clear throughout that the human was rejected and the Divine Human 

progressively manifested. The phrase which occurs sever&l times in 

his writings evidently stands in need of interJ)retation. If the idea 

that what was finite has itself becoms infinite is essentially foreign 

to his thought, some traces of this notion seem implicit is certain 

statements about the resurrection body of the Lord. Tm followmg 

passage from. "Arcana Coelestia" wl').ile containing a psychological 

description also raises the other issue as well: 

"The foregoing chapter treated of the manner in which 
the Lord glorified or made Divine the interiors .of 
His natural; in the present chapter therefore we treat 
of the manner in which the Lord glorified or made 
Divine the exteriors of His natural. 
"The exteriors of the natural are what are properly 
called corporeals, or the sensuals of each kind, and 
their recipient a, which together conStitute that which 
is called the body. The Lord made the ver,y corporeal 
in Himself Dime, both its sensual a and their recipients, 
therefore also HEI rose again from the sepulchre with His 
body; and likewise after His resurrection said to the 
disciples, 'See. J(v hands ·an:~ My feet, that it is I 
Iey"selfa .feel me and see; for a spirit hath not ,flesh 
and bones as ye see Me have.• •·" (57) 

Then he proceeds to demonstrate from his own experiences that a man 

rising again i..nm.ediately after death na,ppea~s to h:imself in a body 

altogether such as he had "in the world". He sees and touches himself 



and can be touched just as m the world. But this is in the spiritual 

body. This was of course not the general belief about spirits ~ the 

Lord's time on earth; and the literal meanjng of His words _might be that 

~ VIas no spirit as his hearers understood spirits, intangible, 

discarnate beings, essences without bodies. Nor is it SWedenborg' s 

exegesis of the passage here. It would in any case ·fail to explain 

the further incident of His eating fish and honeycanb, both terrestrial, 

and not spiritual. After some description of man's immediate 

resurrection in the spirit and the final discarding of the body at 

death, he closes the paragraph, 

"These remarks are ma4e in order that it may be known 
that no man rises· again in the body with which he was 
clothed in the world; but that the Loid so arose, 
because He glorified Hi.s body, or made it Divine, while 
He was in the world." (68) 

However in Doctrine of the Loid ~ makes the follow.ing statements 

11lnaSIIUlch as the Loid 1 s Hwo.an was glorified, that is, was 
made Divine, therefore aft~r death He rose again on the 
third day with His whole body; which does not hap~n to 
any man, for man rises again only as to his spirit, and 
not as to his body. 
n·As however His body was nc;m no longer material, but 
Divine substantial, therefore, He CaJDS in to the 
disciples while the doors were slut." (59) 

Evidently the general principle of rejection of what was from the 

mother w-s still operative :in the tomb. It has been suggested that the 

views of matter held by modem _pey.sicists make it easier for us to 

understand how the body -~ecame div:ine-substantial instead of material. 

This would be a frail reed to lean upon .~cause matter, even when 

reduced to its elementary fonn remains· a diserete degree apart fran the 

energy of the spiritual sun, and t.his itself, though the first proceeding 

frc:m the Divine, a similar degree ~oved from the Very Divine. There 

is mystery here to be subjected to the general principle of Glorification 



and approached positively by a mind which knows the limitatiOns 

imposed upon it by its own finitq.de. While surely there can be 

no question which a rational mind may ask to which the Lord will 

not reply when man can bear the apswer, this may well lie not so 

much in words as in the general interior perception of the truth 

itself_. After consideration of all the relevant passages in the 

writings of Swedenborg, it is a probable conclusion that be is 
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chiefly concerned· with the levels of mind and would maintain that when 

the last of these, the oute:xmest level of the natural, had been 

glorified, the i!hv'sical bcxiy ceased to exist and the grave was empty. 

On the other. hand, we cannot forget the incident of the eating of the 

fish and hmeyccmb, which Swedenborg accepts as a literal occurrence. 

Indeed in "Arcana eoelestia" he even writes, 

"It seems to be mere chance that they had a piece of 
a broiled fish and a honeyc~; nevertheless it was 
of Providence, not only in this instance, but in the 
case of all the other circumstanees recorded in the 
Wold, as to the most mimte particulars." (60) 

Unfortwiat~ :in the passages specialljy devoted to this particular 

incident as recorded by Luke, he confines himself to the internal 

sense or symbolical value of the incident. Thus he writes in "APocalypse 

Explained", stating that the Lord confinned that He had glorified His 

whole Humanity even to its nat.ural and sensuous, 
. ( 

"by eating before the disciples qf broiled fish $].d also 
of honeycom8; the 1broiled fish' represents the truth 
of gocxi of the ·natural and sensuous man; and the 1 honeycomb' 
the ~o~ of truth of the sarne." (61) . 

As 'a parable represerrt.ative of these matters the incident presents 

little difficulty; but ·.if we accept it as an historical incident we are 



faced with a ~ar problem to that presented by the divine~ 

substatiality of the Lord's body. What t~ disciples obse_rved was 

in. part open oniy to their spiritual· senses. Divine-substantiality 

.is not' discernible by the tle sh, hence t!'le limited nwri.bers who saw 
•.• 

. . 

the Lord. But it we ask to which :senses, bodily or spiritual, the 

fish and honeycanb were presented, we enter upon vain speculations. 

Mystery need not however involve suspensi:on ot rationality, even it 
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the answers ~o the problems it raise·s are not immediately perceptible. 

The incident ot the Transfiguration, as an historical occurrence, 

is explicable by this doCtrine -of ·Glorification. The awareness ot 

the Lord in His Transfigured Presence was to the spiritual, rather than 

to the bodily senses of the. three disciples. When that transfer of aware ... 

ness had been made He appeared to them as He was in Himself. The 

Glorification had proceeded ~~ to its final stages. Consequently 

there is a close approximation bet;ween the appearance of the 

Transfigured Lord described, in the Gospels and that of the Glorified 

!Drd described. in the first chapter of the APoca4rpse. 

Another problem ot the Lord's lite is presented by His two 

distinct state-s, the one in which ·~:e prayed t.o the Father, and the 

other in which li3 said He was ·One :·with the Father. In the tenner state 

ot Humiliation He prayed to the Father, ascribed all He did and said to 

the Father, 

"indeed, He even cried out on the cross; My God, why hast 
thou forsaken me? and unless .He had be~ in this state 
~ could not have been c rue ified • "· ( 62) 

In the latter state of Gloritigation, ''the state ot glorification is 

also a state o·t· union", He also wroug~ the miracles. 

liThe LQrd passed througp these two states ot exi.nanition 
and glorification, beca11se there was no other way of 
attaining .union,. since this was accordirig t9· Divine order 



which is unchangeable. 
"Divine order requires that a man should prepare himself 
to receive God, ·and make himself a zecept,acle and 
habitation into which God mq enter and dv;-ell as in his 
1;.emple. · 
"A man must do this of himself, but yet acknowledge that 
it is from God. 
"This he must acknOwledge because he does not feel God's 
presence and operation; although God by closest presence 
produces in him all the good of love and all t,he truth 
of faith. .. 
"·According to this order must progreaf! every mari who from 
being· natural wishes to become spiritual. The Lord 
progressed in a similar mann~r in order to make His human 
natuze divine; therefore He prayed to the Father, ~d His 
will, ascribed to Him whatever He said or did, and cried 
out on the crosss ~ God, My God, why hast thou forsaken 
me? for in .this stat-e God appears to be absent. 
1!But this state is succeeded· by that of union With God, 
in which the man acts indeed as before, but now fran 
God; nor is it necessary for him, as before, to ascribe 
to God all the goOd which he wills and does, and all 
the truth that he thinks and speaks, because this 
acknowledgment is inscribed on his heart, and is inwardly 
contained in all his words and actions. 
"In a similar way the Lord united. Himself to His Father 
and the Father Himself to Hi.m. · 
''In short, the Lord glor~i.e9, His human nature, that is 
made it Divine, just as He regenerates a man, that is, 
makes him spiritual·."· (63) 
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That Jesus accepted the prophecy of the Suffering Servant, contained 

in Isaiah 53, as His charter and guide to life is comnonly received 

doctrine aJD.ong modem theologians. SWedenborg would extend this principle 

to cover the whole of the Old Testaments 

"The Lord came into the world, to fulfil all things in the Word; 
for which reason we· so often read that this or that was done 
that the Scri.ptu~ might be .fulfilled.". (64) 

He came as the Wozda "In t.ha beginning was the Word, and the Word was with 

God and God wa~ the Word.~ and the Wolod was made flesh •• n (John 1;1,14). 

With these lines from the Logos ~' John is inspired to open hie Gospel. 

Divine Wisdom, Reason, Utterance ... such is !Dgoe. Or in other words 

Divine Truth. 
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"Jehovab Gal descended as the Divine Truth which is the 
Word; and yet He did not separate the Divine Good." (66) 

This restates the truth embodied in the_ Wisdan literature of Jud.aisn, 

but, as a statement, it requires furti.her elucidation. Recalling that 

t~ light of truth is a camnon symbol of the Scriptures, ·sWedenborg bases 

his doctr:ine on the Subject in the direct sayings of the Lord, 

"l am the waY, the truth, and the life", (John 14;6); 

and 

"lam the light of the world" (John 8;12~ 9;6): 

with in.any others; and also in the declaration Qf the ESpistle of John 

•rwe know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us 
an understanding to know the truth; and we are m tm 
truth in His Son Jesus Christ. 
·~This is the true God and etemal lifeU. .(1 John 6;20). 

So he writes: 

IIJehovah God descended into the world as divine truth, 
in order that He might accomplish the work of redemption; 
this consisted in subduing the hells, bringing the heavens 
into order, ana after this restoring the church. 
11 The divine good alone cannot. effect this, but divine 
truth fran divme good can.n. (66) 

Then he adds= 

"The evils and falsities which then prevalled and still 
prevail, throughout all hell, could not have been attacked, 
conquered, and: subdued by any other weapon than divine 
truth from the Word; nor could. ~he new heaven, which was 
then established, have been founded, formed, and ordered 
by any other means, nor could. a new church have been 
otherwise established on earth. · 
"Moreover all the strength, ~ght., and power of God belong 
to the divine truth from the divine good."· (6 7) 

And further support. for this teaching is derived from Psalm 46; 3~. 

The Word in its origin is Divine Truth fran Jehovah God, acc6mmaiated in the 

letter to fallen mankind. God entered the plane of "letter" by the 

Incarnation, bringing new truth down to this leVel and fighting the battles 
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of redemption by the truth already available en this plane. It was 
.. 

from the letter of the Word. that He fought the battles of the temptation 

in the wildemess. And of Himself He said, 

"I. judge no man, the wcmi that I have epoken, the same 
shall judge him in the last daY"· (John 12;48) .. 

Moreover since the. Ffumanity which He inherited through :Mary was of the 

spiritual order and therefore needed, like that of other men, to raise 

the understanding to the light of .heaven, it follows that truth inevitably 

was prior in tme to goodness in His e.xperience. . . Thus the Lord made 

Him.sel~ first Divine Truth, and only subsequently Divine Good, and 

Swedenborg 1 s statement becomes clearer. In man, however, there is a 

certain separation or sealing-o~f of· the understanding fran the old wUl, 

and a new will is :implanted by means of an.d with:in. t~. sphere of the 

understanding. But in the Lord there was no such separation bu:t everything . 
which He received from the mother ·w·as cast out and a total union effected by 

the Glorification. 

"Now since God did descend, and since He is order Itself, 
•• it was necessary in order to becane man, that He should 
be conceived, caiTied in the wanb, born, educated, gradually 
acquiie knowledge, and thereby attain to intelligence and 
wisian. 
"For this re~son He was, .as to His ~an nature, an infant 
like other infants, a boy like· other boys, and so forth; with 
this sole difference, that He more rapidly, ~ore ~ully, and 
more perfectly than others, passed through the stages of that 
progress. 
n.Tha.t He thus progresSed accord·ing to order is evident fran 
these words in Luke: Tbe child jesus grew, and waxed strong 
in sPirit, and increased ·in :wisdan and age, and. in favour 
with God and man, (Wke 2;40;62). · 
"That· aa advanced more raPidly, m·ore full¥ and more perfectly 
than others, is evident from 'the account of Him given i,n the 
same Evangelist, as when He ~as twelve years old, ·He sat in 
the temple ;in the midst of the doctors and taught, and asked 
them que.stions; and that all who heard Him ·were astonished at 
His understanding and answers!' 



"This took place bec·ause it is according to divine order 
that a man should prepare himself for the reception ·of 
God; and so far as re thus prepare·s himself, Gcxi enters 
into mm, as ~to His dwelling place and habitation. 
"Such preparation is effected by the knowledge of God 
and of tre spiritual things pertaining to the church, 
and thus by ~telligence and wisdom •• n . (68) 

The prQblem of the consciousness of Jesus may well be raised. 

Like that of other men it was inevitably placed in the external of the 

natural mind. But was He aware that He ·was the Divinity Incarnate when 

He was in teiii.ptation, or was His conscious perception confined to the 

states of glorification? Some expositors of SWedenborg spe~ of a dual 

consciousness. Others held most strongly that SWedenborg teaches Jesus 

Wa/3 always and throughout eyety experience conscious of His Divinity. 

T.tE objection that this would reduce His life to the level of play.:. 

acting, which could not therefore serve as a pattern for the struggles 

of ordinary human beings, turns out, on inspection to lack depth. For 

it is possible that _just because of His Divinity, Jesus Would be subjected 

to ineffably greater, even if somewhat different temptaticns. :FUrther 

discussion of a wide and. diffi~ult aubject cannot be undertaken here. (a). 

A further II\V"Stery involved in the consequences of the seeming self

limitation of God may be e:xpress.ed in the question, How was t.t;Je universe 

governed while He was being Incamated? This· somewhat resembles the old 

puzzle, What did God do before the creation o;r the universe? And we are 

reminded of a question which Dr. D.M. Baillie introduces into his eJCpositi~ 

of the Incarnation, _using as his key to its understand:ing the Christian 

paradox to which we have al·ready re:ferred. He raiSes the· question whether 

if any man lived a perfect life always doing good, would .tE also become 

God Incarnate? and replies that the question is 1\md.amentalq Pelagian 
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since it overloQks the prevenient.Divinity in Jesus. He~ again the answer 

to the question involves the missing premise of the infinity of God ·and is 

fraJDed from the finite point of ·view. The cardinal difficulty in all 

such questions arises from too anxi.ous an emphaSis upon the limitations 

of time and space and finitude.which press upon the human mind. 

Finall;v we lllflst examine the problem of the relationship between 

the Divine Humanity and 'the Holy Spirit ~~ch the Gospels imply. The 

Old Testa111ent describes the operative. power· of God as the ·spirit of God, 

the Spirit, or the spirit of holiness. · He~ there is no question either 

of bipersonalisn or tripersonalism. · At the heart of the Old Testam.ent 
. . 

there lies a pure monotheism which _conceives of the one God as achieving 

His purposes by His poY1-er, influence, or spirit. In the New Testament . 

. the Holy Spirit represent·s this po~zwhich 4Jt personal only in Jesus Christ 

Glorified. So SWedenborg underst~ds it. The Divine Spirit is now 

diffused fran the Personality of. the, Glorified Loro. The Holy Spirit 

describes the Influence and Operaticm of Jesu_s Christ in the hearts and 

minds of men. It maintahls the Divine Sovreignty over evil, so that 

hell is kept in rest'raint and ali. tnat is good and true "upheld and increased. 

It has brought :Eedemp~ion to all mankind; but .each. ~at accept that 

· Rl9demption for himself by living in the' power of the Holy Spirit. It is 

the Spirit of the· Old Testam.ent made lhman, because it new flows forth 

from the Incamate God. As the DiVine Humanity is a discrete degree 

removed from the Divine Itself, so the Spirit· is a disc~te degree removed 

from the Humanity. The Power is sent forth from the Humanity but of the 

Divine, from the Son of the Father. . From the Ho13' Spirit man receives 

all the light of truth, all intelligence and wis:iom, all understanding, 

B.ll power against evil, all ability to lift up the theught., to tum to 

obey the behest of ttl! Word, all happiness ~hen duty: h~s been done. God 



i~ no longer frustrated in His approach to man, bq,t of Him it can be 

said, 11In Him we live and move and have our-being" (Acts 17;28). The 

various operations of the Spirit ,in· human live-s wlll concern us more 

directly in our study of revelation .;and exegesis in the works of 

Swedenborg, for the Holy Spirit is. the. sole agent in man's salvation. 

We are taught in the Fourth Gospel that God is Spirit and in that 

sense _Holy Spirit de scribes Divine. Truth as· the Holy in God. Some 

theologians are particularly attracted to this aspect of the Divine at 

the present day. Swedenborg write~:· 

"Truths in the Word are called holy, because the truths 
which with a man become truths of faith are from good; 
and what proceeds from the Lozd 1 a Divine Human ia· Divine 
Truth from Divine GoOd.. · 
"Hence it is that the Holy Spirit is the Holy that proceeds 
fran the Lord.; for Spirit Itself c;ioea not proceed, but the 
Hoq which the Spirit speaks; this everyone who reflects 
can understand •. 
~'That the Holy Spirit, which is al.so called the Paraclete, 
is the Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord 1 s Divine 
Human, and that the holy is predicated of ·Divine T.ruth, 
is manifest from the Lozd 1 s words in John." (69) 

and elsewhere, 

"By the Holy Spirit is properly signified the Divine Truth, 
tms also the Vfozd; and in this sense the Lord Himself' is 
also the Holy Spirit. • · . 
. "The Divine Activity takes place by means of' the Divine 
Truth which proceeas from the Lo:N." (70) 
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More generally then the Holy Spir:i;.t ,'is used to describe the outi'lowing 

affecting Divine Life which did not -exist in its i'o:nn ·adapted to fallen· 

mankind until after the Glorification: as John states it, "The Holy Spirit 

was not yet, because Jesus was not yet glorified" (John 7 ;39). 

It is however n¢-iceable that Luke speaks of the Holy Spirit as 

caning upon Ma:cy. .And Matthew speaks of Mary as being with child of' the 

Holy Spirit. Here is an apparent d"ivergence in the doctrine of' the 
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. Evangelists, and this is even accentuated by t~ account of the symbolical 

descent of the Holy Spirit as. a dov~ at. the Lord 1 s ba,ptism.. Swedenborg 

e.xplains .this use. of the descr4.pti"ori Holy Spirit, in the ear:;L.ier chapters· 
. . . 

of the aynopt.ic Gospels a~ an accommodation to the fact that the Lord . 

was al~ady in the wor:;t..d •. The e~ l;as in the beginning and ·the Spirit 

of God was in process of adaptation fran the mam.ent that the Humanity 

was conceived in th,e wanb of· Mar.V• 

This doc;:trine. of ~he Divine H~anity is most effectively summarized 

in ·St. Matthew's account of the iast a,ppearance of the Risen Lords 

"All poWer is g.iven unto ine :in heaven and on earth. Go ye 
therefore, and teach all nat:1-ons, baptizing them in the 
narne of the Father, apd of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit: 
teaching them to observe all things. whatsoever I have 
canmanded yous and,lo,. I 8IIl with you alway, even unto the 
end of the ·wo~ld". (Matt. 26.; 1.8-20). 
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But now let us tum to the impact of the doctrine on the belief 

in a Second Coming of the Lord. T~.s obviously cannot be in the flesh; 

for what has been done cannot be undbne and God is incamate in His 

Divine Humanity forever. Not only can it not be done again, but the 

purpose for which the glorification was effected remains valid today. 
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By the pover of His Holy Spirit the Lozd can. hold the hells in subjection 

and man in freedQil. That a Second Coming has been foretold in the 

Gospels is true; but that Caning must be of anOther order fran that of 

His First Advent. But in the light of our discussion of the Lord 1 s 

Divine-Substantial Body it can be seen that even the words of the angels, 

liThia salDS Jesus which is taken up fran you into heaven, shall so cane in 

like m~er as ye have ~een him go ·i.Ato heaven" (Acts l;ll), do not 

necessarily imply a peysical Second Coming. · The Ascension should then be 

regarded· as a phenanenon in that spii-:i.tual world where the appearance and 

the reality correspond to each other~ The ngoingll of One who is "nearer 

to us than breathing, closer than· hands and feet 11 was an appearance 

corresponding .to the change brought about by the full and final glorification 

of the Lord's Humanity. It is not space that separates fran God, but 

state of life; and the state of the finite soul is infinitely 11 beneath" 

that of the Divine: yet the Divine cmdescends to accept the love and worship 

of the finite and is "with them alway .n The Ascension should be regarded 

almost a~ an acted parable or a symbolic presentation to the spiritual 

sight. 

Before we leave this doctrine· of the Divine Humanity, let us take· 

the opportunity or drawing our three· previous sections together and notice 

the practical issues fran the doctrine. The summing up i.s effectively 
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done in the follovdng important paragraph fran "True. Christian Religion", 

"The Faith of the New Heaven and the N~w Church, in its 
particular fozm. is as follOws.- JehOvah mn is love itself 
and wisdan itself, or good itself ~d truth itself, 
11He, as to the divine truth, which is the Word, and which 
was Gcxi v4th God, descended and took to Himself a human 
nature, to the end that He might reduce to order a.lJ. 
things in heaven, in hell and· in the church. 
11 For. at that time t.he power of hell prevail.~d over the 
power of heaven, and upon earth the pov.er of evil over· 
the power of good; total destruction therefore threatened 
and was near at hand. 
11 This impending destruction Jehovah God prevented by means 
of His human nature; which was the divine truth; and thus 
He redeemed both angels and man. · 
"Afterwards He united in his human nat1,1re divine truth 
with divine gocxi, or divine wisdan with divine love, and 
thus with aniin the glor~ied human nature Ha returned 
into His divine nature, in which He was fran eternity • 
. "This is meant by these words in Jol'ru The Word was 
with G.cxi and God was the \Void;. and the Word wae made 
flesh (l;l-14). 
"And in another place: I came forth f~ the Father, and 
aPl cane into the world; again 'I leave t~ world and go 
to the Father (xvi;28); and again: Vie know that the son 
of God is cane, and hat.·h given us an understanding, that 
we may ~ow him. that is true, and we are in him that 
is true, even in hls Son Jesus Christ. This is the true 
God and eternal life (a John v;20). 
"Fran these passages it is clear that unless the Lord had 
cane into the world, no one cQuld have been saved. · 
"Tba same is true today; and therefore unless the Lord 
canes again into the world in the divine truth, which is 
the Word, no one can be saved. 

;1The particulars of faith· on man's part. are as follows.: 

(i) 

(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

"God is one, in whan is a di~~ trinity, and He is the 
Lord God and Saviour, Jesus Christ, 
A sav:i,rig faith is. to believe in Him. 
Evil. actions ought not to be done, because they are of 
the devU and fram the devil. 
Good actions ought to be done, because they are of God 
and from God~ 
And these gocxi actions should be done by a man as if of 
himself; but he should believe that they are from the Lord, 
operating through and by him. 

The first two particulars have reference to faith; the next tlvo to charity 
and the fifth particular to the unio~ of charity and faith, and thus to 
the comrnunion of man with the Lord." ( 71) · 



C.hapter · 5. 

Ultimates~ 

•'Without the spiritual, observe 

The Natural1 s impossiple - no fonn, 

No motion: without sensuous, spiritual 

Is inappreciable, - no beauty or po~rs: 

And in this two-fold sphere the two-fold man 

(For still the artist is intense~y a man) 

Holds fizml.y by the natural; to reach 

The spiritual beyond it •• n . 

. Elizabeth Barrett Browning . . ~ . -

in 

u Aurora Leigh" 
{:f3ook 7, lines 773-780) 
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In the last chapter we discussed the doctrine of the Divine 

Immanity and exa.'llined the teaching that, by His Incarnation, Jehovah 

God had descended into the plane of last things, or Ultimates. That 

is to say, He had descended _into the plane of effect·s by a way hitherto 

unknown. For this purpose He had used an instruxnent upcn which. He 

could act fran His Divine Principle and which coUld in turn re·-act as . 

of itself. And as a consequence of this reaction, changes were wrought, 
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first interiorly and then outwardly, until the Divine Hwn~ity had extended· 

the Divine into the natural degree in infinite perfection. In this 

realisation of His potentiality, God operated according to His own order, 

fulfilling its ~quirements and so proyiding for its maintenance -to 

eternity. 

This order may be described in these wordsc. 

"Divine order·never stops midway and fonns ·anything theze 
without an ultimate, for then it W<?uld not be :in its fullness 
and p:~rfection, but proceeds to the ultimate; and when it 
is in its· ultimate, it brings· into fo:nn, and also by·_means 
there col~cted, renews· and p~duces itself further. 
11Th;s it does by prac~'ati·.c:fl·.' 
"Therefore the ultimate is the seminary of heaven. 11 (1) 

This_ important principle seems e11-tirely acceptab~e ·to the reason. 

If this is the order behind creation then the p~nanena of what is . . 

canmally called evolu~ion at once admit of explanation. The building 

up towaids a fo:nn ~c;ipient of Divine life in the fullest meaSu.re -

possible to- the finite demanded first the ·pravision of the inanimate 

world to be the starting point, or as SWedenborg phrases it,an ultimate. 

Then by way of this ult.imate, fo:nns progressively able to receive a 

fuller measure· Qf life, and at last man h~self, y,oe~ brought into 

existence, or created - to 1,1s·e the. te.ms of Scripture. .And upon each 

fo:nn there has been i.mpr~ssed the .seal of the Divine, the indefinite 
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capacity to be fruitful and multiply with which ·each fozm has been 

endowed. But while .this may confirm certain answers to the problem 

of how man came into bemg, equally it raises other problems in the 

minds of Christians, such as the existence of the angels and archangels 

of the SCriptures. It is therefore necessary to give more detalle9-

attention to this doctrme of ultimates; especially because it has a 

direct and· import. ant bearmg upon the nature and purpose of the Sacred 

Scriptures themselves. 

By ultimate, or last te:nn, is .meant the third, lowest or outer-

most degree of a trine o·f the discrete degrees which are to be found in 

all things. If a detailed examin~tion of the concept of discrete 

degrees has been given, nevertheless the folloWing passages will serve 

to refresh ~he memory, as well as t.o prepare the way for a closer study 

of ultimates. The degrees are described here in the "frame" of em, 

u case and effect: .. 
"There· are three ends which .. follow in order and are called 
first end, middle end, and last end. They are also called 
end, cause and effect. 
''These three must be together in everything, so that it may 
be aeything; for a first end without a middle end and at the 
sero.e time a last end is impossible; or what is the same, an 
end by itself without a ·cause and an effect is impossible. 
"Equall,.y impossible is a cause alone without an end .from 
which, and an effect in which, it exists; or an effect 
alone, that is without its cause and end.'i {2) · 

The addition made to this statemen~ contains the basis of the philosophy 

of ultimates. 

"For an end to be really an end, it must be te:mdnated, and 
is terminated in its effect, wherein for the first time it 
is called an end because it is the. end. It seems as if 
the agent, or the effectmg·· cause, eXists by itself; but. 
this ap:Fearance is. from what is in the effect; if it is 
separated fran the effect, it vanishes instantly. 
11Thus it is plain that these three, end, cause, and 
ef£ect, must be in everything for it to be anything." {3) 



A further point is made in the- succeeding paragraph. 

"Main it must be known that the end is everything both 
in the cause and in the effect; it is fran this that end, 
cause, and effect are said to be ends - first, middle, 
and laSt. 
"lht in order that the end niaY be ever,ything in the 
cause, something out oi' the end must be there in which 
it ma.v be; ·and that it may be everything in the effect, 
something out oi' the end,. through the cause, must be 
there for it to be in. . 
11 For the end cannot be in itself alone, but must be in 
something existing from it Self, in which it may be as· to 
eve:cything oi' its om, and by its activity becane 
efficient e-ven -till it subsists.· That in which it 
sub_sist s is the last end and is called the effect •" ( 4) 

This presentatiarl" oi' t~ concept of ultimates should lead us to 

scme important conclusions. A good intention needs :to ·be im.plenented 

in action to which wise understanding will have made its contribution • 

. Converse!¥ ~ill and thought are pre,sent in their poWer in the act which 
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eJq>resses them. These statements oi' tact are so tbvious as to be almost 

axianatic. Their order however i'qllows the pattern of' end, cause, and 

effect. The same principle holds good throughout the whole created order. 

As the quotation at t-he beginning oi' this chapter shows, the ultimate is 

the fullness· am perfection _of Divine order. Using Swedenborg 1s 

phraseology, the physical- universe is the last tem or ultimate oi' the 

series in which the -Lord Himself is the- Prime. The "frsne" suggested by 

the passage is God, the spiritual Universe, the natural universe; or in 

slightly modified tezms the aeries might. run God, tl:B Sun oi' the spj,.ritual 

world and its spheres, the suns of' _.the natural universe and their spheres. 

This a<?cords with the opening. verse oi' ~riptuze. "ln the beginning God 

created the _heavens and t.t"e earth11 (Gen. 1;1) · 

"A dead sun was created for this purpose, that in outem.ost 
things everything may be fiXed, settled and constant, and 
thence, that theze may e~st fozms which are perennial and 
enduring. 

1 -



"In tlti.s and no other way was the bas:i.s ·of creation 
laid. Tm terraqueous globe, in which; upon which, 
and around· which, such thlngs exist is, as it were, 
the base and support wmrein all things te:nninate and 
upon which they rest, for it is tm last work. 11 · (5) 

This thought of the natural world· as the basis of creation, is carried a 

little further in the following : 

•'When these "were finished, then man was created, and 
into him. were· collated all things of Divine order from 
first things to ultimates; into his inmost we~ collate.d 
all those things which are in the prjme ~ of that order; 
and into his ultimates those which aN in the ultimates; 
so that· man was made Divine order in form. 

11 lt!nce it is that all thlngs that are m man and with 
man, are bot~ from heaven and from the world; from heaven 
those things of his mind, and ffOlll the world those things 
which are ot his body. · 
11 For the things of heaven flow into his thoughts and 
affections, and dispose these according to their 
reception by his spirit, and those things which are of 
the world flow into his sensatioo.s and appetites am 
disp~se these according to ~heir reception ~ his body, 
but conformably to their agreement. with the thoughts 
and affections of his spirit •. n (6) 

The dist:in.ction between discrete degrees in successive order and in 

s:imultaneous order should be observed: 

"There exist in heaven and :in. the world, successive order 
and simultaneous order. 
"In successive order one thing succeeds and follows another, 
fran ~he highest things even to the lowest; but in s:imu.ltaneous 
order one thing is neXt to another, fran the inm.osts even 
to the outermosts •• 
"The highest things of successive orQ.er 'becane the inmosts 
of simultaneous order. 
nit is comparatively as if $ column of steps were to sink 
down and become a body cohering in a plane. 
"Thus the sjmultaneous is fonned fran the successive and 
this is the case .in all thing~ of the n~tural world, and 
in all things of the spiritual world, in general and 
particular. . 
"For there is everywhere a first, a middle, and a last 
(or ultimate)and. the first tends ani proceeds through 
the middle to its last." (7) · 

17.9· 
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The Divine life goes· forth to manifest Itself successively in the 

created universes of spirit and matter which lie, each beneath its 

sun, one prior to the other. But we can also observe these deg~es 

of creation in simultaneous order i.n ~an dwelling in the physical world 

which is the ultimate of creat:iQn. 

••.Moree~~ :i,.t is to be observed that all·things severally 
from the First or Inmost proceed successively to their 
ultimates and theie rest; prior or interior things also 
have a cormection with ultiniate things in successive 
order~ . 
YWherefore if the ultimates are removed, the interior 
things also aze disperseq.. . 

·"Hence also there are th~e heavens; the inmost or thiro 
heaven flows into the middle or second heaven, the middle 
or second heaven ,nows into 'the first or 'liltinaate heaven, 
this again flows~·in with man; wherefore the human race 
is the last or ultimate in order, in which heaven tezminate a 
and on which it rests." ··(8) . 

In other woros, the principle ·behind c~atio~ is that successive 

degrees, which proceed and follow iri their order, finally present themselves 
' . 

in the ultimate simultaneously or together. 

"That power resides in ultimate or last things, and also 
the preservation of interior things in their state, those 
are able to Wlderstand who know how successive things, and 
the simultaneous things fran them, aze circumstanced in 
nature; namely, that the successive things in the ultimate 
or last things fozm at last that which is s:imultaneou~, in 
whic-h these successive things are in a like order collaterally. 
"The simultaneous t;hings, therefore, .which are ultj.mate or 
last, serve tre successive things, which are prior, as 
corresponding fulcra or props, on which they can bear down, 
and through which there is cau'sed their p~servation." (9) 

This somewhat expanded statement of the same principle intrcxluces a 

further important conception,. that power lie a in ultimates, and is 

illustrated by th,e following passages 

"Man• s spiritual thillis which are of his thought. and · 
will, inflow into his natural things, which are of his 
sensations and actions, and there cease and subsist. 



III£ man did not enjoy these latter also, or were devoid 
of these tenn:ini. or ultmates, his spiritual things •• 
would di~solve, like things· interminate or devoid of 
a bottan.. 
11In like manner is it when a man passes out of the 
natural· world •• Then being a spirit, he does not 
subsist upon his own basis, ·but upQ'l the camnan basis, 
which is the human race.". · (10) 

lSl. 

The statement that power resides in ultmates deaerves sane further 

consideration. The effect derives its being and existence from em and · 

cause arid whatever has been effected derives ·power fran these. But 

untll the end· reaches. fulfilment, the power from end and cause remains a 

mere po.tepcy. When ~owever that which is caused has given effect to 

purpose, power becomes .actual, and· resides in, or is concentrated in 

the effect • 

. This principle may be il:J-ustr~ted by an example which has already 

been utilized. When a ship is heid at the quayside on a strnmy da,y, the 

power ·to hold ·it resides in the ro:Pe. ·This is ·an ultimat~ degree, whether 

we think of it as a manufactured article basically in ·trinal fonn or as 

the last tezm in the followi.n8 ser:l.ess (a) the captain 1.s purpose that· the 

boat- shall be held, (b) the capt~iJ:l 1 s thought. and fo~J,moviledge of the 

way in which a boat .can be held and of where to obtain the means, ·(c) 

the use afte.r purchase, or manufacture, of a suitable rope.. The power 
. . 

also resides in the rope as an existing "ultimate", even when it i-s 

separated fram its originat~. purpose and cause. It can be used for 

example to hold .a boom across the harbour to prevent the return of the 

vessel from her next voyage, should such a curious action be necessary. 

Since good tenninates in truth, power resides in truth. So 

. wherever truth is present its power ·is present also; even when troth is 

being misa,pplie·d or abused. This is the_prihciple which is draJILatised in 

the stor,y of Moses and .the magicians before _Pharaoh when the rods of all 
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of them becaiile serpents; but Moses•- rai !mallowed up their rods. 

"Magna est verit,as et praevalebit.n The proverb is founded m experience. 

The · question not infrequently posed by t~e unbeliever in the life 

a.tter death, lll\f' two world? can be answered on the basis of this doctrine 

of ultimates. Tb:l Divine effluence first posi:ts ·itself in the spiritual 
. . 
f!JUD but reaches its ultimate expressiOn ip the ph.vsical universe. God, 

the first tezm of the series, or the prime, is also m this ultimate, 

ma;intaining ~t in llsubsistence, :which is perpetual creationn. 

-A possible analogy exists m t·he gravitational mfluences which the ~ 

of our galB.Jcy" exercises upon eire%7 planet, earth, meteor, substance, and 

at an within its uni ve rae. Though light and heat fran the sun must be 

transnitted and tempe~d by atmosp~res, and although the 'rotating planets~ 

in their revolutions, periodically hide their substances from the sun• s 
·' 

rays, the gravitatimal influences are direct, constant. and inescapable. 
,. . 

As the prime of the gal~, the ~ is ever present. m t~ ultimates. 

But it is also mediatel3 present with its heat and light which are (to 

speak in general texms) conveyed by atmospheres. There is immediate and 

mediate p:resence in the ultimate. The changing seasons, with their 

period of grow:t.h and dec-ay result from mediate inflow. So it is with 

the Divine and all creatiQ'l. His Divine ProcessiQ'l- mediates itself 

through all the degrees of the Spiritual, to tenn:inate in the natural 

world, enfoldmg the natural withm the spheres of the spiritual. Then 

fran the natural a re-action develops and is given quality, foxm, and 

directiQ'l by means a£ tl:e spiritual. 

A further analogy to this cosmic reaction maY _perhaps be give_n. 
. . 

en a calm summer evenmg \'19 mq obserVe on the still glassy surface of a 
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lake a ripple is set up,which travels outwards to the bank and then 

xetums,when a ·fly settles or a fia,h rises. Until the point of reaction 

at the bank ·is xeached the rippling rings grow wider and wider. en the 

bank itself pemanent effects m8y occur, such as some flotsam cast ashore 

as a result of the ripple; and the .reaction may be qualified by the kind 

of bank against which the ripple has broken. But in any case sane 

reactial, scarcely perceptible to the eye, returns the movement of the 

water to the starting point. The two""World creation provides that 

tl'exe shall be a return of Life - which is Love - to the Lord, the 

originating Source of all th:i.ng~;t. Indeed Swedenborg laY's down this 

principle too. . 

"The end of creation canes forth in ultimates; which is 
that all things may retum to the Creator, and that there 
maY be conjunction. n (ll) · 

If this is the aspect of the doctrine of Ultimat~s which is of 

special importance for the concept !Of revelation, some other :in~idental 

implications must first be drawn. · Without impinging too deeply upon the 

problems of evoluticn and cosmology, it may be noted that, according to 

SWedenborg 1 s doctr~, only after man was created·· on this or some otl'Er 

earth, in this or some other galaxy, -weze the heavens first .peopled and 

their environments provided. The first med:i,ate inflowing of the Divine 

through the atmosphexes of the spiritual sun, reached it~ furthest bOWld 

in the mineral kingdan, then_, as conditions here became suitable, the 

apparently '"fortuitous concatenatiQl of carbon atoms" (to quote the 

scientist) provided the first vess~ls into whi~h the mediate inflow could 

be received in higher degree. The xeturn of Life to the Divine had 

already begun. The process of evolution, then,cannot be regarded as mechanist 

or accidental, but providential;, The inevitability of its order arises from 
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the nature of the Divine whose Lave and Ylisdan tezminate i~ Use acco~ing 

to order. Because Gcxi is ~self,· Love ·is His essence. 

"The uses of all created things ascend through degrees 
from outermost th:ings to man, and thr~h man to Gcxi, 
the Creator, from wham they are". (12) · 

Man, at death, passed, an~ passes,_ from the ultimate world into the 

higher or spiritual world. There, when be was in the omer of his first 

creation, he became an angel. And today, if he has been rege~:rated 

into the order of heaven, he become~ an angel.- Tba angelic love towards 

the Lord is constant and the Lorct COnjoins 0~ unites the angel to Himself • 

. Th:Us the angel has becane a· fuller recipie~J,t, and a transmitter, of the 

mediate flow of life; and arowtd 'him the heavenly environment takes form • 

. "But the last things and the. bounds' or h8aven differ fran 
tl'e last things and the bowtds in the. world in this respect, 
that in the world they :refer to spac~s, but in the heaven 
to the goods which are conjoined to trut-hs." (13) 

The. fuller heaven becanes, the greater its.perfection, as it reaches 

out its indefinite extension to infinity. Thils t.he state of the 

connection between tl'e Creator and His creation becomes an effect, and the 
,. . 

connection itself an acccmipani.ment, o:t the use man makes of his free-will. 

Man 1 s misuse of his free-will brought disorder into the natural sp!,lere, 

where hell was forned. The po-wer in ultimate truth was misapplied and a 

nevi inflow, that from hell, progressively brought changed cond.itians into 

the natural world. Fo:nns and states of life unknown to primary creation 
. . 

appeared. Pau1 1 s wOrds can almost be accepted as literally true. 

"For .we know that tl'E whole creation groaneth ,and travaileth 
in pain together until now." (Ran.ans s-;22). 

Into such conditions, foreseen and provided for,· God descended in His· 

humanity, nthe Lamb slain fran the foundation of the world. 11 

Tha principle of descent through mediates into ultimates, and the 



infilling and ordering of mediates .from ultimate.s is inviolable. 

Jere is the veritable JacQb1 s 'ladder raised between earth and heayen. 

The following passages will demonstrate these thi..nas as they ma;r be 

observed in the development of human character. 

"During man's regeneration as to the natural, all 
goals and truths are gathered into scientifics (a) 
for the natural mind, as to ·that part which is 
subject to the intellectual, consists solely of 
scientifics. 
''The scientifics which are of the natural, are the 
ultimates of order, and things prior must: be in 
ultimates that they may exist and a,pJ:ear in that 
sphere and moreover all prior things tend to ultimates 
as to their boundaries or ends, and exist toge_ther 
therein as causes in their e~ects, or as things 
higher in things lower, as i,n their vessels; the 
scientifics which are of the natural, are such 
ultimates." (14) · 
"'l'hat scientifics are-man's ultimates, naJD.ely the 
ultimate things in his memory and thought, does not 
appear, for to him they seem to fonn the whole of 
his intelligence and wisdom. 
"But this is not so, they are only vessels containing 
the things of intelligence and wisdom, and indeed t~ 
ultimate vessels, for-they conjoin th~selves with-
the sensual things of the body. .. 
"That they are ultiniate (vessels) is evident to hlm who 
-reflects upon his own thought, when inquiring into SPY 
trut~. Scientifics are th~ present. but do not. apJ:ear; 
for the thought Cl'l such occas;i.on extracts their contents 
from a great many scattered here and there, and even 
hidden away, and thus it dr~s conclusions. 
"And the more the thought presses on toward interior 
things, so much the farther it removes itself from 
scientifics. 
"Fence it is evident, that scientifics serve man in 
fozming the understa.nding; bUt when the understanding. 
is fo:nned, tl'By then fonn the ultimate Plane, and man 
no longer thinlt~;::. in this plane but above it."- (1.6) 

The same doctrine, though with a less p_articular application, a,pJ:ear-s 

from this passage and evidently accords \\i.th the Lo:rd 1 s saying to Peter, 

"Fe that is washed needeth not save to wash his feet, but is clean eve:ey 

whit" (John -13;10). 
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"It was· shown that in the ultimate there is the 
simultaneous p%9senc·e of all the series from the 
first. 
11 For this reason also the !Drd fran eternity, or 
Jehovah, came into the world and there put on and 
assumed the human in ultimates, in order that He 
might be fran first things and .in ultimates at 
the sa111e tjzne; and so that from first things by 
means of ultmates H3 might rule t~ whole world 
and thus save men •• 
"These angelic truths are stated here in order that 
it may be understood hav the Divine Providence of · . 
the Lord operates to unite man to Himself and Himself 
to man. · 
11This ope ration does not act' upon any particular of man 
separately bu.t upon ali things at the same time, and is 
effected from the inmc;>st of man and from his ultimates 
at the same time. . 
".The inmost. of man· is his life• s love, his ultimates 
ai9 what 19 side in the exte mal of his thought, and 
intermediates are what resid;e in the intemal of his 
tho1;1ght.s ••• the Lord cannQt act from inmost things and 
ultimates at the same tina except together with mflll, 
for in ultimates maP. and tne Lord are together • 
. JlTherefore as·man acts in ultimates which are matters 
of his choice, because ·t~y ·are witmn the sc.Qpe of 
his freedom, so the Lord acts from hj,s inmost things 
and .:ln the things ranging· in series· to his ultimates. 
~Vhat the inmost things ofman contain and what is present 
in Us series fran the inmost things to the ultimates 
axe totally unknown to man; ana man is therefore quite· 
imaware of how the Lord operates arid what b;; accomplishes 
t.be%9. 
n.&J.t as these things are linked together as one with the 
ultimates, man need not know more than that he should 
shun evils as sins and look to the Lo.rd." (16) 

Since the end of creation ~s that all things may return to the 
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Creator and the co-operation of maJ1 himself is necessary for this to take 
. . 

place, clearly the need for instruction, so that evils may be shunned as 

sins against God and that God may be known, has been established • 

. RJ3velaticn too must be carried dOVI'l to its furthest limit and will in its 

ultimate fozm contain degrees in simultaneous order. Here it is 

sufficient to notice the fact,· which will require further discussi~ at 

. a later stage. Not only will this revelation on the ultimate plane 



contain interior things, but it too will contribute powerfully to the. 

return of all things to thei.J- aourc·~-. The following statement of 

SWedenborg} .. pro~es an eamest of things to cane. 

"All \'ho are jn P,eaven are" instructed bi the Lord from 
the Divine. '!'ruth appe~aJning to JJla.n, ana thus from 
tbe Word; this is in consequence of man bejng in the 
ultimate of order, .and because al,l interior things 
close in the ultimate, the 1,1:;J..timate being as it were 
a support. for interior things, on w~h these latter 
subsist and rest.n (17) 

_Before passing .fran this ge_ner:al consideration of the· doctrine 
' ' 

of Ultimates, the conce'pts of React;~on. and Reciprocity must be ·brought 
• 

under closer consideration ... 

·187 . •• 
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(11) 

TI'E doctrine that- man's co-ope.ratia'l is required for the attainment 

of the first end of creaticn and the retum of all things to the Creator 

has so far been assumed. The justific.ation for this step rests upon 

both the recognition that the Essence of God is Love and the an~sis of 

the .essentials of .love which we offered in the last chapter. Co-operation 

with the Lord, by obedience to the ~ruth that has been revealed to him, is 

man's reciprocal and orderly reaction. Nevertheless man is free to react 

against t"ba truth and thus disjunction results. Theoretically, a third 

state of canplete indifferen::e appears possible. We are reminded of the 

letter to the Laodiceans: "I know tey works that thou art neither cold 

nor hot" (Bav. 3;16ff.). Such neutralism or lack of reac:tion is inhuman. 

"I would thou wert cold or hot. So then because thou art lukewa:nn and 

neither cold nor hot I will s}Ue thee out. of my mouth." But even such 

apparent indi.f'f'erence is prpbably deceptive and a reaction on man's part 

has taken place. For the Lord made two statements, "He -that is not. with 

me is against me" (Matt. 12;30) and "He that is not against us is on our 

part" (Mark 9.;40), The varia~ circumstances account for the apparent 

contradiction in the sa.vings. But each suggests that a man had made 

a distinct reactic:n within himself, however indi.f'f'erent IE might aPpear 

outwardly. 

·Though reaction from full rational freedom is only possible within 

creation to mankind, nevertheless the principle of reaction is of wider 

signii'ic ance. 

"There is reaction in_ evezything created by God. In Life 
alene is action, and reactic:p is produced by the action of 
We. This reaction aPPears ·as if it were in the thing 
created from tle fact that it emerges when acted upon. 



"Tms in man it seems as if it were his, because he 
feels that ·life is his own completely, when yet he is 
only a recipient of life. That is wey man from his 
own hereditar,y evll, reacts against God. 
110n the otherharui, so far as he believes that all his 
life is from Goo, and ever,y good of life is f:rom the . 
action of Gai, and ever,v evil of -life from man's reaction, 
just so does reaction Partake of action and man acta with 
God as if from himsaU. 
"The equilibrium of all things is frail action together 
with reaction, and ever,ytlWig· must be in equilibrium. 

(18) 
The saDB teaching is to be found in this passage: 

"The extem.·al: cannot be in 1ove towards the internal, 
except by means of .influx and elevation from the internal. 
"For the vert lo-w which is felt in the external, is love 
of the inte·mal; and since eve:ey agent has its re·-agent •·. · 
or reciprocal, in order tha~ any effect maY be p·rod.uced, 
and the agent is the cause, .and the re-agent the thing 
c~sed; therefore the re-agent is also of the agent, as the 
thing caused is of the cause. 
"For all energy .in the thing caused is from the cause. 
This is tlE case with zeaction in eve:ey single thing 
of universal nature.~' . (19) 

Swedenborg anti~ipated Buff en, Laplace, or Kant in stating the 

theo:ey known as the Neb~ar ftypathesis (indeed it is known that Bu.ffcn 

had in his possess:i.Cil the volume of the Principia in which the solar 
' 

origin of tre planets is set forth). He can the:refore be zega.rded as 
I 
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possessing an adequate knowled~e of the Principles of action and reaction 

as they apply to the cosmalogic~ process. And since SWedenborg 1s day 

much further knowledge of the history of our world has been atta.ined. · Two 

rec~nt. works, "The Sea Around Us" (Rachel Carson) and "A Land'' (Jacquetta 

Hawkes)~making available the most recent. ~indings of science in layman's 

language, leave no roan for doubt about the primary action of the sun 

upon the earth and tlE earth's accompanying reacticn. From a glowing 

mass su:bject to tee sun's gravitational pull, it becaJDe a water-covered 

globe of basalt enclosing a still molten coJ:e. Then as the result of the 

water-cycle, due to the sun's heat and to the alternations of heat and cold 



as the earth spun on her axis, the rock was broken up and its salts 

carried down into the sees, and so on. Action was and is continuously 

met with reaction. Thus on analysis it must be conceded that the 

agent in the physical sphere has been the sun of our gala:x:;v. Moreover 

the reaction has been due to the properties of matter derived from the 

sun, mod,ified attd changed by the effects produced by previ.ous. reaction, 

in a wonderful series. Similarly according ·to SWedenborg, the impact 

of the· spiritual sun upon the ultimate thus prepared brought life. 

Life· was m~ifested and reacti'?Jl to the two sources of power broug~ 
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new effects in series. Indeed every special science can be interpreted 

as a study in reaction. Dynamics is t;he science of the reaction between 

that which is moved and the force which moves. Biology demands the 

study of life in its various fonns and their reactions in various states 

and conditiol'l$. Ecananics is but a study of human reactions to 

financial and working conditions. Hare however we aze in the realms 

of probabilities based an averages, rather than demonstrable certainties; 

because human beings are free to react in more than one way. This gives 

rise to the preparation of vast propagand~ machines in order to combat 

tha use of this freedam and to de~:mdne choice, if possible, in advance. 

The greater the weight. of the attack on the concept of freedan, the 

fuller is the tribute paid to the principle of reaction. 

T.he ~atural mind is the lowest, oute:nnost, or ultimate degree of 

man's spirit; and within lie the spiritual and celestial degrees in 

simultaneous order, being "higher in respect to degree·sn. This leads 

SWedenborg to further deductions 011: the subject of reactions. Thus 

he can say: 



"Since the natural mind covers and contains the higher 
degrees of the human mind, it is reactive; and if the 
higher degzees are not opened,- it acts against them, 
but if tley are opened, it acts ~th them.'' (20) 

This is expanded and explained: 

"It doe·s so because it covers, encloses and contains 
• them, and this cannot be done without reaction; for 
if it did not react the tlti.ngs inside would become 
loosened,- pushed forth, and 'so ~ scattezed. n (21) 

This latter principle is illustrated fran anatanical analogies. 

11 So also it would be if the :msubrane covering the 
motor fibres of a muscle· did not react against the 
forces of these fibres in. their activities; not only 
:would action cease but all the inner tissues would 
be dispersed. (22) · 

Thus we aze led to the· general statement, 

"It is the same with ever;r lowest degree of the 
degzees of height." (23} · 
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We may conclude then, that thro~hout the many trines which make the 

complex of the human mind., the_ ultimates or lowest react to the pr:imes 

and similarly the Whole canplex in its natural degree. Here then is a 

highly sensitive creation in _which· all sorts of influenc;:es can make 

their pzesence felt t~.-·the natural, and finally induce a reaction of 

which the being become~ conscious. _And s:,ince, as SWedenborg maintains, 

such influences may tezminate .in the inemOry, this reacts and provides 

t.be material of the thought..:.fonns which present themselves in man 1 s 

understanding. So thought. flows in, and human beings think. And 

since, we are assuzed, the natural memory sinks into quiescence in the 

other life it becomes obvious that angelic thought must ~ distinct from 

the thought of men. For the ult~ate of the angelic mind from which 

reaction springs belo~s to a t·rine higher in degree. . This whole 

concepticn has an important "bearing on the problem of .hCI'i' the· revelation 



of the Sacred Scriptures was given. 

It should further be noticed that the reacting ultimate acts as 

of itself. That is to say, the inflmving activity, power or life 

does not f'lov,r through but into it, is received, and reaction follows. 

The power to react is itself derived from the prime, but the reaction 
. 

is discrete from the prime. As. the power which drives an electric 

motor is derived from. the source of energy at t-he power station; but 
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the power from that source is mediated by various cables, transfonners, 

and conductors, to energ~se the motor, which then fulfils its own 

particular .function,. of itself, from the power. Indeed electric power 

"flows" discretely, affecting each ato~· of the conductor. These, each 

in tum, release energy, until its final transfozmation· S:B energy 

applied to achieve particular results; is effected. 

"In a man's internal, by which is meant his·woluntary 
and perceptive mind, there are vast collections of 
ideas which, if eJq>ressed in speech, would be like the 
rush of wind from a pair of bellows. 
"The intemal mind by reason of. its. contents, may be 
compared to an ocean, a flower-bed or a g~rden, fran 
which the external. selects what is sufficient for · 
its use. · 
"The Word of tle Lold is like an Qcean, a flower4led, 
or a garden; ani when it :ts adequately present in a 
man's internal, he speaks and acts of himself from 
the Word, and not ·the Wo:rd by means of him. 
"It is the same with the Lord, because He is the \Vord, 
that is the divine truth and ·the divine good therein. 

· The Lom acts from Himself,- or from the Word, in and 
upon a man, but not through !tim, because a man acts 
and speaks free4" from the Lord, when J:s acts and 
speaks from the Word. 
"This will be better illustrated by the intimate 
connection between the soul ~ the body, which are 
distinct but. reciprocally u;nited. 
"The soul acts in and upon the body, but not through 
it; but the body acts o·f itsel~ fran the soul." (24) 

The eJq>ression "reciprocally united" is apPlied in ~he. passage to 

the relation of soul and body because union or conjunction involves 



reaction which reciprocates, in contrast to reaction which draws 

away. Moreover, as we have already seen, since good and truth 

:tefer to human minds, the following passages have an in<U,rect bearing 

upon Regeneration and so on the part which the Word as revealed truth 

is designed to play. 

"That truth is the ult :imate of order maY appear from 
this consideratim, that good carmot temi.nate in gocxl 
but in truth, for truth is the recipient of good. Good 
with man without truth, or without conjunction with 
truth, is such good as there is with little children, 
who as yet have nothing of wisdpm, because they have 
nothing of intelligence." . (25) · 
"There aie two states with man when he is being 
regenerated by the Lord; tba fozmer when he is in 
truths, and through truths is led to good; the latt-er 
when he is in good, and from good sees and loves truths. 
11Man .in. the foxmer state is led .indeed by the Lo:rti, 
but by means of v1hat is his own; for to act from truths 
is to act from what is in man, but to act from good is 
to act from, the Lord: • 
. "Hence it is evident, that so far as a man ~?Uffers 
himself by means of goOd to- be led to truths, so far he 
is led by the Loiti and to the Lo:rti. 

-"For there is actiQl and reacti6n in all things that 
are conjoined; the active is good an4 the reactive is 
truth; but truth in no caae reacts from itself, but 
from good; hence so far as t:ruth receives good it 
reacts, and so far as it reacts, it is conjoined to it. 
"Hence it also follows, that:. the l.ord, befo:te man is 
conjoined to Him, leads hlm by truths to Himself; and 
so far as man suffers hmself to be drawn, so far he 
is conjoined. · 
·~:For Divine Truths are such,. that they may be adapted 
to gocxi, since truths exist .'from good. 
".Hence, then, man has percep,tion, which in itself is 
reactive. · 
"To suffer oneself to be acted upon or to be led by 
trutl;ls to good, is to liVe aCCQrding to them. 1l (26) 
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The :teciprocal union of good With truth Swedenborg calls the marriage 
. 

of good and truth and maintains that wherever good is present· there is a 

longing also to be united with an acco:rtiant truth. And wherever truth 

is present there is a corresponding desire,&alltei!Ilinatean, to be received -



by, ~o be united with accordant goQd. A similar treatment can be 

offered of evil and falsity. · The· fonner union is the "heavenly 

marriage", but ·the conjunction of evil and falsity is the "infernal 

ma.rri age" • 
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These concepts only appear difficult because we have becane 

accustcmed to think of truth and falsity as facts printed in a book, 

and to describe things as being goc:xl and evil, without reference to end 

or purpose. We must however recognise that good and truth involve 

states of life. The truth or' the Divine Word is embodied in a Book 

for the use and convenience of inankind. But as the reacting ultimate 

it must be sought for in the mind and memory of one who has received 

revelation from its pages. Once t,.hat entrance into llving personality 

h~ been masie, an ultimate of truth seeks· ~on with accordant 

affection that is goc:xl. 

One final_ quotation will serve to draw this discussion to 

c onclusion1 

"Conjunction without what is reciprocal is not possible, 
as there is no conjunction of an active with a passive 
without what is. reactive. 
"God alone· acts; alXi man suff'e rs himself to be acted 
upon; and reacts to all appearance as of himself, 
a;Lthough he d<?Ss so ~teriorlY. from God." (27) 

" How sure it is, 
That, if we saY" a tl'l,le wold, instantlY 
We feel•t is Gc:xl 1 s, not ours, and pass it on 
Like bread at sac-rament we taste and pass 
Nor handle for a, moment, as indeed 
We dared to set up any claim to such." 

. (28) 



(lll) 

The argument of the last section has led to the conclusion that 

reaction is always of something passive to something active, but 

attention has net been directed to the active elements ~rom which the 

reactions of a living soul are d~rived. Nevertheless what we have so 

far considered has been based upon the belief that there is a constant 

out-pouring of life and energy fran the Divine Be;i..n.g. Indeed the . 

nature of the universe we have. cont.e~lated is· such that it might be 

de scribed as a confasculatiQ'l of energy constantly receiving renewal. 
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and ex.tensicn, a complex of entities in motion manifesting currepts and cross-

currents, all of which derives impetus .from the one source of life, the 

love which is the essence of the Divine. For one part to be cut of£ 

from the complex and so from the aource of l~.fe ·w9uld involve its nan-

existence. In o!Uer that creation may subsist as a coherent whole from 

first to last, Life goes forth $lei ~ provis~on is made for an inter

relationship of part with part, ~ommunity with canmunity, man with man, 

interweaving the least of creation with the greatest. Swedenborg1 s 

doctrine of Inf~ is di!ectly related to the nature of the active 
. . 

elements. Our consideratim will,, however, be restricted to those 

elements of his teaching whi~h beaz: directly upon the nature of ~velation. 

Our study of Ultimates l:las so ·rar shown us that the infl"" of life 

into creation is both immediate and mediate. \fe found an analogy to this . . 

in the two-fold influence of. the sun upon the earths in our galaxy. \Ve 

are recipients of j_i.f'e.: in sWedenborgi s own words, 

"No man, spirit, or angel ha~ life from himself, thus 
neither can he think and will from h:imself. 



nFor in thinking and wllling man 1 s life consists. 
"Speaking and acting is the life from thence. 
"There is only one life, the ·Lord' a, which flows 
into all; and is rece;ived variously according to the 
quality which, by his life, man has induced on his 
soul." 
"Man during his life m the world induces a form 
upon the purest substances ot his inter.i.Ors, so that 
he ma,V be said to fonn his own soul', that is, its 
quality. 
"And accord~g to that fom. the Lord's life is received, 
which is the life of His love towards the whole human 
race.n (29). . 

In our· study of Degrees; we co~sidered Swedenborg 1 s teachlng that 

life from the Lord is received into man's inmost degree, or in the 

strict sense of the word, his soul. By this man receives the faculty 

of reactmg to m~diate influx and the influence which every man exerts 

accoxding to his' o'Wl'l particular quality· wells from this source. We are 

bound .then to recognise the existence of an indefinite variety of 

influences proceeding from all the human beings who have ever existed 

since the_ first creation of mankind1• That these varieties should 
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arrange themselves in vast cong:regations of similarities follows from the 

fact that love attracts love, like draws to like. This accounts for the 

nature and existence of the heavens, ,the hells, and the intel1IISdiate 

state. It is also tlE essence of many human associations. These 

composite influences of tiE heavens and of the hells derive fran the one 

Lord. What is gocx:l in· the angels;· moreover, proceeds fran Him alone • 

. But what is evil in the devils is a perversion from theinselves. The 

influence of heaven then ,is a providential mediate or indirect inflow from 

the Lord. Despite its perverted nat.:ue, the influence of hell is 

permitted for the uses. it can serve to His Kingdom. These outgoings, of 

1 the greatest importance for manl S COnSCioUS life, repreae_¢. the influenCeS 

to which :refe~ence was m~e in the previous section concerned with the 



influx of thought. 

\Ve must, then, consider next the relaticn of the various 

influences to each other. T~ heavens are distinguished according to 

degrees and each heaven is composed of innumerable communities. The 

infiow fran a higher _degree is always into a lower degree. The inmost 

heaven flows into the middle maven, and this again into the oute:r:most 

heaven. The inflow from the heavens is into the intezmediate state and 

finall3' from the :intennediate state into man on earth. The" inflow from 

the hells is into the intezmediate state and: thence into man on earth. 

The atfinity of man is with the ·spirits of the :intezmediate state or 

world. As is the case with those l;ij)irits, ·the minds of men are 

no::nnally not yet fully integratec;i. As Edward Wallis Hoch e.xpressed it: 

"There is so much good in the worst of us 
And so much bad in the best. of us 
That it hardly becomes any of us 
To talk about the rest of us. 11 (30) 

At first sight., the principle of infl~ from a higher to a lower 

degree might seem to be contradicted by cerJ;ain implications of tb:l 
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relationship between mind and body. Bodlly disorder seems to react upon 

the mind. In reality, havever, the opposite is the case. In these 

cirCumstances the inflow of the mind into t·he body j,.s impeded; and it is 

this disturbance which is perceived in the unhappiness of the mind. Pain 

is felt by the mind as it flows into the ~ates of the bodys indeed 

Swedenborg sUggests that pain is felt by the mind as the consequence. of 
' 

op}:Osing spiritual forces flowing into. bodily states. 
I 

Mankind is bom into a state of spiritual disorder arisjng from 

hereditary evil. Consequently infiuxes both fran heaven and hell eicite 

affect~on~. which accord with tlu;lm iri human nd,nds, and as a result of the 
, ........ 

reaction from the ultimat-e .~f memory, man becanes conscious of thoughts 



whi.qh are of diverse character because of their divergent origins. 

If however a man is to live a life which is free, the whole of his 

personality must be animated. This too is provided in this pattem 

of influx. Again to quote Sviedenborg: 

_"In order that the Lord's lite may flow in and be 
received according to eve:cy- law regarding man, theze 
are angels and spirits continually with man; angels 
frcm heaven and spirits from hell; and I have been 

- informed that with everyone theze are two spirits and 
two angels. . 
"The ·reason there are spirits from hell is b:lcause man 
from himself is continual..ly in evil, for he is in the 
delight of the love of self and of the world. 
~'And ·so far as man is in evil, that· is, in this delight, 
so.far angels from heaven cannot be present." (31) · 

Conscious life depends on this infl.Uxs 

''Man Would not be able to live even f·or a mament without 
camnunicaticm. with heaven and hell. 
11If these communications "Weze taken away, he would fall 
down dead as a stock; .for then would be taken awa:y his 
connection with the First Esse, that ·is1 with the Lord." 

. . . . . : . (32) 

In other words,. the ultimates within his personality would cease to 

react. The Divine Procession through the heavens, the. Holy Spirit, 

wo.uld be cut off. 

Upon this mfluX." into our conscious life depends tb:~ possibility 

of the freed an of our ·will in the choices we make. And in this 

connection it is important to zemember that, 

"It is a universal law t.t;lat influx adapts itself to efflUx, 
and that :i,f efflux is checked, influx is checkBd ·also. 
"Through the intemal man theie is an influx of gocxi and 
truth from the Lord; through the external man theze ought 

· to be an influx into the ~i.fe, that is, in the exercise 
of charity. · 
''When theze is efflux, then theze is continual influx 
from heaven, that is, th~ugh heaven from the Lord • 
. •'Whereas if effl'liX be not allowed, but the:re be in the 
ext.emal or natural man resistance, that is, evil and 
falsity which tear in 'pieces and extinguish the inflow:ing 
good, it follows from the universal laW above mentioned, · 
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that the influx adapts itse~f to the efflux. 
~'Hence the influx of good withdraws it self, and thus 
the internal through which there is influx is closed; 
and by that closure Stupidity .in things· spiritual 
is occasioned, until the man who is in this state 
knows not~ of etemal life, nor is willing to 
know.n (33) 

}¥!y significant choice involves the accept~ce of one thing in preference 

to another. The choice may be between two (or more) actigns of which 

one is considered good and tre other less good or positively evll. 

According to the action, affections of the will have been curbed or 

released. If the 4esire for the lesser good or the eviJ. has been 

rejected, a corresponding release c;>f affection for good follows. The 
' 

alternative choice releases the affections of self-love or love of t;he 

world. Influx is received according to efflux or e~fort. W 

meaningful choice opens the channel's of efflux, but the influx received 

adapts itself to the affections f~ which the choice was made, or . ~ 

rather, to the affections which hav:e been released. . -T~s ·accords with 

the Lord's say-ing, "Whatsoever thru shalt b~d on e~~h ·shall b~ bound 

in heavens and whatsoever thou shalt loose an eart.h -shall -be loosed- in . 

heaven". (Matt. 16;19)~ 

The presentation of choice takes place in the thciught-life • 
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. No man is responsible for his .thoughts wile ss he cherishes them. Thought 

is like a refining vessel out of which ·the dross may be cast and in which 

the silver may -be purified. But the choice unites will to thought in 

action, so that will ~ow draws \lpon influx. A choice, mistaken but well-

intentioned, may still draw upon a good .influx into the will. Where the 

effort is directed to. wl;lat is believed to be good., the influx is from 

heaven. T~ s!fectional quality Qf the effort. made, or in other words 

the motive which inspires the action, dete~e s the influx which has been 
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accepted into the mind. 

If the mind is inwardly subject to involuntar,y influences upon its 

affections and thoughts throughout all degrees of its interior natural 

levels, it is also exposed to the influences of envi.rcmm.ent. 

real state of affairs differs. from ·what. at first sight it might appear 

to be. Nothing. flows in from without on the level of sense. Tl:Ja 

true picture of the· relation to environment is shom in the following 

passages 

"It appears as if the things which are in the world .flow 
in through the sensuals towards the interiors; but this 
is· a fallacy of sense. 
11There. is an inf'lux of interiors into exteriors, and by 
that influx there is appe·rcePtial." (34) 

This suggests·that the affections, .as it were, reach out to what answefS 

to their own quality :iJ:I. the environment. This is of course the doctrine 

contained in the verse from tl'E Epistle, nonto the pure all things. are 

pure: but unto them. that are defiled and unbelieving is nothing pure" 

(Titus 1;15) •. In these conditions, voluntary effort. in a deliberate 

attempt to achieve an end, brings the will into the stream of a particular . 
influx and engenders the state into which such influx. is received: 

"In a word, influx aiways adapts itself to efflux, and 
thought rises no higher than freedom of utterance." (35) 

Although our special interest here is in particular influx a 

distinction whl;,ch SWedenborg draws ;,between particular and general influx 

is of importance. Two passages ~1 adequately indicate what is. to. be 

understocxi by general influx. · It ·should be nat.~d that SWedenborg regards 

the various COJWIWlities in the .uniwr·sal heav~n as counterparts of the 

funetions of the various org~s. and limbs of tl'2 lu.tm.an body, thus 

together con.stituting the nma.x:imus ·hom.ol' or llgrand man" of heaven • 

. ,. 



"It is a general laVl that nothing can exist and subsist 
from itself, but from another, that is, by means of 
another, and that nothing can be kept in fo:nn except 
from another, that is by mean~ of another, as i.s 
manifest fran all things in general and particular 
in nature. 
11 That the human boc1y is kept in fonn by the ~tmospheres 
fran without is well !mown,. and unless it was also kept 
in fozm from within by some acting or living force, it 
would instantly fall to pieces. · 
''Everything unconnected with, what is prior to itseif, 
and by means of things prior lvith what is First, 
perishes in an instant. 
1~'Ihat the Grand Man (which is Heaven), or influx therefr~, 
is that prior thing by means of which man, as to all things 
in general and particular belonging to him, is connected 
with the First, that is, witp the Lord, will be manifest.'~ 

. . (36) . 

'!he second passage adds to this statement and at the same tim makes 

clear the reason fo'r particular influx. 

nMa,n is governed through spirits by the Lord, because he 
is not. in the order of heaven; for he is born. into 
evils which aze of hell, and thus into a state altogether 
cont ra:cy- to Divine order. · 
n~-e is therefore to be zeduc~d into order and be carmot 
be so reduced except ··mediately through spirits. 
nrt would be otherwise if man were born into good, which 
is according to the orcier of heaven; for then· he would 
not be governed by the Lord through spirits, but by 
·mans of order itself, and tl'lus by the general influx. 
'~Man is govemed by this inflilx as to these things 
which proceed from his thought and will into act, and 
thus as to his speech and actions, for both these flew 
acco:zding to natural o:zde~, with which the spirits who 
are aQjoi.ned to man have nothing in com:non. 
".Animals also are governed by general influx -from the 
spiritual world, because they are in the order of their 
life, which they have not been able to pervert and destroy, 
because they have no rational.''· (37) 
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Bl.sewhere we are shown that animals are bom into the degree of lmowledge 

necessary to their existence because their iristincts are derived. from 

general influx. But man on· the cqntrary, ·because he is no longer in the 

order of his life established at hi~ creation, by the Divine Providence 

ot the Lo:zd is bom i,nto ignorance of all things. 



Infiux through spirits is dist~ct from possession by spirits • 

As the doctrine assures us, f~ewlll depends on influx. There is no 

proporticn between the power of the Divine and the power of hell.: and 

no matter how str<:rlg the influx from hell may be into evil.. affections 

in a man, the power of influx through heaven from the Dirl:ne into 

good affection in him is adequate to preserve him in equiliQrium. 

Possession on the other hand entails the supersession of freewill 

altogether. It was experienced,_ so the Gospel writers believed at ~ 

rate, at the ti.ma when the Lord came into the world. Of his mm dq 

Swedenborg wrotes 

"The·re are very many spirits at the pre sent day who wish 
to now in, not only into man• s thoughts and affect~ons, 
but also into his speech -and ac~ions, tms even into his 
corporeal things; when yet the corporeal things are freed 
fran the. particular infiux o1 spirits and angels, and .are 
ruled by general influx. · 
"In other words, When thought is determined into speech; 
and voluntary things into actions, the detennination aai. 
transition into the body are accord:i,ng to order, and are 
not ruled by any spirits in particul·ar. 
"For fl9vdng into man• s corporeal is obsessing him. 11 (38) 

The particular influx o~ affection al'ld thought, which we have already 

considered, is further described in the following passage which deals 

with the subject more directly, 

11 Jll af;f.'ection wllich is· of the love of good· and truth 
fiaYs in with man through them (the spirits who are with 
him) from heaven,. and an affection which is of· the love 
of what is evU and false i_'lows in through them from hell. 
!''lherefore as far as the ·affection ot man agrees with 
that which flows in·, so far ~ receives it in his o"WWl 
thought-, for the interior thought of man is altogether 
according to his affection or love; but so far as it 
does net agree he does not receive it. 
"Since therefore thought doe:s not flow into man throm;h 
spirits, bu.t only· affec~ion for good and affection for 
evil, it is evident that man has power of chai.ce, b~cause 
he ha8 freedom; thus that he can in thought receive good 
and reject evil; for he lqlCII'lS from the Word what is good 
and what is evil. 



"What he receives in thought from affection, is also 
appropriated to him, but what he does not recei-ve 
in thought from affection is nat apPropriated to him". 

-. (39) 

Conscious thought with man is the ~ction of the understanding focussed 

in the degree tezminating in the extemal memory. Thus thought flows 

in through affection. 

But a fuzther question arises concerning the origin of the 

affectims which influx eJteites. Not all are the effect of man• s own 

deliberate, adult, chaices and reactions, yet: 

"It maY be known that nothing can possibly enter into . 
man• s IIBmory and remain there, unless the:re is a certain 
affection or love to introduce it. _ 
"If the:re ~s no affect ian or, what is the same, no love, 
theN would be no apperception. -, 
••It is this affection .or love with which the thing that 
enters connects itself, and remains c~cted; as may be 
evident from this consideration, that when a sind.lar 
affectim or love returns, t~t thing returns and is 
exhibited present with several things besides, which 
had prev.i.ously" entered from a similar .affection or love' 
and this in a aeries. - -
.·naence comes m$11 s thought, and from thought, his speech. 
"In like manner ~so, when the thing .retums, if. this 
is effected by objects of the senses, or by objects of 
the thought, or by speech ot another parson, the affection 
is also reproduced. with which the thing-~ entered. 
"Experience teaches this, and everyOD:e, if he zeflects, 
may be confizmed he zein.!' ( 40). 

'lhese matters will be considered in the next section. 

One fuzther point arises ~m .. ~ur preVious study of Ultimates.Influx 

into the ultimate is the pre-requisite for the infilling of interior levels 

with life. The principle has a further application to the t.h:inld.ng 

activity of angeles maJl in the world is a means by which the life of 

thought is stimulated among the -angels. The relationship between angels, 

spir.its, and man iS not normally a relationship of which thos~ concemed 

in it ·are openly aware. In fact, ·.tor reasons which SWedenborg elsewhere 



makes abundantly clear, we are tpld. that if the veU between a man and 

the spir.i.ts associated with him is ~roken through, ·the spirits are 

usu"al.q.changed in order to preserve the WlConscious character of the 

relationship. Nevertheless the phenanenon of the spiritual world 

which we have alrea~ discussed, .. t~ sharing of' memory and thought, 

occurs in sane degree as a ze sult of this association. What man in 

the ultimate world thinks, under the stimulus of innux, is ·shared also 

on their own planes by hi~ attendant or as~ociate r;iipirits and angels. 

So when the Sacred Scriptures are read .by men on earth, thoughts of 

angelic wisdom begin to flow, first among thQse good spirits whose 

association is most close to him, then t.brough these, among those angels 
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·with whain they are associated, and in, tum with angels in a biglEr heaven • 

. In infancy and earliest childhood, man's association with the heavens 

is. le~st impeded: 

"But evil spir.i.ts cannot. come near to infants, because they 
have not as yet,· anything in: the memo17 which evil spirits 
can put on; wherefore good 8pirit s and. angels are With 
infants.re · (41) 

So we can Wlderstand the teaching of the folloWing passagea 

"When these and such like t.Qings (stories from tl"B Word) 
are known and thought ot bY a young chil.d, the angela 
who are with him think of t~ Divim 'things which t.tey 
rep~sent and signifyi. . 
".And inasmuch as the angels are affected by these things, 
their affectian is communicated, and causes the delight 
and pleasure whic·h tbe cbild derives· therefran, and 
prepares his mind to receive gen$e truths and goods.n 

(42) 

A further passage also eX}llains the phenanenon: 

II'Jhe influx of the angels with a man is not. such as· . 
tm man thinks, but is according to correspondences;: 
for the angels think spirituall.y, whereas man pereeives 
this natura1J.Y. · . 

· "Thus spiritual things fall ·into their correspondences, 
and consequently into .their representatives with man. 



"For example, when man speak~ of bread, seed-time, 
harvest, fatness, and the lil:te, the thought of 
angels is concerning the good of love and charity and .. 
so ·forth.·~ ( 43) · · 

Fuller Wlderst.anding of the nature of influx ·from a higher heaveri 

into a lower, and fran the·lowest he.aven into the inte~diate world 

and into man, requires an understanding of the principle of 

correspondence, to wlti..ch-we shall turn in t~ next. chapter. For influx 

from the Divine descends by discret~ degrees down to the ultimate. 

fiWhatever flows in from the Divine passes ·through 
heaven and is there celestial and ~piritu~; but 
Ylhen it canes into the world· it becomes world.J,y, 
containing ~ithin it those pr.i.nciples.n (44) 
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SWed.enborg hi.mself gives us a clear definition of affection in 

the following p·a.s sage~ 

"Affection is nothlng else than love, but a prolongation 
(continuum) of it; for man i~ affected either with evll 
and falsity, or with good and truth, out of love. 
11 This love, since it is present with, and inherent in, 
all. things in general and Particular belonging to man,· 
is not. perceived as love, bu'!:- is varied according t_o 
circumstances, and accorcUng to states and their changes, 
and this continually in each single thing that the man 
wills, thinks, and acts. 
"This prolongation (cmtinuum) of love is what is called 
affection, ~d it is this prolongation (continuum) that 
re:igtls · in the man 1 s life, and conStitues all delight 
that is with him, and therefoie constit;utes his ver,y 
life, for a man's life is nothing but. the delight that 
is ~f his affection,. thus it: is nothing but the 
affectitn of his love.•~ (45) 

~ have already examined Sweden borg 1 s doctrine of the tluee-fold love 

which animates the human_will. Life is love~ Life flows in and the 

love of the will becomes the origin of all activity ill the human soul. 

As the wUl• s co-ordinate,· tm understanding too is enlivened and in 

the though:t of the understanding ma,n becomes aware of his e:xi.stencea 

11I think therefor$ I aJn"• Swedenb.;org here adds the fu:rt.her pdint that 
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throughout the changes of his individual experiences every man undergoes 

innwne.rabls affectings .of: his love (or loves) each one of which draws 

out an abiding continuum or prolong.~tion. In this manner the inf'J.owing 

life or love becomes a personal and individual possession.. An analogy 

might serve us here. As the moon circles round the earth, its own 

gravitational attraction i·s exercised upcm the earth and receives a 

response from .the mobile waters of earth's oceans. Their tidal 

sv.ell.i.ng may be described ~ an affection. So the love of the will 

is affected by the :i,.nflux from the heavens, the hells, good and truth, 



man and wanan, and so forth. These affections are in reality the 

effect of attractiCl'l e.x;periencefi il'IIferi.orly, though this aPpears to be 

externalized through sense, and thought, and understanding. And the 

physical analogy is limited by th~ fact that,· in the human spm~, 

though the affecting cause may pass, the effect of love 1 s J;"esponse is 

left for ever on the fabric of tlle will. In course of time then the 

will displays innumerable prolongations,. continua:,}.· of its loves which 

have been points of contact with· an af~ecting source. These are what 

Swedenborg means by affections, and t~ remarkable thing about them is 

that they re·spond to ~ renewal of· the influence which first brought 

them into existence. So that they become contacts for the reception 

of influx and are to be sought on ~1 degrees of the love of the Lord, 

love to the neighbour, love of tlB world, and love of self. And there 

is no hum.an being without affections of the h:igher loves. SWedenborg 1s 

doctrine of Remains (Reli.quiae, tiE Things that Remain or. Abide) will 

clar.i.ty the whole subject. 

"Doctrinal things of. truth enter into the Jli.emory •• and 
what brings them in is the affections of various loves. 
"The genuine affection which is of the good of charity 
is not thm perceived, but still it is present, and in 
proporticn as it can be present it is adjoined to 
doctrinals of truth by the Lord, and in the san:s 
proportic::n ·they remain adjoined. 
"When therefore the time comes that the man can be 
regenerated, then the !Drd inspires the affection for 
gocxi and through it excites the things that have been 
adjoined to that affection by Him, which things are 
called • remains•, and then through that affection of 
good, He successively removes the affections of other 
loves, and therefore alao t~ thing$ that have been 
coupled with them. 
".And so the affection of goOd or What i~the same 
thing, the good of life, begins to have daninion. 11 

(46) 



. . 
This teaching seems acceptable but rieeds liDl.Ch greater amplification. 

Whence comes th~ affection of charity? For the. "doctrinal of truth" 

itself,· it seems, had been the means of awakening an affection other 

than the 11~enuine affection" which was "pzesent and aQ.joined". If 

influx is from a higher into a lower and never in the reverse order, . . 

. how can the highest · things ever be ~ce ived unless s~ special 

provision has previously been made ,for the corre spending affections? 

Wordsworth• s "Inti..lilations of Imnortality" is familiar from the 

lines, 

"Olr birth is but a sleep and a· forgetting: 
The Soul that rises with us, our life •·a Star, 
Hath had elsewheze its s~tting, 
.And cometh from afar: 
Not in entize forgetfulness; 
.And not in utter nakedness, · 
But trailing clouds· of glory do we cane 
Fran Gcxi, who is our heme : : 
Heaven lies about us in eur:infancy! 
$lades of the prison-house begin to close 
Upon the growing boy, 
But he beholds the light 
And whence it f'lows, 
He knows it in .his jay. 
At length the man perceives .it die away, 
And fade into the light of common day." (47) 
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This is of course partly Platanism, 'built upon the doctrine of 

Reminiscence. ·But the poet has accept·ed this doctrine because it answers, 

at any rate in one point, to sanething w:hicl;l t~ poet himself has 

observed. At the same time it is t:lOt impossible that there is a lingering 

overtone of Swedenborg's tho1,1gnt in•,these ~ines, m:i..xed with chords that 

he would have dis~ed ~d deplo~d. 'lhat each human being is an indivi.du·al 

creation; procreated UP<?rl the ultimate of this· Jlatural world, a soul 

united with a body from its conception ~pears to be the substratum of 

truth contained in these lines. So while the beauty of the first eight 
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lines just quoted cannot be doubted, it is a fragile beauty, a beauty 

ally of fozm and not of substance. But when we reach the lines from 

n~Saven lies about is in our infancyu to the end of the passage the 

fo:nn. embodies a point of greater substance. This is now the doctrine 

of the Things that Abide as it _appears in the teaching of Svledenborg. 

'!be infant soul, no less than that of the adult, depends upon association 

with the spiritual world, from which it derives an influx in accozdance 

with the law of man• s creation. 

1'Eve17 man is called a living soul from the living 
principle that is with him. · 
!'For it is impossible for any man to live, especiall.y 
to live as a man, if he has not saneth:i.ng living 
within him, that, is, unless he· has something of 
innocence, charity, and mercy, or something therefran 
of a si.JJlilar ld,.nd, or emulous of it. · 
"This port.im of innocence, charity, and mercy, man 
receives from the lDrcl during infancy and childhood; 
as maY be seen from the states of infants and children. 
''Vlhat man then receives, is preserved within him. 
n'lbe things that are prese~d, are called in the Word 
zemains, which are of the Lord alone with man. (i.e. 
they are represented by the saving remnant spoken of by the 
prophets etc • ) · 

·nit is these things that are- preserved that make a man 
capable of becoming truly a man on his arrival at adult 
age.u (48) · · · 

In another passage SWedenborg state~: 

11.83Jnains are all the states of affection for goCxiness 
and truth with which a mall is gifted by the Lord from. 
his earliest infancy even to the close of life. 
"Man at his birth has net. the smallest portion of good 
of or from himaelf, being entirely defiled with hered.itazy 
evil.; blit all the good that he has enters by influx, as 
love towards his parents, nurses, and playmates; and this 
by virtue of innocence. · 
"These are the graces which flow in fran "the Lord through 

the heaven of innocence and peace, whictl is the inmost 
heaven; and thus man, dur:ing his infancy·, is imbued vdth 
such graces. 



nAftenvards as he grows up, this infantile, innocent, 
and peaceful good by, degrees recedes; and in proportion 
as he is introduced into'the world, he is introduced also 
into its grqss pleasures and into lusts, thus into evils, 
in the same proportion the celestial or goai things of 
his infantile state begin to disappear. 
~·They nevertheless remain, and by them the states are 
tempezed which afterwards man. puts on a11iacquires to 
himself. 11 ( 49) · 

rut these earliest states are not all that a man :receives, ni.m;planted 

in his disposition without his lmo\.rlng aeything of the matter11 • 

"ln the subsequent period of his life he is also gifted 
with new states; but these are not so much states of 
good as of truth: for :Ul the age succeed:Ulg infancy he 
is imbued with tzuths, and these likewise are stored 
up in his interior man. · 
"1\Y these remains, or those· of truth, bom in h:iJD. by 
means of things spiritual from the Loro, man possesses 
the power of thinldng, and also of understand:Ulg what 
the good and truth of civil and moral life are, and 
likewise of :receiving spiritual truth, or the truth of 
faith; but of this he is incapable e.xcept by the rema:Uls 
of good which .m has :received in infancy." (50) 
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Then we are told wheze these "remains" ·are situated, .an imPortant matter 

of human psychology. No.rmally SWedenborg describes them in general 

tezms as stored in. the interiors of the natural; but on one occasion 

he locates them in one particular degzee of the trme of rational, 

natural ·and sensuous- the interior - rational. 

ll'lbat there are such things as remains, and that they are 
stored with man in his inter;ior-rational man, is altogether 
unknown to man; the. reason is, because ~ does not suppose 
that arzything he possesses flows in, but that all is somewhat 
natural, and bom with:Ul ~' consequently that he had it 
all in himself whilst an infant. 
"When, nevertheless, the c aae is altogether otherwise." 

. . . . (51) 

'!his passage has an :Ulteresting bearing on the modem psychological 

" doctrine of the unconscious, for it suggests the possibility of a 

certain storage of good as well, as ~vil influences at the level of the 



unc an sc ious. Indeed it is clear that by the remains in the interior-

rational the lower levels are brought powerful~ under the infiuence of 

good.· 

Summing up then, we can conclude that during his days of infancy, 

God provides for all men in the innocent state in which love is tumed 

outwards from itself atfectians drawn fort.h by influx from the highest:., 

the third or celestial heaven. Tte Lord said of infants, 11 That in 
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heaven their angels do alwa.vs behold the face of my Father which is in 

heaven" (Matt. 18;10). . Then as the individual progresses into childhood 

and adolescence, a new Divine gift; the love of knowing, a aeries of 

affections drawn forth. f;1rst by infiux from the middle, second ,or 

spiritual heaven and then from the lowest, first, or natural heaven, 

comes to his experience. Thereafter when. he reaches rationality and 

responsibility, associated with the intennediate world, the man, in a 

fuller sense hi;:s own master, is free to co-operate with, or even to 

reject, the impulses imparted through the renains he has received. And 

even then he continues to be the repository of new remains as his life 

develops. Nevertheless, the prin<;iple thet influx is according to 

efflux is operative throughwt this progressian. The mother's seeking 
. 

for the responsive smile, the tenderness shown to infants, the gentle 

sphere of the baptisnal service, tl;le teaching of simple prayers, and 

Bible stories, gsnes of chlld with chil.d, such are the means of drawing 

forth efflux an the Ultimate plane, opening t.be innocent mind to the 

ineffable sweetness of influx from: the heaven of innocence and peace. 

Thus celestial remains are implanted. And when, a.i't.er a lifetime of 

striving, the affections of assertive self-love in the extemal mind 

hav:ing surrendered pride of place to the affections whose .Prolongations 



were first drawn out in the innocent ignorance of that distant infancy 

and an old man or woman comes into the innocence of true wisdom, we are 

assured, that soul enters upon a child~lil<Einess, a second youth, which 

endures to all eternity. "Except ye be conwrt.ed and become as little 
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children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of the heavensn (Matt.l8;3). 

Whlle in the world, the Lord too passed through this order and discipline 

by which the affections of His Will became the ~cipients of Divine Influxs 

11Bilt the remains that were with the "Lord, which were all 
the Divine states that he procured to himself, and by 
which he united the Hmlan Essence to the Divine, w.lll 
admit of no cornparisal with those in man; for the ·latter 
are not Divine but human." (52) 

With man, remains are nomally withdrawn into the interiors of 

the natural mind, whence they are sent. forth. 

11Rra.mains are goais and truths from tie LorQ. hidden aYfBY 
in the interior man; these ~re sent. back into the exterior 
or natural man, when man- is in a state of good. 
"But an his coming into· a state of evU they are straightwq 
withdrawn and hidden again lest they should be mixed with 
evils and so perish. . . 
''When man cannot be regenerated, then remains with M.m are 
well saved up in his interiors: but whilst the man is being 
z:egenerated they are sent. back from the interiors to the 
exteriors, in proporticn as he is regenerated. 
"The reason whereof is because· by regeneration the interiors 
are conjoined with exteriors, and ac~ as one~ n (53) 

The process might J:erhaps be described as follows : 

Tne inspiration of a good affection leads to the inward. enlightenm.ent of· 

the understanding and conscious thought. is aroused. This however appears 

a1 the ultmate plane, suitably clothed from the memory. The thought. 

itself passes into the contents of the memory and its recollection may 

become instrumental in kindling the deep affection from which it f:;irst 

took its origin. 

Part at least of the fun:tion 'of Revelation m the Sacred Scriptures 



is to provide just. those external contents of the memory necessary in 

older that such remains of truth may be stored in the minds of men. 

The Sacred Scriptures are the appointed means too for the 

implantation of remains of good in the affections. Wmn their lwly 

truth is ·sought with reverence, upa1 the ultimate level, a reaction is 

set :in motia1 which draws upon the will, so that new influx from heaven 

is received. Thereaf'ter a new affection for gocxi abides within, for -
I 

further use in tm man 1 s regeneration. This will however require 

closer scrutiny wheq we turn to treat of Swedenborg 1s doctrine of ·the 

Sacred Scriptures. 

"When angels flow in, .they also adjoin affections, and 
the affections themselves contain innumerable things. 
IIBut of these innwnerabl.e things only a few are 
received by man, namely, those which are applicable 
to the things which- are already in. his memory. 
".The rest of the things of the angelic influx 
encompass· them, and keep them ~s it- were in their 
bosom.•~ (54) 
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Chapter 6. 

"The Science of COITespond.en~es • 11 

''We have concluded that divine truth is supernatural~ 
camnunicated to men jn .an act of :jnspired th:inking which falls 
into the shape of certain images. \Ve have now to consider a 
further point: how is it that the· images· are able to signify 
divine realities. The images themselves are not what is 
principall.\Y' revealed: they are no more than instruments by 
which realities are to be known •. The inspired man may not 
reflect on the instrumental function of the images, but 
whether he re:Clects on it or· not; he makes an instrwnental 
use of them. He does nQt think about the images, but about 
what he takes them to signify." · 

Au~in Farrer 
i,n 

"The Glass of Visfon11 • 

"In our conviction, if souls were visible, we should distinctly 
see the strange fact that every i.ndividu·al of the human species 
coiTesponds to sane one or ot~r of the species of anima.i creation; 
and we might easily recognise the truth which has as yet scarce 
occurred to thjnke+S, that fran the oyster to the eagle, from the 
hog to the tiger, all animals are in man, and that· each. of them 
is in a man; at t:Unes several at once. Animals are ~oth:ing less 
than the figures of our virtues and our vices, wandering before 
our eyes, the visible phantan.s of our souls. God snows these to 
us in order to .make us re;flect.": 

. ~ .. 

Victor Hugo 
~ 

"l.es Miserabl.es" • 
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!tit is knavn from philosophy, that the end is the first of the 
cause, and the cause is the first of the effect. 
"To the intent that t.he end, the cause, and. the effect m;q 
follow in order, and act as a one, it is needful that the 
effect should correspcnd ·to the cause, and the cause to 
'the end. 

/"Nevertheless the end does not. ~ppear as the c.use, nor the 
cause as the effect: for in order. that the end m;q produce 
the cause, it must call in administering means from the 
region where the cause is, by which means the end may make 
t.I:E cause •. 
"And in order that the cause may produce the effect, it 
must also call in administering means fran.' the region 
where the effect is, by which means the cause !J.l.BY make the 
effect. 
n_These administering means are the things which correspond; 
and since they cq_r.respond, the end may be in the cause, and 
the cause may be in tl'E effect and accomplish the effect, 
consequently the end., by the cau_se may accanplish the effect. 
"It is otl'Erwise when there is ~o correspcndence; for then 
the end has not a cause in which it may be, still less an 
effect in which it may be,, but .is changed and varied in the 
cause,- and finally in the effect, according to the fozm made 

. by the adminj,.stering means. 
"All th:i..ngs in general and particular in man, yea, all things . 
in general. and particular in nature, succeed each ot.l'Er like 
end, cause, and effect; and when they tms correspond to eaci'h 
otl'Er, they act as a one, for then· the end is the all in· ·all. 
t~gs of the cause, and by the cause is the all in all 
things of the effect. 
"As for example, when heavenly love is the end, the will the 
cause, and acticn the effect, if there be coiTespa'ldence, 
then heavenly love nows into the will, and t~e w.i.ll into 
actia'l, and they act as a one in such a manner that the 
acticn by correspondence is as it v.ere the love. 
"Or as when the faith o.t' charity is the end, thought the 
cause, and discourse the effect, if there be correspondence, 
the faith fran charity flows into the thought, and the thought 
into discourse, and they act as a one in such a manner that 
the discourse by correspcndence is as it were the end. 
11Bu.t in order that the end, which is love or fait.h, may 
produce the cause, which is will and thought, it must call 
in administering means in the rational mind, which must 
correspcnd. 
11For without administering means which correspond, the end, 
which is love or faith,. cannot be received, hOI.\ever it mar 
infiow from the Lord through heaven. · 
"Jsnce it is evident that the interior and exterior things of 
man, that is h.:is rational, natural, and sensual exterior 
things,· must be reduced into correspondence, in order that they 
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may receive the Divine influx, consequently that man may be · 
reborn; and that it is not l"~Sil· with him until this is· effected.•t 

(1) 



21.6. 

This concept of corresp_oi'ld.ence prov:ides the necessaey- cop.finnation 

for that part of the teaching of $Jedenborg which we have so far examined; and 

mdeed &arWs··.EB the principle of coherence for. his syst.em. as a whole. !I). 

the above p~sage SWeden borg·_ has: shown ,.the interdependence ·of .:..two·. c·Otlce].i)ts, 

degrees and correspondence, wtii.ch ,Qad not :hithert.q been brought together. 

According to Baxter and Johnson·• s "Mediaeval Latin Wozd List" the tezm 

correspondentia, corresp_ondence ·or _a&re.ement, was in use in 1238, w:i.th 
. . . 

the verb correspondere, to correspond, in 1236 •. · SWedenborg was therefo:re 

not. employing 'new term in the language in which l:s' wr~. Nor was the 
• I 

. . . . 
thought expressed" in the. following words- altogether unf.anri.liar to the 

world of his day: 

liThe vo~hole natural v1orld corr&.sponds to the spiritual 
world, not only the· natural world ~ general, but also 
in particular." · (2) · - . 

AS we shall see, _it is the addition \yhich he makes to these words which 

distinguish:~ s his teaching from that of his predecessors 

Milton had written, · 

''Yet for thy good. · 
This is.dis~nc•t, and 'what sunnounta the reach 
Of human sense, I shall deline.ate so, 
lv' lik 1ning spiritual to corpo-ral fo:rms, 
As may e.xp"ress them best, though what if Earth 
Be but the shad·ow of Heaven, and things therein 
Each to other. l~ke, more than on ~~h is thought?" (3.) 

. 
And again Sir Thomas Browne writes ~ n~ligio Medici": 

"The severe schools shall never laugh me out of· the philos9pl"zy" 
of Hennes that this· vi.sibl.e world is but a picture of the 
invisible, whe~in as in a portrait things are not truly but 
in equi,v.ecal' ~apes,_ and they co@terfeit sons more real · 
substance· _in that invisible, fabrick.· 11 (4) 

With theiz: emphasis on unity the med;iaeval Jewish Cabalists might seem 

to have Game even clpse.r to Swedenborg' s position~ Abelson, for eXaJD.ple, 



w.rites as follows conceming the contents of the mystical 11Book of Zoha.r". 

"ThUs Psalm 33 ;6 says, By the· word of the Lord were the 
heavens made and all the host of .them by the breath of 
his mouth. This verse gives the impetus to a whole series 
of .J:ey"stic .axioms proVing that the world rest~ on Divine 
Spirit. The 'upper universe• resembles the 'lower universe• 
and both find their unity in God. Earth is a copy of 
heaven. They are no duality but an absolute unity.· Any 
other view of the universe is irreligious because it makes 
an alma de peruda (a world of division)... (5) 

Origen held a profound belief in the Jerusalem above which is the 
. . 

heavenly counterpart of the Jerusa.J.em. ·below: 

"In all prophecies concem.jng Jerusalem, ·therefore, . and in 
all statements made about it, we must understand, if ~ 
listen to Paul's words as the words of God aoi the utter
ances of wisdom, that the Sc;riptures are telling us about 
the heavenly city and the whole region which contains the 
cities of the Holy Land. · 
"Perhaps it is to these cities that the Saviour lifts our 
attention when He gives to tllose who have deserved praise 
for the good use of their talents, authority over ten or 
over five cities. 
"Just as there is a heavenly Jerusalem and Jud,ea, and no 
doubt a people· dwelling therein who are cB.lled Israel, so 
it is possible that near to these there exist certain other 
places, v.rhich apparently are called Egypt, or Batiylan, or 
.Tyre or Sidcn ••.• " (6) . 

13e~d Origer1 ar¥i the early FatlErs lies Philo and his belief in 

•rt.hat world which consists of ideasn. 

"For Godr,, bejng God, assumed that a ~autiful copy would 
never be produced apart from a beautiful pattem, and 
that no object of perception would be faultless which was 
not made in the likeness ·of ·$ll original di8cemed on:l.y by 
the intellect. · 
·"So when He willed to create this visible world He first 
ful.ly fomed the intelligible world, in order that He 
might have the use of a pattem wholly· God-like· and 
incorpozeal in producing the material world, as a later 
creation, the very image of an earlier, to embrace in 
itself· objects of percepticn of as many ld.nds as the 

·.other contained objects o~ intelligence." (7) 
. . 

Philo was indebted ·in his tum to the Platonic doctrine of Foxms or Ideas, 

whether this is part of Plato's debt to Socrates C?r a development of his 
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master's teaching. This doctrine Philo adopted in its integrity_~ 

applied as circumstances permitted. Plato had written: 

"For those which we c-alled immortal go outside when they 
are cane to the topmost height, and stand on the outer 
surface of heaven, and as U~y stand they· are· bome 
round by its revolution, and gaze on the external scene. 
"Nav- o_f that region beyond the sky no earthy bald has 
ever yet sung, or eve·r wil.l sing in wortey strains.· But 
this is the :fashicn of it· •• Real existen9~; colourless, 

- fon:nless, and mtangible, visible only to'the intelligence 
which sits at the helm of th~ soul, and with which the 
family of true science is concerned, has its abode in 
this region. · 
"The mind then of deity, as it is fed by intelligence 
and pure science, and the mind of eve:cy soul that is 
destined to receive its due ~heritance~ is delighted 
at seeing the essence to which it has ~en so long a 
stranger, and by the light. of truth is fostered and 
made to thrive, until by the revolution it is brought 
again to the same point~ 
"And during the circuit· it sees distinctly absolute 
justice, absolute tempe ranee, and absolute science; 
not such as they appear in creation, nor under the 
number of fonns t.o which we now-a-<iays give the name of 
realities; but- the justices, the temperance, the science, 
which exist in. that which is real and essential being. II 

(8) 

From this world the ~91}l. has cane into body and by the denial of body 

the philosopher may come nearer into the perception of the realities~ a 

process carried to completion only after death. Plato's doctrine of 

Reminiscence as the explanation of knowledge depends upa1 this belief U1 

Forms or Ideas. It iS: from Plato that we trace the seed that ~lowered 

in s_o ma.rzy- writers 4.ke ·Milton and Browne, and possibly even the Jewish 

Cabalists themselves, though se:metimes admixed with other seeds in the 

course of its transn:i.ssion. Y~t whatever SWedenborg had in canmon with 

Philo, U1 this part of his teac~g re far surpasses h:im. 
. . 

After h;is day, there is an echo of his teaching .in a passage from 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning: 

• .I 
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. For we stand here, we 
If genuine aitists, witnessing for Gcx;l 1s 
Complete, consummate, undivi~ed work; 
That every natural flower that grows on earth 
Implies a .flower upon the spiritual- side, 
Substantial, archetypal, all aglow 
With blossaning causes, -not so far away 
But vre whose spirit-sense is somewhat cleared, 
May catch at something of the bloom and breath, -
Too vaguely apprehended. (9) 

He·re tha phrase "blossom;ing causesn is a clear indication of its origin. 

For Swedenborg had written: 

11\ihatever, therefore, in the natural world exists from the 
spiritual, is said to be its. cor-.cespondent. 
nit .must be understood that the natural world exists and 
subsists from the spiritual world, just as an effect 
exists from its efficient cause •11 (10) 

SWedenborg introduces the .. principle of correspondence by a 

demonstration of the existence of correspondents, especially in the human 

bcxiy. The fol:lowjng passage is typical of many: 

"The nature of correspondence may be seen from the human face. 
"In a· face which has not been taught to dissemble, all the 
affections of the mind displ'aY themselves visibly in a 
natural fonn, :as in their type, and therefore the face is 
said to be the :index of the mind. 
11 Thus man's spiritual world is visible in his natural world; 
and in the same manner the ideas of his understanding reveal 
themselves in his speech, ~ tPe detexminations of his vd.ll 
in the gestures of his body. · 
"All things, therefore, which are done in the body, whether 
it be in the face, the speech, or the gestures, are called 
correspondents." (11) · _ 
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The organs, members, apd parts of the luman body are themselves 

correspondents to tl:ie faculties of the·mind or spirit with ~heir functions. {a) 

We have already seen that SWedenborg recognises two great faculties of the 

mind, vd.ll and imderstanding. NGY h3 traces the corresp_ondence between 

tre great organs of the body, the heart and the l.J.n1,gs, and these faculties. 
. . 

Moreover, just as w:Ul and understanding are involved in every mental 

activity, so heart and lungs are central to the life of the body and ·each 



of its partss or as he puts. it in another way, ·aS all things of the mind 

are referable to Will and understandmg, so all things of the body can be 

referred to the heart and lungs. But , he points out, 

"The correspondence of will an,d Wlderstanding with heart 
and lungs cannot be proved· abstractly, that is by reasoning 
alone, but it may be proved by effects. 
11It is the saue as with the causes of things. These 
indeed can be seen rationally, but clearly, only by effects; 
for causes exist ·in effects, and by their means render 
themselves visible; till then the mind is not. convinced 
about causes. 
liThe effects of such correspondence 'll'd.ll be related in 
VThat follows. n (12) 

In Part. V of Divine Love and Wisdom, from which the above quotation 
' 

was taken, Sv.edenborg devotes much space to this demonstraticn in which, 

for instance, be points to the. "changes and motions acco::r;'ding to the 

flffectims of love "evidenced by the l'leart, and to the various types of 

respiration which accompany thought, the activity of the lWlgS evidencing 

the kind of activity of tha Wlderstandirig. To this conclusion which 

Swedenborg justifies in some detail, an analogy exists in the Old 

Testament itself, for moSt modem scholars agree that in the Old Testament · 

the heart is regarded as the seat, not of the emotions, but of the 

understanding. Here the correspondence is simply reversed. Pedersen 

says, 

"It is generally the heart. which is mentioned when speaking 
of the wisdom of a man. 11 · (1.3) 
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Among the examples quoted by Pedersen are Bezaleel, to whom God gave. 

lfwisdom of heartll, and Solomori, who received a Rwise. and obedient heartll. 

Swedenborg would of course make t.he point that wisdan is mentioned instead 

of ,intelligence·, because it is the gpod love of the heart which inspires and 

enli~ht.ens the understailding of the ~se; wherea~ it is truth in the 
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understanding which priJna.rily rules the life, and conditions the love, ot 

the mtelligent. Ag~, the close relationship between breathing and 

thought. provides the principle upon which certain machmes are based 

which can be ufed in estimating the spontaneity and consequent reliability 

or the evidence given by a witness. :The proOf "by effect" is very strong. 

A further example ot correspondence which our author offers is one 

to \vhich we have already been introduced. The canmunities of maven 

serve to each other uses coriesponding to the uses which the parts and 

organs serve to the hwnan body. For example 1 

"They woo are in the ums and the. hands, are in the povrer 
ot tl'll:th derived tram good. 
!1They who are in the eyes are .. in the understanding. 
"They woo are in the ears are in attention an.d obedience. 
'-'They who are in the nostrils .are in perception.n (14) 

From these comnunities the general infl.ux into the parts ot man is 

provided as we sal'ra-

"'Ihe influx· ot heaven is into the functions and uses ot 
the members; and uses, which ~re tran the spiritual 
world, invest themselves with ;f'ozm by means ot such 
things as are in the natural world, and are embodied 
in effects. 
••Hence there is correspondence .•1 (15) 

Swedenborg offers another demonStration Qf this relatioo.ship 

ot correspondence between organ and Ufe in this further passage: 

''When a man wills to do this or that, and to act thus or 
otherwise and ma:k;es it the aubject ot his thought, then 
t·he organs are moved accordingly, thus according to the 
intentioo. of the function or use; tor it is uae which 
commands the tozms. · 
"Hence also it is evident that the use existed before 
the organic to:rms ot the body. came into existence, and 
that the u~e produced and adapted .them to itself, and 
not contrariwise. 
n:sut when the roms have been. produced, or the organs 
ad~ted ·uses proceed thence, and then it appears as .it 
tiE to:nna or o~gans were prior to the use; when yet this 



is not so. 
"For the use inflows from tm Lord., and this th~ugh 
heaven, according to the order and according to the 
fozm in which ma-ven has been arranged by the Lord, 
thus according to correspondences.". (16) 

Nor should the· ide a of organic forms be confined t'o the p¢ s of the 

body. 'Ihe nti..nd. is organic, despite the fact that it does not submit to 

mi..c ro scopic e.xaiilinat iCil. The fo:r:ms of the mind are "Inscrutable, but 

still they are fozms, that is substances~• and of them he sa;ys& 

- 11Those purer or more interior fozms .which are inscrutable, 
are what constitute the_internaJ..sensesl and also produce 
the inter.nal affections. 
11The interior heavens correspond with. these fo:nns, 
because th~y .correspond with their senses and with the 
affectiCils of U~se senses•" (17) 

The correspondence. of the mind with the· heavens and with the v."Orld of 

spirits or intenn.ediate state, which has already-emerged -m our enquiey, 

is definitely stated by SWedenborg in the following passage·: 

IIThese observatiCils are maie, that it may also be known 
· w~at correspondence man has w~th-heaven and with hell._ 
"~s rational mind, during the time of its fozmation, · 

.corresponds to the world of spirits: what is above it 
corresponds to heaven, and what is below to hell.u (18) 

Thus the three degrees of the spiritual riri.nd,. which a~ above the rational 

·correspond to the three heavens. The sub-rational mind is in disorder at 
'I 

-birth and consequently corresponds tb hell, the realm of disorder. It is 

these levels of the- natural IIIind which must be llbom again". 

heavens moreover corzespond with one another, ·and the' degrees of the 

spiritual mind of .man correspond wit_h one another. The purpose of life 

on eart~ .is that man may :freely develop tm correspond.~ce of his raticnal 

and natur·al degrees with the spiritual degrees, that is with the heavens, 

arid so with the Divine ~umanity of the Lord Himself._. 
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The natural or ~t:imate world corresponds with the ·spiri~ual world 

frcm the nature of creation; and there is a correspondence of the contents 

of both worlds provided through the ~ency of man. 

nso full of Divine Love and Divine Wisdan is the universe 
in greatest and least, and izl. first and last things, that 
it may be said to be Divine Love and Wisdan in an :image. 
11That this is so is clearly established by tl'E correspondence 
of all t.hings.a:t' the univer~,.with all things of m~. 
"Each and every thing in the created universe that has 
existence, corresponds accordingly With each and every 
thing of man, so that it may be said, he al~o is a kind 
at' universe. 
"The correspondence of his affections, and thence of his 
thcughts, is with all things Of the animal kingdan; at' 
his will and thence of 'his understanding, with all things 
of the vegetable kingdom; ~d . of his outermost life, with 
all things of the miner8l k:ingdan. 
11That such is the correspondence, does not appear to any 
cne in the natural world, but to every one who tums his.mind 
to it,· in the spiritual world. 
"In that world are all things existing in the natural world 
in its three kingdoms, and they are correspondences of 
affections and thcught.s, from the will and fran the under
standing respectively, also of the oute:rmost things of 
life, of' ·those who are there. -
"And all these things around 11hem present just such an 
apPearance as in the created universe, -except that they are 
in lesser fozm. 11 {19) . 

tis doctrine of correspondence. completes the doctrine of' Influx, 

since the influx from a higher degree into a lower 'degree is shown to be 

through correspondences and under no circumstances th~Ou.gh continuity. 

"A society ·of ~ higher heaven'' has no camnunication vlith a 
society of a lower heaven except by correspondences, and 
communication by correspondences is called inflwc.." {2'0) 
"'Ihe influx of the angels with a man is not such as the 
man thinks but is · ace ording to c orre spond.enc es. 
"For the angels think spiritually, whereas man perceives 
this naturally; thus spiritual th:ings fall into their 
correspondences, and cans~quep.tly into their representatives 
with man. 11 {21) · · · 

.Ano~her interesting passage indicate.~ the ~swer to the problem of t.be 
·' ·, 

interaction of mind and body, which is usual4" regaided as an unsolved 

myste:ry: 



"Before the spirits who a:ze with • ·man objects do .n·ot. appear 
such as the man sees with his eyes, neither are words . 
apprehended such a13 the man hears with t~ ear, but a/3 the 
man thinks. · 
8 That the though'~;. is altogether otherwise than the speech, 
is manifest from t~s .consideration, that man thinks in 
a manent moze thirigs than he can utter in half-an-h~, 
because he thinks. ab.st.ractlt tran :the exptessions of 
language. · 
"Hence it f!.l8Y' in some sort. be lmown, what is the nature 
of the intercourse of the soul· with the bQdy, naiJI.elY, 
that it is lika the influx of the spiritual world into 
the natural world. _ · 
"For the soul or spirit of man is in the spiritual world, 
and the body in the natural world. 
"Thus it is according_ to correspondences." (22) 

Fran the conclusiem that all influx is according to correspondences, 

it follows that, in the world as~ ~ow it today, numerous fonns of life 

are to be. found which owe their -exist.ence to ~.nux fran the communities 

of the spiritual· world, as diStinct fran those fon:ns which made their 

appearailee before man, and before his ••tall"• This is a truth enshrined 

in the Jlll'tbs of the 9old.en Age and the M,e of Saturn. TlB se mediate 

czeaticns of the lord are uses in their corresponding fom.s. They are 
• 

good uses when they serve the_ eruls ~ love and Wisdan fran the Divine. 
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But t~re are also evil. uses which se;rve the ends of man 1 s now daninant 

loves of self and of the world, ·the loves of bell. In the ~orld, objects 
·' 

correspcmding to these evils of hell. are of use to the evU in doing evil. 
. . . 

But so far as possible these are ·also bent· by tbe Dj,.vine Providence to the 

sel"V'ice of mankind: fo_r example, "in the abSillPt.icm of injurious matters, 

and thus a/3 l91Dedies~ n 

Moreover, man con~c~usl.y intlerrenes in the natural world and the 

impact of his desires and thougbt..s produces many changes in tba e~vironment 

about bim. Mariy new canbinations of matter mak8 their appearance, new 

substances, new breeds of animals, new varieties of plants, artificial 



creations tor his ~ use, intricate social relationships and 

organisations, arid their instruments ~~ the inen:iJnate worl.ci. .All. theS!B 

thin8s illustrate the tact that man tends to produce $11 enviromnent 

around_ himself, even in this worl4, w~ch correspands to his spiritual 

states, or more simply, to his affections Sld his thoughts. The intl.ux 

fran his spiritual part, by his own contriVing, invests itself with 
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suitable to:nns in the natural sphere, ~rtectly though such co~spand.ences 

may be effected~ 

nit is to be observed ~hat the angelic spirits, who are in 
the first or ultim.ate maven, continually see to:r:ms ot 
things sl.milar to those that are ii1 the world, as paradises, 
trees in them with fruits, tl.Owers and plants; further, 
houses, palaces, likewise aniz!lal~ ot various kinds, besides 
innumerable other things which are ·not. seen .in: tm world• 
11 All these things are the representatives of the heavenly 
things that are in the higmr .he~vens. 
nror all things, even to the J..Uinutest. singulars, are 
represent-ative and signitic·ative. 11 (23) 

It would therefore be reasonable to conclude that all :1ntlux from the Lold 

through the heave.s invests itself in corresponding toms an e~h level ot 

creation, m1tll it is receiwd in the ultimate of the external world iil 

·· foiDLs which correspc;l'ld to those in the heave~s. .Another passage makes 

a simil·ar points 

11Tmre are three he~vens •• In the inm9st heaven prevails the 
good ot the love to tlB· IDrd, in tie. Jl!.iddle heaven the good: 
ot charity towards the neighbour, and in the ultim~te there 
are represented those thin8s wh,ich are thought, said, and 
have an existence in tha ml.dcU.e and inmost. heavens. 
"The represerit.atives which are in that heaven are nUIIlQerless, 
as, tor instance, paracUses; .. gardens, to:rest.s,. pastures; also 
towns, pSlaces, hQlses; 8l.li turtber, necks and herds, also 
animals am birds of many kir;lds, besides innumerable other 
things. 
nThese things appear there before the. ~yes ot tm angelic 
spirits more clearly 1:.han siiD:il.ar things appear on e~rth in 
the light. ot mid-day, and what is wonder1Ul, it is noticed 
also what these things signif'.y." (24) 



Accordingly the couplet, 

11Eve1'7 natural newer that ·gr,ows oil eart.h 
Implies a flower upon the spiritual sid~·" (25) 

e.xpresses a literal truth,· 

For provided that they are good .:uses, all natural objects imply a 

counterpart active &nq angels in the heavens and among good· spirits • 
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.And around each ot ths .canm.unitie~ in the heavens tbl'ough whcm this intlux 

has descenied, there is an objective envi-ronment corresponding to tba 

angelic states. The natural tlower implies perhaps thi-ee prior ":mvestings 

ot use" in the·. heavens, besides the. invest~s in the world ot spirits 

and finally in the .plane ot eart~. ;J:t may not ·follow that the celesti~ 

investing wlll appear to the angels there as a .floWer, nor the spiritual 

investing as a blossan to tiB angels ot that heaven. ~ any case they will 

tar exceed earthly ideas ot beauty and pertection. But, 
L 

11There is notbj,ng in the natural mrld.. which has not. 
something in thai (the spiritual) world to which it 
corresponds." (26) . . · 

And it net. in ~he ultimate heaven, yet· in the world ot spirits, where 

men ·are It ill in the st. ate ot lite nearest to that in which they lived 

in" this world, we may sumise that the enviromnent will display this 

_ 11investing ot use'' as ft·a tlower ~pon the spiritual sideu appearing to 

spirit sensa ver,y like· that within th:l.a world • 
. , 

. Swedenb~rg ·draws a Q.istiii.ction bet wen a correspondence and a 

ncorre·spcndence is between those things which are ot .. the 
light. ot heaven, am those tlq.ngs which are ot the ligJtt, 
ot the world,· that is between those which are ot the 
intemal or spiJ"itual man, and those which are ot the 
ext.emal or natural man. 
"Representation is whatever ~xist.s in those thirigs which 
are ot the light. ot' the wo-rld, that is, whatever exists in 
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the extemal o.r natul"al man, relatively to those things 
which are of the light of heaven, that is, those things 
which are .f'ram the intemal or spiritual man." (27) 

In other words, whatewr is in c9rrespond.ence is also representative, 

but a representative may fall short of full correspondence. For i,nst.ance, 

the right hand, the a.m., thB shoulder, correspond to pCI'iers exercised by 

tta spirit canpar~ble with the pa.fers of thB body of which these. organs 
. . 

~ the instruments. SimilarJywe ma.v reg~ t~ lambs out 1n the meadows 

in spri..Dgt:ime as cor;-espondents of inp.ocent a.f'f'ectians amang the 

inhabitants of tta mavens. It is the ultimation of the influx trom· such 

affection that constitutes their essential nature, or, to coin a wol'(l, 
. . .... . 

"their laPJ.biness"• In these. correspondents we also find represent·ative·s 

of sp~ritual things. Thus true Kingship corresponds to the government ot 
. . 

the l.Drd's Divine Wisiom. Although it carmot be said. of' 8.1'\Y human _Jdng .' 

that his e.xsrciar.o.f' kingship :tully corresp6nds with tm Divine Kingship, 

his rule ma,y serve as a noble representative ·9.f' the divine archetype. 

"All things in general and pai1;icular in nature are 
representative, according to tbe measure and ·cpalit;y of' 
tmir correspondence." (28) · ·. 

Moreover correspondence, and consecp~ntly representation, extends not only 

to obje~ts but also to their qualities, both primary and secondary. (a) 

·swedenborg recognises a correspond~ce of' m.unbers. The primaries, length, 

breadth, and height·, haVe a relationship with understanding, w:Ul1 and 

degree •. (b) Bven seconda:ey qualities like colour and smell bear a 

correspon~ence with quality of' st.ate of' life. 

The basis of' the correspondence of' colour lies in t:tB correspondence 

of' the light of' our sun with the l..:l,.ght of' the am of' tbB spiritual world, 

which in essence is Divine Wisiom .f'rom the Lord. As tta correspondent. of'· 

love, _our sun is also ·by reason of' its nature the basis of' the correspondence 

of' .f'ire with love. Swedenborg calls it pure .f'ire ani. its redness is 



regarded as a distinguishing feature. On the other hand its brightness, 

the whiteness of light, which o~iginates in its ardency, corresponds _to 
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the wisdom ·aiid i~elligence which lighten the understanding. Colours 

correspond to, or s181li.ty; qualiti.es.ot lite in ?.hich love and under~anding 

respectively pre~·ate in proportion to th.e redness or brightness of· 

the colour. Swedenborg ·understood. the spect:nun to be the breaking up 

ot light, though his theory of colour would ·1?-ot. recOIDDISnd itself to a 

modem p}VsiciSt as an enti:rely accurate description. His theoey 

aPpears to be based on the influence. ot "something black and som~thing 

whiten in reflecting or transnitting the sunlight. The modem t~or,y 

ot light waves of varying lengths is:ilot. hclrever entirely antagonistic to 

Swedenborgls basi·c ideas· of colour representation. '!he light is partly 

reflec~d, partly absorbed by the obje~t upon which it falls. The 

result is a variation in colour. Simllarly part ot the effulgence ot 

the Divine Love and. Divine Wisdan is tranalliitted by the individual soul 

accozdillg to his qualit1; though part. tails to find 8lJ¥ reaction or 

response. · The result is an indefinite variation according to state of 

lite, as within the band~ ot light ot a n spiritual spectrum.~ 

conclusions will be clarified by the· following quotat:j:.ons 1 

"Colours are also seen 1n the other lite •• from the 
variegatiol) ot light and !!lhaie t·here;. and as it is 
intilligence and wisdom tram the Lord which appears 
as light before the eyes of spirits and angels, and at 
tm same time inwhdly illuminates their understanding, 
therefore, colour~ there are· in their essence variations, 

These 
. ·' 

or, so to sp!'ak, modifications ot intelligence and wisdome 
"The colours there, not only those with. which the flowers 
are adorned, tbB atmospheres enlightened, and the rainbows 
varied, but those. also which . are exhibited disc rete in other 
toms •• derive their splendour fran the truth which is ot 
intelligence, and their refulgence from the good which is 
ot wisdom, and the colours themselves ·are from thei.r brightness 
and dimness. Tble tbey .aJ'S trom light and.sh~e,. as ·are · 
colouring a in the world. n · (29) 



llln the other life colours are Pl'8Sented to the sight., 
which in brilliancy and splendour 1m,m.enselY exceed 
the beauty of those seen by the eyes on eart.h. Each 
colour 'represents something celestial or spiritual." 
"Truth is, presented as white •• and good., in respect · 
to colou~,. as blue, yellow and· red. 11 (31) · 

Tba. underl¥ing principle upon which the correspondence of colour 

is famded is comprehensible, but the correspOndence of numbers does 

not. offer. itself. to a similar ration~ ana.l.ysis. The symbolism or 

represent·ation of a nUmber hallov.ed by long usage can be a~~rtained 

through observation and comparison o;f instances of its use. Seven 

as a holy numbe~, for instance, was employed by the Jews and other 

peoples. So the seventh clay was ~t aside as the holy da.v. It has 

bean ~onjectured that the choice of seven for this purpose was in some 

wa.v linked with t~ phases of the moan. Than there are special features 

abrut two (the necessity of a pair for generation) and three (the 

stabili~y associated with the tripod) which misht make them appropriate 

tor s;ymbolic purposes. 

Dr. AUstin Farrer ha.s ~cently called attention to the significance 

of n~rical s,mbolism in the. gospels tbems~lves.Ca) In t'J:Je light. of his 

experience ·or the spiritual world, Swedenborg writes as follows on the 

subject of nW118rical correspondences 

"Sometimes I have been ~urprised that when the speech of 
tba angels canes down into the world of spirits, it like
wise falls into various numbers. 
nror number does not in an:t way penetrate into heaven, 
because numbers are measures both of space and of time, 
and these a:ze ot the world 'and of nature, to which in 
the heavens states ana changes of states correspond." 

(32) 

In the. chain of caus8 and effect, the activity of angelic converse, 

witll the accompanying sharing of ~eas, unfoldirigs of truth, and 
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c cnfixmations of good, sends forth -an efflux which. produces various· 

phenanena cn a lower .Plane. Swedenborg illenticns b.aving seen clouds, 

naJnes,lights, animals, bii'd.s, cities, gardens, vineyards, and other. 

phenanena in the world of spi~its, whose origin was from this cause. 

These appearances take the foxm of objects whiCh are independent of the 

envirc:runent nomall,y surrounding and corresponding to the states of the 

spirit camnunities; and our di.fficulties in picturing a life in which 
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such things can occur is, of course, beset with diff_iculties. On the 

other hand, a partial parallel may be fOund :in certain exceptional 

conditions even in this present life. The mirage :in the hot dry desert. 

exhib_its the spectacle of a landscape which has no place in the immediate 

enviraunent of the observer.. While of course no analogy exists between 

the causes of the spiritual world ·appearance and of the mirage, there is 

a certain similarity in their presentation to the sense of Sight. A 

canparable e:xperience probably underl~s the appearance to John of the 

"holy city New JeiUsalam descending from God out of heaven" described 

in Revelation xxl. and mi. 

•It is enough however to lmow th8re is a correspondence, 
aD1 that fran that Cor'I'ESspondence all the numbers of tiE 
Wold signify sanething ~ the spiritual world.n (33) 

Clearly then, while Swedenborg maintains that there is noth:ing in the 

natural world that has not its counterpart in the spiritual world, it 

is to the spiritual vcrld tnat we must tum for intimate knowledge ot 

their correspondences. Qlce the idea had been presented, we can confilm 

tne principle and perhaps the existence of particular correspondent~ frcm 

rational considerations. Swedenb.org maintains that the lmowl.edge or 

"science" of these correspcmd.ences was once widespread, but has since 

been perverted and lo~. The re~oraticn of this science could only 



·" 
be proVided by a revelation to ane·prepazed :tor its r.ecepj:;iOn-1.~ §!Jld it 

is through SwedEilborg that this work_ o:t restoration has in :tact begun. 

This knowledge o:t correspondence·, he claims, holds the key to the 
. . 

int_erpretaticn o:t the Scriptures and is there:to.ra o:t prime :importance 

:tor the study o:t his e~gesis which .t:ozms the goal to which this essq 

has ~en moving st.c:;sp by step :tr~ the beg~g. 
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Two final points remain :tor consideration at this stage. His 

experience of the spiritual world shows that a phenomenon may correspond 

to opposite causes. We have alre~y considered the COJ;T8spondence o~ 

:tire, and redness, to iove to the Lord. But in the world of spirits 

and in hell, there a:re e..}~ redneases coloured by tm lusting loves o:t 

self am the world, and :tlaJiling :tires o:t evil origin. Sim:il.arl.y limpid 

streams, 1_~ ~, and· -as- c!lrre sporid to truth :from Him, :tlood:ing and 

refreshing angelic understanding; _but there are al~ turb:ld streams 

and mudcij,ed pools whose 'source is .falsity flowing forth from devils' 

minds. i\lrther, it shalld be noticed that the phenomena of a lOwer 

plane are relat1vely lifeless and .intractable in canparison with those 

o:t a higher degree, to which they correspond. The fol.lowing illustration 

drawn :fran CCIIIIJIOn eJCperience is :tzequently used by .Swedenborga We can. 
. . . 

think in a :flash o:t more things that we can possibly eJC;Press. in a speech 

of many minutes. 

To sum up then, all correspondence, whether o:t object, quality, or 

characteristic, in ttd,.s world, is with states o:t will 8J::Id Wlderstanding 

o:t individuals and c::on:mWlities in. the spiritual Wlive~se, and through them 

with the Lord Himself; or altemativel.y, with the evil loves and :ta.l.llties 

o:t the devils in hell. There is then a relation; by agreement or by 



opposition, of ali things in man, and in. th,e world around him, to 

the good which is of heavenly lov~ fram the Lord, and the tiUth 

wh.ich is Qf heavenly wiSdan and 1n'l:-elligence fr.~ Him. The 

phenanenon of correspondenCe. is then the foundation upQI'l which 

SWedenborgl s ott-repeated statement stanJs, 

"All things in the wtiverse· relate to .good and truth." 
. . (34) 
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(11) 

"In. most. ancient times what correspondence is was very 
well known, f'or to those who lived then the science of' 
correspo~ences was the science of' sciences, and was 
so universal that all their treatises and boOks were 
written by correspondences." (35) 

Swedenborg does not make this statement on the authority of' his own 

research and speculaticm. but f'rom. inf'onnation received f'rom. the spiritual 

world, or revelaticru "I have been inf'omed that •• a Ibt it is not 

unnatural to look for confirmation and we may ask ourselves what Swedenborg 

means by those treatises and books. He was well acquainted with tba 

Classics and cites them on occasion in this very connection. He also 

refers to the Egyptian hieroglyphics, which had attracted the attention 

of' scholars from time to time but. still awaited d.eciphe:nnent. But the 

science of' Compal"'ative Religions-had not yet been established and the 

great discoveries in archaeology had not yet been made. In our generation 

we have seen a vast increase in knowledge of' ancient times and of their 

literary- remains, and scholars are no longer disposed to dismiss folk-

lore and myth merely as childish fancies of pr~tive peoples. Indeed 

they seem inclined to the view that s,rmbolisn has been at work in these 

encient tales, and Swedenborg would have been the first to point out that 

adequate symbol implies. correspondenc~. In view of' the :importance of' this 

issue to his doctrine of' the Sacred Scriptures, it will be worth while to 

ccm.sider bri.efiy the views of' modern authorities upon the origins of 

civilisation, before turning to 'l!he;i.r treatment of the nature of' D\f'th. 

For many centuria& it was believed that Egypt was the countr.v fran 

which civilisa~ion f'irst. spread to Western natio.tJs, but more recently t~ 

idea has gained ground that SUmeria· was the c;radle of' human cultuzv. . . 

Recent f'inds by Sir Leonard Woolley and others point in that direction. 



Writing in 1929, this great archaeologist. stated: 

nuntU quite ~cerit.ly it was thought that the Egyptian 
civilisatiCil was the oldest. in tie world and that it 
was the fountain head wl:\erefrar). the later civilisations 
of other Western countries drew at any rate the 
inspiration which inf'onned them. Bu.t in 3500 B.C. 
Egypt was st.Ul barbarous •• When Egypt does make a start, 
the beginnings of a new age are marked by the introduction 
of models and ideas which deriVe from that elder 
civUisation which, as • kp.ow .now, h.ad. long been 
developing and flourishirig in the Euphrates valley •• u. 

(36) 

Writing in 1946 ·howev~r, John A. Wil.san maintainss 

"The emergence of Egypt into the light of history seems to 
be a w17· sudden phenanencn, s;vmbOlised in the abrupt 
appearance of stone architecture of highest technical 
perfectian •• Fran t~. same general period caD& sane ot 
Egypt• s highest intellectual achieVements •.• This raises 
questions about the antecedents of these daring and 
forceful people. They hardly seem visible in tl'B 
modest products ot pre-d1zlast.ic Egypt •• There is good. 
reason to believe that this whole surge of power was 
quite local, enjoying only the stimulus of similar 
wonderful ·developnents knawn fran Mesopotamia •. The 
reasons. for this sudden spurt, of power are not clear. 
It was· a revolution,. tbe abrupt flowe~ing of a slow 
development under the influence of some st;imulat·ion 
which remains obsure." (3'7) 

We need then have no hesitation in regarding Egypt as t,he cle~ing-

bouse of most. ancient lore; even if she were not the originator ot most. 

of ths wisdan with which other nat·ions credited l'Br. According to 

ISrod.ot.us and other ancient writers, the Greeks looked back to Bgypt for 

their culture. In view of this, Swedenborg• s statements about Egypt. 

have distinct interest. For instances 

"For ths Anciem. Church was seated in Egypt, as in many 
other places (iilcludi,ng Mesopotamia), and when the church 
was there, s:iences eminently flourished there •• 
"EUt af't;er they became 4esirous to enter by· sciences into 
the ~steries of faith, and thus by their own pcM'er to 
explore the truth of Divine mysteries, they became 
&Adicted to magic •" ( 38) ·· 



"In Bgypt the scienti.fics o;f the Ancient. representative 
crurch princ·ipa.lly cultivated were those whiCh related 
to correspondences, representetives, and significatives, 
by which scient.ifics were explained the things which 
weze written in the books of the crureh, and· which had.· 
their place in holy worship. . 
111'he magicians of the tiJp.e ·were acquainted with· such 
things as are of the spiritual world, which they leamt 
from the cQrrespondences and representatives of tl:te 
crurch. · 
"Wherefoie also many of t ~ had. camnunication with 
spirits, and hence leamt illuso17 arts, whereby they 
wrought magic~ miracles. 
"BI,lt those who were called the wise did not regard 
such things but solved enigmas, and taught the causes 
of natural ttdngs. · · 
"Here:ln consisted the wisdom of that time and the 
ability to ef.t'ect such things was callad wisdom. 
11:UagiC was merely a perversj.on and a pe~r.se 
application of Sl.Ch tMngs as aze · of o~·r in the 
spiritual world,: whence mag~ descends.'. 
"But that magic is now called natural,· -because nothing 
above or beycmd nature is anY more aclmowledged. 11 ( 39) 

This extract is derived from Swedenborg' s comm.ent._s on Genesis 41J8• 

Modem Cammentators have callad attention to the close lmowledge of 

Egyptian custans of at lea~ one of the sou~es of Genesis (a) 1 while 

at the same point the Centucy Bible (Editor, W.H. Bennett, D.D.) carries 

the following notea 

"The word 'magician' denote~, as R.V. margin,·: scribes and 
especially scribes who studied and copied books of magic. 
'Wise men • like cu.r 'wizard' or 'wise wan an 1 means ~re 
wise in magic. · Magicians were a professional. class; and 
magic plq~ a great part in tle life ·of Egypt an(1 Western 
Asia, as it has· done in all periods and nations, and does 
even with us today." ( 40 l · 

We are reminded of the modem Yogi of Tibet and India. 

Fran ancient recoros it i-s }uite clear that the religion of Egypt 

was poJ¥thaistic. Heredotus, though no ~fallible ~torian, even 

refers to Bgypt as the origin of the gods acknowledged in Greece. 



Sweden,borg' s note on the rise ot polytheism is to the point: 

"Tbil idolatries of nations in ancient. times arose fran 
~ knowledge of correspondences. 
"The ancients msd.e tor themselves images corresponding 
to heavenly things, and they took delight in them bec·au_l]l8 
they signified things of heaven, and consequentl¥ 9f the 
church. 
0 These im~es, therefore, they set up, not only in their 
temples but also in their haue s, not to worship t~ but 
that they might remind them ~f the heaveill.y things which 
they signified. 
"Thus in lgypt and elsewheJ'li3 there were effigies of 
calves, oxen, serpents, alao chlldren, old men, and 
virgins; because calves and oxsn signified the attections 
and powers of the natural man; serpents, the prudence of 

· t.he sensual man; c.tdJ,dren, innocence and charity; old men, 
wisdan; :and virgins,a:tf'ectians of truth;. and so on. 
"When, how$wr, the knowledge of corrf!Sspondences··was lost, 
their posterity began to worship as holy, and at length 
as deities, the images and likenesses set up by tba ancients, 
because these were. in and &Pout their temples." (4J.) 

Parallels showing the .ease with which people begin to attribute power 
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to objects wtdch are onlf S)mlbols, can be found in m.Odem t:imes. For 

instance tm (lovel!Ul181Z of India have had, to abandon the issue of necklaces 

ot multi~oloured beads inte~ded to assist the native wanen to keep 

within the ri;rthmic periods, and so contribute t~ the solution of the 

. problem· of the hi8h birth-rate in that count17. ' But the wanen soon 

began to attribute flOWer to the particular coloured beads and to move 

them round as they" wisbed. · (a) •. 

Egyptian religion was tull ot myth, and its ritual·was no doubt 

.~qually characterized br ~oliem. As representatiw of the opinian 

ot moclem authoritie~ upon m;yth,. the following extract·s from tba 

Frankforts• essq on •~h and Reality" are· illuminating= . . . . 

. ' 
"In telling: a rqth,. the ancients did not intend to 
provide ento·rtainment. Ne-ither did they seek in a 
detached way and without ulte~ior motives, tor 
intelligible e:xplanations of the ~;~.atural phenanena. 
They were recounting events in which .they were involved 
~o the extent of their ver.v. e~stence. They experienced, 



directl.y, a conflict of powers, one hostile to the 
'harvest upon which they depended, the ot . .ber i'rig.ht.ening 
but beneficiala tb! t.bunderstozm reprieved than in the 
nick of time by defeating and utterly destroy:ing the 
drought.. 11 ( 42) 

The writers have already been e;t, pains to reject the concept of 
. 0 • 

"animism", declaring that ftprimi.tive man does nOt know an inanimate 
., . 

world", so that be neither "personifies inanmate phenanena" nor . . . 

fills the world with "ghosts of tb! dead"• Nevertheless his 
" 

e.JCP8riences of his animate world, of life confronting life, begin to 

take recognised fozm in his descr~ptiCil oft~. 

ftThe images had already became traditional at the tme 
when we meet them in art and literature, but originalq 
they must have been seen in the revelation which the. 
experience entailed. They are products of imagi,nation 
but they are not. mere tanta&V"• .But true Jeyth presents 
its images and· its imaginary actors, .not with the play.fu.iness 
of fantasy, but with a compelling authority. It perpetuates 
the revelation of a T,P011. 
11 'lbe im.age17 of .11\Vth is therefore by no means allegor,y. It 
is nothing lesS than a careful.l.y chosen cloak for abstraet 
thought. It represents the fom in which the experience · 
has becane conscious.n (43} · . 
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~·:Though it may also happen that'" a baroque or ·frivolous imagination 

elaborates Jeyths until they becane msre ~ories n, true ~h, perhaps 

as contained in tha llgyptian nBoak:· of the Dead", seems to answer to 

Swedenborg's descripticn, "Treati~s and books written by corre&pondencea". 

At any rate the modem vieW' of iJVth cannot be reg¢ed as :ruling out 

Swedenborg' s belifs. Tb! aiJnage•, the ttcazefulq chosen cloak", and the 
-. 

"correspondence" are su.rel.y tezms describing the same t·hing. . The further 

distinction between ~h and allegor,y made by the Frank~ort.s raises othe~ 

isSilE!S which need not concem us here~ . 

But allowing that ~cient writings are, at lsast in sane degree, based 

on a knowledge o£ correspondences, the question of i~s origin still. remains. 
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The 111 swer Swedenborg supplies is tllat .. the knowledge .was gained by 

perception or intuitio~. The earliest races of men were ot celestial 

genius and consequently the perc·ept~n of truth belonged to them as though 

by mst.inct. As we have alreadY seen in comection with the so-called 

"fall" of Man, he frequently maintains the existence of a prim'al race of 

this character and explains how they wre succeec;led at a later date by men 

or a spiritual genius. We also made sane comparison, using the Scriptures 

as our W.tiinate authority,· of the types of men distinguished by t~se titles. 

RBvelation from the Divine ~ing was made to these celestial men and amona 

them a church was instituted. These .were days of pre~histoey, because 

of the vel-,r nature of their culture. Then aral transnission of truth 

perqeived, pla.ved the part of the wri~~en wo~ and treatise of 'later 

times. What we lmow or. them and of their culture, is chiefiy due to ~he 

records of the later age in which some remains of tbeir.civilisatial are 

preserved. The spiritual man, who· su~ceeded the celestial, no longer 

depended entirely upon oral tradition; for with his ~ergence writing was 

introduced. Accordhlgly Swedenborg ~aintains that the origin of many of 

the myths which have ccme down to us from the distant past can be' ascribed 

to the celestial men· of the Most Ancient Church, to use his terminology. 

During the period which followed, ,that ·or the .Ancient. Church, mankind spread 

far and wide throughout the globe, bearing evidences of his original 

canmon culture in those similarities at r~te. ~ belief which ·have mw 

become the field for research of the science of Comparat.ive Religion. The 

CJ:mrch of each period possessed its revelation, its WQrd. That of the · 

.Ancient Cburcn gave written tom. to the oral revelation treasured by the 

Yost Ancients. Later the revelation possessed by t~ Ancient Church was 
. . . 

perverted and lost,- apart from scm~ remnants included in our Bible. Thus 



the stories of tm Ancient Word may' be regarded as the basis of sacred ~h 

and fable ~ folk--lore which, like the ancient writings, contain many. 

correspondences. The sacred books of other re~ions have also drawn 

freely fran this source. This tenet of SWedenb9rg secures Some· 

confi:nnation from the results of recent researches. 

This doctrine of the origin _of correspondences can be still further 

substantiated from SWedenborg•s own writings. He defmes perception a1J 

na cert.m intemal sensation, COIDIIWlicated by the Lozd alone, as a means 

of knowing whether ~bing is true and goQd"• 

"For they (of the Most .Ancient Church) were celestial m~n 
and consequently -in the perception of good and truth. 
"All things that they saw or apprehended by 8fJ.""T of the 
senses were to them representative and significative of 
the celestial and spiritual thlngs of the Lord's .kingdan. 
"So that they did indeed see~- and terrestrial 
things with their eyes, or apprehended them by their 
other senses, but from them and by means of them they 
thought of celestial and spiritual things. 
11 Hance came representatives and significative~ which 
were collected. 
liThe man of tm Ancient Church because he was a spiritual 
and not a celestial man, kn.ew, but did not perceive, what 
was involved in the represe~tatives and significative&; 
and.because they involved Divine things, they were applied 

· to use, and were employed in their Di$e worship, and this 
with -the intent. that they might have caDDI.Wl-ication with 
heaven.n (44) · 
"Thel reason w.t:w" the church was co~tinued there (in- Canaan) 
from the most ancient tinle, was that the man of the Most. 
Ancient Church, who was celestial, was such, that .in ;Ul 
things in general and particular which were in the world 
and upon earth, he saw a representative of the IDrd's 
kingdom; the objects ot the world and of the earth being 
to him a means of thinld.ng about heavenly things. 
"Hence all the representatives and significatives, which 
were afterwards lmown in the AncieJit Church, toac their _ 
rise; for they were collected •• snd were preserved for the 
use of posterity. , ,. 
"Fran this circumstance it came to pass, that all the places, 
and also- all the mountains and rivers in the land of Canaan, 
where the Most Ancient people dl\elt, becane representative, and 
also- ~1 the kingdoms round about. -



"And as the WQrd could not be written otherwise than by 
representatives and s:lgnificatives, even those of places, 
therefore for the sake of th.at end the church was . 
successively preserved in tne land of Canaan. 
"But after the caning of the Lord it was transferred 
elsewhere, because then representatives were abolished." 

: (4 6) 

The correspondence of all things in the ulti.mate with the things of the 

·prior degree, and consequently ot ~1 things of earth with the t~s of 

the spirl.t\lal world, arises, as we have seen, fran the very nature of 

the created universe. The use of correspondences as the DScessary 

representatives of true worship has been abolished. Bevertheless, 

the Lord. Himself instit\lted a rite, as the most ~acred observance of 

the Christian Church, in which the correspondences of bread and wine take 

an important. place. The knowledge of the s,ymboiisn of correspondence is 

still of great \lse and importance. It might 't;>~ noticed in passing that· 
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SWedenborg associate~ the collection of correspondences, and the fomulation 

of tbJ doctrine perceived. in the Mo.st Ancient ChUrch, with ·Enoch, mentioned 

in Genesis 6 ;22 • 

. In a number of passages Swedenborg applies his knowledge of 

correspondences to the Greek fables in order to indicate their real and 

original charater. T.tus he can, ~ite: 

"The signification of a horse, as denoting the intellectual, 
was derived ·from the .Ancient church to the wise men round 
about, even into Greece •. 
11 Ji:lnce it was ·that when they described the sm, by which is 
signified love,· they pl·aced therein the. god ot their wisdom 
and mtelligence,. and attributed to him a chariot and four 
fier.y horses. ; 
"And when they desc.ribed the god of the sea, inasmuch as by 
the sea were signifie.d sciences in general, they also allotted 
horses to h:lm.. , 
"Hmce too, when they' described the birth of the sciences from 
t_he intellectual,, they pict·u%94 a fly:l,ng horse, which with his 
hoof burst. open a fountain, where were tlle virgins who we:ze 
the sciences. 



"Nor was anything else signified by the T-rojan horse, 
than an ingenuity contrived by the understanding tor 
the tearlng down ot defences {DDuus, here probably 
used in a tropological s~se). 

IIAt th.ts day indeed, when t.he intellsctual is described, 
according to the custan received from the Ancients, it is 
usu.al.ly described by a flying horse or Pegasus, and 
~~ing by a fountain, but it is known to hardly 
anyCile that a horse in a uw~ical sense signifies· thB . 
understanding, and that a fountain signifies truth. 
11Stlllless is it lmown that those signiticatives were 
derived fran the Ancient clnlrch to the Gentiles." { 46) 

This approach to the uwthologies is intrigu~g; and though in the later 

Classical period it was cOJIUD.on to regard them as fiY'mboll.c, they were 

originally interpreted in quite a ~itterent way. This might suggest 

that the traditic:n ot correspondences had survived., t~ugh their natura 

·and.·use was no longer understood. Swedenborg•s attitude to the ancient 

writings as well as to the oldest strata in our Bible, is therefore not 

in conflict with t.t& Frankfort.s• estimate of myths 

"We may, then, summarize the canplex character of myth 
in the following wozdss l(yt.q is a fonn ot poetry which 
transcends poetry in that it proclaims a truth; a form 
9t reasoning which transcends reasoning in that it wants 
to bring about the truth it proclaims; a fonn of action, 
of ritual behaviour, which does not find its i'ulfilment 
in the act but musli procl~ and elaborate ~poetic fom 
of t ruth.•• { 47) . 
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. The Word. of God. 

. . 
"The Lord gave ttle Worda great was 

the comflany of those :that published it•" 

Psalm 6e ;ll.. 

11For ever, 0 IDrd, ttw Word· is settled 

in heaven." 

Psalm ll9 ;89. 

"Theology is an indispensible rule tor 

reading the Scriptures, :i,.t is not. the substance 

ot the Word of God." 
Austin Farrer 

.in 
"The Glass of Vision. 11 
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"It is generall3 agreed that t~ Word is fran God, is 
divinely inspired, and therefo:re holy; but hitherto 
it has remaj,ned ~own wherein its divinity resides. 
"For the Word in the letter appears like comman writmg 
in a strange style, lacking the bri.Uiance and sublimity 
which are apparently features of" the literature of the 
world. · 
"For this re~son the man who worships nature instead of 
God •• may easUy fall int~ e·rror respecting tiE Word am 
into contempt for it, and say within himaelf as be reads 
it, What does this mean? What does that mean? Is this 
Divine? Can God to whan beiongs infinite wisdan, speak 
in thj.s way? ifhe:re is ;lts· sanctity, o~ whence derived 
but fran man• s religious credulity?" {1) 
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Although he wrote m ~ age when t~ d·ivme authority of the Sacred 

Scriptures was genera].ly recognised,., Swedenborg seems to have been 

&Cutely aware of a growing scepticisn. Doubtless 8Jilong the leamed 

circles in which he mowd throughout his actiVe professional career, 

that scepticism would have been often eJCpressed. But the Church itself 

was loyal to the revelation. which it treasured. The historical and 

lltera.r,y criticisn of the Bible had not yet been discovered as disciplines 

of study which might uncover or disturb the foundations of belief, and 

their impact upon blas~:JiC al o_rthodmcy- still lay in: the future. It 

became Swedenborg• s task to prepar·e foundations· for an enduring belief 

in the revelation of the Word which is beyocd. disturbance by spade and 

trowel; but which welcanes ever,y instrument and method of scientific 

enqui17. 

"Yet the styl_e of the Word is the Divim styl~ itself, with 
which no other ·style, however sublime and e:ellent it may 
seEm, can be !Scmpared, for arry other style is as thick . 
darkness comp~ with light. 
•The style of the Word is such that there is holiness in 
every sentence, and in e'Ve:ry word; indeed, in some places, 
in the veey letters and consequently the Word conjoins m~ 
with tiE Lord, and opens heaven. 11 {2) 



Swedenb~rg did not belittle tm ~portance of the letter of Sacred 

Scripture. On the contra17, he has defended its sanctity against all 

critics. Nevert.helesa he has . something equally irilport.ant to add, and 
. . 

this addition is what distinguishes him as an exegete from all previous 

writers on tile Scriptures. 

"last, tmrefore, men should be in doubt that the Word is 
ot this nature, the Lord has revealed to .me its ~emal 
sen•. 
"This in, its essence is spi::r;'itual, and res:iAes in the 
external sense which is natural, as the soul in the body. 
"This intemal sense ·is the. spirit which gives life to 
the letter .and :1-t can therefore bear witness to the divinity 
and boline ss ot the Word, and it can convince even the 
natural man, if he is wi:;Ll.ing to be convinced._. (3) 

Our task j,n thi.s Chapter. wUl be to examine what Swedenborg says, first 

about the ~ter of Sacred Scripture, and then to tum to his treatment 

of the inte:mal sense, which represents his distinctive contribution to 

the subject. 

Barlier in this study we took account ot the basic assumption on 

whiCh our author proceeds, that all doctrine must be draWn from the sense 

ot the letter of Scripture. It led us to consider what he means by" the 

sense of the letter as against the· interpretation of the phrase in other 

writers. Even ~ the risk of l;>eing charged with sOirie repetition we must 
. . 

approach this subject again. We shall be concerned at this stage solely . . 

with those books ot our Bible which Swed.enborg tem.s plenarily inspired, 

reserving the question of cananicit.y as a separate 81,1bjeet tor later enquiry. 

. Swedenborg views the inspired books ~ a web or tissue of revelatien 

wh.ich is inwardly coherent, consistent in its charateristics, the weaving 

ot the Divine Spirit using c ratt amen fran many. ages. The works of 

Evangelists, historians, stoey-iellers, prophets, and Psalmists, all 



the innumerable miriist.rants who have shared in the preparation of the 

Scriptures are accepted, almost without question, according to their 

traditional authorships. The . existence of the: authors of Documents 

J and E, or D and P, with their various redactors and editors, hardly 
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came within the field of his conjecture. To distinguish the individual 

parts ·in the whple process was virtually a task .beyond the attairment 

of 8fJ'¥ man of his time. The process of discover.r and research had. 

scarcely yet been ~et in motion. He held views (based upon revelatoey 

eJCperience) regarding .the first twelve chapters of Genesis, which are 

not. without significance. But he seems largely WlConcemed with 

criticisn of the letter of the Word. 

His own field lay in the internal or spiritual sense. Nevertheless 

modem views of how the Scriptures came to take the fo=- they have 

assumed in the canon in no way militate against Swedenborg • s assertion that 

the letter of the Word has cane to us in its present fom as a Divine gift 

8%ld, further, that its .future preservation has been safeguarded in the 

Providence of the lDid by the invention of printing. 

"The whole sacred script,ure •• was dictated by God, and 
nothing can go forth ti'Ciil. God, but what is Himself, and 
is Divine." (4) 

In an earlier chapter -we discussed the statement that what ·is fran the 

Divine DILlst go forth into ultimates, $lld how that is achieved by influx. 

The principle holds tme of His "dictationll of the ·sacred Scriptures, using 

human agents. 1he ultimate of a ~an soul is foWld on the plane of 

memor.r, and infiux into the plane of memo17 brings thQight to the conscious 

eJCperience of man. This can be illustrated fran the experience of the 

prophets. The Divine dict~te might. be heard, but it was clot.hed in 
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language and ide·a drawn froin the ~arer1 s memory; or it miglt. be 

presented to the sight in :repre~ntative _dram.atic foim, as for instance 

in the circumstances attending the call of Isaiah, but again it was based 

upon ideas conta:U1411d in the memory.· The nto:aner prophet_. who set down 

the sacred histories, readily became the agent of the Divine dictate in 
. . 

another way. In this case the Spirit of God, inflowing silently and 

invisibly, drew fran ·a memory, laden with records of Israelite history, 
.. 

exactly what was required to clothe His revelation. And since the 

content of memory varied from age to age, ~d the state of each inspired 

wr~ter had particular relation to his own t·:lmes, the eft'ect of Divine 

· dictate in the lettt;tr of Scripture .wa~;~ to present revelation suited to 

different conditions of .hwlian life. These successive st_ages of 

revelation are perceived by maey modem ·thinkers_, and interpreted by them 

in the light of a doctrine of evolution, as progressive ]!'8velation. 

:Moreover it is clear that every ed~tor ~ redactor who· canbined and pruned 

various sections of tba literature which he regarded as sacred, also 

becaJDe the subject of Divine d~tate as the written. wo!Us before him 

entered his memory. It is indeed .. a ~!_table fact th·at there is little, 

except Baru.ch' s accounts of Je~~. in t.~ letter of the Sacred 

Scriptures which can have been set down immediately upcm its occurrence. 
. . 

Verbatim repo:rl.ing, as we are faJDiliar with it today, was unlmom and the 

cultiviation of the memory, as a reliable instrume~ for the purposes of 

transmission~ a more h~hly developed art •.. ~ch of what has been written 

in the Sacred Scriptures must have first passed through a process of 

memorising. This is obviously tru.e of tne description of visions or the 

record of prophetic oracles, as wall as of the material contained in the 

Gospels. Modem scholarship has depended greatly upon t~ supposed 
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Logia of Q (Ql~le or Source) and even more recently pn FoiDL Criticisn, 

as eJCpl.anations of the state of the Goepel narratives. Such hypotheses 

postulate an indirect transmission even of the Lord's sayinsl. Consid.ezed 

as part of the Word, however, the Gospels are t~ result of influx i,nto 

the ultimate in the writer's memor,y. All three critical methods 

(Hist.or~al; Source, ~ Fom C~ticisn) make a valuable contribution 

t·o the stuczy- of the elements fran which the Scriptures have been compounded. 

It _is a legit-imate and inspir~ :research which seeks to disc.o'Ver the 

~histo~al Jesus". But all these ei'lquir~s are distinct from the study 

of the Sacred Scriptures as the Worii,. of God in the sense of the letter. 

Thiis, for example, the studY of the Dead Sea Scrolls ·Qt Isaiah, will not 

take the place of study c;>f the "boo_k as it has cane down to us from the 

hands of- the Massoretes. · SWedenborg understood and appreciated the work 
. . 

of these Jewish protectors of the Old Test~ent whose Textus Receptus _ 

was virtually -taken over unchanged by the· Christian Church. It has to 

be :recognised t}lat since Swedenborg• s time the growth of a critical 

APParatus derived from a study of the ancieut manuscripts of the 

Scriptures has led; especially in the New Test_aJD.ent, to the recognition of 

a mu.ltitud~ o~ variant· readings. !!'hese ~' hcwever, seld.om of vital 

importance, ~ a suggested approach to this problem will. be outlined i_n 

due course. _What however ·has beeri _given to men, as the effect of a 

stupendous miracle of .1nsp~ration, ~s a written Word, fixed and detezm.ined, 

as ever.r ultimate DUst. 'De, in short an ultilnate of revelation. 

This ultimate of revelation is provided ~s the source of inst.IUction 

for the Churc-h, yet,- according "tio Swedenborg,. · without doctrine its 

c oritent is unintelligible. 



noivine truths in the senee of the letter, are generally 
,not naked bu.t clothed; and truths clothed are called 
appearances of truth, these being more easily understood 
by simple people whose thoughts do not rise abOve 
visible objects. . 
"Sane things seem to be contradictiop~, but there is not 
a single contradiction in the Word when seen in its own 
~iritual light. · 
"In sane parts of the Prophets, also, there are naJILes of 
places and persons, w~h in the letter have no meaning. 
"This being the nature of the Word in its literal sense, 
it cannot possibly be understood without doctrine; bu.t 
let us take sane examples." (5) · 

Then follow some quOtations, in which, tor instance, it is said that 

Jehovah repents or does not :repent, and heaven described as though it 

were reserved for the poor and not tor t~, )'ieh. · Then he addss 

11llY means of doctrine the Word is not. only intelligible 
bu.t illuminating; for it is ·then like ·a lamp-stand with 
its laJilPS alight. . 
·uA Jilan then sees more than. he saW be!ore, and understands 
what. before was un.intelligible; things obscure and 
discorc1ant he. passes by unnoticed, or he see~ and 
rec onc·u~s them by doctrine. 
UThat f,he Word may be interpreted by doctrine, is clear 
tram tl'le practice of the Christian world. : 
"All t~ Refomed interpret it by t~ir doctrine; the 
Banan Catholics and the Jews. do likewise. 
"Consequently, where the doctrine is false men 'see 
falsities; Q\lt where the doctrine is true, they see 
truths• . 
"It is e.vident, therefore, that true doctrine is like 
a laJilp in the darlmess, or a sign-post by thB waysi.d.e.n 

. (6) 

And tn1e doctrine itself must be taken from this .liter~ sense of the 

Word. 

•This is because the ~rd ie present in that sense, teaching 
and enlightening the mind; tor the LQrd. never acta except in 
fullness and t·he·WoJ:d is in ·its fullness in the sense of the 
letter •• theretore, doctrine Jllllst be draWn frtml the literal 
sense. 
"Moreover the doctrine of pure tn1th may· be ful.l3' draWn fran 
the sense of the letter; for the Word in that sense is like 
a person clothed, whose face and hands are bare. 



"Everything in the Word perl,aining to man1 s faith and 
life, and consequently to his salvation, is open and 
evident. 
"Ths rest i~ clothed, but in many- places where it is 
clothed it is nevertheless visible, as things are to 
a wanan loold.!ig through. her veil.. · 
... .A.ud as these truths increase in number and are co
ordinated by love, they become more and moze. translucent 
and convincing.n (7) 

But the doctrine of Influx has already shown us that what flows fran 

the Divine into the ultimate levels of the human mind first passes through 

the heavens and is therefore mediated by angeiic minds in its descent. 

Although we have so far deliberately avoided any appeal to the inter

mediate works of· Swedenborg, there is a passage in the a Ad.versaria" 

which appears to be peculiarlY apt to our present argument. In any 

case its contents could be am:ply subst~tiated f~an his later published 

workss 

nThs angel who insPired the words into a prophet, or into 
those who spealc inspired things •• is only in spiritual 
things and tbis acts into the mi.llld of him who is inspired. 
••lie thus eJCCites his thought. . by which the spiritual 
things fall into wolds in-the wonted ~r. 
nThe words are such as are in the prophet, thus are 
according to his apprehension ~d according to the tom 
in which they are seated .to him, which is the cause of 
the ve17 diverse style of the prophets •• 
"BJ.t this I can asseverate •• that there is not the least 
of a wold, tP8re is nat. a jot, which is not inspired. but 
it is varied a little according to the gift of him whQ 
sets the things forth, but still so that even then t·here 
is not. a jot which is not inspired." (8) 

in&Jiiraticn is by a kind of J aeob1 s Leider, the Lord at the top and t.be 

celestial, and spiritual, and spiritual-natural angels in their places 

and order belovr' with man at t·he foot..(a) · 4nd in this passage of 

revelation frcm the Lord,. each type of ·~el j,.s in his appropriate thc:ught 

and man in thQJ.ght. simil:ar to the spiritual-natural angel, but cl:othei from 

his memory of earthly things. ~m '~bought. on all these levels will 

correspond. These conclusions follow from 9~ whole study of Ultimates 
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and Correspondences. Thus the corollary DDlst inevitably be_ admitted 

that at times ·a Divine 9,ictate ~BY be ultimated in thought that adequately 

represents it, though the langu~e in which it is expressed may contain 

ideas which bear no superficial resemb,J.ance to the Divme Idea itself. 

For instance the idolatrously-laden thought of .Abrahsn once conceived fran . . 

revelation an injunction to sacrifice Isaac. Bven if this tradition is 

regarded as non-historical the Salile argument could be applied to the author 

of Document E, who cl9thed revelation in this dress characteristiC of the 

thQJ.ght of his own times. By this story in t.be sense of the letter· 

innumerable men of those and ·subsequent times have been directed away 

frcm such low thoughts of Deity-; and many ~autiful ~d positive lessons 

concerning man• a obedience to the Will of·God inculcated. l'or within 
. . 

the story in the letter of the Wo:rd lie celesti~, spiritual, and spiritual-

natural ideas from the Divine. And when this part of the ultimate of 

revelatiqn is c_onsidered by man, corresponding thoughts are, as we have 

.seen, awakened m. angelic minds on each plane of heaven. Thu.s one use 

of the Sacred Scriptures is to serve as the sole appointed medium between 

angels and men. 

UAUd when they shall say unto you, Inquire of the spirits 
of the dead and the necranancers who chirp and whisper;· 
should not a people inquire .of their manes , of the dead 
on b.,half of the living? To the Law and to the 
'nlstimonyl" (Isaiah 8;19,20). 

Here is the rati<rlal explanation of that power of congealing the passions, 

(to use Philo• a phrase) whic~ belongs to the Sacred Scriptures beyond all 

other literature Dy bringing man•_s spirit mto relation with heaven. 

Similarly it provides the ration&l eJCplanatioii of Origen 1 s ·belief, 

11P\lrther if anyone ponders over the prophetic sayinge ••• 
it is certaiii that in. the very act of z;,ading and diligently 
studying them his mind ancf feelings wlll be touched by a 



divine breath and ne will recognise that the wards he is 
reading are not the utterances of man but the language of 
God: and so he will perceive from his own experience that 
these books have been cQDlpo~d not by human art or mortal 
eloquence but{ if I may so tiJpeak, :in a style that is 
divine.• (9 J 

And these facts ef mediation provide the foundat~an of the dectr:lne of 
' 

the Spiritual· Sense. 

"Who does not aclmowledge that the Word, being divine, is 
in its inmost contents spiritual? · 
RBJ.t hitherto nobody has lmown its spiritual nature nor 
where the spirit is concealed •• 
"The Word is inwardly spiritual, because it desce-nded 
fran Jehovah the :Lc:i)rd and· passed through the angelic 
heavens; in this descent the d,ivinity itself, .which is 
ineffable and incemprehensible, was adapted to .the 
perceptions of angels and lastly that of men. 
•Hence the spiritual sense is within the natural sense 
all the· soul is in man, as tbought. ·is ::1,n speech, ·or as 
an effort is in action. · 
UBJ.t no one bas as )'at discovered this spiritual senSB 
wit~ the natural se~•·" (l.O) -

This ultimate of revelation centains prior de~rees in simultaneous 

order, according to laws which we have already considered. 

"The Divine which descends from the Lord to men comes 
down threugh these three degrees (Celestial, Spiritual, and 

- Natural); and when it has descended it contains these three 
degrees in itself'. 
•such is the nature of ever,ything Divine; therefore when 
it is in its ultimate deg~, it ~sin its fullness. 
•This is the nature of the Word. 
~In its ultimate sense it is natural, in its interior 
sense it is spiritual, and l,n its inmost sense it ie 
cel:estial; and in each it is Divine. 
"That the Word is of this n•ture is nat· apparent in the 
sense of' its letter, as this is natur~; because man 
when in the world has hitherto not known anything 
conceming the heavens; and consequently has not lmorm 
what the spiritual is, and what the celestial; thus he 
has not known the difference between these and the 
natural. 
"The difference between these degrees camot be known 
unless by a lmowledge of correspondences." (ll) · 

Swedenborg uses the tenn "spiritual sense" in two- ways, one as in 
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the previous pa.Ssage to describe a parttcular degree of the intemal sense 



of the Word, the othe:r, as in the passage before quoted, where it stands 

for the intemal. sense in general. T.tms in his statsnent that the. 

spiritual sense is in the whole of the Word and eve17 part of it, be 

means that t~ whole inspiration of the Word consists in the existence 

of this intemal sense. The canon of the Word accordingly is the canon 
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of those books which contain ttis sense, others in the Bible or Sacred 

ScriJ>'!-ures are ngood books for the Church" but nat the Word .i.tself. The 

phrase "spiritual sense" its~f was nat new when Swedenborg first used it. 

Origen had used the te:nn in cormection with the tradition of an allegorical 

sense which he received am further developed, ~:.tradition. which cCiltinued, 

with certain notable e:xcepticns, throughcu.t t~ Patristic pericxl and even 

into the Middle Ages. It was fam.:Uiar to the Jews in Palestine prior 

to the· Christian era and was f~voured particularly by the Alexandrine 

Jew, Philo, whose influence upon the Christian Church in this as in other 

respects was far from negli,gible. The Greeks who looked upon their 

ancient writj,ngs as a kind of sacred scripture,· frequentJ.¥ treated the 

stories of the Gods in Homer and Hesiod as allegory. The origin aai 
' . . 

motives of this type ot exegesis in tts Hellenic world has been the subject 

of much discussion and even contro~rq. But such questions need n¢ 

detain us here, for ~t is quite cert.ain that SWedenborg was not indebted to 

such aources for the origin of his. system. '- frequently declares that the 

spiritual sense had hitherto been unknown. He was. unlikely to have been

deeply versed in the beliefs either of Qrigen or Philo, for neither, ~o tar 
; 

. ' 

as can be ascertained. by the wri~r, is inentia1ed in Swedenborg1 s theological 

writ:ings. This does not 1mp4 that he was unaware o·f their work; that 
' . 

perhaps could scarcely be the case. His relative, Eric Benzelius, the· 

younger, wrote a t·reatise on. Phil~,. Moreover we find the following 



statement in "ArCana Coelestia." 

"The Jews and same of the Christians indeed believe that 
in these, and also in the ~st of the passages of the 
Wold, there is some sense ot meaning stored up which the:y 
call 11\V'stical, and this becauSe from infancy they have 
been impressed with hol:y ideas of the Word. 
"Blt when it is inquired what that 11\V'stical. meaning is, 
they _do not lmow. -
"If they a~ told that that Dij"stical sense in the Word, 
because it ls Divine, must necessarily be such as to be 
with the angels in heaven, $lld that there c-an be no other 
11\V'&tical sense in the Word, tor if there were any other, · 
it 110uld be either fabulous, or magical, or idolatrous; 
and further, that this .11\Vstical sense" wh;i.ch is with the 
angels iri heaven, is nothing less than the spiritual 
and celestial and treats solely of the Loxd, His Kingdan, 
and the church, consequently· of good and truth; and that 
if they kn~w what good and truth is, or what love and 
faith i a, they might also lmcw this mystical sense; -
when this is told them, scarcely anyone believes it. 
"Indeed such is the ignorance prevailing at this da;y 
among those who are of the church, that what is 
related concerning the celestial am the spiritual is 
scarcely c anpre hel)sible. 
••aJ.t be lt so; nevertheless' since by the Divine merc:y 
of the Lord it has been granted me to be at the same 
time in heaven as a spirit' and on eart.h as a man, 
aJld hence. to speak with angels, and ·this now c antinually 
from many ;years, I cannot. do otherwise than ope_n those 
things which are called the 11\V'stical things of the Word, 
that is, its interiors which are the spiritual and · 
celestial things of the Loxd 1 s ld.ngdom.n (12) 
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He was, then, aw~re of the e.x.iste~e of a belief in a IIJD¥stical" 

sense of Scripture, He could not of course have engaged in the worship in_ 

his father's household, nor in the pubUc worship in- the orthodox church 

of his da,v, nor errt.er into :pumerous discussions with clergy o.f all ranks, 

_-without becoming aWare of the all~orical and .analogical use of Scripture. 

But_ his letter to Dr. Ben:r which we have already considered in a previous 

chapter will account for his canp~atively superficial lmcwledge of such 

things. In that· letter he wrote, 

III was forbidden to read writers on dogmatic and systematic 
theology before heaven··was op~ed to .in~·'' (13) 



It is certainly difficult to believe that, had he be_en steeped in 
. -

Origen' s "De Principiis" or in the Homilies and Commentaries, Swedenborg 

could have failed t.o make some explicit reference to them, sane ~pathetic 

reference to them, despite :their crudities of interpretation. He does 

not e~n allude to Origen's doctrine of the three-fold senses of Scripture, 

a doctrine which tends frequently to "lap~e into a two-fold subdivision 

between literal. ~d spiritual, $Dd which_ a modem eJCpositor of Origen can even 

expand to a five-fold classificatien. (a) On tbe contrary, SWedenborg 

writes in 1~1\le Christian Beligi~;•. 

"Hitherto, no one has bali the remotest idea that there is 
in the Wold a spiritual sense. But the Lord has revealed 
it to me. ·•" (14) . . 

Clearly in Swedenborg we have ail entirely new beginn:ing in the exegesis 

of the Sacred Scriptures. 

At this point the question "mq ~ rai.sed, whether inspiration does 

not extend to all fine liter~ture ·auch as ·sublime poetry, or even a moving 

novel. But indeed inspirat.i~ does characterise aU good liter~ture, ·for 

inspiration "i~;~ an insertion into angelic societies"• In his purposes 

and work the ·inspired writer is associated with heaven and draws on influx 

from heavenly cOJilll'Dlnities. But his work is not a Divine dictate in the i . . 

sense of inspi~d Sacred Scripture, not a _self-revealing of the Divine 813 

in the letter of the Word. · He is Jlot a pass·ive though willing subject of 

revelation, like· each agent by whan the Sacred Scriptures have cane to us. 

Moreover from the point of view of .l.iterarr style, beauty of theme, and 

intelligibility, this writer's work' mq far eJCCeed the work of individ!lal 

writers of inspired Scripture. Ce-rtainl-y· on iooking back at what he has 

written, he may Wonder indeed ~bat he has been the receive~ of thought so 

beaJJ.tiful and so well expressed. Thought t;L.ows in according to 'the laWs 



of intlu:it which we have alreadY exSnined. Nevertheless the writer has 

himself chosen to accept the 'thcught of'ten deciding u,pon the words 

laboriously, though,~ in the case of a practised and skilful writer, 

sanetimes w.i.th. ~ choice so effortless as almost to appear inVoluntary. 

But while he worked., there was nat. that direct chain of reve.-?-atian 

stretching back to the Divine. The ladder of corresponding interior 

senses is restricted to the books written by ~vine dictate in the Word. 

The canon of Scripture is now full and canplete. The essenti&l. extemal 

or exoteric revelation for mankind in the Word has been made for ·all time. 

The achievem.~t of writers today is an unfolding of t:ruth by an inward 

general revelation, directly or indirectly dependent upon the pre-existing 

exoteric revelation, which, in his treedan and in accord with heaven, an 

author may suitably embodY in wo~ and sto17. It is, then, easy to 

admit that, tram a literary point of vie~, sane modem (and ancient) 

literature may excel i.n quality parts of the letter of the Word, even as 

the mental equipnent of a modem writer can outstrip that of his ancient 

precursor. So too, some ot the books which, as SWed.enborg maintains, do 

not belong to the strict c.anon of the Word, yet which tom part of our 

Sacred Scriptures, possess literary and teaching qualities ot the greatest 

value. They are indeed n gocxi books .tbr the Church11 • Whlle the mental 

stature and worth of the lndividual writer of books in' this latter 

category may be gre·ater than that of hl,.s companion writer in the Word, h:is 

work ~acks the iritem&l. sense, which alone betokens the plenary Divine 

inspiration. Herein then lie~;~ a need for a revelation about revelation. 

We must now direct our attention to this internal sense which is 

presented "in the letter, as the soul is in the body". Swedenborg speaks 
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o:C the main distinctions which exist within the internal sense, as the 

celestial and spiritual senses, which with the sense of .the letter form 

a trine. · This trinal order is also to be observed within these individual 

degrees. So that the ilitemal sense is to be regarded as a complex in 

Divine order which is full and j,n power in its ultimate, the ext.emal or 

literal sense. Swedenborg el!lploys various naJlles to describe the detailed 

subdivisions within these trines. 

The broad doctrine~ of these senses is briefly stated in the 

following passage, from "True Christian Religion." 

"Just as there ~ three .heavens, so there are three 
senses of the Word, the celestial, the spiritual and 
the natural and this ag~es .with what has been said, 
that the pr:im.axy is in the middle, and the~ by· in the 
ultimate, just as the end· 'is in the. cause and the cause 
thereby in the·etfect. 
liThia shows the true natu.re of the WQrd. 
1~The literal ~nse which is natural, contains an interior 
sense which is !'J)iritual, and this again contains an inDJ,ost 
sense which is celestial. 
•~"Tbu.s the ult:im.ate natural or literal sense is the conti,U.nant, 
basis, and support of the two interior senses.n (l5) 

o l I 

In t~ po·sthumous work, APocalypse, Explained, a slightly more detailed 

statement· is :found which ·ailswe~s problems connected with the interior 

trines of the natur~ sense, 

"The Word and worship resemble heaven and the- chu.rchj. 
for in the Word the.re a.re three di st.inct senses, just 
as there are th.ree heavens. · · 
"The irmost sense, which -is called the celestial sense, 
is for the inmost or third heaven. 
liThe middle sense, which is c8J.J.ed the spiritual sen~, 
is :for the. middle or second heaven. 
".And the ultimate sense, ·which is called the celestial 
and spiritual~at~ral sense, is for the ultililate or 
first heaven~ 
"Theae three senses, in addition to the natural, which 
is for the world, are in the Word and in ever,y detail 
of it.n (16) · 

In the same work m can re:fer to the~ as ••four sensesn, but it should be 
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obvious that the last two represent degrees of t.tle ultimate s~se to 

which the literal sense belongs, 

11Those four senses are called the celestial, the spiritual, 
the natural fran t.he celesti~ and spiritual, and the merely 
natural. 
"This being for the world, that for the ultimate heaven, 
the spiritual for the second heaven, and the celestial 
f9r the third. n 
"These ·four senses differ D:IUCh fran one another, so that 
when one is beside the· other they are not recognised as 
the same Word. 
"EUt stil.l they make one when one follows the other. 
"For one follows frQD. the other as the effect from the 
cause, and as what is posterior. from what i~ prio~·" (17) 

Having put forward the doctrine of the spiritual sense, Swedenborg 1s 

usual practice was to demonStrate it by eJqUILple and to substantiate his 

argument from the accumulated ev'idep.ce of such examples. As we are to 

examine his exegesis of the ~riptu.res, we need not sta,y to look at his 

examples here. StriCtly inte!preted, the spiritual sense is detached 

2!J7.· 

from personality. Its subjec;ts. are good and truth and their relationships. 

Again the fact that good describes a state of love and t:ruth a state of 

understand:ing should be kept, careful,:cy- in mind when these subjects are 

under discussion: although in the celestial sense the Lord and His 

glorification are ful:cy describe(i, the emphasis still falls upon the 

qualities of love and life .revealed. :in its· subje~t matter. 

IIBl,t this sense Can scarcely:, be Unfolded, for it does not 
tall so much into the thought of the ~der~anding as into 
the affection of the will.•- (18) 

The distinction between the celestial and BP.iritual is quite definite an4 

can be seen in the light of the follow,ing passage: 

IIBut it should be known, that the spiritual, in the 
general S~;tn-; signifies the atfection both of gocxl 
and of truth, whence heaven is called the spiritual. 
world;- and the intemal sense· of the Word t~ spiritual 
sense;. but specifically that· whiCh is .of the affection· 
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ot good is callsd celestial, and that which is of the 
lttecticn ot truth is called spiritual." (19) 

The gloritication ot·the Lord is ~cessaril,y the field of the affection 

ot good. From low to the whole tuman race the Lold. effected His 

Incarnation and the Redemption which He wrought. But the regeneration 

ot man, while it follows the order correspondiilg to glorification. is, 
,. . . 

first and foremost, the t.ield of the affection of truth tor the sake of 

truth and the attect'ion ot what is just and fair tor the sake of what 

is just. and fair. It Divine operation is de~~ed in tbe supreme or 

celestial sense, it is also described on this stage of the ·middle or 

spiritual sense. So the following statement i~ likewi~ . clearly 

valid~ 

"The tiUths of the sense of the letter of the Word are 
also like the scientitics of the natural man, which 
comprise within them the perceptions and attecticns ot 
tiUth of the spiritual m~. 
nThe naked tiUths themselves, which are enclosed, cont~d, 
e"lothed, and comprised, are ~ th$ spiritual sense of the 
WordJ and the naked goods are in the celestial sense." (20) 

and again, 

ain the spiritual sense the thiJJgs of the Wold. relate 
chiefly: to the Church, and in the celestial sense chiefly 
to the Laid. . · 
"Also in the spiritual sense they relate chiefiy to 
Divine tiUtb and in the celeStial sense to Divine good.t1 

. (21) 

AJ1 instance of the distinction between the spiritual and the celestial 

sense is provided in the following passage taken from the exposition of 

Bxod.us 22J 20,21, "AT:lY Widow and ~rphan ye shall not attlict,n . a widow 

denoting good without truth, and yet desiring truth, in the spiritual sense. 

"A widow has this signification, because b;r a man is 
signified tiUth. and by his wife goodJ wherefore the wife 
ot a man when she beccmes a widow, signifies good without 
tiUth. 
"But a widow in a more interior sense signifies truth without 
good, becau.se rusband in that sense signifies good and his 
wite truth. 

• 



''In this sense, the Lold from Divine Good is called 
·Husband and Bridegroan, and His Kingdqn and the Chun:h, 
train the reception . ot the D;lvine Tl\lth which proceeds 
tram the Loid is called Wite and Bride. 
"But because in the present passage the subject is not 
the Lordi s celestial but His spiritual Church, therefore 
by a widow is sign!ti.ed one who is in good and not in 
tl\lth, yet desires truth.u (22) · 

·Equally plain instances, thQlgh less strictly abstrtFt in character 

are the distinctions gi~n in the chapter on the Decalo~e in "True 

Christian Religion." For examples 

"ThQl shalt not steal.~ 
"In the natural sense this commandment forbids stealing, ·robbing, 
and pi.i'acyf ancf in· general cheating any one ot his goods under 
~pretence. 
"It extends also to imposture and lawful gain, usury and 
exactiCil; and again to fraud in the p~ent ot rates, taxes, 
and private debts. 
''Workmen transgress this commandment when they s:anP their 

· work; men:hants,· when t~y use ,false weights anti ~easures or 
falsity their accQmts; ottj,.cers, when they deprive soldiers 
ot their just. wages; judges who, tor the sake ot kinship, 
friendship, or bribes, pervert the law and. thus deprive 
others ot their lawful rights. 
11In the spiritual sense to steal· means to deprive others 
ot the truths ot their faith, which is done by means of 
falsities and heresies. Priests who do their work solely 
tor gain and worldly hmour, and who teach what they know, 
or should know, fran tbe Word to be untrue, are spiritual 
thieves; tor they rob the people ot the means of salvation, 
which are the truths ot tait·h. 
"In the celestial sense, thieves signify those who deny the 
divine power ot the Lold; and also those who claiJII. tor 
themselves His merit and righteeusness·. 
11These men, even it they wor.ship God, do not trust or 
believe in Him but in themselves." · (23) 

It can be noted trom ·this expositim of the Camm.andment, that the 
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natural. sense itself has its levels. Its application extends from action 

against one person to action against the community, and fran the obvious 

extemal action to the devious and ·unseen which is dishonest. But: in this 

demCilstration ot levels ot the natural sense, SWedenborg is only ap:plying 



· the principles relative to the natural sense of the whole Word. 

Swedenborg classifies at least one main su~ivisian as the iritemal 

historical sense. 

11The same words which have been thus far eJq>lained treat 
also ot the ·posterity of J~ob, and this sense is called 
the lower sense, and also the 1ntemal hisliorical sense.• 

. (24) 

This sensa then is lower than the spiritual sense which treats 

of matters abstract tram persons or nations, of truths and their 

application to l~fe and thought, of "things ~al.ytical"• Yet since 

the Jewisij Couch is portrayed. witbin tl:!e history of Jacob, it cannot 

be described merely' as the extemal sense of the letter. A similar 

~se is to be drawn from the Lord's Parables,. such as The Wicked 

Husbandmen. In their spiritual and celestil!l senses, these parables 

are abstracted from time and nation, bu.t in the internal historical 

sense t~y app4' to the JewiSh Church of that daY, and so to all who are· 

in the SaJD.e state ot "WOrship. This se~se would possibly seem to be 

equivalent to the sense designated ."typological" by a writer like 

Dani,lou, in his study of Origen. 

"The names of places, like the names of perspns, and 
also the thiDgs themselves, have not a like signification 
in one sense as in another. 
"Thus in the case of Jacob himself, in the sense of the 
letter he signifies· Jacob himself; in the internal 
historical sense, he signifies his posterity; in the 
internal spiritual sense, he signifies the ·natural man 
with the regenerate; bu.t in the suprane sense, he signifies 
the Lord as to the Divine Natural• • 
"Slch also is the •ase with other narnes •• 11 (25) 

D1 actual tact SWedenborg uses no fewer than seventeen titles 

for senses of Scripture, though the list undoubtedly cpntain~ syn~s. 

For instance, on occasion he uses i,nmof;Jt and supreme, when the reference 

is to the celestial sense, e.xce:Pt that perhaps the supreme might be· 
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regarded as the inmost level o~ t~ celestial trine. Similarly he uses 

expressiCl'ls like, Internal, Abstract, Bspresentative, Relative., Universal 

in describing the general contep.t ~mbodied in the letter of the Word. 

But his strictest fralllework is that. of sense of the letter or literal 

sense, spiritual sense, and celestial sense. . .And it seems fW. to add 

this further comment. It must be noted that many times in "ArCana 

Coel.estia11 Swedenborg seems to change his interpretation from one sense 
. . 

or degree to ·another, Passing without warning from the spiritual to the 
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celestial sense. This is certair.ily one sou:roe of the difficulty w~h 

sane people cla:im to find in reading Swedenborg 1 s expository works. It 

would appear as though his influx of celestial perception at certain points 

·was so full as to outstrip his more' nonnal state Qf spirit~al intelligen'?e• 

This sure:l,.y should not surprise us in the case of one who could write: 

"It has been granted me to perceive that, while I was reB.ci~ 
the Word :in tbe sense, of its letter, c~cation was effected 
with·the heavens, now with this .society of them, now with that; 
and that what I unders;t.ood a~cording to the. natural sense, the 
spiritual angels understood according to the spiritual sense, 
and the celestial angels according to the celestial sense, and 
this in an :Jnstant. 
"As this communication has. been perceived several thousand 
times, I have no doubt lett conceming it." (24) 

Then again a.tt.er restating the facts of successive and simultaneous 

order, he ad.dst 

1'When these things are comprehended, it may in sane measure 
be explained to the und.erstar.di.ng, how the two senses, the 
spiritual and the celesti8.1, ·are evolved out of the natural 
sen·se, when li man is :read.~ the Word. 
"For the· spiritual angel then c·alls forth what is spiritual, 
and the celestial angel calls forth what is celestial. 
"Nor c·an they do otherwise, because the things. are. hanogeneous, 
and suited to their nature am essence." .(27) 
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(ll) 

We have considered the sense or the letter of the Woro as a tissue 

of revelation. It might even ~e described as a patc,qwork of revelation 

built up of diverse colours, textures, and materials. Its canmon subject-

matter, God and the salvation whicb a:t off~rs to ~' good, and evll, is 

cont~ed in books disparate in fOim and literar,y quality; and the. 

"stitchinga, as docwnent has been Joined to document, is pla:in for all to 

see. Yet this material, apparently of such uneven quality, is_ presented 

as a medium for the ·interior s~ses and the question arises, Are these too 

of this apParently uneV1l!n quality? Swedenborg' teacbas as a definite matter 

of doctrine that there is continuity in the .interior senses. They manifest. 

an orderly series of Sllbjects.- Tile letter may seem discontinuous, as for 

exaJDPle in the Pentateuch, owing to the conflaticn of its constituent 

source~. The duplication of accounts of the same incident aPcoroipg to the 

Northem and Southern trad.iticns frequently interferes with the flow ot the 

letter of Scripture 8JlCi in part obscures the stor,y. But the inner- senses 

are not of this character, and the ultimate fo:nn which the letter has taken . . 

is completely detezmined by the demands of this spiritual ·content. Ewn 

the re~u]ll.ication was necessar,y if the :i,nterior and exterior, good and 

truth, were each to receive_ their share of revel~tion. · · _ Sw~nborg never 

loses sight of the fact of what he calis the se~i8s- in the iiltemal sense. 

In one passage he state ss 

"Hance it is evident what is the series of things in the 
internal sense; although nothing whatever thereof appe~s 
in the historic·al sense. 
"Such is the order and series which prevaU in all things 
in general and particular of the Word. 
"But the series itself, according to its tme quality, _ 
cannot be· m~e apparent in an eJCplanation of each partic~ar 
eJCpression, .for thereby tJ:le Qontents seem un.co~ected, and t·he 
continuity of the sense is broken. 
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"8lt it is otherwise when all things are viewed together 
in one idea, or are perceived in one glance of thought, 
as is the case with those who are in the internal sense,· 
and at the ssne time in heavenly light from the Lord." 

. . (28) 

Thereafter he presents an e:xaDlple of the series contei.ned in. the story 

of Lot 1 s eDtert.ainment of the twa angels in Sodan (Gen. 19). 

•To the view of ~ch, in_ tru, above words. is presented 
the whole process of the refozmation and regeneraticc 
of those who become men of the c~h, here represented 
by Lot. . 
•N·arneq, that at first they percej,.ve something of 
temptat~on. 
118lt when they persist arid conquer, that the Lord makes. 
His abode with them, confi:tms them in good, introduces 
them to Himsel.t' in His ldngQ.om, and dwells together with 
them, and there purifies and perfects them, and at the 
same time appropriates to them good and happy t.hings. 
11 And this through His Divine Human and Holy Proceeding." 
. . . (29) 
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As he points out elsewhere, the beauty ·of the series of things cannot 

appear when the significatiQD of each word is given separately. Nor 

would it be possible to conclude whether its correspoildence was in the 

sense of evil of the sense of gQod. The internal sense involves much 

more than a mere knowledge of the :teprese¢ation of each word~ This will 

becouie plain when we study Swedenborg' s eDgesis. · 'lhen the Lord, as the 

Word, suffered the agony of the Cross, we read that the soldiers cast lots 

for his ncoat". 

"Tbenthe soldiers, when they had Cfrucified Jesus, took his 
gaxments, and maie four part:s, to every soldier a part; aJl(i 
also his coat I noW the coat was without a seam, woven fran 
the top throughout. 
"They said therefore among themselves, Let us not rend it, 
bu.t cast lots for it, whose it shall bet that the Scripture 
migpt be fulfilled, which saith, They parted J1W raiment 
alllong than, and tor my vesture they did cast lots. These 
things therefore the soldiers did." (John 19;· 23-4). 

The coat represented the seamless, the continuous, internal sense .of the 

Word. 



The Word in t.he heavens is the Wold in its interior senses. 

Certain statements based upcz experience of the spiritual world but also 

supported by the logic of the doct~ines we have examined, are wortey of 

consideration hezes 

"As regards the Word :in heaven it is written in a spiritual 
style, which is wholly different fran the natural style. 
11The spiritual style consists only of letters, each of which 
involves a meaning; and there are points above the letters 
which exalt the meaning. 
••The letters with the angels of the spiritual kingdom, are 
si!Q:Uar to the letters used in printing in our world; and 
the letters with the angels of t~e celestial kingdom, each 
one of which also involves a complete sense, are similar 
to the ancient Hebrew letters, curved in various WaYs, with 
marks above and within them~ 
"As the writmg ·is such there are therefore no names of persons 
and places in their Wold as in ours, but instead of the names 
there are the things which they signify. 
"Thus instead of Moses there is the historic Word; instead of 
Elias, the prophetic Word; ~stead of Abrah81ll, Isaac, and Jacob, 
the Lord as to His Divine and His Divi,ne Human; instead of 
Aaron, the priesthood, iristead of David, the Kingship, both 
of the Lord. 
"Instead of the names of the twelve sons of Jacob, or of the 
tribes of Israel, there are the various things of heaven and 
of the Church; and simil~r things instead of the naJD.es of the 
twelve disciples. 
"Instead of lion and Jerusalem there are the Church as to the 
Worii and as to doctrine from. the Word; instead of the land of 
Canaan, the Church itself; instead of the cities there, on this 
side and beyond the Jol"4an, various things of the c.tmrch and 
of its doctrine; arid so With all other names. . 
11It is simil~ with numbers; they are not in the Word which is 
in heaven, but, instead of them, the t.hiilgs to which the 
numbers that are in our Word correspond •. _ 
"Fran these considerations it may appear that the 'lord. in 
heaven is a Word c;:orrespo.ndillg with our Word, and'. tbls that 
they are a unity; for correspondence makes a unity. n {30} 

This·is merely a g~eral sketch of .its subjects, and the correspcmdences 

quoted here are not exhaustive. For instance, in earlier passages of 

Scripture Moses and Aaron together represent the Divine T:zuth proceeding 

fran the Lold. For we ·read:· 

"The Word in the sense of the letter is accold.ing to those 
things which appear, but that it nevertheless has stored up 



in its interior boscm truth· Divine itself, which proceeds 
immediately from the Lozd, thus also Divine Good, that is 
the Lord Himself." ( 31) . · 

so that in the series governing Exodus 4; 14 their representation is 

described as follows, 

"Aa~n denoting the Lord as to Divine Good or the priesthood.= 
here however, before he was initiated into the priesthood, he 
denotes the doctrine of good and truth. 
11For this reason also it is said that he shoul.cl be .to Moses 
for a m011th and Moses to him for a god. 
"For by Moses is represented the Lord as to Div.ine Truth 
w~h proceeds immediately ,from the Lord, hence by Aaron 
the Divine Truth which proc~eds mediately from the Lord, 
which truth is the doctrine of good and truth. · 
tiThe truth which Moses here·· represents is truth ·which 
cannot. be heard nar perceived by man, but the truth which 
Aaron represents is the 1;.rut..h which can be batb heard 
and perceived b;y man. · 
"Therefore Aaron is called a mouth, and Moses his god; 
and therefore Aaron is called the Levite, for by a 
Levite is signified the doctrine of go~ and truth ot 
the Church, which ministers and is seNiceable to the 
priesthood." · (32) 
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en the assumption that good desc;~ibes the state of -love . aild truth the 

state of wisdom or understanding,- this exposition ·is quite canprehensible. 

The Divine Outflowing is canparable with light. We sbould be unaware of 

light but for the fact that it .t:_alls on objects which. reflec~ its radiance.

as any motor driver over a moorl~. road, or in the desert.,. at night has 

experienced. Thus for inward enlightenment to take place, the influx must 
. . . 

illuminate ideas of good and truth based upon what ha·s been _leamed. This ... 
principle is as true of spiritual. revelati.on as of earthly. ·e_?CPSrience •. 

It might be thought that the distinction between truth. and good was at 
. ... 

best an acad~c matter. Certainly will and und.erst.anding 8.re so closely 

associated as to appear separable o~y to intellectual analysis; but the 

objection overlooks t~ equal4" definite fact that freedom of will is an 

accompaniment of rationality in the understanding, and that the self-



disciplining of the will by means of the truth perceived, and the 

direction of the understanding frcmi the good of the will, are also 
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involved. For this reason a revelation from the Divine must be e.xpected 

to relate to good and truth. Here is the origin of much reduplication 

in the~ letter of the Wozti. Theze are ·pairs of wozds and expression, or 

instances of parallelism, in which the memberfi! refer to· goodness and 

truth respectively. The Hebrew languag~, especially in its poetzy, 

displays these f~atures in so marked .a degree as to leave open the 

conjecture that its choice as the providential instrument of zevelation 

was due to its fitness to express the internal sense. Indeed throughout 

the whole Wozti theze can be .observed what Swedenborg aptly describes as tbis 

"marriage of goai and truth". 

"There does not exist in man the least either of thought, 
affection, ·or action in which there is not a certain marriage 
of the urid_erstanding and the will. Apart from a certain 
marriage nothing at all exists or is produced.-- (33) 

This has a direct bearing upon the contents of Sacred sCripture. 

"Good and truth in the historical parts of the Word cannot 
be represented otherwise than by a marriage. 
"For this is the real case with. them, there being a divine 
marriage between things celestial and things spiritual, or 
what is the sallle,between the. things ·ot love and those of 
faithj or what is still the sa111e betwaen the things of the 
will and those of the understanding. 
' 1The fonner haw relation to good, the latter to truth. 
~Since there is such a marriage in everything, it is 
custanazy in the Prophets, especially in Isaiah, to e.xpress 
evezything in a two-fold manner, one eJqJressiQl having 
relation to what is celestial. or good, the· other to what 
is spiritual or truth. 11 (34) · 

A similar e:xplanation applies also to the parallelisms of the Psalms; 

So far we have not deemed it necessary to attempt to compile a list 

of particular correspondences and their signification. Our attention 

has been confined to particular exarJLples chosen to· illustrate the 
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principles under discussion. A "Dictionary of Correspondences" has been 

compiled from SWedenborg' s various writings and the nucleus of this 

dictionary w~ a list of words and their correspondences contained in his 

posthumous papers. lht the mere lmowledge of a correspondence does not . 

admit into the spiritual sense. The sense of the letter is not a cypher 

to be unlocked by the application of a code. Swedenborg is no Philo, 

believing that Moses wraPPed his wisdom consciously under appropriate 

allegory, to the secrets of which the wise man alone possessed· the key. 

The spiritual sense is revealed to a man, not deciphered by a technique. 

Nevertheless, the following passage contains a number of pairs of words, 

and lists then as corresponding either to good or to truth, or their 

opposites. 

"It may be seen by readers who giw attention to the 
matter, that there are in t~ Word pairs of expressions 
which appear as represe~ati.Ons of the sarne thing; as 
brother and companion, poor and needy, waste and solitude, 
emptine sa and voidne as, foe and enemy, sin and iniquity, 
anger and wrath, nation and people, joy and gladness, 
mouming and weeping,· righteousness; and judgement etc. 
"These el!pressions appear to be synoriymous when yet they 
are not so. 
11For brotl'_ler, poor, waste, eg1ptiness, foe, sin, anger, 
nation, joy, mourning, and righteousness are predicated of 
good, and in the opposite sense, of evU. 
"While companion, needy, solitude, voidness, enemy, 
iniquity, wrath, people, gladness, weeping, and judgement 
are. predicated of truth, and in the opposite sense, of 
falsity. 
"Many other things are also coupied together in the Word 
as fire and flame, gold and silver, brass and iron, wood 
and stone, pread and water, bread and wine, crimson and 
byssus linen etc. . 
"This is because fire, gold, brass, wood, bread, and crimson 
signify goal; and flame, silver, iron, stone, water, wine 
and byssus linen signify truth. 
"In· like manner it is said t~at men are to love God with all 
the heart. ·and with all the soul; also that God will create 
in man a new heart. and a new apiri t. 



11For heart is predicated of the good of love; aDi soul, 
of tNth from that good. 
11There are also e:xpressions which are used alone, not being 
joined with others, because they partake of both good and 
truth." (35) . · · 
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There are however pitfalls to be avoided by those who seek to enter into 

the intemal sense of the Word. In the first place we noticed that a 

representation of truth in the spiritual sense could pass into one of 

good in the celestial sense. Mo~over we noticed that the internal 

senses were in continuous series. Again a word may relate either to 

good. or truth, or to evil OJ' falsi"Y• ·If ·t_hen .the knowledge of a 

correspondence is not enough, it still rem.ains .. true that this science of 

correspondences is ttthe key to the spiritu~ sense of the Word". (a) 

Pendmg a more detailed tzeatment of SWedenborg' s exeges~s of Scripture, we 

may confine ourselves at .this sta&e to the quotation of the following 

passage .• 

••It is possible for a man to violate the spiritual sense, 
if he has a ~owledge of correspondences, and desires 
thereby to examine the Word frc:m his own intelligence; 
since by a few correspondences known to him, he may 
pervert. the spiritual sense and force it to -confim 
what is falset thus he woul~ offer vioJ.ence to divine 
truth." (36J · 

This statement is readily seen to be .true and is powerfully supported 

by tJJe further argtiment employed later in the same passage, 

"The Lord teaehes eva:ey One by means of the Word; and he . 
does so by using the lmowledge which man possesses, noli 
by imparting new knowledg·e. · 
11Therefore, ·if a man possesses no divine truths, or if 
he possesses a few truths· and also sane falsities, he 
mq falsifY the truths, as is dane by eve:ey heretic 
with regard to the letter of the Word.. 
•Lest therefore anyone should enter into the spiritual 
sense and pervert it.s :pure ttuth, guards are placed over 
it by the Lo:rd.ll (37} 

Obviously then the understand~ of. the spiritual .sense can only cane by 
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a species of internal revelation from the LQrd alone $lld the depths 

of that sense are infinite. · Nevertheless an ext.emal aid to understanding 

has been provided. The contribution of Swedenborg as an expositor to our 

apprehension of the spiritual realities contained in the Sacred Scriptures, 

is the discriminat.ian of the internal sense, in one or more of its 

degrees, of various parts of the Word, amounting to a veritable revelation 

about revelation. Its contents U.'8 designed to become part of that 

human heritage of lmowl.edge .trom which a man can draw and which the Lord 

can use in order to teach him from the Word. 

The following passage represents a useful summaey- of Swedenborg1 s 

views on the litera17 styles toqnd in the Words 

nThare are in general four different styles in the Words 
"The first is that which was in use in the Most .Ancient 
Church. 
"Their method of ejcpressing themselves was such that when 
they mentioned earthly and worldly things, they thought 
of spiritual and celestial things which these represented, 
wherefore they nat. onl.y eJCPJ:'eSSed. themselves by represen~ 
atives but also reduced their thoughts into a ld.nd of 
series, as it were historical, in order to give them more 
life 1 this was ext.:remely delightful to them. 
"This style is meant when Hannah prophesied, sqing, •Speak 
ye that wbic·h is high, high, let what is ancient ccme forth 
from your mOil.th 1 ( 1 S~~ 2; 3). Such representatives are 
called in David, 'dark sa,yings 1 of old (Ps. 78;2). 
"From the posterity of the Most. AnCient Church, Moses 
received what he wrote conceming the Creation, the Gai'den 
of Eden etc. doim to the time of AbraJn. 
"The second style is the historical, occurring in the books 
of Moaes from the time of AbraJil, and af't,erward.s in those of 
Joshua, Judges, Samuel aild Kings, in whic-h the historical 
facts actual.J¥ occurred as they are related m the letter, 
but neve rt.hele as they all in general and particular contain 
things altogether differ~t i,n the intemal sense. 
"The third style is the Prophetical which took its rise 
from the style of the Most Ancient Church which they venerated. 
"This style however is nat cont:inuous and in appearance 
historical, like the Most AnCient, but i~ broken and interrupted, 
being scarcely' ever intelligible except in the internal sense, 
in which are contained the deepest arcana succeeding each other 
in a beautiful and orderly cOnnection and relating to the 
extemal. and intemal ~, the various states of the Cbu~h, 



Heaven itself, and in their inm.Osts to the Lord. 
"'lile .fourth style is that of the Psalms of David, 
which is mtezmediat~ between the prophetical 
style and that of common spe~ch. Here the Lord 
is treated of in the intemal sense in the person 
of David the king." (38) 

Two modific.ations of the canments on the second am third style suggest 

thanselves in the light of development of critical method since 

Swedenborg• s dq. The lack of intelligibility of prophetic utterance 

or which he complains has been much relieved by a deeper understanding 

of their historical environment. On the other hand Dlal\'Y contemporary 

scholars would speak leas positively of the actual occurrence of 

historical events as they are related in the ·leiter, and would preter 

some mo~ general statement, such as "in which the facts recorded are 

set against a background of actual histor,y.n 

The Gospels would probably be classed most appropriately with 

the second style; and the Book or Revelation af the APocaJ¥pse, with 

the third. 
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(lll) 

We tum' finally to the question of the Canon of Scripture. · 

Swedenborg accepts the Sacred Scriptures aclmowledged ~;Y' the Protestant 

Church ~ their entirety but sets·them in two categories, (a) the books 

which constitute the Word of God in its strictest sense as a revelation 

fran the Divine, and (b) good books for the Church. The second class 

contain doctrinal truth to which Swedenborg makes· man;y references acd 

appeals in conf'innation of his teaching. Bu.t they are not plenar:ily 

and verbally inspired and they lack the internal sense. Nor are they 

the Divine~ authoritative source of doctrine for the Church, for this 

must. be drawn fran the sense of the letter of the Word of God itself. 

His attitude to them is not unlike that of the ort.hcdox Protestant 

Churches to the books of the ~ocrypha, as distinct from the Testsnents, 

Old and New. There· is then ~ radical distinction between t.he two 

categories, though both are alike in being ugood books for the Churchn. 

The one class can also be described as the appointed .means of 

communication with the Lord and the spiritual world; whlle the other 

represents simply a potent means of ·spiritual influence. It can indeed 

be held that both categories are given a standing as high as that given to 

the Bible by most modem Christian thBologians; but Swedenborg is led to 

raise the first class to a plan~ h:igber still. They alone are authoz

itatiw Nvelation and contain the internal sense. 

In the Old Testament he place·~ in this special categor.v all the 

books of the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, i and ii SaPluel, i and ii Kings, 

Psalms, and all the :Major and Minor Prophets. It is significant· that 

the books which he omits are precisely those which were only admitted into· 

the Canan with some hesitation. His remarks concerning Job are 



interesting. He assigns the writing· or the book to early days 

and maintains that although corre~ondences were used in its writil)g, 

it contains rio intemal sense in the strict meaning of the tem. So . 

far as the Old Testament is co~cemed there will be few to quarrel · 

with his distinctions .• 

But his distinctions maQ.e in the New Testament may at first cause 

sane disney. To the higher category he assigns the four Goapels and 

tm APocaJ.tpse, whUe Acts and t~ Epistle-s fall into the other group. 

But further thought shot:ilii see the justice:·. of the distinction made as 
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a result or xevelatiCil. The Epi¢les are sparing in their use of 

Gospel material and scarcely make any direct appeal to the sayings of 

Jesus. They represent rather a camnentary, or which SWedenborg himself 

makes full .use, especially in 11True Christian Religion", in support or 

many doctrines drawn fran t~ letter "of the Word (a). 

(a) "In respecttD the writ,ings of the apostles and · 
Paul, I. have not quoted them in the ".Arcana Coelestia11 , 

because they are doct~inal writings, and consequently 
are not written· in the style of the Word, like those 
ot the prop)lets, of David, of t~ Evangelists, and 
the Book o~ Revelation. The style of the Word 
consists altogether ot correspondences, wherefore it 
is effective of immediate communication with heaven; 
but in doctrinal writings there is a different 
style, which has indeed communication with heaven, 
but mediately. They were written thu~;~ by the 
apostles, that the new Christian Church.might be 
commenced through them; wherefore matters of doctrine 
could not be written in t.tie style of the Word,· but 
they had to be expressed. in such a· manner, as to be 
understood more cl~arl;r and intimately. The writings 
of the apostles are,. nevertheless, good books of the 
church, insisting upon tba doctrine of charity and its 
faith as strongly as the Lo:N Himself has done in the Gospels 
and the Book of Revelatian; as may be seen and found evident 
by everyone who in reading them directs his attention tC? 
these points. That Pa:ul•s exp"ssion in Romans 2;28, 
concerning Justification .by Faith, has been quite misunderstood, 
is proved in "APOC~se Revealedn 417, to which you may ;refer •• 11 

Letter to Dr. Beyer from Svsdenborg dated 
Aprll 15,1766. 'i'ranslatiCil from Swedish in 
Tafel 1 a Docwnents ii., p241J/l. 



The distinction between "inspired, literature and the inspired Word 

of God is relevant ~re. It ~a.Y well be tliat we recognise :l.n Pa1,1l 

.a greater man than John Mark or ~e, ·and that the content of the 

Epistles makes a strong appeal to our. reason, whe~as the Gospels, 

while preserving the Lozd 1 s own say-ings, also contain stories and 

miracles which have a leas inmed,iate rational appeal. But that 

does not invalidate the distinCtion bEttween them an.d indeed as the 

Gos:Peils yield the:U.- doctrine and open up their hidden t::reasure, no one 

shQll.d deny their superior functiOn as part of the Word itself. Despite 

the warnings of Swedenborg, ~ have t~ied to discover an intemal 

sense in Acts, but notwithstanding a certain superficial success, closer 

scrutiny ·reveals that they have mere11 calleci attent·ion to. ~ feature-s 

involved in the internal construct-ian of a book which in any case 

contains many quotation~· from the prop~ts.- SWedenborg received his 

knowledge of the dist~ctions by revelation through experience in the 

spiritual world, by iritemal revelation whil.e he was ·reading the Word, 

and they were confirmed as the result of many years of doctrinal and 

exegetical writing.-

One further· point may be added with regard to variant readings 

in the Scriptures .• · These exist in great numbers, ·though most of _them 

are of little importance. SWedenborg shows all aw~ess of at leaet one 

sue h variant :in RBv. 2; 9. 

"These words are added, 1bQt thoU art rich1 ba.t in 
parenthesis, because in same copies they are omit. ted. 11 

. (39). 

But he makes no further remark. The possibility havever remains that· the 

quest for the true ·reading 81Ilong a mass of variants may be furthered by 

the recognition of the existence ot an interior sense, together with some 



understanding o:t its series and attendant subject-111atter~. But even 

now, despite our ina,billty to detezmine it with complete precision 

among the multiplicity o:t variants, the true text exists as an 

ultimate in which, wherever it is used in the Church :tor worship 

and :tor doctrine, the influx :tl'Qill ~aven can te~nate. Perhaps 

the presence o:t variarrt. readings enhances the stupendous miracle 

o:t the preservation o:t the Word a.nP. evokes a more willing acceptance 

o:t its auth~ity than the perfection o:t a text supematurally protected 

:tram error could ever have done. · I:t t.ba variants exist on account o:t 

human :trailtys their presence may we;Ll in this way be ovez-ruled :tor 

man• s. g:rea~r good. 



. Chapter ·· 8. 

SWed.enborg, the Exegete. 

l. 

The Background of E~gesis. 

"Therefore being engaged in this service and being mindful 
of· the mercy which has been shown us, we are not. cowards.~ 

Nay we haw renounced the secrecy which marks a feeling 
of shame. · · · 

We practise no cunning tricks, nor do • adulterate God 1 s 
Message. · 

81t · b,y a full clear st~tement. of the t:n1th we strive to 
camnend ourselves in the presence of God to eve:cy human 
conscience~ . . 

·If bowever ·the meaning of our Gooci News has· been velled, 
the vell is on the hearts of those who aze on the way to 
perditim, in wham the god of this present age has blinded 
their ·Wlbelie~ minds so a~ to shut out the Good News of 
the glo:cy of the Christ, who· is the· image of God. 

(For we do not proclaim ourselves, but we proclaim · 
Christ Jesus as lord, and. ourselves as your bondserv-ants for 
the sake of Jesus) ' · 

For God who said,••out of darkiless let liglrt. shine," is 
He who has shone in our hearts to giw us the lig.bt of. t~ 
knowledge of Gocl 1 s glo:cy, whic·h is radiant on the face of 

· Christ. . 
:Eklt we have this treasure in a fraglle vase of clay, in 

order that the surpassing greatness of the power may be ~;~een 
to belong to God, and not ~o originate in usn. 

Paul to the Corinthians · · 
(The Second Letter 4;1-7). 

We~outh' s Translation. 



In his recently published BaJD.pton Lectures, Professor Tumer 

has written, 

"In any event the detect~~ of under-:.senses is no soluticm 
to the problems presente4 bf the plain and obvious first 
meanjng of a pass·age." (1·) · 

Here he is criticising Origen· in particu,il.ar, and the allegorists among 

the Fathers in general, but adds: · 

"What may appear to us as an escape fran the pr~a:EY d\lty 
of an e:xegete, the dete:nninaticn as far as possible of the 
original meaning of the writer, was intended by Ori.gen as 
the solution of a di.tferent, but still a pressing and 
legitimate question, the interpretatian of 1;.he Bible as a 

Christian document and its adaptatian to tl'le nee~s of the 
Crurch of his own day." . (~) -

It -~ems to t~ writer however that the student of SWedenborg must 

~ sanewhat dissatisfied with this definition of t.Qe prmar,y duty 

of an exegete.. He has before him not a record of man1s searching after 

God, but an objective, immutable, 8Xld fixed revelation designed to be 

acted upon by the Lord' s Hoq _ Spi!1t for the enlightenment of the 

spiritual mind ot man. In one ~se this sacred text. is a record of 

Gcd1 s reaching out to man, whatever his state may be. In another sense 

it is no "record" at all, l;Jut an eve:rpresent means _of. personal Divine 

influence, which is in its fullness in the ~etter, "dictated" according 

to the method and order we have just considered. The me~ing· in the 

mind of the writer and the Divine meaning are by no means id.en~ical, but 

the writer's work fol!lls an external D-ivine revelaticn. It is probable 
' . . -

that the writer of the incident in Numbers 15; 32 to 36 was pranOWlCing 

judgment upon all sabbath breakers. But the -letter of the incid.~nt 

interpreted by doctrine drawn from the letter of the Word elsewhere 

gives a different preaentatiQ'l -whi.c;h needs no zecourse to a doctrme of 
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emergent revelation. The doctrine of isaiah 58; U/14 toget~r 

with what is taught in the letter of the Gospels about etemal.. lite 

and its absence, a doctrine wh:l.ch t.he Book of Revelation makes clear 

wtJen it declares, "Be thou faithful unto death; ~d I will give thee a 

crown of lite •• He that overcaneth shall not be hurt of the second death" 

.(Rev. 2; lO,ll) supply the key. - It might be argued t~ that the 

eJCegete ought first ~o be concem~d as hi-s principal purpose with that 

teaching with which a passage is Pf8gnaut ;and is the containant in tl's 

ultimate of revelat:l.on. Ot.her questions th911g.b in themselves not 

unimportant belong to cammentarr rathe~ than tO."J exegesis. Tbls for 

example, the exegesis ot "VerilY thou art a God that hidest thyself, 0 

God of Israel, the Saviour" (Isaiah 46 ;15), as pai't of the Word of· God 

is quite distinct from CODI1JI8ntar;y UpOn the date and" original historical 

associations of the passage. These matters are valuable :in their own 

sphere, and ought not to be overlooked, bllt ttley cannot t~ aJiaY fran, 
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or add to, the revelation ot the text. as the vehicle of doctrine conce~g 

_the Divine intervention in the att~irs of ~en, or or' Divine power througll 

the heavens. . They are merell' concemed with the text. considered as the 

uitimate contai:nant of the internal sense. Ove~~occupation with 
' . -

the mechanics of the literal sense. is no less dangerous than an 

e:xcessive attention to the "detection of unOer-senseJ: the very existence 

and preservation of the ultimate of revelation is involved. The 

under¢anding of- the a~tual te:nns ~mployed in the ~xt is tiUly of first 

importance, yet their revelatory meaning is o.f'tien most read:ily appreciated 

by comparison with other passages ~t .the Word -in which the s;we Hebrew or 

Greek (or Chaldee or Aramaic) word~ are used. To one who is working with 

an ~ish Bible, an analytical Coz:tcordance becanes a sheer necessity. 
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The relationship of Greek to Hebrew poses ap1 important questian to the 

soluticm of which the existence. of Old Test81llent qu~ations in the New, 

and to some extent the Septuagint translation of t'he Old Testa111ent, make 

their respective contributions. To gain a clear idea of the text as its 

tenns aze extant in the Scripture is the first I!itqUirEIIlent of exegesis. 

However, .without comment based in historical and ethnological research, 

texts such a8 "Bel boweth down .and Nebo stoopeth" (Isaiah 46;1) would 

seem and remain meaningless. . To detemine this historical meaning 

_may come first in time, but, as a duty, ought ·to take a subordinate 

place to the exegesis of the letter as a fixed ult:imate. And exegesis 

of the letter must take precedence to internal exegesis. With that 

emphasis, which is to be infer~d tram :Professor TuriJerls words, 

Swedenborg would agree. 

Cilltemplation of the thought ceystallized in a statement. of 
" 

Scripture, fran the point ot view of the writer, .IJ!.&Y then be helpful and 
' ' 

interesting. It can for example lay emphasis upon the particular way in 

which an idea has been expressed, or call attentic:n to a s~ificant 

avoidance of other methods of express ian •.. Swedenborg occasion:ally makes 

a canment of this ld.nda as for -instance in the following passage dealing 

with Genesis 1;6. · 

11It is on this account it is first said that there shall 
be an expanse in. the midst of the waters, and then that 
there shall be to the waters a dividing bet"Ween the. waters; 
but nat. a dividin~ of the waters between the wat,rs and 
the waters." (3) · 

Here he is stressing the :importance of the tenns in which the text has 

been received. And his point .is further substantiated by reference to the 

implications of the clothing of .th~ spiritual sense tv~ the letter. For 

though C9JIIIIlentary on the letter is not the field :into which his mission 
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leads him, he never disparages ita:· importance. The !JlOre distinctly 

the te.zms in which the Parable of the Word has been told, are apprehended, 

the· mo~ readily can its teaching be received. It is essential however 

that the tezms of the Parable sl'lould neither be changed nor disarranged. 

A typical instance of SWedenborg' s awareness ~f the usefulness 'of 

comment on the letter of the Word is to be found in his··note about the 

employment of asses in Palestine ani t.ha East in Scripture times. His 

note is closely linked wl.th spiritual interpretaticn, but is also a comment 

at the letter in its 01m r.ight. 

"It should be known that asses have one signification when 
they served for riding on; for upon asses, she~asses, and 
mules rode the judges, the !P.ngs, and their sons, . and they . 
then signified rational, aild also natural truth and good. -
·"Hence it wa~ that the IDrd, as a Judge, and also sa a 
King, when He enliered Jerusalem, rode upon a •-ass with a 
,foal. . . 
"For this was a sign of the judicial function, and also of 
the kingly one. 
11But asses had another significatian when they served for 
carrying. a burden, as here. They then signif:isd scientific 
thlngs. u ( 4) 

Swedenborg accepts the miracles and visions of Old and New TestaDlents 

as factual accounts of happenings, whiCh, in tum, he ott.en Ulustrates 

from his own experiences in the spiritual world. He teaches that the 

basic principle up~ which miracle ·depended is the order of the inflow 

of the spiritual into the natural. No miracle is z:egarded as an arbitrary 

act of annipotence, but from its very nature teaches spiritual order and 

its requirements. It is therefore to be likened to an acted parable. 

His spiritual interpretations would_ not be in the least aft'ected by 

certain modem tzends of criticisn which emphasise the fozmal, rather than 

the factual character, of the early trattitians of Scripture. Thus 

according to modem camnentators the historical nucleus of the miracle of 



the Feeding ot the Children of Israel with Maima in the lf·Udemess 

rests upon the e.xist.ence of a sweet gum e.xu.de.d from t·he tamarisk tree~ 

which aN camnon in that part of the. Sinai Peninsular. This falls as 
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a creaii\V' yellow ·substance upon the stones and rocks beneath the branche~s. 

Probably in Swedenborg • s t:ime such an e.xpianation could scarcely have 

been arrived at .except by· revelations -and it is perfectly clear that 

&redenborg was carefully protected· from revelation upon any subject abOut 

which, man could discover the truth tor himself. But ~he possible 

acceptance o;f this eJq>lanatim does not invalidate Swederiborg' s 

interpretation et the spiritual significance of the miracle. ft is tor 

the sake of these implications, as much as for that measure of truth which · 

is manifest in the letter, that the narrative is included in the Word. 
. . 

Acco:z:ding to seme Scholars, t.hs text of this c'P,a,pter of Exodus is 

in some confusion. -The-re are ~SC?, some passages ot Scripture o~ which, 

as scholars ~t, the meaning qarmot be dete~ed with any degree _of 

certainty. SWedenborg would have agreed with Crigen ·that there are 

passages in the letter of the Word :in which t_he literal sense is 
., 

incanprehensible. .It is prebably trUe that modem historical and 

etymological knowledge has. g;reatl.y reduced their number. But though 

some uncertainties in eur understand-ing of the letter still remam, it 

does not follow:. that there is uncertainty regarding 'their spiritual 

content.- The real purpose of the Word will not be served by rearrangement, 

repo~ting, or guessing at another Wording even on the highest ratimal 

grounds. Thus :in the example from tl:le book of lbDdus noted above, some 

camnentators point out that the account of the giving of the mazma in the 

sixteenth c~r a,ppears te presuppose t~ canm.and to keep the sabbath, 

which is not introduced untll the t-wentieth chapter. To account for 
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tld.s apparent anachronisn thE! eypothesis of textual dislocation has 

be~ invoked. But Swedenborg· foun.d no difficulty at the level of 

spiritual mterpretation, for the whole book :i,.~ coherent and in 

consecutive series. The requirements of spiritual truth have govemed 

the fmal fo:im of the letter as it now is, and the doctrine of truth 

is thus enshrined in the literal sense. 

From the passage, "Gather ye ·of ~t ever.rone according to the mouth 

of his eating, II an exegete· might deduce the doctr.llle that the Lozd · 

sends His regenerative power upon 'all men, but that each receive·s it 

acco:rd:ing to p:i.s individual state. This finds clear support from the 

literal sense of the parable o:f the \"lorke~s .m the Vineyard, to all of 

wham the Sal!le. reward is paid at the end of the day. The attitude of 

the master of the Vineyard can be defended from the charge of capriciou-sness. 

'!here is no difference .m the conduct of the Lo:rd, for each is rewarded 

acco:rding to his state and all rect;~ive what they need. The sane doctrine 

is further established from the letter of another passage, "He maketh 

his sun to rise upon the evil and an the good, and sendeth rain ·on the 

· just and on the unjust. n Bven when Swedenborg restricts himself ·to 

the exposition of the spiritual Sense he is far ·fran deny.ing or forgett.ing 

the existence of a literal sense. · Acco:rUing to his own principles this 

sense must always be respected. 

"The doctrme of genuine truth can also be fu.Uy 
dravm from the literal sense of the Word: for that sense 
is like a man clothed, whose face is naked, and whose 
hands also are naked• 
nA,U. things which pertain to man 1 s l:l.fe, and consequently 
to his salvation, are naked there •. 
"But .the rest are clothed.; and in many place_s where they are 
clothed, they show through, as the face shows through a 
veil of silk. 



nJust as the truths- ot the Word are multiplied from the 
love of them, and as they are arranged in order by this 
love, so they appear more aild more clearly through the 
gannents. _ 
11But this also is by" meaf.!,s of. doctrine. 11 ( 5) 
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The knowledge that there is a spiritual sense a,nd some understanding of 

it a nature can only help toWards the enlightenment which wUl be received 

through the letter, while to dissociate oneself from careful searching of 

the letter a~ the revelation from t-he DiVine for one' s instruction, is 

contrary to Swedenborg 1 s teac~.. As· he sqs, 

UThe :Lntemal sense is principally for the angels, and 
for men who are angelic mind-s·" · 

Though the truth of the exlstance and nature of the .:l.ntemal sense is 

now Wlfolded for tb8 uses of all m~ld..nd in this New Age, he wams us: 
' . -

Uit may be supposed that the do~trine of genuine truth can 
be procured ·by" means of the spiritual sense of the Word, which 
is given through the science of correspondences. 
11But doctrine is not procured by means of that sense, but 
only illustrated and corroborated. 
11F~r as was ·said before, no one comes into t:tle :spiritual 
sense of the Word by" means of correspondences, unless h8 
is first in genuine truths from doctrine." (6) 

To this he adds, 

'~Besides, the S}:iir.i.tual sen&e. is not given to &rr3" one 
except by the Lord alone; and it is guarded by H:im as 
heaven is guarded, for heave.n is in it. 
11It is ~ st import. ant. therefore that a man should study 
the Word in the sense of the letter1 for from that sense 
only is doctrine given.n (7) 

SWedenborg 1 s £ii,_.dEU.ity to the literal sense of Scripture i~ 

witnessed by his at.titude to the jewi,sh ritual. He was unaware of the 

modem theorie!il regarding t.he Priestly ~hool and their influence on the 

content of the Pentateuch. It was his belief that the Mosaic Law in it a 

fully developed fom was acknowledged arid practised by the chil.dren of 

Israel even from those early days before the settlement in Canaan. He 

maintains that by obedience to this legislation a correspondence between 



the church on earth and the heavens was provided and that ·this was vital 

to the preservation of the human race throughout tha mUlenium before 

the Incama'\;.iCll. The essential use of Judaism 1~ in the maintenance 

of this correspondence; ani when amang the Jews •the law of God was made 

ot none effect by their traditions" the use of their church was forfeit. 

Only :t;.hEin was the Incarnation effected and the Cl:lristian Church 

est.ablished. 'l'he Church is no lo~ger an econcmy of:ext.erior rite and 

ceremcny. · Jewisb ritual contained ;indeed the types and shadows of 
. . 

truly Christian ·worship. This was recognised no less· by the Fathers 

than by Paul. But since ·they were lacking -in the precision provided 

by the doctrines -of degrees and correspondence, their views were 
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defective and their interpretati.ans o.rt.en err~eous. An objection to 

such a view may be derived fran the lateness of date at which this ritual 

was .full¥ developed and the brief period of perfection which it enjo~d 

before its dilution by the Oral· Tradition and the final destructic:m. of the .. ' 

Jewish temple, on the gl'9und that this U1volved a long period of defective 

correspondence. It might also be urged that the spread of the Christian 

Church was only gradual, extending over a period of decades and even of 

centuries. 

But this is no valid objecti'on to the doctrine. The restorations 

of the Church a.i'ter the "Fall" and the ._.Flood", and aga:in through Abraham 

and the Patriarchs, covered in eac~ case many centuries of time and 

change. Time in the Div:ine plan is nat to be measured by years. More-

over in the Law too there was sufficient open revelation for man's 

salvation and by the letter of the Law men -were, and are still, taught. 

Divine Truth. 



We noticed the three-fold senses of the Decalogue presented in 

Swedenborg 1 s treatment of the commandment, "Thou shalt not s~al". 

Obedience to the letter was inculcated, as well as recognition of, and 

obedience to;· the interior senses. -He calls the Decalogue ••the first -

fruits of the Wor4"• Tl'lls in his view, the promulgation of. the sa · 

essential laws from Sinai gave prime allthority to them .and their writing 

was the act of revelaticn arew1d which the rest of the Old TestaJDent 

then gradualll' crtstaliized. Further, in the last analysis, it ma;y be 
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seen that the entire subject matter of the Word, even _in its literal sense, 

relates to anci expounds these laws:. The extension of the .Dec~ogue to 

the life of thought and affection is the burden of the S81m0n on the 

Mount. Again, the Lord is p:r:esent.ed. in the Gospel,.s as referring men 

back to obedience t.o this Code, as the means by which they may. be broug}l.t 

into tbe Kingdan. These "first-fr:uits of the Word" then are not only 

first in time but are to be regarded as bearing in themselves all the 

sanctity which was symbolised in the first-fruits offered in Jewish worship. 

There can., then, be no by-passing of the letter of .Scripture in 

Swedenborgian exegesis of the Word, even thou~ it is true that his own 

eJq>ository writings deal almost eXclusively with the intemal sense. 

Some. modem writers rebel at the· thwght of the miracle of Divine 

Pranulgation on Mt. ~ai. Even so, Swedenborg 1 s treatment of the spiritual 

content of the incident is not invalidated. But to a man accustCJDSd to 

the phenanena of the epiritual world, who was .personall.y familiar with 

the possibility of sight on both levels of creation at once, the record 

caild present no difficulty. T-he events on Sinai, like the Ascensicn, . . 

the Buming Bush, and m8J\Y appearances of angels, may· ·be considered as 
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eJq>eriences in tl'B spiritual world, $t least in part. In that· case the 

Scriptures describe a literal occurrence to which no historical or 

scientific objections need be raised. "No .Qlan h.ath seen God at any time" 

(John 1;18). SWedenbor~ maint&ins that accoroing to a law, uniyersal in 

the spiritual world, eve:ey appearance o,f the Lorcl is adapted to the state 

of life of the one whq see.s Him. For an angel or spirit always sees the 

J,crd in correspondence with his own quality, and can by no means see Hm 

as He is in Himself. Hence every recoro of a DiVine ·appearance in the 

Word has its own internal aspect displaying truths abw.t the Divine and· 

about the hunian mind or, in more technical language, its interior senses. 

The centrality of a life accoroing ·to the teachings of the Decalogue as 
• 

the me.ans of regeneration is clearly demonstrated in the account of this 

appearance on Sinai. 

The importance of SWed.enborg1 s work la,v nat only in e.xposition of 

the intemal sense, but also in the fozmu4tion of the doctrmes of 

heaven (doctrinae coelest~.l!);~; and their confizmatic:ii fran the letter of 

the Word. Exegesis of th,e letter is directed to this purpose in the 

following examples 

11The merely natural man. canfi:nns himself against the Divine 
Providence when he sees that the Christian reli.gi<ll is 
accepted only in a snaller part of the habitable globe, 
called Europe, and is in a state of division t~re. 
11It does not matter whether a snaller or greater part of 
the world has :received that religion provided there aze 
people with whan the Word is; for those still have light 
from it who are outside the Church and have nat ·the Word. 
liThia is shown in "The Doctrine of the New Jerusalem 
concerning the Sacred Scripture" (n.l04-ll3). 
"And it is a wonderful thing that where the Word is read 
with reverence and the Lord is worshipped from the Word, 
the Lord is pre·sent toget.her with heaven. 
ttThis is befause the Lord is the Word, and the Word is 
Divine Truth which. constitutes heaven; therefore the Lord 
sa.vss 

'Where two or three ~ gathered together in my 
name, there am I in the midst of them1 (Matt.l8;20}. 



liThia may be effected with the Word by :&Dropeans in 
many parts of the habit$ble globe because their 
commerce extends over the whole world; and ever,ywhent 
the Word is read b7 them, or there is teaching fran 
it. . 
''This appears like fiction, .but still it is true." 

. (8) 

Elsewhere in many places the spiritual sense of this text. from 

Matthew is considered by him, both in relation· to the ~ignification 

·of the numbers "twon and "three" and of t~ "n.aJD.en of Jesus Christ. 

But evidently for a .full exegesis of this text, the sense of the 

letter cannot be "ignored. Swedenborgman exegesis then requires that 

the exegete ought to treat of the letter before he moves inwards to 

the realms of the interior senses (a) 

(a) The follow~ quotation has a direct bearing on 
Swedenborg 1 a attitude to. the letter of the Words 

"It is a question whether Swed~nborg thinks tha:t 
the Scriptures themselves say that t·hey have a spiritual 
sense. But aJD.ong his minor arguments for a· spiritual 
sense are the followings one from the. intimations of 
apocalyptic imagery and of certain prophetic phrases, 
themselves c:eyptiC, and therefore suggesting further 
depths· of meaning; a second from incoherence in the 
letter where the argument is that the Word must be a 
coherent utte renee and will be found to be so in a 
deep~r meaning; a thizd argument is from the 
trivialness of the face meaning, unworth_y of God, 
and thus bespeaking a deeper sense; a fourth, ~ similar 
argument from the unethical nature of the sense of tbs 
.;tetter; a fifth fran the repetitiousness of the 

. letter, a repetiticn which seems warranted only if 
there is a deeper meaning; a sixth, from the failure, 
if there is only a face meaning, of tb:l prediction 
ih a passage. These and others that might be 
gathered are subsidiar.r arguments, attaching for the 
most part only to particular p~ssagesn (Wunsch, "The 
World within the Bible pp.99fl.OO). . 

These arguments, "resemblmg as they do the Sllegoriser1 a argument au, 
and so ntoday prejudicing rather than helping the case of a spiritual 
sense in Scripture" are quite incidental and independent of his real 
argument for a spiritual sense. But it is mte:restil'lg to hear these 
echos :re-gerberating from. the past of Philo, Origen, and the Fathers, 
doubtless by" way of the preaching of Swedenborg1 a own day. 
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We have spoken of the· guides to the sp::l.~tual sense to be ,found 

in the letter. .Aiilong the guides the naiiles of God rank :ver,y ~learly 
. 

as of the first importance and it ·is ~th them ·that our consideraticn 

of these guides must begin. 



(11) 

There is a wid,espread belief snong pr:imit.ive pe()pl~s that to know 

the naJD.e ~:r an individual, or even of a god, is to have _power over him. 

There is magic in. t_he possession of a name. .An elsnent o.f truth in 

this belief rsnains after the removal of its magical associaticns. 

2SS. 

When his n81118 is known. referen:e c.an be made to someone as an ~dividual. 

Contact can be made or re-established with its owner. While its 

lmowledge may appear to involve- a certain loss of freedan the distinction 

between naines is ~ powerful means o.f maintai.ni.Dg the individual in 

security and bodily freedom; o.f_ combatting oppresslcn .and false 

accusation. In mo;ie:m states the careful registration of names has 

became a nec~ssity upon. which the art of government leans heavily • 

.And in civilised communities the exch~e of names is the first step 

towards any kind of seriOus relati9llship bet.v.een ·men. This is because 

the name is clearly much more tP,an: a mere label. There are other t~es . 

of word which can be used .for that.purpose. _ On arrival at a railway 

station .an intending traveller, requiring help with his luggage, may 

call out 11porter". But this is a very l~ted description of the 

one who responds. If he is 'a .frequent traveller, the pas sanger is 

likely to ask the porter' s n~ SQ as to be able to rely as often as 

possible on the service-s o.f a particular in~vidual. Il'}deed in his mi.rid 

the nalll8 of a given porter maY can~ to stand .for the qualities of vivllity 

and service which he associates with him, and may even be used as a_gauge 

by which he judges the similar service whic·h he receives at another 

station. 

So close is the correspondenc~ between name and quality that the 

Jews, perhaps even more than other ·nations, were accustaned to hold 



names in great re~pect, almost ~s it they possessed an :inherent power 

of their own. !n his great work,. "Israelu, Pedersen devotes a chapter 

to this subject of the n8Ple. In the course of the chapter he eJ;CSD.ine Ill 

closely the_ Hebraic psychology of parnes. He sa.,ys, for instance, 

"The soul in its entirety, with all its blessing and 
honour, finds eJCpressian. in the n81D.e. 
"Firstly the n81D.e is an appellation characterising 
each individual soul. Iri so far j,.t may be said that 
tm nel!le is part of the soul, seeirig that it is possessed 
by it like the body, and eveeything wh&:rein it manifests 
itself. But ·fully as much as arry other part of the 
soul it characterises the whole of the soul, such aJJ 
it is. To know the name of a man is the same as to 
know his e ssenc~. 
"This identity between t~ soul and the name is 
necessary fran the general psychological point of 

view·. It is to be understood quite liter~ly that 
the name is the soul." (9) 

In short, he shows that the Hebzew psychology- of the ilallle bears upon 

the pzesentation of the Divine in the Old Testamen~ Scriptures._ Thus: 

"The pious lmow the name of their God (Ps.9,-ll; 91,14), 
that is they lmow how he is. The more he makes himself 
felt, the better his nalllEf is.made !mown; his people are 
to knew it flil~ sane day when he ~all appear in all 
his fullness of might and lead them to victory (Is.62,6), 
j·ust as all the J?SOple of ttle earth wili Cciil.e to know 
it (1 Kings 8t42). He whose name one knows full.¥, one 
loves." (10) · 

God theze.t'ore has revealed Himeelf by naPlS through a particular people 

holding ideas of this kind. 

Tru)se nsnes of. God in the Wor4 -were not applied to Him by man, 

but like the initial knowledge of His being, have come by revelation. 

The fact, moreover, that the Diyine was ever zeaching out to man in 

all his fallen states has not precluded the possibility that earlier· 

ideas of deity might be employed o~ occasion as vehicles of revelation. 

The appearance of the Lolti to Abr81D. as Shaddai might be a caS$ in point. 

It is at least reasonable to conclude that the several names by which 



God is called in the revelation of: His Word are significant. 

The phrase "in the name o.f'l or --~ His nameu which is extensively 

employed in U1e Word may be•use.fully considered at this point. As 

Pedersen remarks, "There is a deep meaning in the expression". It 

involves the thought of responsibility and authority. To speak in 

the nsn.e of God is to speak in the spirit of God. 'fhe proplEts 

speak in the na111e of Yahweh because, according to Pedersen, nthey are 

inspired with· divine soulu. In Y!f.hweh1 s nal'll8 the Israelites "fight 

and tralllple their enemies (.Ps.44;5) "• 

11It does not only mean that they fight· with Yahweh• s 
approval, but that it is his strength which inspires 
them in tm fight, as is sai4 of the ideal kings And 
he shall stand and guard in the strength of Yabweh 
in the majesty of the naine of Yahewh his God (:Mic.5;4). · 
All peoples ac~ and live in the n81D8 of their god, and 
so al$0 Israel (Mic. 4;5).n (ll) · · 

In what has CQIII8 to be lmown as the High PriestJ.r PreY8r, the 

Lord utters the words, "I have· man~fested tey ~ana unto the men thou 

gavest me out of the world" and 111 have kept them in tey nameu. 

On this passage fran John 17, Archbishop Bema:rd canments: 

"This does not mean only that the Son was • sen~• by the 
Father, ·and that therefore His ministry was accomplished 1m 
the naPlS' of the Father as His delegate and representative; 
bu.t that .in Chri¢ God was revealed in His providential 
love and care, His .1NaJIIS 1 that is, His essential nature as 
Father, being eJCbibited in the Incarnate son. Tlms that 
•the Nsn.e• of the Father wa, lgivenl to Christ is yet 
another way of expressmg tb!:t .essential unity of the 
Father and the Sonn. (12) 

Swedenborg, who regarded the "name" of God as involving in one 
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complex everything which makes the· knowledge and worship of God possible, 

His attributes and qualities, the goodness and truth which flow from Him, 

could not be out of sympathy with these scholars. But his own doctrir)e 

of the Divine Natne gives fi:r:mer direction to thought, and inescapable 



definiticn to the unity of the Father in the SOil• So that the naiDS of 

God, for this Christian age, may be seen to be Jesus Christ. He is 

the Risen Saviour, Jehovah manifest: "My· name will I not give to 

another." 

n-whatsoever ye shall ask of the Father in my name, He 
will· give it you', in this passage it is not meant that they 
should ask the Father 11'1 the Lord 1 s name, but that they · 

·should ask the Lord a;imself. · 
nro·r there is no approach open to the Divine Good, which 
is the Father, e~ept through the Lo·rd' s Divine lhunail, 
as is also lmown in, the Cl'llrcJ;les;. 
''Wherefore to ask the U:lrd Himself is to ask accord:ing 

·to the truths of faith.; and. i.f anything is asked 
according to these, it ·is granted, as He Himself also 
says in John,. • If ye ask anything in. my naJile, I will 
do it • (14;14). 
"This may be furt.her manifest from the consideraticn 
that the Lord is the name of Jehovah; of which it is 
true writwn in Moses, •I send an angel before thee; 
to keep thee in the way. Take heed of his faces, and 
hear his voice, provoke him not 1 for my na111e is in the 
midst of mmt (Ex. 23;20/21). And in John, 'Father 
glorify t.lv' name. Then· ·there came a voice out of 
heave~, I have both glorified it, and will glorify it 
again.• {12;28) . ' 
11 Alld again in John, 'I have manifested tey naJD.e unto the 
men whom thou gavest me out of the wor]4. I· have maP.e 
knom unto them thy naxn.e, and will make it .known; that 
the love wherewith thou hast loved,~ me may be .in them, 
and I in them1 (17; 6, 26). .. : 
11From these passages it is evident that tm Lord, as to 
the Divine Humanity, is the nane ot Jehovah, or. all His 
quality. 
"Hence all D:1,vine wo·rahip is fran the Divine Humanity, and 
it is the Divine Hwi:Lanity wP,ich ought to be worshipped. 
"For tPu,s the Divine itself is worsl'dpped, to which ot~erwise 
no thought reaches. · 
II,And if there is no thought, there is no c~mjunctionJ• (13) 

Accoldingly in our consideration or the n~s of God as guides to 

the spiritual_ sense, we shall include. tlle titles of Jesus Christ used 

in the New Testament. And we proPose to consider the Divine Titles 
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in t~ following order, LOIID · or Jehovah (or Yahweh), God or E1 and Elohim, 

IDrd of Hosts or Jehovah Zebaoth, IAlrd _or Adonai, Almighty or Shaddai, 



ID~ o:r KU~os, Jesus, Christ or Messiah, Son of Plan, .S~ of God, the 

!4nb. 

This list, whlle n(Jt exhaustive, will enable us to v:iew the moat·· 

important guides to the spiritual sense and wUl serite to displaY and 

emphasise. ~he doctrine or series ii1 that sense. Con~id.ered fran the 

standpoint Of the documents from ~h the letter has been WrOught, it 

is possible to obsel"V'e how these Q.iatinctions of name have arisen and 

maintained themselves. They can llowever also be v.ie'Wed as distinctiOns 

observable in the vel'T fabric of Divine -velaticn itself. In this 

case the t'Wqyn and not the IIHow•• becanes the questiOn for consideration. 
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It was a belief held SJD,ong the Hebrews, and othe~ ancient races, 

that no man could see God and live. Theze are zeferences to this belief 

in our Scriptures (Judges 6;22/23; 13;22; Exodus 33;20). Nevertheless 

.· we are told Moses saw IUs "backparts'' aDd otP8ts saw and heard "His angel". 

But the Lord. taught, "Ye have neither heard .hili! (the Father' si) voice at 

any time, nor SBeJ?. h:i.s shapen (John 6 ;37h and the Gospel declares, •No 

man hath seen God at anY time; the: c;mly begotten Son, which is in the posan 

or the Father, he hath declared mmtt (John 1;· 18). . God then has alway.s . 

st~oped to reveal Himself to man according to his ability to receive. 

This leads directly to the corolla_ry that the attributes which are one 

in t;be Infinite needed to be distinguished in a manner appropriate tO 

the thought of man. We c~ analt:se in thought many things which ·only 

exist in union. Obvious exaJJ~,ples would be the various functions of tbe 

lmman body, or the activities of the mind,_ loving and thinking, which 

never exist in isolation but mq b~ ccnsid.ered .singly. Goodne as and 

truth bear e similar character. ~ather example would be the heat and 
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light of the ~ of our galBJcy". _These properties, united in the outflow 

fran its glowing mass, are received .in the world Jn separation. It is 

in accamnodation to the limi.tati911s of finitude that the Lord has 

revealed. Himself as Love and also as Wisdom, a8 Divine Gocxi and also as 

Divine Truth, and concerns Himsel~ in His Wozd with love or charity 

and wisdan or fait_h, as though they existed as dj.stinct entities ·and 

were not always conjoined. Swedenborg relies on these and similar 

facts as the key to the understanding of the various Divine qualities 

represented in their distinctness by the n~es of God. 

Since we have already examin~d Sweden borg 1 s doctrine of the DivUJ.e 

~~ity and the concept of degrees, the statement that the Lord 1 s 

Internal was Jehovah should raise no difficulty for the reader. But 

Swedenborg JQrsue~ the idea in greater detail in the following extract 

and at ·the· same time prepares the way for a solution of the problem wey 

God is called Jehovah :in particul~ passages of the sacred te~. He 

sa.vss 

"Jehovah, or the Lozd 1 s internal, was the ver,y celestial 
of love, that is, love it~:;Lf, to which no other attributes 
c·an···be .ascribed 'but su.ch as belong to pure love, con~qu.ently, 
to pure mercy towards the whole human race. 
"This is of such a nature as to be desirous to save all, and 
make them eternally happy, and to bestow on them all things 
of itself; thus out of p\lre mercy to draw all who are 
willing to follow. to heaven, that is, to itself, by the 
powerful attraction of love. 
"This Love itself is Jehovah, nor can AII1 or Is b~ predicated 
at &r\Vf.hing except this :;Love. 
"The very being of all life, that is, life itself, is from 
this love, and as Jehovah alone is the very being of all 
life, or life 'itself, because He is love alone, all things 
whatever, even to the minutest particulars, have thence their 
being and their life, nor can anything Be and Live from 
itself but Jehovah alone, that is, the Lord alone. 
"And as no one can be am live, of or tr.om. .hil;nself, but 

from the Loid alone, it is by a falla~y of the senses that 
men seem to themselves to live of and from themselves • .- (14) 



At this point h~ appeals to his experience of the spiritual world, 

referring to the angels who live i1iil the very being of the Lord 1 s 

life 11 yet 11 as of themselves" and "in the greatest felicity". So 
rt: -··.,..-· 

he concludes~ 
. ' 
"·~his therefore, is to live. in the Lord; which cannot 
·possibly be attained, except by living in his love, 
that is., in charity toward~ our neighbour." (16) 

Tllis relationship between .God, as Love, and love or charity in heavenly 

hearts, 'is the spiritual cause for the· use of the nane "Jehovah" in 

passages· whose spiritual content relates to charity or good of love. 

So we read elsewhere: 

tJIJehovah• is said from Esse or Essence •• Hence •Jehovah1 

is said when it treats of good... (16) 

Further confirmation of tbis doctrine can be drawn fran passages 

in which God is called E1 or Bl.ohim, ·or in which one n811le is contrasted 
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with the other. It should moreover be remembered that among the Hebrews, 

the naiJle Adonai or Lord was always su.bstituted for Jehovah or Yahweh in 

the spoken word in order to aVOid a breach, however involuntar,y, of the 
. . 

COIIDilandment against taking His riame in vain. This ·custan serves to 

explam the frequent use of the title "lDRD" in the ~lish Bible. A 

somewhat, similar distinction appears to be used by the Lord in the Gospel, 

~tween blasphemy again·st the Son of man and blasphemy against the Holy 

Spirit, the fom.er being the less heinous sin. 

The several cognate Hebrew words rendered "God" in the English 

Bible are considered 'i?Y Swedenborg in the following passage I 

"In the Word, Jehovah or the Lord, is in several places 
neJDed El in the singular, also Eloah, and is likewise 
named Elohim in T.he plllral, sanetimes both in one verse 
or :in one series; he who does not lmow the intemal 
sense of the Word cannot know t.be reason wey this is so. 



n:ey Bl an4 Eloltim in the ·supreme sense is signified the 
Divine spiritual, for this ·is the Sallle as the Divine 
truth; but with this diffet-ence, that by~ is signified 
truth l.n the will and act,. which is the s81Ile thing as 
the good of truth. 
UEloh:im in the plural is used be_cause by ~he Divine 
truth are meant all truths .that are fran the Lozd; 
hence also the angels in the Word are Sometimes called 
Blohim, or gods. 
"As El and Elohim in the sti.preme sense signify the 
Lozd as to truth, they also signify Him as to power, 
for it is truth of which power is predicated, s.ince 
good acts through truth when it exez:ciees power. 
"Wherefore, wheresoever power fr~ truth is treated 
of in the Wold the Lozd is called :&1 and Eloh:im, or God. 
"Hence also it is that in the original language El 
likewise· signifies one who is powerful." (17) 

S:ince faith is concerned with truth, the following contrast between 

Jehovah and Elohlm is in accord with the foregoing passages: 

"In general, when the subject treated of is concerning 
the celestial things of love, or concerning good, then 
He is .called Jehovah. 
••BJ.t w~n the subject trea1;.ed of is concerning the 
spiritual things of faith, or concem.ing truth, ·then 
He is call.ed God; when concerning bath together, IS 
is called Jehovah God." (18) 

Another similar- passage is from th• e.JtpOsition of the story. of Noah: 

11It is said •Jehovah• bec'a.Use it is now treating of 
charity. In the prececting chapter it is not said 
• Jehovah r but • God • , bee ause it there treats of the 
preparation of .Noah~ .as to intellectual things which 
are of faith. 
11 But here of his p~paration as to voluntary things 
which are of love. 11 (19) · . 

The underlying reason for what is commonly called •1the. simple plural 

of majestyn used in the Word, as for instance in the much discussed 

statement in Genesis 1;26, "Let us make man in our 1mage •• 11 'becanes 

aPParent from the following exposition of E.Jtodu~ 22;8a 

IIT.harefore also it is said 'he whom God (Elon:Lm) shall 
condemn' witQ. the verb in the plural number. 
"God also :in the original tongue is called El., in the 
singular l;nlt more frequently Elohim, in the· plural number, 
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because .the Divine .Truth which proceeds from the Lord 
. is divided multifariously 81Dang the an.gels in heaven • 

. 0 For these are as many recipients of Divine truth as· 
t~re 8l9 ~els~. each receiving in his own ·way." (20) 

On this account there are pass~e ~ in the Word whe:re angels are - . 

called nelohim", and even judges, for. they too ju~ed from the Law 
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·which is from the Lord~ The min~si:lry of angela in· the Divine econany 

of. the univerSe has been studied at sane length in previous chapters of 

this essay. Swedenb~g explains that in cases where the Divine 

operation is by means of angels and spirits, the naJlle of God is .Elohim · 

rather than El. 

This d,istinction in the meani.pg of tems is not without its 

problems. Like most words used in the :Bible, elohim can also have an 

evil connotation. Since tru,ths can be falsified, it is stated that men 

can hold to f~se gods, elorum. More serious ~iculties arise when 

once ;it is recognised 1;.hat Jehovah signifies the Lord as to Low or 

Good, in ~asaages in which Jehovah is said to destroy, to bring evil upon, 

and to create ev.U. There is an obvious incompatability in the 

ascription of such actions to the God of Love. SWeden borg face.s this 

problem repeatedly and the following passage can be accepted as typical 

of m&n1" others1 

"It is frequently said in ·the Word that Jehovah destroys, but 
in the intemal aen,ee is meant that the man destroys himself, 
for Jehovah or the lord dest-roys no one. 
11But whereas it appears as ·if destruction were .trom Jehovah 
or the Lord, beca11se He sees. al,l things in general and 
particular, therefore it. is thus e~ressed in the Word through-
out. · 
"This is to the end that men may thereby be kept in this most 
general idea, that all thing~ are under the eyes of the Lord, 
and all things under ala auspices, in which idea when they 
are ance established, they may be easily instructed. 
"For eJq>lan~tions of the Word as to the intemal sense, are 
nothing else than the particulars which elucidate a general 
idea. 



"A further purpose herein is that those who are not in . 
love, mq be kept in fear, and may thus be kept in awe 
of the Lord, and flee to Him for (ieliverance. 
"Hence it is evident, that there is no ham in ·believing 
the sense of the letter, although the intemal sense 
teaches otherwise, if it be done from simplicity of heart. 
"The angels who are in the internal sense of the Word, are 
so far from thinking that. Jehovah, or the Lord, destroys 
8X)1"one, tpat they cannot even bear the idea of such a 
thing, and therefore when this and sW.lar passages in 
the Word are read by man, the sense of the letter is cast 
as it were behind them, tUl at length it canes to this, 
that evU itself is what destroys man, and that the Lol.'d 
destroys no one." (2l}. 

The title Jehovah Zebaoth, or Jehovah of Hosts or Amies, is 

the 1:-itle of DiVine Omnipotence. The Divine Omnipotence belongs to 

His Wisclom from His Love or to Truth .t'~ Good. Tbe II a:nnies" of the 

Divine are Divine truths. The following quotation gi"Ves a succinct 

SWJIII.ary of the teaching of m,aey passages in the Word: 

nSince the angels,· by virtue of truths an.d goods, are 
called the hosts of Jehovah, and also the ~' moon, 
and stars bear a similal.' signification, and since all 
truth and good proceed from the Lord, thereforethe Lord 
in the Word is called. Jehovah Zebaoth or of Hosts. 
11He is also so called from this, that He fights for man 
against the hells •. " (22) 

The title Adonai, itself a pl':lral and sometime~ used in_ conjunction 

with Bl9him, and transl~ted Lord in the English Bible, is widely used 

in the Old. TestaJILent. It occurs in some passages in its own _right, quite 

apart from its substitution for Jehcwah in the course of reading. In 

quotations from the Old Testament malie in the Gospels and Revelation, the 

title is rendered by Kurios.. ~d in the Septuagint, Kurios is employed 

to render both Jehovah and Adonai. These facts gain in significance 

from the use of what was noth:f.ng less thaxl a Divine Title by the Lol.'d, 

as a self-designation. Of Lord, Adonai, Swedenborg writess 

"The Lord is frequentlY mentioned in the Wol.'d •• but never 
unless good is treated ot, and the .same observation ~s 
true respecting the name Jehovah.· 



"lllt when truth 1s the subject treated or; the tezms God 
and also lUng are used. · 
11 Hence is it that by the Lord. is signified q.Qod, as may 
be manifest ·fran the following passages; 1 Jehovah your 
God., He is God of. Gods aDd. Lord. of Lords• (Deut.l0;17). 
In David, 'Confess 'ye to Jehovahl confess ye to the· . 
God ot Gods; confess ye to the Lord of Loid$1 {Ps.l36; 1-a). 
"Here Jehovah or the Lord is called God or Gods fran the 
Divine Truth which proceeds fran Him, Bl'l(i Lord. of Lords 
from the DiVine Good which is in Him. (23) 

Two· fa:rther n8JI18s or God Swe~enborg regards as being evid.~nce of 

the idolatJ7 out or whic.l;l the ·faJDily or Abraham were brOught.. The one 

naJD.e is Shaddai, commonly rendered Almighty, the otter Pachad, commonly 

rende~d Fear in the English Bible. Whlle the· latter is only used 
. . 

twice, the tozmer appears as a title or God on many occasions. '!._4 

Bennett points out that, whlle the name appears most coinmonl.y in P, an 

exilic or post-exilic document, it. certainiy occurs in the ea~lier 

. sources J and JE, while in a note on Numbers 24;16 Kennedy sa,ys: 

- "The pre~nce .in this strophe or the three early nBIDSs 
ot the Deity, Bl., Bly"c::n, and Shaddai, is n~ewortl\1." {24) 
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The magnificent idolatrous temples unearthed d1,1ring the course or Sir 

Leonard Woolley's excavations at Ur, the city of Abraham, ma,y lend some 

probability to Sw$denborg1 s comment that Shaddai was .the na111e or Abrahasn' ~ . 

God, by _which n~ the Lord was first represented before Mm. Indeed 

Wheeler .RPbinsCl'l, commenting on Jo~.tua 24;2~ "Your fathers •• served other 

gods"• which is assigned to E, sa,yss 

"Note the importance of this verse tor the Old Testament 
doctrine of revelation. Yahweh elects Abraham· from a 
heathen enviromnent." 

Swedenbozi 1 s doctrine on the matter· is well-expressed in this ext·ract t 

"The reason that the Lord was ple~sed to be represented 
before· then by the name o:t Shadda;i. is, bec$Use the Lord 
is never wllling to destroy suddenly, much less 
instantaneously, the worship inseminated in any one from 
infancy. · 



"For this would be to pluck up the root, and thus to 
destroy the holy st.~te of adoration and worship deeply 
implanted, which the Lord never breaks but bends. 
"The holy state of worship, rooted in early life, is 
of such a nature that it cannot endure violenc·e, · 
rut .must 'be bent with moderation and gentleness. 
"Slch is the case ~ regar<:t to the Gentiles who during 
the life in the body had worshipped idols, and yet had 
lived in mutual ·charity: the holy state of their worshjp 
is not, in the other life, removed instantaneously, but 
gradually. · 
"For they who have lived in mutual charity are in a sta,te 
capable of havi.Dg the good things and the truths of faith 
easily implanted in thsn, which afterwards they receive 
with joys for charity is the very ground of receptiCile. 11 

. . .(25) 

Then follows the 1rrl:oerpretation of ·shacldai, a na~ne specially retained 

Cll account of its meaning. 

"Some of the intezpreters translate the na~ne •shaddai' 
by the 1.Almight.y' others by 1the Thunderer•; but 
properly it signifies a Tempter, and a Benefactor 
after temptatians. .This appears in Job, who so etten 
mentioned the name, bec81,lse he was in temptations. 
"That such is its significat-ion may ·likewise appear 
from the word Shad.dai itself which signifie.s devastation. 
"As however the title derives its origin fran the nations 
of Syria, God is nat called Elohim Shaddai, but Bl Shaddai, 
and in Job ·only Sha.ddai, and El or God ia mentioned 
separately. ~'" 
"As comfort. is experienced after temptations, they also 
attributed to the s8Jil8 Shad.dai the gooCJ. thence ensuing; 
as in Job 22; 17, 23, 25, 26.; al~o the understandine of 
truth, which is likewise derived thence (22;8; 33;4}. 
"As He was held thus to be the God ot truth, for 
devastati.Cil, temptatiCil, chastisement and rebuke cane 
not from good, but from truth; and as the Lord was by 
hiJi1 repreeented to. lbraharn, Isaac and Jacoo, therefore 
the name· waa retained even -ong the Prophets: but in 
them by .Shad.dai i a unde rst6od truth. n ( 26) 

'!he "Fear" of Isaac has a similar signification: 

•unread' is .a aid because it is Divine t;zuth which is meant; 
for Divine truth ia attended with fear , dread, and terror, 
with those who are mt in good. n (27) 

A similar meaning attaches to t~ fear of the LaW,. despite the fact 

that it also serves as a protection and support of the well-meaning and 
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innooen:t. · · 

AttentiOn has already been d,ra.wn to the New ~stament use of 

Lord (Kurios). The .importance which Swedenborg attached to it is 

proved by his u~ of the NaJDS as the reglllar description of the 

glorified Jesus Christ, the Incamate God, in the same wa,y as mal11' 

Christians speak and write of Christ. He writess 

"In the Word of the Old TestaJnent, the Lord involws the 
saJne thing as Jehovah, fqr it is used when the subject 
treated of is good, whe~fc;>re al~ the Lord is distinguished 
from God in the like manner as Jehovah is. . 
"Dlt in the New Te staJD.ent, in the Evangelists and :in the. 
,ApOcalypse, Jehovah· is nowhere .naJDed, but instead of 
Jehovah the appellation Lord is used, and this for hidden 
reascns... _ 
"AJnongst ·other hidden reascms for calling JehOvah 'Lord' 
were the following, nanely, that it it had been declared 
at that time, that the Lord was Jehovah so often nentioned 
in the Old TestaJ]lent, it wo_ul,.d not. have been receiired, 
bec.ause it would not have b'een believed. · .. 
''And· further, }?ecause the Lord w•s not made JehoVah as to 
His Human also, untU HB ·had in eve17 respect united. the· 
Divine Essence to the liman Essence, ~ the H.unan Essence 
to the· Divine Essence. · · . . 
"The plenary Uilition was effected aft.er the last temptation 
of the cross, wherefore the disciples after the resurrection. 
alwqs c·alled H:Lm lord: and. Thanas said, :,)(y Lord and 'lifT God.l. 
"AJld in-smuch as the IDrci was .Jehovah, who is so o~ten· · " 
mentioned· in the Old. Testament, therefore He sai~ unto. his 
disciples: 1Ye call me .Master and lord, an4 ~ sq rightly, 
for I· am' (John l3; 14,14,16)3 by which words is· signified 
that He was Jehovah God. 
0 He is here· called !Did as to good and M~ster as to tl'l.lth. 
'~That the Lord was Jehovah is understood by the words of 
the· angel to the shepherdsc . 1 T~ you is bom this da_y a 
Saviour, who is Christ the lDrd' (Luke 2sll.): where Christ 
stands· for Messiah, the Anointed, the King; and the Lord 
stands for Jehoyah, the fomer having respect to truth,· 
the latte:r to good. n._ who does not eXaJDine ·the Word caretully, cannot !mow 
this, for He believes that our Saviour was called Lord 
like otl:Brs, merely fran the cQIIIlUOn fozmUla of veneration. 
"When yet He had this appellation in consequence of His 
being Jehovah. tt ( 28) . 

But in another pa~sage also relating to this use of the. title lDrd, 
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there is an important addition: 

"The Lo:n:l when He was in tQ.e world was Divine Truth; but ' 
when He Wd gl.ori.f'ied, that is, made the Human :in Himself 
Div:ine, He t4en became Divine Good, from which att.erwards 
Divine Truth proceeds." . (29) . 

'.lhus, when the ~rd. rode. into Jerusalem on the as~, He rode as King, 

that is, ali Divine Truth, as the Word msie. fiesh. He therefore baae the 
. . 

disciples tell the owner of the -ass and her colt, "The Lqrd -bath need of 

them"• Si:nce His Glorificaticn was not _yet accanplis~d, His Humanity 

was stil.l simply Divine Truth. · The whole incident described in the 

Gospel bears a represent.aticnal character and coat.._ms a spiritual 
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sense relating to the regeneration of the soul which, although a temple in 

Jerusalem, is a te.QJ.ple in need of that cleansing, that refozmat'ion and 

reconstitution, which the ~:n:l comes d King and Judge of the Church to 

undertake. Since this discipline springs fl"'OIl' the Divine love for man1 s 

salvation, H9 is de-scribed as Jesus rather than Lord, when He enters 

tl2 Temple. Again when Peter recognised ·Him standing on the shore of 

Gennesaret, he declared, "It is the IDrd•. Ql the other hand when the 

~rd gave bread and fish to his com,panions, He is ·desc_ribed as Jesus, 

as. the represent.aticn ot Divine Love. The distinction of the na111e 

bears directly upOJ:l the .spir.i.tu-~ 2!1BDSS of the passage. 

Jesus, the- Greek fo:rm of Joshua (see the Septuagint), means Saviour: 

·"Thou shalt call his n8lll8 Jesus, for He shall save his people from their 
. . . 

sins"• Strictly, ·as the equivalent .of Joshua, the· nsne mean~;~ Jehovah 

is 'llfY saviour" or ~~~ saviour is Jah"· Christ, the Greek fozm of Messiah, 

however means u anointed11 • The "Lord • s Anointed" is a familiar Old 

TestaJD.ent description of the king. Kennedy, in a note on the words 

spoken to Saul, 11The Lold (Jehovah) hath anointed thee" (l SaJmlel l,O; l) 

remarks: 



"The earliest recorded instance :in the Old Testament of 
. this almost universal m.ethai of consecration to the 
. kingq office. II . (30) . 

His full ~mment~ at this point· in· the Century Bible is of interest. 
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It would seem then that the two names, Jesus and Christ, are distinguished 

from each other as Jehovah is distinguished fran Elohim, and Lord from 

King. SWedenborg1 s doctrine on the subject i~ made clear ~ the 

following passage~ 

"That the deepest arcana lie concealed in the internal 
sense· may be most clearly evident from the internal sense 
of the two names of our Lo.rd, Jesus Christ. 
"When these naines are pronoWlced, few have any other idea 
than that they are proper nan.es, and a;Lmost like the nanes 
of another man, but more holy. 
11 The leamed do indeed lmow that Jesus si.gn.ifies the 
Saviour, and Christ the Anointed, and therefore they have 
El more interior understanding. 
"B.lt still this is not what the angels in .beaven perceive 
fr~ those nanes. · 
"What they perceive is stili more Divine; namely, when 
the nane Jesus is uttered bY a man in ;reading the Word, 
they perceive by it the Divine Good, by Christ the Divine 
Truth, and by both the Divine marriage of good and truth, 
and of truth and good, consequently 8.11 that is Divine in 
the heavenly marriage'·· which is heaven. 
ttThat Jesus in ttle ~temal. sense denotes the Divine Good, 
and that Christ denot.es the Divine Truth, may be evident 
fran many passages iJi the Wo:rd. 
"The reason that Jesus denotes the Divine Good is, becai.lse 
it signifies safety, salvation, and Saviour; ani as it 
signifies these things, it signifies the Divine Good; for 
all salvaticn is from the Divine Good, which is of the 
Lord's Love and Mercy, .and thus by the reception thereof. 
"The .reason wey Christ denotes the Divine Truth, is because 
it signifies Messiah, .Anointed, and King." (31) 

The doctrine, in the paragrapbi of "Arcana Coelestia" succeeding to the 

above, is substantiated fran many passages from. the letter of the Word. 

As we tum now to consideration of the titles, Son .of man and Son 

of God, Swedenborg1 s exposit;i.cn of "son11 , which prefaces a long section 

in "Arcana Coelestia" devoted to examination of the title Son of man, wlll 



be of assistance. He says: 

n sans denote truths on this groUnd, that all things in 
the intemal sense of the Wold are spiritual; and ·sons 
in the sp:l.ritu~ sense are· they who are being bom anew 
by the Lozd.; they consequently who are in truths from 
good. 
"Wherefore, abstractedly from persons, they are the 
very truths which are derived fran good. 
"Slch 't-herefore is the meaning in t·he Wozd of the sC>ns of 
God, of the sons of the king, and of the sons of the 
ld..ngdan. . 
"They a~ also the eons of ·the new birth, that is, of 
the regeneration. 
11The truths and goods also· with a regenerate person, that is, 
with one wh9 has been bom anew by the Lord, are circumstanced 
altogether like families which in a long series descend from 
ane father." (3~) 

The e.xplanat~Cil of the title Son of man is clearly stated. and 

demonstrated from the letter of the Wold ·with the ut;.most care. The 

question which agit-ates scholars today as to the origin of the title, 

as Jesus used it-, is not considere4 at all. APart from the acceptance 

of the titl~ ~ Ezekiel and elsewhere as equivalent to its use in the 

New Testament,· the teac:hing of Swedenborg has n,o bearing upon the merely 
' . 

literar.r problem. . His e.xplanaticn however offers a solution to same 

other problems of interpretation much canvas.~ed by scholars. 

"Since the .Divine Truth whiCh proceeds fram the Lord was 
signi_fied by the Son of man, therefore also the prophets 
through whom it was reve~.cl were also called sons of man 
as in Daq.iel, Ezekiel and in m~ other passages. 11 (33) 

Of the Lord as Son of man we read: 

"He is called the Son of man where His Passion, the 
Judgment, His comiJ,g, and in general, where redemption, 
salvation, refozmation and regeneration are treated of. 
11~e reason is that the Son of man is .the Lozd as to the 
Wozd. 
11 And it is as the Word that He suffered, judges, canes 
into the world, redeEms, saves, refozms, and regenerates. 11 

(34) 

These statements are confirmed from many passages of the Gospels. 
' 
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Whatever the motives of his enemies might be· towards Him who was at 

once Prophet, Priest, anci ~. by the Di:vine ove~:ruling of Providence 

it was as The Prophet (Deut l8 ·; -~) that He suf'fered. The prophets 

of the Old Testalll.8nt· were frequently appointed to carey- out sane 

s;ymboli!: action. In this actiQn He witnessed. before the people to 

the_ treatment. which was bejng acco.rded to the Wozd in the Church. So 

Ezekiel '!fas canmanded to "bear the iniquity. of the house of Israel and 

Judah" (Ez. 4; 4-6) J.-:and prophecy declared of the Lord, UHe hath 

bome our griefs and caiTie~ our sorrows" and UHe hath bome their 

iniquities" (Is. 53; 4-11). ThEi teaching of Swedenborg on the matter is 

definite. 

"That the Lord f{mee.lf as the greatest Prophet, represented 
the state of the Ch~rch as to the Wozd, appe~s fran the 
particulars of His passion, as 1 He Was betrayed by JudaS I 
He was taken and condemned by the chief priests and elders; 
they buffeted H:iui and snote Him on the head with a reed: 
they put ·a crown of thoms upon His ·head: they divided His 
ga:nnents and cast lots f9r His vesture: they crucified H:im; 
they gave Hi!n vinegar to· drink and pierced His side: He was 
buried and rose again the third day. 
"His being betrayed by Judas signified that He was betrayed 
by the Jewish nation, with whan the Word t~n was: for Judas 
represented that nation. 
"His being taken and condemned by the chief priests ahd 
elders signified that aa· was taken _and condemned by the whole 
of that Church. 
"Their scourging Him, spitt:1.ng in }{is face, buffeting lWn 
and smiting Him on the head with a reed, signified that they 
did the like to the Word with respect to its Divine truths 
which all treat of the Lord. 
"The:l:-r putt:ing . a ·crown of thoms on His head, signified that_ 
they had ,falsified aDi adUlterated those truths. 
"Their dividing His ga:nnents and c asti.ng lots for His vestuze, 
signified that they had dispersed all the tru.ths of the Word, 
but not its spiritual sense 1 for the vesture of the Lord 
signified this sense of the Word. 
11Their crucifying ltim. sigD.i.fied that they had destroyed and 
profaned the whole Wold. . 
"Their offering lllin vinegar to drink signified that all was 
utterly falsified and false; and therefore He did not drink· 
it, and then said, It is finished. 



IITheir piercing His side signified that they had. 
completely extiriguis~ed all the truth of the Word and 
its good. · · 
UHis being buried signified the rejection of what 
still :remained of the ban derived from the mother. 
11 His rising again on the tbird dq, signified His 
glorification. 
11Such also is signified by the same things m the 
Prophets and Psalms where they are foretold. 
"On this account also, af't.er He had. been scourged am 
led out wearing the cro\\fl of th~ms, and the purple 
robe was put upon Him. by the soldiers, He said: Behold 
the Man! {Jolm 19; l-6 ). {a) 
"This was said because by man is signified the Church, 
for by Son of :Qian is signified the truthot the Church, 
and consequently the Word. 
11Now it is evident from these things that by bearing 
iniquities is meant to represent and portray in Himself 
sins ag&inst ·the Divine truths of the Word. 
"The Lord endured and suffered such t reatm.ent as the Son 
of :man, and not. as the Son of God; for the Son of man 
signifies the Lord as the Word." {35) 

This significance of Son of man can be confinned by many expositions of 

Swedenborg of which the following examples may be selected for quotation: 

"'The multitude said to Jesus, How sayest thou, the Son of 
man must be litted up? Who is this Son at man? Jesus 
answered, them, Yet a little while is the light. with you. 
Walk while ye have the light, that darlmess overtake you 
not. While ye have the light, believe on the light, that 
ye may .be sons of light•~· 
"From these words· it is evident that by the Son of man is 
signified the same as by light, for when they asked who is 
this Son of man, the Lord replied that He was the light 
on which they ought to believe. 
IIThi.s light ~s Divine TIUth; wherefore such also is the 
meaning of t~ Son of man." 
"'Blessed are ye when men shall hate y~, for the Son of 
man1 s sake.• 
"For the Son of inan' s sake means for the sake of the Divine 
Truth wtlich proceeds from th~ Lord. 
"The Divine Truth is ever,ything belonging to the faith and 
to the love of the Lo:zd. 
"N!d being hated on account of these things is blessedness••• 

. . . {36) 

In the second passage the tenn "men" is used in the opposite sense of 

falsity. A sjjnilar significance is given to the title ''san of man" in 

a text like Ps. 146;3, "Put not your trust in princes, in the son of man, 
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in whom there is no salvation.'' Yet when the title is applied to the 

IDrd, the whole substance of SWedenborg•s teaching can be gathered in 

a final &QoJ:t quQt ati~ a 

"The So~ of man which the Lord called Himselfl is not 
the son of Mary, but the Divine Truth." (37! 

The title Son of God should be clearly distinguished. from Son of 

man. SWed.enborg•·s general doctrine is that nthe Human by which God 

sent ~self .into the world is thS Son of God." This hew-ever requires 

sane further consideration and examinaticn •. 

"The Lold1 s Divine Human was not Only conceived, but Was 
also bom .. from Jehovah; hence the Lord ~ to the Divine 
lb.lilan is called the Son of God and the Only-begotten". 

. (38) 

SU1ce we have already devoted a chapter to consideration of the Divine 

Humanity or Human we will content ourselves here w:i,.th t?IO succinct 

statements from "True Christian Religion it= 

11The Human is also actua.l.lY the Son of God, because it 
was conceived ot Jel'!ovah GoQ., as Father, accordi!J.g to 
In.kB 1;32,35. He is called the Son at God, Son of man, 
and the Son of Mary; arid by Son of God is meant Jehovah 
God in His Human, by the 'Son of man, the Lord as the Word, 
and by the Son of Mary, prop~rly the fhman which He 
assumed•" (39) · 
".And yet. the Lord when He glorified lH.s Human, put off 
everything pertaining to His mother, and put on everythUlg 
of His Fat her." ( 40) . · 

The Son of God accordingly describes that which is of the Father in the 

Lord, the Divine :Ehunanity which has .descended from the ~ivine. Here 

again D.M. Baillie•·s "Paradox of ·Chl'istianit~•, already referred to, is 

of assistance. So the following· s~atement s -~ also acceptable. 

•'Vihere it treats of His Divinity, His oneness with the 
Father, of His Divine Power, of faith in Him, of life 
from Him, the Lord calls }{:imself 1the Son • and the • Son 
of God1 "• (41) · · . · . 
11The Lord put on a Human from Hi.Jil.self, which is the 
Divine Human, and the Son of God.n ( 42) 
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"Tte Son Qf God, or the Lold as to eood. :in the Divine 
lilman, could not be tempted."· (43) 

The final t;l..tle of God to be considered in this section will 

be The Lalllb. The Lamb signifies the Divine Humanity, but with 

particular reference to it. s quality and ~ffect.s. On account of ·their 

representational character lambs had a special place in Jewish ritual. 

It was a lamb which was offered, and then consumec;i, in the Passover 

ceremony. According to the sto17 in Exodus,. the "blood of the lamb" 

spr.i.nkled on the lintels and doorposts of the houses of the Israelites . . 

availed to ward off the De at royer. · In B8velation, t~ redeemed have 

•washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb 11 ,. 

although the old~r idea of escape .from dest~ction by evil probably 

stil.l underlies the passage, its immediate significance may well be an 

allusion to the laJD.bs of the saerificial ritual. 

"It is believed. that the blood of the Lamb signifies the 
Lord• s passion of the cross; but the passion of the cross 
wa& the last temptation by Which the Lord overcaJne the 
hells, and f·ull¥ glorified His Humanity, by which two He 
saved .man. 
UThe Lord having thus fulq g+orif~d His Humanity or mad,e 
it Divine, His flesh and bloOd can mean nothing else than 
the Divine in Him and from Him; His flesh the Divine Good 
of Divine Love, and Hi-s blood, ·Divine Truth from that 
good." (44) 
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This is of course for Swedenborg, the basis of the ezymbolism. of the Holy 

SUpper. The doc·tr:ine is further particu,lari~d in the following: 

"It is believed ~ the wo:rld that the Lord is called a laxnb 
from this, that the continuaJ,. burnt offering, or what was 
offered ever.v day, evening and morning, was that of laJDbs, 
and especially on the days of the passover when ·.a laJILb was 
also eaten; and that the Lord suffered lWnself to be 
sacrificed. · 
"8lt this reason of His being so called is ~or those in 
the world who do not think b&ycnd :t;.he sense of the ·letter 
of the Word. 
Nevertheless in heaven no such thing is perceived by a 



laJDb, when it is predicated of the Lord; but when a 
la~nb is n81Iled or read of in the ·word, the angels, 
because . all of them are in the spiritual sense of 
t·he Word, perceive the goai of innocence. 
IIJnd when the Lold is tbls· called, they perceive His 
Divine Human, and at the saihe t~ the good of 
innocence which is fran ~ " ( 45) ' 

The definition of one U1 the ·good of innocence (in Swedenborg1 s use of 

th~ tenn) is almost identical wi.th.ths def.init~n of t;rue .humility. 

"In tbis case he is .in ·the annihilation Qf self; yea, 
in aversion to self, and· tlm.s in absence from self; 
·thus he is in the state of receiving the Divl.ne of 
the LQ:rd~ II ( 46) .. . 

This is the state of love in the wUl Qf man described by -the gooQ. 

of innocence. .And of this state Swedenborg declares thata 

"The good of innoeence is the i,nmost or~:.-:love .:an~Lf·~th, 
and· is their soul; wherefore it is said that they ' 
shQlld strike t"he blQod (of t-he paschal lamb) upon 
the doorposts, the threshold, and the houses, for 
where the good of innoc·ence is, thither hell cannot 
enter. 11 (47) 

and againt 

"The good of innocence Duist be in all good, and thence 
in all truth, to the intent that it. may be good and 
truth in which there is life from the Divine. n ( 48) 

This good is manifested in the infini~ degree by the Divine Humanity 

of the Lord and thence He ce.n ·be described as "The Lamb". Since this 

·goai is received from Him into ange;Lic hearts, it can be said of heaven 

that there the Lamb is in the throne; and of the New Jerusalem that 

"The glory of God did l.i,ghten it and tne LaPlb is the light (or lamp) 

thereof" (Rev. 21;23 ). 
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(lll) 

lilt is caom.on (usj,.tatum) in the Word, when anyt.hing 
n~w is begun, to say • and h,e said' • n (49) 

This obsei'V'ation is of great value. to the e:xsgete of ~he spiritual 

sense; and when taken into connection with the statement made in a 

previous paragraph the nature of the nnew" thing beg.ins to emerge• 

"When this ex.pressicn, Jehovah said, occurs in the 
historical parts of ·the Word, it signifies. a perception 
which is not altogether continuous with the foregoing, 
but in some respect subsequent, and .saneti.mes new.n (60) 

The :intemal sense difl~rs from the sense of the letter in being a 

continuous series. Though in both· cases the· context is of supreme 

importance, the spiritual context at any given point is quite distinct 

fran that of the letter. For instance, it would be wrong to separa~e 
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the wordS, "Verily Thou art a Gcd. that hide st Tlzy'self" fran their 

immediate context., 110 God of Israel, the Saviou~.. Taken in isolation, 

the statenent about the Divine wou].d be misleading. It might more 

properly describe the Aristotelian doctrine of a God who is careless 

whether men find Him or not.. But the concluding words of the text. convey 

a radical~ different idea of God as manifesting Himself only so far as 

men can bear His. presence without utter confusion. This prepares the 

way for the Gospel teaching, "No man hath seen God at any t.ime; the only 

begotten Son which is in tbe bosan of the Father, He hath declared IUJ:n" 

(John 1;18). Clearly context is a Platter of great moment in the letter. 

De spite the presence, in varyipg degrees, of discontinuity of 

thcught., the original languages of the Word afford a certain appearance 

ot continuity because its revelation is contained in st.atenents and 

phrases connected together by various devices of language. The ¥-Cient 

manuscripts Vtere without punctuation anc;l, of course, not broken up into 



verses and chapters, as we know tha:n today. 

"In the o r;iginal langl,lage one series is not distinguished 
frcm another- by intel"lening marks (interstitait.ia,si.gns), 
as in other languages; but tnere appears a continuity 
from beginning to end. ! · 

"The things in the internal sense are in like manner 
continuous and flowihg from one state of a thing into 
another. 
"And when one state te:miinates and anct.her succeeds 
which is important, it is :indicated by ths expression 
•it was•, •it came· to- pass~'. 
!!And a change of state less important is·indi.cated by 
•and•. 
"This is the ~ason wey those phrases so of't.en occur." 
. . (51) 

Here is another case in which Hebrew idiom seems to serve the ends of 

revelation. These little phrases. then can be considered as guides to 
··. 
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tlE spiritual sense, for to know where a subject begins, and where another 

succeeds, in the spiritual interpretation, is of the utmost importance. 

The letter of the Word contaln.s many references to per"sons. Indeed 

it would be true to sa:y that much of the historical part. of the Old 

Testament is written around individual leading f:lgures and. is a complex of 

biographies. Their appearance ~d disappearance from the historical scene 

afford valuable indications of the series in the internal sense. 

Spiritually understood, death means resurrection. In the angelic idea 
. . 

death can. only mean fuller life, with the exception of those in whan the 

state of hell has been established. In such cases it :implies the 

deprivation of etem~ life or the state of heavenly love. Immortality 

cannot, of course, be in question among those who already enjoy its 

eJq>erience. So when AbrahaJIL (:lies, to be replaced by Isaac as the leading 

character in the story-, or when Moses is succeeded by Joshua, or David by 

SolomCI'l, we ma.v conclude that the subject in the series of the intemal 

sense has been modifie_d or transpoSed into a higher or lo\Yer key. Births, 
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. marriages, and deaths all pc)int to modulaticns in .the particular series 
. . 

ot the internal sense and ~ consequence are important guide~ to its 

recognition. · 

Representation must. nat be coilf'used with personal character. The 

personal character of David, for instance, lies open to reproach from his 
. . 

conduct in various incidents report;.ed in the Scriptures. To salvage our 

alimiration ~or him_ as an historical personage may well require us to set 

him· against the background of lUs age and jUdge him against their 

standards. Despite these bleinishes of character, in the Word he 

represents the lord as King, and in a lower sense the spiritual man. 

To the charge that this is ~·~·· arbitrary, Wunsch aptly replies that 

artificial would. probably be _a juster word, and alids: 

"Blt. this artitic:j,al aspect. is an aspe.ct not so ~uch of 
Swedenbo:rg 1 s interpretation as it is of the historical 
giving of the Word. Swedenb.org1 s canon has its ground 
in the· nature· of the O~d Testament reghle. Not only 
did a king, good or bad, in the fixed theory of the 
Hebrew D:LOnarchy, stand ·ror the Lord, Whose anointed He 
was, but in all their history, in their leaders, in their 
triumphs and tragedies, the Jewish people dramatized the 
spiritual lite which belongs to all men •• There is always 
artifice in drama, and it is the role which a biblical 
personage played in that drama on which we have to be 
intent in. detemining the deeper meaning,· whatever the 
person~ character." (62) 

This kind of representation extends throughout the Word of both 

.Testaments and serves to eJCpl.ain .the otherwise unequal evaluations of 

the kings of Israel and Judah in the two Books ot Kings, where reigns 

ot conside~able historical impo~·ance are dismissed with a few words, 

such as, "Blt Qnri wrought evll in the eyes of the Lord, and. did worse 

than all that were before him" (i Kings 16;25). It is· of the Lozd's 

Providence that some kind of ruling love shall be established and govern 

the life of every Dian. Here the particular ruling love is corrupt 



achieving .its ends by perversions of truth or .talsitie s as signified by 
. . 

the two talents of silver paid for the hill Samaria. Solanon in his 

g;Lory represents the Lo~ and in, a lower sense the celestial man. But 

the statement that ·••Solomon ioved many strange women, together with the 

.daughter ot Pharaoh" (i Kings ll;l), opens a dif.(erent series. In this 
. . 

c amectim a p~sage f~an Maclagan1 s "The TWo Books of Kings Explained" 

may be found illuminating 1 

"There is an illegitimate conjunction between the Lord 
and mankind; whic.h may be serviceable fo·r the time being, 
and may lead at length to true conjunction; and that this 
is true may be ~own fran the fact that there are so many 
different :foims of religion' ama1g men wherein falsities· 
greatly predominate, which falsities appearing to those 
who receive am hold fast ta them, as truths, .are therefore 
the means of lead:ing men to refonn their lives, by shwming 
the evil.s which their re1ig~on forbids, and thus receiving 
the life of charity by which there is real conjunction with 
the Lard. · 
"And this is the 1dnd of lll~gitimate conjunction which is 
represented by Solomat' s loving m8r.\V' ~range wanen together 
with the daughter of Pharaoh. · . 
"The Lord loves everyone, and £rem love desires the 
salvatiOn of every one, and it is this universal love of 
the IDrd, which is, in the supreme sense, repre~nted by 
Soloman's love of so many wives and concubines •• 
"But with regard to illegitj;mate conjunction, it may- either 
prove serviceable in leading men to the higher lite of 
germ.U1e faith conjoined with cha;rity, or it may not do so, 
this depending ·on man h~sel£. 11 (53) 

- . . 
The Solomon who now "was oldU .( v. 4) and "did .evil" has changed 
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his rep.re seritatic:n. In the spiritual sense a new series has been started, 

concemed with corruptions of the church, arid itself connected with a 

variety of other sequences whi,ch may be recognised by the kings who ruled, 

and by the propmts whan the Lord callsd fort.h in succession to His service. 

Another guide to the internal sense may be found in the order in 
'· 

which the tribes in the Old Testament, and the disciples : in the New 

'18staJILent, are listed in (iitferent passages of the Ward. When Reuben heads 



the list of Patriarchs or Tribes, the subject is concemed princi~al.ly 

with faith,. when Judah, then the ~b,jact is charity, with distinct 

variati~;>ns acco~ing to context.. Despite variations in the order of' 
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the other names~ Peter always heads the list of the Twelve, with the 

implication that in Christian discipleship .faith will al.wa.vs appear to take 

the lead. In John XX however, w~re "the other dj.sciple did outrun Peter", 

the subject or the series changes in regard to the relationship between 

love and faith,. although Peter wa~ still t.he first. to enter the Sepulchre. 

Further indications of the intemal sense can be derived from the 

mention of' lands and naticn:s in the Word. Each nation has its own 

particular significance and their political relationships to the people of 

God at various stages of their hi~o17 a~ of great importance to the 

recognition of the series in the intemal sense. Once it is real;i.-d 

that Egypt repre8ents knowledge, m9re accurately, the natural man as to 

scientifics, the refuge of the ratriarchs in Egypt, the bondage of t'l'l8 

children of Israel in Egypt, the various allusipns to Egypt in the · 

Prophets, the descent mto Egypt of our Lord in infancy, all afford 

indications of the subject of their series in the internal sen~. Similarly, 

Assyria in the Old Testa111ent represents reasoning; and-Samaria in the New, 

Babylon the love of daninion, with further va.riations according to context. 

Such, then, are sane of the pOinters to the general subject with which ·the 
' 

~velation w:i,tbin a Pa:r:-t.icular pas~age -is· treating. ~he passage must 

not be taken out of its spiritual context, nor an .interpretation attempted 

as though it belonged elsewhere. That would be as foolish, and as fatal to 

good e~gesis, as to put the words, "Happy shall he be, that taketh and 

dasheth tb;y little ones against the stopes" (Ps. 137 ;·9), into the mouth of 

Jesus, mstead of the mouth of the Psalmist. 



· In a previous chapter we not~ced the dualisms or par~li_Sms ~f 

the Word. These duplicate expressions relating to thought or truth and . . 

to affection or good respective~y afford further indication of the nature 
·. 

of the .intemal sense. Thus j,n·.the example, "Lift up your heads, 0 ye 

gates, and be ye .lifted up ye everlasting doors, and the ~g of Glory 

shall come in" (Ps. 24;;7), the .Lord is referred to as Divine Truth froill 

Divine Good, the King. We ~ fi;rst aware of truth through the under

standing and may think about it but it enters the will ·alld becanes a 

matter of experience when we obey it. ·This distinction between ''gates11 

and "doors" is significant. Swedenborg. comment~• 

11The" everlasting doors being lirt.ed up denoted the opening 
and elevation of hearts to the Lord, who is the King of 
Glory, and thereby giving canmunication, that is, that He 
may now :in with good of charity and the truth of faith. 
"The Lord is called the King of Glory from truth, which 
is derived from good." (54) ' 

In his "Commentary on the Psalms", which is based on Swe4enborg~"s 

writings and brings together many passages bearing on particular psalms, 

Jom Clowes points out: 

"A singular distinction is here made between the gates and 
the doors, for it is said ·or the fom.er; Lift up your heads, 
and of the latter, Be ye lirt.ed up, as if the .tenner were~ 
to lirt. up their ~ads by some polter· of their own, w~reas 
the latter were to be dependent fo~ their elevation Cll the 
power of another. 
"This di_stinction may, perh~ps, be accounted for fran the 
con-sideration that the gates have more particular reference 
to the external man in his admission of divine truth, 
whereas the doors have more reference to the intemal man 
in his admission of divine good; and in the fom.er state .. 
man is led to suppose that his elevation is fran ~e power 
of his own, whereas in the ·latter, he is willing to 
acknowledge that it is ~rom another." (56) 

Once the spi;ritual implicatiOns of Hebrew parallelism are seen in this 

light, the Psalms and the Prophets, in which t~is figure of speech is 

chiefly to be found, soon begin to pour fo~h their hidden riches. And 
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the same teaching about the reiationship between good and truth in the 

human mind and its inter;1..or and external leve+s is applicable to othe;r 

parts of the Word externally of a wholly diff'erent character. There. 
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are accounts of the birth of twins, or of incidents in which two individuals 

are linked together. as central characters• for instance there are Leah .and 

Rachel, David and Jonathan, Martha and Mar,y, Peter and Andrew, Jam~s and 

Jolm. The acceptance of t~e principle that Leah and Martha represent 

ext.ernal affections, Rachel and Marj" internal aff'ections, opens the way 

to a fzuitful eDgesis of the passages relating to them in the Word. 

Mozeover the insight that the will· and the understanding in man are like 

brothers of one origin, i.Jmllediately widens the scope of the injUnction, 

"If thou bring t}W gift to the altar and there· rememberest that tey 

brother hath ougbt. against. thee ••• fj.rst be reconciled to tey brother, 

and then come and offer tey gift. (Matt. 5.; 23,24). 

"Truth is the first. thl.ng by which the church appertains 
to man, but it is truth der;i..ved fran good. 
••For truth without good is merely knowledge that a thing 
is so, and knowledge alone has no other effect than to make 
a man capable of becoming a church• 
"But he does not becoiD.e a church until he lives according 
to lmowl.edg~s, in which case tzuth is conjoined with good, 
and man is introduced into the church. 
"Truths also teach how man Qught to live; and when in this 
case he is affected with truths for the sake of truths, 
which is t~ case when he loves to live according to them, 
he is then led of the Lord, and conjunction is gj,.ven him 
with heaven, and he beCOJD.es ·spiritual and after death an 
angel of heaven. 
"Nevertheless it is to be noted that truths do not produce 
those effects, but- good by truths, and good is from the 
Lord. ' 
"&v' Peter is signified tzuth derived from good, which is from 
the Lord. 
"By Andrew is signified the .obedience of faith.-- (66) 

Peter then suggests faith or truth in ·the understanding and J.n9,rew faith 

or truth in the life, t.Q.at is ~ the will. Similarly James and John 



- suggest love or charity in will and iii action, o:r love and good works. 

'Ihus since faith,. charity, and g:bod works are the whole c~ncem of 

discipleship Peter, James and John together represent all disciples. 

The stories relating to twins and ·to the important ~atter of primo-

· . genitu:re, give .further information about the :rel~ticnship of will and 
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wtderstanding, or gocxi and troth, in ·man • FOr instance, in the c.ase · of 

. Esau and Jacob ·the actual order is reversed and the birthright passes 

to the younger son. Spir.i.tually understood, this demonstrates that 

truth and understanding always come second to gocxi or love. But. man 

sees t:rutn as first in time and is then led into good. Nevertheles$, as 

we have seen from our consideration of the doctrine of Remains, there is 

an element of illusion eve~ here. For atfection of good can be stored, as 

it were, and. it is from simple affection that the first glimmer of truth 

enters into the mind. 

In the parable of the Gocxi Samaritan, the symbol of the two pence 

given by the Samaritan to the landlord. in whose charge the injured man was 

le.f't, points to the internal exege~s of the parable; and in fact suggests 

knowledge (the canmon currency of ~an relationships) under the two 

fonns of good and truth. These two categories of kno\dedge, perceived 

by the ratior:'-al man (the Samaritan) and applied to the natural man (the 

innkeeper) lead to the spiritual ·restoration of s.in!ul h~anity. The 

othe_r correspondences in the passage can be confimed by comparison with 

other passages - a process described by the J\Plerican, WI!E• Wunsch, d 

As a general.rule, correspondences can be divided into those which 

relate to good and truth respectively. Barth, fire, bread, fruit, flesh, 

clean and domestic animals, for instance, :relate to good, that is, to the 

• 



good of love and atfection. Light., water, seed, wine, blood, birds, 

fish, on the other hand, relate to truth, that is to \md~rstanding and 

thought.. Sllver and iron represent truth; while gold and brass relate 

to good; and the numerous inst.-ruments of wood and metal used by man 

(vehicles, weapons, implements of all kinds, musical instruments) to 

doctrines of good and truth. The green things of the earth relate to 

intellectual things; the mountains and hills, the arabah,- on which they 

grow, to voluntary things, and so on. The knowledge of particular 

correspop.dences already gained is important to the reco€;niticn of further 

correspondences in the Word. Certain tezms, then, mq be regarded as 

representative of good and others of truth and their presence in a 

passage acts as an indication of. its probable interpretaticm within 

the wider pattem of which other guides to the internal sense have mad.e 

us aware. But it is vital to I'81Jlember that the spiritual sense is not to 

be regaJ;'ded as a CI7})tograJn that can be unlocked ~ the mere application 

of a code of cp~espondence. 

In his study of. ".ArC·ana Coelestia11 , under the title, "The World 

Within the Bible", William E. w...nsch deduces certain cancm~ of 

interpretaticn, muc·h as Siegfried had discovered sane two dozen in the 

writings of J3hilo. If Philo had writt~n of the Laws of Allegory without 

embarking upon any formal treatment of the subject, Swedenborg never made 

any systematic attempt to codify his methods. Wunsch would be the first 

to insist that the s~ canons which he proposes are not in any sense f~al. 

But this list is inte:resting and useful, though we ourselves have already 

covered most of them in a less fonnal way. His six canons read as 

follows = 



1. "Subject decides prediction. Easiiy the le-Ung 
cancn to which Swedenborg resorts is that a word, 
or phrase, or passage, .is to be read. with reference 
to the. subject which .is fo:mard." .(57) 

AJD,ong many illustrations of this principle which Wunsch brings forwam 

the following extr$ct from "Arc~a Coelestia" is to the point: it is 

from the exposition of Gen. 41;40. 

· "In general what is lower is like a throne to what is 
higher, for that which is higher is therein and acts, 
and indeed by means of what is lower. 
"And what is acted appears as if it were from the lower, 
bec·ause, as was said, it is by its means. · 
"This is meant by what Pharaoh said to Joseph; • Cklly on 
t~ throne wiJ.l I be greater than thou." 
"In the -Word there is frequent mention mad.e of ~throne, 
where the Divine truth ~d judgment from it are treated 
of; and by a throne in the .internal sense is there 
signifi~ that which is of the Divine kingship, and by 
Him who sits upon it is signified the Lord Himself as a 
King .or a Qudge. .' 
11But the signification of a throne, like the signification 
of many other things, is relative. 
"When the Lord's Divine itself and the Divine Human are meant 
by him who sits on the .throne, in. this case the Divine truth 
which proceeds. from Him is meant 'by the throne. 
11When the Divine truth which proceeds from the Lord is meant 
by him who sits on the throne, in this case the universal 
heaven, which the Divine truth fills, is meant by the throne. 
"But when the Lord, as to the Divine truth in the higher 
heavens, is meant by him who sits on the throne, in this 
case the Divine truth which is in the lowest heaven and also 
in the church, is. meant by the throne. 
11Thus tlie significaticrls of a throne are reiative.D . (58) 

2. liThia second cancm. provides that we ·shall not fail to 
keep the continuity of the deeper meaning •• One of the 
guiding princ·iples, then in arrival at the spiritual 
sense is to see that sense pushing on, travelling steadily 
by inevitable transitions, from stage to stage of one 1 s 
inner grOWth, though the historical sense leaves the . 
stor,y of orie personage or event for that of anat.her.n (59) 

. . 
3. "The significance of a Bible personage is independent--o.t 

his character •• on the stage of history God had the spiritual 
life enacted with endless significance for those who can read. 
There is always artifice in. drama, and it is the role which a 
biblical personage played in that drama on which we have to 
be intent in detemining the deeper meaning, whatever the 
person's character." (60). 
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01 the subject of numbers in the Word, Wunsch quote a Swedenborg as 

follows,s 
., 

"The nwubers mentioned ill the Woi:d are to be understood 
in a sen~ wholly abstr-~ted from the sense of the 
letter. . 
~"They are .introduced merely to cqrmect together the 
historic series in the sense of the letter.n ·(61) 

a11d constructs his fourth Callen accozdingly. 

4. 11This seems to mean that Swedenborg attaches. no spec~ 
historic:i;ty to them. Certain numbers cam.e to be used 
with a special torce; an old knowledge of significative& 
initiated the habit, but late:r t·he habit.· took care of 
itself as all habits do.n· (62) . 

s. "A titth cancn brings us to considerations more nearly 
textual. There are sn.all'telltales by which, Swedenborg 
guides his interpretat·ions of the deeper sense. IS pays_ 
careful .heed, for. example, .to the ~curring. phrase 
·~ he said'·" (63) . 

6. "He is ready to help hlmself with other telltales of 
meaning. Prominent· among thE$ is the occurrence of 
what we call pairs of expressions, like 1joy and gl.ad.ness 1 , 

'judgment ~d righteousness•,. to name the most faD;Iiliar •• 
There is a vocabulary of ·tl)ought and a vocabulary of 
feeling, as· it were, and the diction is a clue to the . 
deepest themes." . (64) 

This sixth canon is illustrated from ".Arcana Coelestia" with two 

passages which we quote in .fuils 

"Those iil the internal sen$8 can know instantly, .and indeed 
from a single word, what subject is treated of·. 
"~special~ can they know this from the connecticn of 
several words. 
"When a di.fi'e~t subject is taken up, at once the .wozds 
are different, or the same .'words stand in a di.t.ferent 
cormection. 
"The ·reason is that tmre are wozds peculiar to. Spiritual 
things, and wol:O,_s pecu,J.iar to celestial things, or what is 
the same, there are ··words peculiar to matters of the intellect, 
and words peculiar to matters of the will. 
"For example,- -the word •desolation' is predicated of· spiritual 
things, and •vastation' .of ce;J.estial, ·•city• of spirit1,1al 
things and 'mountain 1 of celestial. And so on. · 
"Tm case is the saJne with the connective e:xpressions. 
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"And (what cannot fail to exc:1:te ·surprise) in the Hebrew 
language the words are· very Often disting\i:l.shable by 
their sound. . 
"Fbr in those whl,.ch belong to the spiritual class the 
first three vowels are 40!11i,nant, and in words of the 
celestial class the last two vowels... (65) 
"To ~ch a degree are the e:xpressioris in the Word 
predicated of thei'r ~wn goods and their. own t·ruths, 
that merely fl"()m a knOYfledge of the predication it 
can be knovm. ·what subject ·in general is treated of.1.' 

. - (66) 

· BJ,1t these c.anons 'of interpretation, or any other similar guides to 

-
the intemal sense, are not in themselves sufficient to· admit an 

. -
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e~get~ into the ~se ani und~rstandi.ng of this level of the Word, apart 

fran an earnest desire for enlightenment. The opening of the sense 

comes as a per~nal experience of· reVelation from the Lord. These 

rules and guides ~-merely ;instri.Unent.s in His hands for those who 

trul.y "lift up their eyes"• 



Chapter 9. 

Swedenbore;, the Exegetes (2). SaD8 

Bxarnples and. §xperiments. 

God APpears and God ~s Light 
To those poor Souls who dwell in Night 
But does a Hlman Fonn display 
To those who dwell in .Realms of Day. 

William Blake 
in 

"Auguries of Irmocence." 

Uif one is content to pick out fo:rms and pattems 
fran an irregular complex whole, such as the Gospel 
presents, could not one find a considerable variety of 
alternative figures, like faces seen in the fire? •• 
It requires a very wllful imagination, surely, to see 
the sa1Il8 face in three fires." 

Austin Farrer 
in 

"St. Matthew and St. l4ark. 11 
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In this chapter it is intended to e~e a number of interpretations 

of Scripture passages offered by ·swedenborg in his published works, then 

to survey his treatmE!nt of tm symbol of t-he serpent in various passages 

in tm Word, in order to dete:md.ne the me.asure of his consistency in 

interpretation. ·'l_Wo further subjects in tl}e Word will require 

examination which Swedenborg no~ally discusses from the point of view of 

doctrine derived from the letter where it might have bee~ e.xpec~ed that he 

would also have concentrated on the elucidation of the internal sense. 

Then finally it is proposed to giva consideration to the story of the 

Nativity, from the point of view of its spiritual sense, as a pattern 

of the first steps in individual ;regeneration. 

(1} 

The first sectiC!'l will. be devoted to two subjects taken from 

"Arcana Coelestia": (i) Abram's change of name to Abraham, and (ii) 
-

those passages in Exodus which describe the curtains in the Tabernacle. 
. . 

"And thy name shall not any .more be called Abram, but 
Abraham shall thy name be; because I have made thee to 
be a father of a multitude of nations11 (Gen. 17;6). 

'Ibis verse comes as the great climax to a history which began 

with the twelfth chapter of Genesl.s. Underlying the internal sense 
.. 

which we a:re about to consider, there is an important contribution to 

thought. about the literal sense. Abram appears in the Bible records for 

the first t:im.e in the eleventh chtij)ter. He is the :re . introduced as the 

sqn of Terah, brother to Haran, ar?.d uncle to lot. Terah took Abralll and 

his wife, Sarai, together with Lot, ·out of the city of Ur, a famous 

c·entre of worship of the Moon-god, into the land of Haran, ·which lay many 



miles .ri.orthwards up the Bu.phre,te s valley. Fran Haran in due course 

Abr~ was Divinely led in1;.o the la.Il(i of Canaan. "Get thee out of thy 

count r,y, and ·from tqy kindred and from t.ey father• s house, unto a land 

which I will show 1;.hees and I wUl ~e of thee a ~reat nation, and I 

' ~ 
will bless thee and make tqy name great; and thou shalt be a blessing· 

(Gen. 12; 1-2)~ Abram o~yed the Divine canurand and took his way 

into Canaan, wheJe he made his hane. The ·events· that followed displayed 

the Divine over-ruling so t.Q.at, at the end of a long and varied history, 

a new Church was established among Abram• s descendants, whose meo:i.bers 

were held to their ritual by many extemal bonds and pressures, including 

fears of punislment and hopes of ~rel!ard• This was a merely 

llrepresentati~· church with a worship based in outward rite and ceremony, 

though its ritua+- was grounded .in: correspondences. Only such a church 

could serve the Lorcl 1 s Kingdcm · at that time, among the inhabitants of a 

world almost universally given over to idolatry, urttil the Lord Himself 

should cane for man• s salvaticn and provide for the est;.ablishnent of an 

"intemal" church upon the basis of Judaism, the Christian ~ispensation. 

This view of the philosophy of history, so far as Abram himself is 

concemed in it, is succinctly stated as foi1ows= 

'"And Te~ah died in 'Haran1 , signifies the end of idolatry, 
and the beginning of a representati~ church by means of 
Abr~." (lJ · · 

If this lang-tezm histo;rical view, partly dependent upon the 

literal and partly upon t~ p~iim.ate internal historical .senses of 

Scripture, is not the subject of the spiritual and celestial senses, yet 

its correspondence with the series of these. senses is less remote thmi 

might be imagined. For the Lord, came to bring individual men out of 

sinfulness into the heavenly ki.ngdan enjoyed by those who worship Him. 



F\J,rt.her He used for His Coming a ~anity which was heir to al). the. 

disorder (that spirit~al asce~dency of the· idolatro~s love of self} 

brought by m~ind upOn it self and. which He glorified that it ndght. 

become the Temple of the Living God. GlorU'icatim and regeneration 

alike progress by way of climai:tl{ moments·, for the Lord regener·ates man 

according to the s~e order that He glorified His Humanity. Thus in 
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the life of the Lord, as .today in~ the life o:t one whcm He. is regenerating, 

there were phases of experience which, once attained, affected all that 

followed. Among churchmen, for instance, conversion, . the decision to 

live the new life of discipleship, brings auch a moment. Tbs Lord in 

tme world hati many such moments .from early chll(ihood untU His Passion 

on the Cross. The call to Abram. to leave kindred and his father 1s house. 

in the letter of Scripture affords a means of describing ·the beginning of 

His moment_ous &JC;periences, and, the woros of. our text the great climax,. 

the ·fruition of His obedience to t.be call. 

The Gospels give us /.· few gl;lmpses of the Lord in His years of 

preparation for His miniStry. · The hidden years of his childhood and 

first manhood are revealed there only by the general statements of Luke 

that He ativanced in favour with GOd and man, by the glimpse of Him in 

the Temple a~nong the doctors, "Wist ye not that i must be about '1113' 

Father' a business?•!, and His retum with his parents to Nazareth where 

"He was subject unto them"• And finally by the implic~tion of Mark, 

"l a not this the carpenter, the son of Mary?"~ '!he Infancy GOspels:;; 
. . 

contained in the Apocryphal New Testaxnent, in part the product of p,iQBS 

imagination, _in p~rt detennineEI. by heretical presuppositia"ls, clearly do 

. not help to flll ·out the picture. 'lbe internal sense of the chapters of 



Genesis relating to AbraJD. makes good the deficiency in all that we 

need to lmow. For there the steady' :intemal production or development · 

of tbe Divine within the human "is described. What value could a record 

of incidents bounded by space and time have hSd: for us, unless within 
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them imperishable· things had been made manifest? For those who seek, 

however, the necessary infozmation had already been provided in the · 

intemal sense of the early chapt,e'rs of Ge:ne~s. Moreover these 

revelations were mad.e as prophecies ready for the Lord's use and at hand 

when He was in the world; the joy and eJCpectation of the angels, througbout 

the da:Dk ages before His coming~ 

Within the compass of a short;, stuey such as this, much that is 

substantiated at length in the original work can only be stated dog-

matical.l.ye The follow~ passage includes in summ~ fozm de~ails- that 

are the subject of a whole chapte~. 

''The circumstAnces related .. in this.chapter conceming 
Abram, represent am signi,ty the Lord Is state froill his 
earlie·st childhood to his youth. _ . 
"As the Lord-was bom as another man, he advanced also 
from an ob~cure state ·to one more clear. ' 
"Haran is his first state, which was obscure; Shechem 
is his second; the oak: grc;>ve of Moreh is his third; the 
mountain which had .Bethel towards the sea and ·Ai em. 
the east is his. fourt:.h;' thence towards the ·south · 
into Egypt is the fifth. . 
'-'The circumstances related concem:ing Abran sojoum:ing in 
Egypt represe_nt ·arid signify the Lord 1 s first instruction~ 
Abram is the LOrd; Sarai as his "wife, is the truth that is 
to be adjoined to bis cele.~ial degree; Sarai as hl.s sister, 
is intellectual trUth; Egypt is science. 
"The progress is described in proceeding fran sc_ientifics to 
celestial t~ths; w~h was effected ·according to Divin~ 
Order, that the Lord~ s Hlm·~ Essence might be joined to Hi,s 
Divine .E;:ssence., and might at the· same t:ime bee ane Jehovah.n 

(2) 

Fran Haran, Abrarn set forth and· we read 11they came to the land of 

Canaan". Canaan, the ·Ho4': Land, the Land of Promise, has by almost 
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c~n ·consent been recognised as;thesymbol of the Lord's kingdan 

in the heave~s and of the cmrch on earth. . SWedenborg not only accepts 

that reading of the symbol but gives reasons for- its- fitness. The 

Lozd' s kingdan however exists as a state of human love. and understandir;l.g, 

.for it is an inward kingdom. The things of love are. the fund-alllental 

~onst.it~e~ts of the Kingdan wherever it is-present, or, in Swedenborg1s 

more technical parlance, "The celestial things of love are those which 

alone exist in, and are constituent of, the Lord's kingdan.n The 

statemen~, "they came to the land ol: Canaan", in a sense ~cl~s· what 
.. . 

follows (the initial steps in G.}.orifi.cation) in a kind of summar;Y. So 

Swedenborg canm.ents on these words, 

"Th.at by these words is signified that he arrived at the 
celestial things of love, is evident from what has just 
n~ been said of Canaan. 
n'ltie Lord's earliest life, be·ing that from His nativity 
to His childhood, is he~ described, namelY that He 
arrived at the celestial things of love. 
"The celestial thj,ngs of love are the very essentials 
from which all othe.rs proceed. · · 
~1 TliB Lord was first of all imbued with these; for thence 
in process of time, as frap. their seed,. all things were 
made f;ruit ful.. . 
••He had in Him c;:elestial. seed, as being bom _of Jehovah; 
hence He was the only one who _had in Himself this seed. 
"All men wh~tsoever have no other than a certairi defiled 
and infemal see4., in and from which is their selfhood, 
and which they re"ceive ~reditarily from their fathers, 
as is known to every one. 
''Wherefore unless men receive fran the Lord new seed, and 
a new selfhood, that is .a l)ew will. alld a new understanding, 
they must needs be devoted to hell; from whence all that 
exist, whet~r m~n, spirits, or angels, are drawn and 
continually withheld by th8 Lo;U. n (3) 

The interpretations summarised in the one passage provide the detail 
. . 

for a more general statement in the other. The internal sense is attained 
. . 

first by conside.ration ~f the gen~r~ series, then o.tten confirmed by 

s~ling_, as individual correspondences are finally e~ed. The 



following extracts embodying ~denborg 1 s exegesis of "He removed 

thence to a mountain on the east. of Bethel11 will show· his method and 

at the satQ.e t;tme int~duce a valu~ble doctrinal statement whi~h will 

.further afivance our Understanding: of the process o.f glorification and 

of regenerations 

11The.t these words signifY the fourth state of t11e IDrd 
when a child, ma;y appear .from what goes before, and 
also .from what . .follows, and likewise .from the nature 
or order. . 
110rder required that the IDrd .first. of all .from infancy 
should be imbued with the _celestial things ·or love, 
which consist :in love to Jehovah, and neighbourly love, 
with the pure -innocence wh:i.ch has its abode therein. 
11From these, as the very foundatiOns of their. life, ~1 
celestial things· now, t&Ken. both collectively and 
indiv;i.duallyr .for all othe·:rs are only deri-gations 
.from these. . 
IIT.tese celestial things are chief.l.y insinuated into 
man in his state of infancy, arid in his progress thence 
to childhocxi, and are even introduced without· knowledges. 
"For they ·now .fran the Lord, and af'.fect man, before he 
!mows what love is, or what affection is, as may appear 
.from the state ·or infants, and afterwards fl'9ID- the state 
of early childhood. · _ 
IIThese are the remains in man •• which are insinuated into 
him by· the lord and stored· Up for the use of .his succeeding 
life. 
·liThe I..ord being bom as anQther man, was .also introduced into 
things celestial accord~g to order (which was also effected 
by degrees .from infancy to cm;Ldhood) and afterwards to 
knowledges. ' 
"How this took place with Him, is described :i,n this verse, 
and is ~presented in what .follows by AbraJD. 1 ~ sojourning in 
Egypt. II . ( ~) . . . 

It is only to be e:xpected that We should .find. m&lV reference~ to 

previous paragraphs as the exposition in the n.Areana Coelestiall ad11:ances. 

So at this point t.tere is reference back in the matter of the correspondence 

of 11mountain" and or lithe east"• "Mounta.:inn is said to signif.y "what is 

celestial11 , and "the east", IIJehevah Himself in respect to love, who is 

the east itselr.n The interpretatiori. of ''Bethel" is given in the 

.following passages 



ttit (the general proposition) may also appear from the 
signification of Bethel as denoting the knowledge of 
things celestial. 
"Celestial thlngs are insinuated into man bath without 
knowledges and with them: celestial th:i.ngs.without · 
~ledges are insinuated from infancy to childhood, 
as Just been shown; but celestial things with kno1'il..edges 
are insinuated from childhood. onward to adult age. 
"As then the lord was to advance into the lmowledge of 
things celestial, which are signified by Bethel, it 
is here said that he removed thence to a mount.ain on the 
east of Bethel." (5) · .-

Abram• s sojoum in Egypt was on account of "a fallline in the land 11 • 

The significance of UfaJIIine" as "a scarcity of knowledge"· is ~onfizmed 

by :sampling ·t, but the doctrinal comment presents its own d red:entials. 

"That these words signify a scarcity of knowledgE! as yet 
with the Lord, when· He was· a child, appears from ·what 
has been said. 
"Knowledges with man never come in childhood. 'fran his 
interior, but from the objects of the senses, espec;ially 
from hearing. · 
n.For there are in the external man recipient v~ssels, 
which are called things of the memory; and the·se are 
formed by lmowledges, flowing in and aiding the internal 
man, as may be Cbvidus to eve:ey one. · .. 
"Consequently· knowledges are learned. and implanted "ill the 
memory, according to the il1f1Ult• of the internal man. · 
nso also with the Lord when he was a child, because He 
was bom as other men, and, as other men, received· · 
inst:r:ucticn. 
"But with Him the interior~ were celestial, which ada,pte<l 
the vessels for the reception of knowl.edges, and so that 
aft.erwards, t.h:l .knowledges might become vessels for the. 
reception of the divinity. 
liThe interiors with Him.·were divine by derivatio.p. from · 
Jehovah, His father; the exteriors were lmman by derivation 
from Mary his mothe·r. · 
"Hence it may appear that with the Lord, equally as .with 
other men, then~ was, in childhood., ·a scarcity of lmowledges 
in His external man." (6) · 

In the letter of the Scripture, the incident in which Sarai the wife 

of Abram pretends to the Egyptians that she is· his sister merely ·seems a 

gross, unworthy cieception. But .i,n the intemal sense "a wife"~· signifies 

nothing else. but t.ruth conjo~d with good, for the conjunction of truth 
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with good. is in all respects circumstanced as a marriage". Sarai as a 

sister however signifies not celestial but intellectual truth. The 

following extract~ wil.l clarify these statements and thus enable us to 

proceed to the internal senee of the later chapters. 

"Sarai as a wife is truth adjoined to the celestial things 
which were with the Lord •• 
n All tru.th was. previously with the Lord, that which is 
celestial having truth along with it and the one being 
inseparable from the other, as light is inseparable from 
flaxne. 
11But it was hidden ·in Hi.s internal man, which was divine. 
11 S:ientifics and kri.owl.edge~ acquired by learning aN not 
true, or truths, but are only recipient vessels; thus 
whatever is contained in a man 1 s memory is anything but 
truth, though it is ca.Ued so. 
"But truth resides therein as in its vessels. 
"These vessels were to be fo:nned by the Lord, or rather 
opened, by instruction m knowledges fran the Word, not 
only that things celestial might be insinuated therein, 
but that they likewise ·might become celestial, and thus 
Divine. 
"For the Lord joined the Divine Essence to the Human, 
that His fmman a~tributes Diight also become Divine." (7) 

Intellectual truth is a degree lower than celestial truth, as the 

spiritu~ degree is below the celestial. It should be noticed that, in 

the above passage, truth repre~ented by Sarai as wife is said to be 

adjoined. After the incideot -of Sarai• s. presentation of herself as sister, 

she is returned to Abram as wife; and the representation then is of truth 

conjoined to the good of the ce_lestial degree. 

"Science (that is, lmowl.edge cCilceived as a collection 
of facts) is or such a nature that it desires nothing more 
that to obtrude itself into things celestial and to scrutinize 
them; but this is contrary to order, for tbJ.s it violates 
things celestial. 
"Order it self requires that what is celestial, by means of 
what is spiritual, should insert itself into what is rational, 
and thereby into 'fh,at i~ scientific, and adJPt each to itself. 
"Alld unless this order be observed, it is impossible to 
acquire wisdom. . . . 
11In this cha,pter also are canta~d these Dzy"steries, namely, 
how the Lord was instructed by His Father according to all 
order, and thus how his external man was conjoineq to the 



intemal, that is, how His ·ext.emal man, in like ~r 
as the internal, was made Divine, by whic.ti, as to .each 
essence, He was Jehovah. 
"This was effected by knowl8ciges, which are means. 
"Without lmowl.edges, as means, the external man cannot 
indeed become man.n (8) · · · 

As is so ott.en the case in Swedenborg 1 s exegesis in the "Arcana 

Coelestia"• the verse by verse exposition is suddenly flooded with new 
. . ' .. 

. . 

light from· a passage giving a,pplic_ation to the principles read out of 

the Scriptu~. This principle· of order, both of instruction and of the 

inflow of intemal into extern~, is made e.xplicit on the human "level in 

the following eJ!±,ract, ·in order to illustrate the manner in which 

glorit'ication was ei'fecteds 

"For the better understanding of this subject, it may be 
eJq>~d~nt to · say something ab.out ord~ r. . . 
''Order .. requires, that what is celestial should flow iilto 
the sp~ritual, and adapt it to. itself; that the spiritual 
should thus flow into t.q.e rational, and adapt it to itself; 
and that thS rat~ional should tbm flow into the scientific, 
and adapt it in like mSn.ner. . . . 
ttBut in the Course of man's instruction ~ his childhood, 
such an order does indeed prevail, but it appears otherW-ise, 
naJD.ely, as i1' the progression were fran scientifics to things 
rational, from thing_s r~tional to things spiritual, and so 
at last to things celestial. . 
-•The reason of this appearance is, because it is thus that 
the way is to be opened. to things celestial, which are the 
iDmost. · . 
"All instruction is only ·an opening of this way; and as the 
way is opened, flowing in takes place according to the above 
mentioned order. · 
"That i's, things rational, :·as derived from celestial spirit1:1al 
things, flow into scientifics, celestial spiritual things into 
things rational, iutd celestial things into things celestial 
spiritual. 
"Celestiai -things continually present themselves ready for 
admi.ssiai and al1;10 prep~e and form for themselves vessels, 
which are opened; 
11That such is the. case maY·:likewise appear from this consideration, 
that both what is scientific and the rational, in themselves,· are 
dead, and that the appe~ance of life in them is o'ldil.g: .. to the 

·continual nowiD.g iD. of interior life. · 
"This may appear manifest to evei7one fron;1 his thought, and his. 
faculty of judging, in which lie conce8led all the Jey"steries of 
the art and science of analYsis, which are so numerous that it 
is impossible to discover the ten-thousandth part of them. 



"These exist not oply in adult men, but a)..so in chil.dren, 
all whose thoughts, with all their speech thence derived, 
are full Qf such mysteries. 
u .A].thoug.i;l man, even the ·moSt leamed, is ignorant of it, 
all that would be impossible unless tbe celestial :and 
spiritq.al things which are present within themselves 
were to flow in· and pl'Qduc~ all those effects." (9) , 

Fran these subjects, the series of the internal sense passes to 

the subject of "the Lord's ext~mal man which was to be conjoined wit-h 

His internalu, _represented in the let~er b;r Lot and AbraJil respectively. 

But there were mai\Y things in the external which were in disagreement 

and 11 hindered conjunction"• F~ these He desired to be sep~ated. 

Two :interesting passages may help us here. The first is from the 

e.xpositian of the verse, "And there was a strife between the shepherds 
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of the flock o~ Abram and the shepherds of t~ flock of Lot." (Gen. 13;7). 

"That these wolds signi:fy that the internal man and the 
external did not agree together appears trom the signif
ication of shepheros, as denoting those who teach, tlms 
the things relating to worship, as m~ be obvious to 
ever,yone, wherefore it is needless to adduce proofs from 
the Woro. 
"As this treats of worship, n8JI18l.y, the worship of the 
internal man and of the external, and as these are not. 
yet in agreement, it is therefore here said, that there 
was a strife between the shepherds: tor Abralll represents 
the intemal man, and Lot the e~emal. 
11 In worship, the nature and quality .of the disagreement 
between the internal and e~emal man are especially 
discernible, even in the most minute particulars of 
worship. 
"For when the internal man is desirous in worship to 
regald ends that relate to the kingdan of God, and the · 
external man to regard worldly ends, -there hence arises 
a. disagreement which manifests itself in the worship. 
11This is what is signified by the strife between the 
shephelds of the flock of Abram and the shepherds of 
the flock of Lot. 
"The cause also is immediately assigned, namely, because 
the Cana~ite and the Perizzite were then :i.n tba land.'' (10) 

The other passage is in exposition of "And Lot li.t'ted up his eyes." 

iiThat these words .signify the illumin~tion of the external 
man from the internal, appears from the signification o_f 
li.t'ting up the eyes, as denoting to see, and, :in the 
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internal sense, to perceive. 
•Here it denotes to be illuminated; because it is said 
of IDt, or the external· ·man; who, when he perceives the 
quality of the external mart conjoined with the internal, 
or what· it is in its beauty, i·s illWDi.nated fran the 
internal:., and is then iri the divine vision treated of 
here. 
•It cannpt be doubted that the Lord, when a chil.d, .. 
was frequenUy, as to the external man, in suc;:h divine 
vision, because he alone was to join together the 
external man with the internal. 
"His external man was his hWllan essence, but his internal 
man the Divine." (11) 

The change or rather adaptation of the signification of Abralll is 

intelligible enough. The· first treatment in the Word is of the lilman 

as a whole, then it move~ to particulars in whic_h its essence begins 

to be distinguished from its embodiments and separated from those which 

are disorderly. Later the representation settles. strictly upon what is 

celestial in the human though it will be realised that these elements have 

been the centre o_f influx in all· that has gone b~fore. 

The series then moves on t.o a treatment of the Lord 1 s temptation-

canbats in the wars which the na.i"bati"Ve describes. Then follows •• a 

continuation of what relates to the lDrd after in his childhoOd he had 

endured the most grievous temptation-canbats, which were e.xcited against 

the love cherished by him towards the whole lnunan race, and in particular 

towards the c hu.rc h". · 

A more detailed view of the developnent of the intellectual in the 

Human has alre~ been given. Tte. development of the wluntary is passed 

over in swnmar,y t'ozm. Then tbe series passes on to "the first rational 

man in the Lord •• But as it was of the extemal man, therefore its nature 

was such that it despised intel.lBctual truth. 11 This also the Lord must 

put oft or "subdue". The series then proceeds to 11treat of the union 

ot the Divine Essence of the Lord with the_ Human, and of the li.unan with 



the Divine,~ and it is to this series that the internal sense of the 

text quoted at the beginning of this study properly belongs. 

In the letter of t_he SCriptu~ the manent of vision when Jehovah 

appeared to AbraJD. 81lcl conferred his new n81IIe u~n him is stated to be 

when "Abralll was a son -~.t: ninety and n:ine years".. Swedenborg discusses 

this number at some length. 

"That hereby is signified the time before the Lord .ful~ 
conjoined the intemaJ,. man with the rational appears from 
the signification of nine when .it precedes ten, or, what 
is the saJD.e thing, of ninety-nine when it precedes a-
rundred. · 
11For Abram, when Isaac was bom to lllm, was a hundred 
years old •• 
"A hundred in the Word signifies the Slilll8 as ten, because 
that nwnber is c~posed of ten mult~plied by ten, and ten 
signifies remains ••• 
••These hidden things c~not be further eX,plained. 
11But it is in eve17 onei s power to conceive them, provided 
he once leam what remains are, for at the present day 
that is unknown.; and provided it be understood that remains, 
in relation to the Lord, sign:ity the divine goods which he 
procured to Himself by his qwn power, and by which he united 
the Human essence to the Divine." _(a) 
"Hence may appear what is signified by ninety-nine, and 
that this number as preceding a hUndred signifies the time 
before the lord fully· conjoined the internal man with the 
rational. 
0 By Ishmael was represented the lord's first ratia1al., the 
character of whj.ch was sufficiently shown in the preceding 
chapter. 
11But by IsaaC is represented the Divine Rational of the 
Lord.!·" (12) . 

Passing over the internal sen,se· of the words of Jehovah as Shaddai 

(whe:re Swedenborg introduces a long dissertation on. the name and its 

significance but leaves the reader to draw its significance in that 

passage for h:imself) we reach, ·in the-letter, the statement "And God spake 

with him, saying". 

"That a degree of perception is signified by these words, 
appears -from·.the signification of Jehovah saying, as denoting 
to parceive. In the present case it signifies a degree of 
·perception, because in a st·ate of humiliation or adoration, 
in which, according to its degree he was more closely joined 
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and-united to Jehovah; for this is the effect of 
humiliation •• 
"That he is called God because by God Shaddai, whan 
Abraxil worshipped, the Lord is represented; and also 
because the subject treated of is truth which was to be 
united with good, appears ·from what has beE(In stated." (13) 

In the letter this perception is presented in the fo:nn of a 
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pred:j.cti0l1. "As for me, behold ll'f1" covenant is with thee, and thou 

shalt be for a father of a -iultitude of nations. 11 

"That hereby is signified the union of the Divine Essence 
with the Human, appears from the signification of a 
covenant, as denoting conjunction. 
11That :i,a the present case, it is the union of the Divine 
Essence with the flunan ·appears from the intemal sense 
of what goes before, consequently from the wo.rds themselves." 

(14) . 

Thus we are brou,ght finally to the internal sense of the verse with which 

we are particularly concemeds · "Tey name shall not any more be called 

Abram, but Abraham shall tey nallle be • ._ 

"That hereby is signified that he shOuld put off what 
was human and •• that he should put on what was divine appears 
fran the signification of a nallle; also from the signification 
of Abram and aftezwards of Abrahaln. 11 (15) 

'rhat for Sweqenborg "the nsne signifies the :;~ality of any person, it 

compre~ds in one aggregate whate~r is in him", has already been 

substantiated earlier in this essay- and we can therefore pass immediately 

to his presentation of the internal sense involved in this change of 

naJDSI 

"Since then name s:igni.f'ie s quality, and to know the quality 
ar a person to whom the nam~ belongs, it .ma.Y hence appear 
what is signified .by the words in this verse, 1Thy name 
shall not be called any more AbraJil, but Abrallam _shall tlzy" name 
be • , namely that he should not be of the quality which be 
then had, bUt of the quality. which he was about to have. 
-'That AbraJil served other gods and worShipped the_ God Shaddai, 
has been ahem. 
"But as he represented the Lord, and that as to his intemal 
man, consequently what is celestial of his love, therefore his 
fomer quality was to be. destroyed. 
•iThat is, the name Abran was to be changed into another quality, 



by whicb the Lord udght be represented. 
"On this account the letter H was taken out of the name 
Jehov~ (being the only letter in that p.arne whiCh implies 
Divinity, and si8nifies I •• or To Be)., and was inserted 
into the name AbraJil, so as· to render it Abraham. 
11The same was done with Sara.i, as re·c;orded hereafter, to 
whose nane also the SalliS letter Was added, and ~he Wa& 
called Sarah. 
"Hence likewise it may appear, that !,braham in tba 
intemal sense of t,Pe Word, represents Jehovah or ·the 
Lord. ' 
naut it is to be observed that in representations, it is 
of no consequence what may. be the person 1 s character,- · 
because in them, the person representing is not thought 
of, but the thing represented.. · · 
11 Hence then, the signification of these words in the 
intemal sense is, that t~ Lord should put off what 
was human, and put on what was d:i:.vine; which also results 
from the series of· things treated of betore, and likewise
from that of the things which follow: for a promise is 
now made concerning Isaac, . by whan was to be represented 
the Lord • s Divine Rational." (a) (1.6) 

The interpretation of AbrahaJ.il as 11Fatmr of· a multitude" in the 

margin of the Englisb Bible, has J?.ot passed without challenge by modern 

philologists. But the scientific etymology of Bible naiiles is a different 

question, unconcemed with the ba~is of the internal sense. Not only 

heze but in many other context~ relating to the names of altars and places 

as well as persons, the popular etymology ·upon which the· Bible writers 

relied seems to have provided the necessary ultimate for the "intemal 

sense. This is evident in the pre sent ~starice from the exposition of 

11 father of a multitude of nation~" in the following extract: 

· (a) The incident at the fords of Jo'rdan when t,.he 
Benjamites were put to t.lle test of Sibboleth or 
Shibboleth, provides a ·ver,y- interestmg study in 
the light of the .interpretation of the aspi_rate given 
above. That it involves the _replacement of one letter 
by another rather than the insert.ion of a letter • H• as 
in English does ~ot ·affect the principle. Wha1;. lacks _the 
gift of (Etemal) Life is spiritually deadl Although 
Swedenborg does not deal with this particular passage he 
makes some comment on the H at the end of Ephratah in 

.. Ps. 132;6, which is based upo.ri the Q,octrine which has 
been e:xpounded above. 



ttTbese words signify here •• that all truth, and good t.hence 
derived, is from him. · 
"This appear.s from t,tle sign,ification of a father, as 
denoting from him; fran the signification of a multitude, 
as denoting truth; and from the signification ·of nations, 
as denoting good thence de~ived • .- · . " 
"Thea~· same words, in. a il)ore universal, or a more remote 
sense signify the union of th~ llml.an Essence with the · 
Divine.. ·. . 
"For the union of the Lord 1 s lfu.nlan Essence with tbe 
Divine. is like that of truth. with good, and the unio~ of 
His Divine Essence with the lfuman. is like that of good with 
truth, which is reciprocal." 
"In the l.Drd. it was truth itself' which united itself with 
good, and good itself which ·united itself with truth. 
"For the Infinite Divinity cannot otherwise be eJq>ressed 
than as Good Itself and Truth Itself. 
"The hwnan mind, therefore; is. in no fallacy whc;m it 
thinks that the Lord is GoQd Itself and Truth Itself." (17) 

(ll) 
. The second exalllple of the .exegesis of SwedEmborg drawn from the 

"~ana Coelestia" relates to the Curtain's of the Tabemacle. 

"Moreover thou shalt make the tabernacle with ten curtains 
of twined linen, ancl blue and PUI.'Ple and scarlet-: with 
cherubims of cunning work (marg. 'the work of a cunning 

·Workman) sh~t thou make t~" (Exodus 26;1). 

The early history of the children of Israel may be int~rpreted as 

the development of a fo:zmal representative religion among them. If the 

story o~ Abraham represents the preliminary stages, by the time of the 

wlldemess wanderings this representative Church is clearly in full 

process of establishment. Already the Passover has be.en instituted and 

the Laws of the Decalogue have· been promulgated. . Numerous other laws 
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governing conduct are now known and have been laid upon the Church. The 

need at this point is for a dwell:iilg, a place of worship where the Divine 

can be approached, a centre for the priestly ritual ~d sacrifice about to 

be instituted, yet adapted to ·the environment in which the children of 

Israel were situated. This dwelling, constructed ~f materials provided by 
"' 

the tribesmen is to be raised up, as explained in Ex. 25 ;9 ana similar 



passages, "acco~ing to all that· I (Jehovah) shew thee, atter the 

pattern of the tabernacle and the pattern of all the instruments 

thereof". In Exodus then, :first ~he furniture, beginning with· that most 

sacred o~ject il?· Jewish worship', the ark of the Covenant., then the 

tabernacle or dwelling in which t~ese objects can be .Qoused, is described. 

The dwelling is in three-fold ordet, a large tent constructed of linen and 

of the skins of ra111s and badgers,· supported on woode:p posts, surrounded 

by an open. couzt-yard; and itself divided into two chambers by a· curtain 

or veil. The scientific historian may well conclude that the description 

given in its present· fonn· has been highly idealized. Moreover in the 

absence of certain necessary details convincing reconstruction of t·he 

·Tabernacle can hardly be attempted-. Nevertheless the· letter of the 

accounts of the iiwelling serves accurately the ~quirement s of the 

s~ries of the internal sense. ~o understand Swedenborg1 ~ exegesis of 

the intemal sense of the text we m.ust also gain sane idea of the general 

series represented in the accounts· of the tabernacle and its fumishi.ng. 

For this we tum back to the beginn:ing of the previo.us chapter, Ex. 25, 

where the new series is introduced by the words, "And Jehovah spake to 

Moses saying •• " The following extract is from SWedenborg1 s e:xposition of 

these words1 

"This signifies instn.tction concerning the holy t~gs of 
heav~ which were to· be rep·resented •• 
"For among the Israelitish ·people was instituted a Church 
in which there were to be presented representatively in an 
external fonn the c~lestial th:ings which.pertain to the good 
of love, and t.he spiritual th:ings which pertain to the gocxl 
arJ.d the tru.th of faith, such as they a~ in heaven, and such 
as they ought to be j,n the Ctmrch. ;. .. 
"A Crureh, therefore, is representative when the holy internal 
things which belong to l.ove: and faith fran the Lord, and to · 
faith to the Lord are presented by visible fo:Ems in the world; 
as by. the· ark, the mercy-seat, the cherubim, -the tables there, 
the candlestick ·and by the other things of the tabernacle. 



"For this tabernacle was co~structed so as to represent 
the three heavens, and all things which are therein: 
and the ark, in which was the Testimony, so as to 
represent the inmost heaven, and the Lord Himself in 
it. 
''Wherefore .its f'ozm was shOwn to· Moses in the Mount, 
Jehovah then saying, 1That they should make for Him 
a sanctuar,v, and He would dwell in the mid~ of them.• 

· nEver,v one who enjoys jn some measure the faculty of 
thinking· interiorly, may perceive that. Jehovah could 
not dwell in a tent, but t.hat He does dwell in heaven; 
and that this. tent could not be callec;i a sanctuary, 
Wlless it referred to heaven and to the celestial and 

. spiritual things which are in heaven ••• n - (18) 

Tne representation extends to every detail; even to the description 

of the materials of the tabernacle as tree-will offerings. The· internal 

sense ot the words ·of Exodus XXV ; 2, as tranSlated from Swedenborg1 s 

Latin ve-rsion, ''Let them take for Me an ofter:ingc of every man whan his 

heart moves Y4llingly ye shall take ~or me an offering,•• relates to the 

important principle that heavenly life is a state of love, upm which, 
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in tact, all thought of heaven must be based. This ~s ot course familiar 

doctrine to every student of SWedenborg and here ap:pears clearly, shining 

through the letter of the Word. _ · 

"'Let· them take for ~ an offering'. This ~ignifies t~at 
the interior things of worship, which are the needful 
things, are those which are represented. 
nit is evident from the signification of an offering, 
that they are things needful for worship, here interior
things, which are represented. 
"For such thi.D.gs are signified by the materials brought 
for the Tent, the Tables, and tor the Candlestick, and 
also for Aaron'·s robes.-
"These were gold, silver, brass, blue (~acinthum), purple, 
scarlet double-dyed, byssus linen-, the wool ot she-goats, 
811-d several other things. 11 (19) · 
ttiQf every man whan his heart moves willingly' This 
signifies that all are from love, thus from freedom. 
"This is evident tram t~ s~itica~ion of 1whan. the heart 
moves wJ,.llingl.y', that it is in treed.an. 
"That it 'signifies tram love is on the ground that all 
freedom belongs to· love, te>r what a man does from love 
this he does in freedom." (20) 



The Lord 1 s .own. wo~s in the ~capels make it clear that real 

worship is interior worship. "God is Spj,.rit and they that worship Him 

must worship Him in spirit and in truth." "Woe unto you, scribes and 

Pharisees, hypocritesl for.ye pay ·t.ithe of mint an~ anise and cummin, 

and have anitted the weightier matters of t'he. law, judgment, mercy, and 

faith& these ought ye to have done, and .not to leav:e the other undon~." 

Thus Swedenborg is clearly justified in "interiorizing" our ideas of 

Israel. It will be use,ful before we gQ further to observe tlE 

signification of the various materials required. We have already seen 

t.Qa.t corresponderices chiefly ran into two groups, those 'relating to love 

or good, and those relating to understanding or truth, or to use· more 

:technical te~s, the celestial and. the spiritual in their degrees • 
. ;, . . 

Gold and brass are correspondents of good in .generals the one of internal 

good:, the other of external good. · Silver is a general correspondent of 

internal truth. These rep~sentations can be readily confi:r:med by 

sampling. But the significance of the other. materials will require 

closer examination from SWedenborg 1 s own writings. Three are dyes or 

colours, blue and p~ple and scarl~t. 

Blue {hyacinthinum) and purple {~pura, commonly translated crimson . 

in English versions of the .".Arcana Cc;>elestia"). 'are colours belonging to the 

celestial group. Scarlet however belongs to the' spiritual group. The 

following extracts will present .their correspondences as Swedenborg sees 

them I 

"Blue {eyacinthinum) signifies the celestial. love of truth •• 
"Ilv that colour is signified truth from a celestial origin, 
which is the truth flowing from ths good· of the love to the 
Lord. 
"This good prevails in the inmost heaven, and in the middle 
or second heaven it pre sent s a crimson {purpura) ·and a blue 
colours good itself presents a cr:imson and the truth which 
flows from it a blue colour. · 



"For in the other life, and in heaven itself, there appear 
most beautiful colours; and they all derive their origin 
from good and truth. 
••For the sphere of the affections of good and truth presents 
itself before the eyes of the angels and spirits in a 
sensible fonn, even by colours, and special things are 
presented by objects variously coloured." (21) 

This correspondence which is here maintained fran his pe.rsonal exparience 

can also be supported by sampling, as passages from the Prophets and 

R8velation are brought into c annection with the pre sent passage. , 

. "Cr.imson (or purple, purpura) signifies the celestial love 
of goode 
11This love is signified by crimson because t-he rea colour 
signifies. the g~od of celestial love; for there a:re two 
fundamental Colours, from which the rest are derived, 
nsnely t~~ red .colour and the white ·colour. 
"The red .colour signifies the goal which pertairis to love, 
oil this g1'9und that it originates f:roin fire, and fire 
denalies t.he ·good"· of love. ·· · 
"The white colour hewever signifies the truth pertaining 
to faith, on account of its. originating from light, but 
light denotes the truth of faith.. -
11 For all- the colours whic.P, appear in heaven are modifications 
of heaveill.y light and flame •• 
"For he~venly light is real, and in itself is the Divine TIUth 
which ·proceeds from the' Divine Good of the Lord; wherefore 
t~ modifications of that light and name are variegations 
of truth. and good, thus variegations of intelligence and 
wisdan. 
IIFran these things it may appear on what grounQ. it is that 
the veils and the curtains of the Tent, and also the gannents 
of Aaron· were to be woven of .blue, of crimson, of scarlet-
double-dyed, and of byssus linen; namely that by these · 
things there might be repre'sented ·the celestial _things 
belonging to good, and the spiritual things which belong 
to truth." _ (22) . -

. 
In the translation n 8carlet double~edu, Swedenborg follows both the 

Septuagint and the Vulgate in rendering the two-fold Hebrew terin in this 

sense. He uses the tenn "dibaphumt' which according to Lewis and Short 

is almost a transliteration of the Greek 11dibaphos (double-dyed,once with 

SC al_'let and. once with purple) • II 

••Scarlet double-dyed signifies mutual love •• 
1~The internal in the celestial Kingdom is the good of love 
to the Lord and the good of mutual love. 



"This latter gocxi is what is signified by scarlet double
dyedJ by scarlet the good· itself, and by double-dyed its 
txuth. · . 
IIQlt in the spiritual kingd9m the mtemal is the good 
of charity towards the neighbour, and the external the 
good of obedience, flowing from faith. 
"That scarlet double-dyed s:j.gnifies the good of DD.ltual 
love and its tiUth, is in CQ'lsequence of its appearance 
in the other life. 
"For when the sphere of that txuth ~d good is exhibited 
visibly in the lowest heaven, ~t appears of a scarlet _ 
colour J for what flows down from the celestial heaven, 
and ap_~:ears below, derives its colour fran a flamy 
essence, and beloYJ becomes scarlet from the shining 
whiteness of the light of the middle heaven through 
which it passes. 
"~nee it is that double-<iySd scarlet was ·employed with 
other colours in the curtains of t·he dwelJ4.ng." (23) 

Again this significance, gained as a result of his eJCperience of the 

spiritual world is confinned by comparison with many other passages 

fran. the Word. Two series ~ the spiritual signification of these 

materials mq be noted, first of t~ three general states signified 

- by the metals, intemal good, internal truth, and external goodJ and 

secondly of certaj,n particularizations, celestial love of truth, 

celest. ial love of good and spiritual love of goods 

11The things that were to be collected are enumerated in 
such an order, the inmost. things first, .which were blue 
and crimson, the more outward things in the second place, 
which were scarlet double-dyed, byssus lin~, and the_ 
wool of the stB-goatsn and 'last.ly~ the outennost things, 
which were the skins of red raJils, and the sld.ns of 
·badge rs.n 

Tlms byssus linen "on account of its wb.iteness and sottnessn denotes 

ntxuth from a celestial origin" in the natural man. The wool of the 

she-goats; denotes the good of innocence in the natural man. Here 

SWedenborgl s interpretation shows how the recognition of·the series as 

a whole determines the exposition Of the detalls. In the light of 

the .fac-t that the wool of the she-go~t~;~ denotes the truth of the good of 
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innocence whereas the series ~te is related to good, _SWedenborg 

explai;nss 

"Blt· sine~ good is sign~fied here, and nat truth, 
therefore in the origiri~ tongue, she-goats. alone, 
and not the wool of the she-goats is said; as al~;~o 
elsewhere •• n (26) 

The skins of red rams aild badgers are stated to signify "the extemal 

~oods and truths, by which they a-re held together." 

A little careful consideration of ~hese passages will ce:r:tainly 

suggest a deep psychological p~ttem of practica,l. value revealed 

in the Word. On the epiritual level there is ~eliileated the id~al 

character, while if the interpretaticn be the celestial ·level the 

passage could be app.],ied to th~ Loi'd·' s OWn Divine Humanity. 

TheN is justification for thi~;~ kind of interpretaticn in the New 

Testament. John says of the Lord,~ s wolds about the temple, "He spake 

of the temple of his body' (J~hn 2;.21) n. P~ ·reminds tta Christian 

of his duty to the Lozd "For the t·enple of God is holy,. which temple 

ye aren (i Car.· 3 ;17). SWedenborg cert.·ainly interprets the spiritual 

sense at this point on .the collJD:iunity level of the ~avena of angel~. 

Yet heaven remains self-identical whether in its least fonn in 1:-he 

individual angel, or in its greatest fonD. in the uni~ersal heaven. 

The relation between them is so close t~t the. pattem of one extends 

to all, an~· t~ pattem of all mcludes each one. The general swmnazy 

. ' 
of the series in the: Word from Exodux XXV to XXVIII is stated as follows: 

"In this (twenty.:.fifth) chapter are de.scribeci offerings 
for the tent, for-the t~les in it, and alsQ for the 
gannents of Aaron; further the construction of the Ark, 
of t~ table for the leave!:!, and of .the candlest.ick, by 
which were represented the ·:heavens where tm Lord is, 
and all the celestial and spiritual thi.Dgs which are tbne 
from the Lo ro.. 



"By the dwelling was represented heaven it self, by 
the ark, the inmost heaven in it, by the Testimony, 
that is, the Law in U1e .ark, the Lord;" by the loaves of 
the bread.- of faces upon the table and by the 
candlestick, celestial things,. and by the ga:anents of 
Aaron the spiritual things,- which are from the Lord, 
in the heavens. n . ( 26) 

It:. ].s within this .series that the subject of this particular 
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study, the curtains of the tabernacle properly .falls. Two Hebrew words, 

both translated "tabernacle" in the English version are used in connection 

with this Tent of Meeting. SWedenborg uses "dwelling" for one tenn aai 

"tent" for the other. Tm Word ••tabernacle" i$ used of the whole 

con-struction with its Dwelling and -its Court.. Thus in his use of the 

Latin equivalents of .these Hebrew tems he retains .the mast. careful· 

distinctions. In the passage· of Scripture with which We are concerned, 

his rendering is Habitaculwn, Dwelling. His comment on the first phrase 

o:t the text is worthy of reproduction. in. full even at the e:xpense of some 

repetition. 

Ill And thou shalt make the dwelling• : that this signifies 
the second or middle heaven appears fran the signification 
o:t dwelling when said of the Divine, as denoting heaven, 
in re&lity the middle or second heaven. 
••It is well known that theN a~· three heavens •• ••AU the·se heavens were represented by the tabernacle; tm 
inmost or third heaven by the ark where the Testim0ll1' was; 
the middle or second heaven by the dwel~g wnere were tm 
table for the lGaves of the bread of faces and the candle
stick; and the outennost or last heaven by the court. 
"The cause of there being three heavens is, that· there are 
with man three degrees of life;" tor the man who becanes an 
angel after death constitutes heaven; neither is there axry 
other origi.q. either for the angel~ or· for heaven. 
••The inmost degree o:t man1 a life is for the inmost heaven; 
the middle degree of life for the middle heaven, and the 
~tezmost degree for the outennost heaven; and it is on 
account of the man being sucp, that is, so fonned, and on 
account of· heaven being from: the human race, that tl:ere 
are three heavens. 
"These degrees, of lite with the man are opened successively; 
the first degree by a life according to what is just and 



fair; the second degree by ·a life according to the 
truths o£ faith from the Wo.rd, and according to the. 
goods of charity towards the neighbour therefrOm.; and 
the third degree by a life according to the good of 
mutual love, and the good of the love to the Lo:r:ti. 
11These are the means through which these three 
degrees of life with the man, and thus. the three 
heavens with .b:im., are openeQ. ••• 
"Since the heavens with the. map are successively 
opened acco:r:tiing to the good of his lite •.• it is to be 
observed that for this reason with· sane the ,first 
heaven is opened, and not the second, and with sane 
the second and not the thi:r:ti; and that tha thi:r:ti is 
opened only with those who a:re in the good of lite 
fran the love. to the lord •• 
"Heaven is called the habitation of God on this ground, 
that. the Divine of the Lo:r:ti dwells there,· for it ia 
the Divine Troth which proceeds fran. the Divine Good 
of tte Lord which constitutes heaven, since it imparts 
life to the angels that are· in it; and because the 
Lord dwells with the angels in that which is from 
H:imself .• " (27) · · 

It would appear th,en that all men are bom into this p~ttem of 

the tabernacle. The Divine flows into every soul inwa:r:tily although the 

man hlmself is responsible for en~~g into the experience of his 

spiritual potentialities fran without. He passes first through the 

"Court 11 into the ."Dwelling" and finally on undergoing regeneration to 
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the highest degree, into the presence of the ~Ar'k". Moreover the other 

degrees are important and influent::!,.al in the par.t.-icular state of life upon 

which a man may have entered. The state of life of the angels of the 

Second Heaven is hallowed because of the Lord's presence through the 

celestial degree within them, which hoWever has riotbeen "opened"• In 

.fact the. state of "a life according to the troths of faith ·from the Word 

and the goods of charity towa:r:tis the neighbour" receives ~.flow from the 

Div.ine mediated by the angels of the Thi:r:ti Heaven. The exposition of 

the spiritual sense of what is said about the curlains of the Dwelling 

touches on this subject. The following extr~t is from SWedenborg's 



e:xposition of the words, "of ten curtains". The number ten, as 

usual, signifies all, and curtains here si.gni.f'y 11the interior truths 

of faith which belong to the new Intellectuai." 

"&Y tlle dwelling is signif~d the middle or second heaven, 
which is a heaven by' virtue of the reception of the Divin~ 
Truth which is fran the Divine Good of the Lord. 
"Hence the curtains of which it was constructed, and with 
which it was covered, denote the truths of faith which 
belong to tae new Intell~ctual. . 
"Interior truths are denoted thereby-on this ground, that 
exterior truths are signified by the curtains from the 
goats for the tent which was round about. 
11That the curta.in·s denote· the truths of faith which belong· 
to t-hose who are in the Lord' s spiritual kingdom, appears 
from the passages in the Word where they are n81118d•" (28) 
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Interior truths are states of interior understanding, those interior 

acknowledgm.ents of truth which a;re faith ·in its real sense. Even ~ong 

angels· they must be accompanied by exterior truths gained from the Wold, 

fran experience· in both world\ the harvest of a rational use of the senses 

and other faculties. · The Creeds are eminent.l;y- useful in our world for 

imparting exterior t~ths o~ doctrin~, and this for protecting and 

encourag:ing the inner life of faith. Interior truths and exterior truths 

ought not to be confused with each other: they are distinct like the two 

sets of curtains for the Dwelling. A closer analysis of the state of this 

interior understanding ;is made possible by the further descript·ion of the 

curtains of the dwelling as of "twined linen, and blue, and purple and 

scarlet". The following extract ~rom the writings of Swedenborg is supported 

by the individual correspondences noted in previous quotatiCl'ls. 

"'or twined byssus linen, an,d blue, and crimson, and scarlet 
double-ciyed 1 signifies the spiritual and celestial things 
from which are those truths. 
·u&lch is the order in wh:i,.ch ·spiritual and celestial things, 
that is .truths and goods, follow with man and with the angel 
who is in the middle or second heaven. 
"Truth from .a celestial orig:in, which is signified by byssus. 
linen, is first.· · 
"Next canes the lave or affection of truth, which is denoted 
by blue. 



UAfterwards there is the love or affection of good frOm. 
that source, which is denoted, by crimson. 
11 .A,nd. lastly there is spiritual good, denoted by scarlet 
double-dyed. -
11Because spiritual and cele$tial things follow j,n this 
order, twined linen here is mentioned in the first place •• 
nlht by twined byssus linen is strictly signified the 
Intellectual such as it is with the spiritual man or 
with tba angel who is in the spiritual kingdom of the 
IDzd. 
"The reason that the Intellectual is signified by twined 
byssus linen is that with. the spiritual men a new 
voluntar,y is implanted by t,tle lDrd ·in hi·s intellectual 
part-as has been shown. · 
"And bec-ause the Int&llectu81 of the spiritual man is 
signified by twined byssus ;L:S.nen, so too is spiritual 
truth, for every truth belongs· to the intellectual part 
and every good to the voluntary part •• 
"Fran these things it can be evident that tba Intellectual 
itself with those who ·1:!-re from the spiritual kingdan of 
the Lord is the Dwelling ~ a strict sense, and that it 
is represented b;y the spread of the curtains (expansum ex 
aulae is). u (29). 

It should be noted that this emphasis given to truth in the 

spiritual state of life draws i~s inspiration from the celestial plane. 

Its state of enlightenment becomes possible because .the celestial mediates 

life fran the D1vine thro:ugh. its· own ~egree o! understanding. And more

over the celestial degree of will :is used to provide the beginnings of 

those affections which togethe·r manifest the spiritual love of good 

represented by scarlet double-dy'ed. The celestial love of truth and love 

of good each contributes somet.hd.Dg (the precede_nce given to truth is due to 

the state of the recipient). Tbase two loves are signified by the 

colours blue and crimson. But the delicate character of this inflow 

an~ .pressure from the Divine· and his angels, and the resJ)ect paid to the 

development of the individual soul, and to the freedan of the heavens, ·is 

also depicted in these cQ.rt.ains of variegated byssus linen: ••with cherubim •• 

shalt thou make them"• · Of cherublm Swedenborg writes: 



UThe cherub~ upon the curt.ains of the dwelling, upon 
the veil, upon t.he walls of the temple and upon the 
doors there, signified the ~ret• s guard lest the Holy 
Divine -be approached except through the good of lDve 
"And the cherubim. being upon the ark, signified that 
the Lord Hiinself was not to be ~pproached eXJJept 
through that good.. 
"Therefore also the cherubim Yr-ere made of solid gold, 
and in the temple at Jerusalem, of olive-wood. ;For by 
·gold. and by oil is signified the· good of love-. 
"This same guard and Providence of the Lo·Id .is described. 
by the four animals, each of which had four fac~s, under 
the throne on wh;J.ch the Lord Was, in Ezekiel; likewise 
by the four animals round about the throne where the Lord 
was, in the· Revelation. 
~The four animals signifY the good which under a various 
appearance proceeds from the Lord, and which guards and 
protects lest anything except the good of love to the 
Lord and the good of love towards the neighbour, be admitted; 
by the throne on which the Lord was, is signified heaven." 

(30) 

In ,his exposition of the present passage he remarks; 

"'With cherub.im. 1 : this signifies the Lord. 1 s guard lest 
heaven be approached and injured by the hells. 
"This is evident from the signification of cherubim. a1J 
denoting a guard and p rovid.ence lest the Lord be approached, 
e.xcept by good, and lest the good which is from the Lord in 
heaven, and with man be injured. II ( 31)" 

There still remains to consider the phrase "the work of a cunning 

wor~an" (the translation which Swedenborg adopts). 

"A cunn~ workman denotes the Intellectual; because this 
thinks and acts according to what it has thought. 
"That it is the Intellectual, which possesses wisdom., 
intelligence, and science, appears from what follows where 
it is said of Bezaleel, 1 I have called by n$le Bezaleel, 
and h~ve filled him with the spirit of God in wisdan, in 
:intelligence, and in science, and in all work, to devise 
thoughts, to work .in gold, and ail ver, and brass, and in 
cutting· of stone for filling, and in the carving of wood 
to work in all manner of workmanship'. (Ex.31; 2-5).n (32) 
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~ t~o following definitions, drawn from other parts of "ArCana Coelestia11 , 

may help to clarify his meanU1g bere. 

"The Intellectual in general is .the visual of the internal 
man, which sees from the light of heaven, which is from 
the Lord, and all that it sees is spiritual and celestial. II 

(33~ 



'!he second def~iti_Q'l is particula~ly useful, in thii:J setting_ of an 

exposition relatin~ to the spiritual l'Baveiu 

"The good of truth is called good with the man of the 
spiritual chu.rch, and· is not only ·as to origin, but also 
as to essence, trut-h: it appears as truth, but it. is made 
sensible as good; consequently, as truth it foms the 
Intellectual of ~he mind, and as good it fozms the neW 
Will. . . 
"The Intellect-ual is distinguished from the Will in man 
by this, that it P.reaents to. itself things in a fom,. 
and. s9 th~t it may see th@IA as in l~ht. · 

· "lht tiE Will is aff'ected.-by them so that at the ssne · 
time it :i,s sensible of them as delight, thus as good, 
and this according to ~he qu$]..~t_y .of·t~ ~ozm." (34) 

At this PC?int we· ieave the. st~ of t~ curtains of the tabernacle 

and their significance. The following verses introduce :m.al\Y other 

details but the passage whicn we have considered contains in its 

essentials the general doctrine in the. inte·rnal sense. What we have 

leamed alzoeady will give new mean~ to those. passages in the Psalms 

and the Prophets, to which Swedenbcirg makes such·f:re~qJ.ent appeal ~ 

support of .his exegesis ot the c;urtain~. 

nm.ess the Lord, 0 my soul •• Who covereth Teyself with 
light as with a g•m.ent: w~ stretchest out the heavens 
like a curt:.ain." (P~. 104~~) ~ 



(ll) 

No t-wo books of the Sac~d Scriptures resemble each other more 

closely than the book of Daniel am tte Revelation of St. John, or the 

APOCalypse. Each was given to the world at a tjme when the Church was 

in deep. distress. Daniel was a P.roduct of the days of the persecutio~s 

of .Antiochu.s Epiphanes. ~vel at ion belongs to the da,Vs of Imperial 

persecution in the latter years of· the first Christian Century. Most 

interesting· studies of both books can be made fran the point of view of 

the :i,.denti;fication of their lij'lllbolic figures with hist.or~al personages. 

Both books represent the literature of a people "on the run", in great 
. -

personal peysical danger, the yictims of despotic tyranny. Both books 

are prophetic, looking beyCild t~ t-roublous present to a future of peace 
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and restoration, the ideal "kingdom that shall not be destroyed" (Dan. 7 ;14), 

and the New Jerusalem of which it is.written, nm.essed are they who do 

his c~andments, that they may have right to the tree of life, and may 

enter in through the gates into th$.-citY" (Rev. 22;14). The eschatolo&Y 
. . .~· 

of both books, their picture of the. t:imes of the end, has been closely 

studied by seholars. One is of t·he Old Testament and Jewish in origin, 

the other is the sole canonical doc~nt of Christian prophecy. Between 

the two books lies an accomplished fact, the IncarnatiOn, which completely 

alters tle cj,.rcumst.ances .and outloQk: of the prophecies. Daniel, the 

earliest known representative ot t~ APocaln>tic literature which followed 

in a steady stre$1 until the early ·centuries of the Christian era, sets the 

pattern for the later work. Much of this.literature never found its place 

even in the Jewish Canm of SCripture. Reference to Daniel and the 

prophecy of the Consummation of thl:t Age j.s to be found in the Gospels, 

recorded the~ in the teaching. of the Lord Himself's ·"But when ye shall see 
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the abomination of desolatic:n~ spoken of by Daniel the prophet, 

standing where it ought not •• r• "And then shall they see the Son ot man 

coming in the clouds with great power ami gloii" (Mark 1~; 1.,,26). This 

prophecy in tm· Gospe;L ill! tilled ou:li into great detail in the ·APocalypse, 
·~ 

clothed.~ imagery that is reminiscent of Daniel (and so, through Daniel, 

perhaps ultimately inQ.~bted -_to Peraian and Mesopotalllian sources). It 

would appear too that the author of the J\pocalypee, or book ot,Revelation, 

was conversant with the Old Testament in its Greek dress in the Septuagint. 

Thus a comparison of Rev. V;6 with Genesis n.J:X;9 in Hebrew and in the. 

Septuagint, virtually establishes the author1 s acquaintance with the Greek 

text.. Tm visions in Zechar;iah l;Ute those of Ezekiel have made their 

impact on the book. In both cases the books may be regarded as the work 

ot author~ who wrote more greatly ~han they lmew. Swedenborg, howev~r, 

restricts his exposition of the APocalypse to the internal sense. In 

the light of the theory of inspiratim expounded at iength in this work, 

it may be fairly claimed that this is not inco~tsj,stent. with what we might 

have called this "litera:ey" character of Revelatim. 

The exegesis ot the·Word contained in ".Arcana Coelestia" ;is described 

as "The Internal Sense"• And as we have seen, the level of e~gesis 

tmxe is set sometimes on the celestial, usually on· the spiritual, and 

occasionally on the inte~.al historical level. But in ••A,poc~se 

RevealedU Swedenborg .heads .his exposition, "The Spiritual Sense11 • Here 

without doubt he is applying t~ tenn generally to the internal sense, as 

he frequently does in other wor~s, ·rather than to a particular level within 

that sense. In tact much of the ~temal sense which he eJq>ounds, belongs 

· .. 

rather to the :j.ntemal historical level than to the strictly spiritual level. 
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This is only natural in view of the particular purpose of the book, which 

is to eJQ>lain prophecy in the light of certain historical events which 

have taken place in the spiritual world as they affect the Churcn. T~ 

eschatology revealed within the series of the intemal sense of this 

inspired ~;~cripture bears a wholly different character from that taught in 

the orthodox Christianity of Swedenborg 1 s dq: the last times. are not the 

last tmes of the visible world, but the consummation or the first 

Christian Church accompanied by it~;~ renewal from fresh spiritual power 

and restored doctrine. Our two studies fall within the general series 

of the whole ·book and, as is t~ case throughout the Word, the first part 

of tpe series govems what follows. Thus ·in the e:xposition of the 

curt.~s of the ta~ernacle we ha'Ve already found teaching of a more 

general character filled out in gl;"eater detail as _the f3xposi.tion proceeQ.ed. 

The opening chapter of the APOc&J.n>se has a similar import.ance. , 11 The 

~velation of Jesus Christ, which Ood gave unto him •• n The Divine is in 

the lhmanity, dist·inctly Ones 

n:ay Jeaus Ch~st ~d by the Lamb in the Apocalypse is 
understood the Lord as to tlle D:i;vine Humanity, and by 
God, the Lord as to His Divinity from which all things 
are.n (35) · . 

. 
And in this first chapter; because .Divinity and Humanity· are inseparably 

Qle, ",Alpha" and "Onega" are predicates ap.plied to each essential, as again 

to Jesus Christ in the last chapter. 

"The A,pocalypse does not., as sane have 'believed, treat or·· 
the successive states of the church, still less of the 
successive ·states of. kingdoms, but fran beginning to end 
treats of the last state of.the church in maven and on 
·eart.P,then of the last judgment, and ai'ter that of the New 
Church, which is the New Jerusalem •• But in what series the 
particulars are treated of ma.v be seen fran the contents of 



each chapte:r, and more distinctly fran the explanation 
of each verse." (36) 

A brief ~sume of the whoie series of the Apocalypse may be of 

value ~re. And it. is well to rec~l the_ .. Lord 1 s own wo:rds -~ JoPr1, 

nye Judge a.t'ter t~ .fl.esh; I judge no man. An.d yet if I judge, ~ 

ju4gm.ent is trues for I am not alone, but ·I and the Father that sent 

me. (8; l5/l6).A,n.d if aey man hear JiU words, and believe not.,. I judge 

him nots for I CaiiLe not to judge t.lle worlq,, but to save the "M?rld. He 

that J'@jec;:teth ~, and :r:ecej.veth .not .rcy- words, hath one that judgeth him: 

the word that I have spoken;· the· s- shall judge him in the last day.~' 

(12; 47-48).. The series _as chapt'r succeeds chapter may be stated as 

followss · 

· "The Lord as the Worch To tbOse in t·he churches called 
- into the New Cl'urch; Prepar~tion of all things in heaven· 
for judgment to be effected from and acco:rding to the 
Word; the Lord in His Divine Humanity wUl effect judgment 
out of· the Wold and according to it, because He is Himsillf 
the Wo:rd; examination of those on whan the Last Judgment 
was to be effected; those who are and those who will be in 
the Christian heaven; The ~formed· church and -those in · 
faith alone; the New Church; the New Churcb and its doctrine 
and ·opposition from those ~ faith alone; the doctrine of 
faith alone in the church; the New Christian heaven, 
exhortation .to renounce the ·doctrine of faith alone, 
respecting the Roman Cat~lic rell.g:i,on; its jUdgment and 
removal; the Lord• s (second) advent; resistance by and 

·judgment upon those in faith separate from charity; 
concerning those from t~ lowe~ earth who worship~d th:l 
Lord and sl'unned evils as sins; the universal judgment; 
that a.t'ter the judgment, through the new heaven a new 
church will exist in the earth which will worship the . 
Lord only. 11 • ( 37) · 

We propose to make a study of the vision of ·the "Woman clothed with the 

Sun" before turning to the v;l..s~an o.f Judgin~flt, as ·presented;.under the 
. . 

. ~~---~ .. -. ·.: ··•. . .. _ 

image of t,tle "seven vials". ~ -· -. ..... ;· ... 
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(1) 

"And there appeared a great sign in heaven, a wanen 
clothed with the sun 
nAnd _she brought forth a man-child, who was to rule 
all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught 
up unto God, and to His th;rone •• 
"And the earth helpe4 the woman; and the earth opened 
her mouth, and swallowed up the river which the· d·ragon 
c~st out of his mouth." (Rev. 12; 1,6,16.) · 

In the Sacred Scriptures the Church appears under mat\Y' symbols. As 

the Lord's 1dngdarn upon earth, it exists in the hearts and minds of its . . 
menbers. Like heaven itself the church is, first aDd fozemost, a 

state of life, a state of love and thought embodied in its least fom in· 

the indiv~ual churchman and $t its greatest in the Universal Church.·. It 
. . 

i.s not basically an institution thoUgh it is necessarily a camminiorr of 

those like-minded souls who may well find an institution a vital adjunct 

to their Christian prol[eesion. Within the church, as within heaven, 

theze is an indefinite variety. What constitute the boundaries of the 
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true church, out side of which no true c.burcJmanship is possible? The 

answer to this question ~a .f.'und.amental to any understanding of Swedenborg 1 a 

presentation of the i.J:ltemal sense of this passage in R.Svelation. 

We noted e~rly ~ this essay &nerson' s objectiOn resting on what he 
I 

tezmed parish dispute~;~. in the SWedish church between the friends and 

foes of Luther a,nd. Melancthon concerning "faith. alone" and ••works alone"• 

But Dnerson falls here to recognise the supreme iroportance of principle 

in religion. It is against such principles of thought and action, rather 

than against those who accept them~ that SWedenborg 1 s strictures are 

directed. it should never be forgotten that he teache·s that every m~ 
. . 

who lives up to the h~hest. that he lmows wil.l be sa,ved, that is, will 

ultmately be brought into heaven. But "faith alone" and nworks alone" 



or, to use technical language, faith separate from charity and charity 

without faith are false principles. Tm churches of his t·:imes had 

brought these principles to their logic~. sequences in daily life and 

the consequences had. become disastrous. The separation of the Godhead 

:into three, :in the crude tr.initarianisn of the day, had pezmitted the 

doctrine .that the Son had suffe~d punishment by ·the angry Father and 

borne the sins of man,kind so that to cla,jm His merit was, all' that was 

necessary to salvatian. · Faith was separated from its appropriate life 
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and it was taught that man could do nothing for himself.<' towards salvation, 

no co-operation in obedience to the Law wa~ possible: believe and ·live as 

you will •. Paul's rebellion against the craJilping fonnalism: of Judaism had 

given rise at the hands ~f his expositors to a doctrine that tm- ~stle 

would have spumed. ( alon the other h~d, the over emphasis on works led to 

a meritorious attitude t.o zeli.gion, to sel.f.'-ri.ghteousness and self-esteem, 

and was carried to a logical conclusion in the sale of pardons, and the 

belief that a man could ~ his way into heaven. These two principles 

appe~d to be enshrined respecti~ly in the ·prote~tant and Roman Catholic 

Churches of Swedenborg's day; and the adoption of such principles went 

~a:r to dest:rOy the Christianity to which they wre applied. SWedenborg 1 s 

major battles were against those principles, and to that extent, against 

tm churches which professed them. Added to their teaching of wo:rics 

alone, the Roman Catholic Church claimed an absolute danination over tb:l 

lives of men, which vitiated her spirituality and entirely destroyed her 

right to be regarded as a true church. · The obedient laity aJilCilg them, 

however, SWedenborg held in high respect. So far as our modem churches 

are concemed~ the. battle against .faith ~erie seems to a great extent to 
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have been won. And where there is charity,_ other failures in doctrine 

are of almost minor account. ·The :·~octr:lne of the angry Father. has· been 

abandoned. by the Church in most cases. 
' ' 

But abandon:ing that do.ctrine 

lett a. serious blank, f~r with it went the chief foundation of their 

doctrine of Redemption. It might: seem too that the ·battle· against 

RPman domination h$.s for the moment passed into the po;l?-tical ·spl'iilre. 

The dissident Roman (and Greek) authoritarian seems mos~ readily to · 

transfer his loyalty to materialisn, carrying over into· -his politics 
. . . 

the desire to control the thought of others and active i.il his opposition 

to the Chureh.. So it might appear natural when among Christian 

countries we observe COiliiiUinism most active in lands which have been the 

fields of the Greek and Roman Churches. 

A- restored Christianity has roan for indefinite variety within its 

fold, but its boundaries are provided by two principles. These are 

state_d by SWedenborg in the eJq>osition of the final verse of the previous 

chapter of Revelati~, "And the temple of_ God .. was opened in heavens and 

there was seen in His 1;-e.r:gple tlE ark of His covenant" (Rev. ll ;19). 

"This signifies the New Heaven in which the Lord in His 
Divine Human is worship~d, an4 where t}ley live according 
to the ·commandment.s of His decalogue, which are the -two 
essentials of the New Church, by which there is conjunction. 
'ttT~ temple of God signifies, the Lord 1s Divine Humanity, · 
likewise heaven where angels"-are, and also the Church upon 
earth." (38) . -

By the New Heaven Swedenborg means c;>f course the Christian heaven and 

further discussial of his· teaching on this point can be left to our. second 

study, whi.cQ. concerns the Last Judgment. Our subject here is the New 

Church and the ·opposition which .~he will encounter. 

. .... 



"'A wanan clothed with the sun, and the moon Under her feet• 
signifies the Lord's New Church in the heavens, w~ch is the. 
new heaven, and the Lord's New Church· about to be upa1 earth, 
which is the New Heru.salem. 
"In other parts of the Word a wanan signifies a church. 
"A woman signifies a church because the church is called the 
Loro• s bride and wife. 
"The .woman appears clothed with the sun because t.tB church is 
in love to the· Lord, tor she acknowledges Him and does His 
Carmandrnents, and this i~ to love Him (John 14; 21-24): and 
the sun signifies love. 
"The moon was seen under her teet, because the church on 
earth, not yet co~joined-with the ch:urch in heaven, is 
understood. 
"Fbr the moon signifies intelligence in the natural man 
and faith; and its appearing Wlder the teet signifies that 

... the church is about to be on. earth. · 
not.Qerwise, the feet signify tba church itself when it is 
conjoined with heaven. 
"It is· to be observed tha~ there :i.s a church in heaven as 
well as upon earth, for.the.Wol:d is there •• 
"Ail the angels there were once men, and their departure 
from the world was only a continuation of their lite; 
therefore they are perfected -in love and wisdom, evexy one 
accprding to the degree of aff'ection of truth and good which 
he took with him out of the ·world. : 
••The church among :them is here understood by the woman 
clo~hed with the sun, who had upon her head a crown of twelve 
stars• ~ 

11Dlt as the c·lm.rch m heaven does not ·subsist unless there ~ 
a chUrch on earth which is :in accordant love and wisdom, and 
this was about to be, t~refore under the wanan1 s feet .was 
seen the moon, which here eapecially signifies fai~h such a/3 
it is at this day, by which there is no conjunctiort" •• 
"Heaven where angels .are, and the church where men are, act as 
one, like the internal· and external of man"··· (39) · 

. .. 

This interpretation is in ha:r:mony with the symbolism of the closing 

chapters of R13velation where tm "holy city New Jerusalem" is described 

11coming down· from God out of heaveri, prepared as a bride adomed tor her 

husband". Nor should the idea of a church in the heavens be found 
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strange, in view of Hebrews 12; 22-23, however that much debated text is· 
finally interpre-ted. Further sup~rt might even be found in the a.tf'il!llation 

in the J\postles' Creed, "I believe in •• the Communion of Saints." (a) 
' ' 

SWedenborg' s e:xperience and teachirig gives a definite fozm to an ancient 

belief. 
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we should ·notice too the interpretation of the crown of twelve stars 

on the head of the woman. 

n A crown on the head. signifies wisdan and intelligence; 
stars signify the knowl.edges of Divine Gocxi and Divine -
Truth fran the Word; and twelve signifies all things of 
the church which have "relation to its good and truth." 

(40) 

Fran. the woman we tum tq the man-child whan she was about to 

bring forth. Her Pain and travailing in b~rth signifies .re··sistance . . 

experienced. It should be realised that the internal sense arises from 

the letter of Scripture concurrently as expressed and not from a. canpleted 

picture such as an artist might create in order· to 'provide a vehicle for 

his message. Here for instance, the travail and the pain in childbirth 

are representative of resistance to delivery. In +it·eral fact this would 

be resistance either psychological or muscular, o? both, on the part of 

the mother; whereas, in the internal sense, resistance arises from the 

environmental !orces j,nto which the'man-chlld is ·about to be bom, 
. . 

symbolised by the dr~on in the following verses. ·Resistance grows to 

the dimension of a frenzied effo~ towards destruction. 

nr And she brought forth a man-child•, signifies .the Doctrine 
of the New Church. · 
"A son in the Word, signifies the truth of doctrine, also the 
understanding and thence the thought of truth and good. 
"Blt a daughter signi.fi.es the good of doctrine, as also the 
will and thence the affectiol) of goai and truth. 
"And a man-child signifies truth conceived in tbe spiritual 
man and bom in the natural. 
"The reason is that in the Wozd ·generations and births 
signifY spiritual. generation~ and bi~hs, which ali have a 
canmon relation to good and ~ruth. · 
"For nothing elSil' is begotten and bom of the ·Lord as a hu.sb&nd 
and of the cW.rch as a wife·" ( 41) . 
"'Who was to rule all nation~ with a rod of iron1 signifies, 
which will, by truths fran tlle literal sense of the Word, and 
at the same time. by raticnal ·considerations from ilaturai light, 
convince all who are willlng ·to be convinced of those who are 
in dead .worship, being in faith separate from charity. 



"This ref~rs to the Doctrin~ of the New Church, because 
it is said of the man-chUd~·" (42) · 
"'And her child w~s caught. q.p unto God and to His throne• 
si~ifie s protection of the Doctrine by the IDrd, . because 
it is for the New Chu.rcht and guardianship over it by the 
angels of heav:en." (43J 

Besides the great sign of the .wanan clothed with t.l'E suil another 

sign in heaven is described, "And behold a great red dragon". This is 

the symbol of the Church of Faith Alone, the opponent ot the New Church 

and of her Doctrine. On these wo~s SWedenborg·coimnents, 

'11 And behold, a great red dragon~ signifies those in the 
Refo:nned Church who make God three, and the Lord two,and 
who· separate charity from faith, and make faith without 
charity saving.• . 
"'lbese are me·ant here end :in what follows by the dragon; 
for ~hey are opposed to· tpe two essentials of the New 
Church, - that God is one in essence and m person, in 
whan is the Trinity, and that the Lord is that God; and 
also that charity and faith are one as an essence and 
its fom, and that none have ·charity and faith but those 
who live according to the precepts of the decalogue, which 
say, that evf4.s are not. to be done; and so far as any one 
does not commit evils, by shwming them as sins against 
God, so far as he does the goods of charity and believes 
t.tB truths of faith. 
"When we speak of those who make God three and. the Lord 
two, we mean those who think of three Persons as three 
Gods and separate the ID~ 1 s Humanity fram His Divinity. 
"And who that prays according to the formula O·f faith, 
that God the Father for the sake or· the Son will send 
the Holy Spirit thinks or can think otherwise? •.• 
"The same fonn of faith makes the Lord two, since the 
Lord 1 s Humanity alone is then t}1.ought of, and not at 
the sall18 tme IU.s Divinity, seeing that .for the sake of 
the Son l!leans for the sake o·r His Humanity on the cross." 

. (44) 

This dragon is said aJJlong many other things to have "ten horns" 

signify:l,.ng much power= 

"The dragon is said to have much power, because the 
salvatian of man by faith alone without the works of 
the law, which faith is meant by the dragon, captivates 
the mind,· and then. persuades by confirmations. 



"It captivates the mind, because when a man hears that ·the 
. dannation of the law is tak~ away, and the Lo!d 1s merit 
is imputed to him through mere faith in it, he can indulge 
in the pleasures of his ·mind and body without a.ey fear of 
hell. 11 {46) . 

It was t~s separation, to which the trithsism of their view of the Tr:inity 

ministered, which brought the church into such disrepute in so mal\V 

countries two hundred years ago. . It w~d be a mistake to interpret 

Swedenborg 1 s ,; strictures as necessarily applying to the church of today. 

It might even be reasonable to believe that his own writ:ings have date 

somet~ to bring abOu.t the change. But his concern was not with 

personalities but principles, and the pr:inciple must be upheld no less 

strongly tod.ays faith alone is not saving. 
! 

In any case, as we shall 

obse.rve in our next study, Swedenberg believed. that the spiritual 

atmosphere in which all men dwell has been clean.sed so that we today 

spiritually breathe a clearer air. 

The woman fled into t_.he ~deme~s pursued by a flood of water cast 

out" of the mohth of her tomentor, arid we read "The earth helped the woman, 

and the earth opened her .9J.OUth, and •U.~up the river which the dragon 

cast· out of his mouth.n 

Swedenborg ccmments on t.l:iese Vio!dss 

"They signify that the reasonings from· abounding falsities, 
which the dragonists produce, are brought to nothing by the 
spiritual truths rationally Understood .••• 
UT.he earth which helped."the wcci.an signifies the church as 
to doctrine •• 
"The means by which the earth helps the wanan ·are truths 
from the Word; to open her mouth signifies ·to adduc::e these 
truths; the river which the dr~on cast out of his mouth 
signifies the reaSonings from abounding falsities; to 
swallow the r:j.ver signifies to:· make these reasoning!:! cane 
to nought •• · · 
"As the New Church rejects the.dogma that the understanding 
is to be kept in su"t>jectiOn. to faith, and in its place adopts 

. the maxim that the trut-h of the church must be seen to be 
believed; and as truth. cannot. be seen otherwise than rationally, 
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we say, by'truths rationallY, understood." (46) 

The nourishing of the woman "in the wildemess", signifies that this 

New Church will be "at first am.ong a few"= its initial weakness in munbers 

is thus foreti!U.d. 

Be_fore this study is close4 a .te'w observations may help to make its .. 

contents plainer. This New Churcq, in Swedenborg• s view, is not a 

denaninaticn either in the spiritual world or on earth. It is among · 

those of all churches and denaninations who live· the life of.:c:liari.ty. ·in ·'love 

to· the I.Drct and to the neighbour. ·From within its mavenly sphere it 

influences the life apd thought of all the religions of the world. If 

its doctrines are true they inust surely PEl in that sense doctrines of 

heavens the justification for SWedenborg'·s use of the title, "The New 

Jerus&lem and its Heavenly Doctrine (doctrina coelestis) "• There can 

be but one church in the heavens, thpugb with indefinite variety of 

acceptan~e an,d response to enhance its grandeur. But before the Last 

Judgment there was nthe heaven and the earth which pas.sed awa.v"• Until 

.then the Christian "heaven",· was not. enduring. More wlll be said about 

this in our next study. T~ New ChU,rch has been established in heaven 

and on earth; and as it grows in power on the. spiritual plane, so it will 

grow in pol\Etr here below. EstablisP-ed. first .... among_ a tew, yet it wlll grow, 

·even in this world, "until its appai:li.ted maturitytt. 

In this interpretation Swedenbo.rg has given us.· something of the 

internal· historical sense, relating to the Church. The spiritual· sense, 

abstract~ from time and person,· lie,s within. The principle of Faith 

separate from charity flaunts its gli.tter~g ·temptations, flashing from 

"truths of the Worc;i falsified and profaned .. , before evezy Christian, 
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endangering his churchmanship. Even if· t~ tPirit~al history of our 

own age makes no appeal to us, this spiritual sense demands our attention. 

And if it is objected that this interpretation seems to have been iD:lposed 

on the Scripture rather than read out of it, the answer would be, that· 

only after the historical fulfilment of prophecy is its foretelllng in 
. . 

. the Word made plain. The true interpretat:i:on of Messia¢c .prophecy 

~waited the revelation of Jesus Christ in the world, so here too~ these 

prophecies could only ·be understood: ~fter the opening of his spiritual 

sight to 9bserve the event in the spiritual world had t .. ... ::. made SWedenborg 

the herald of their fulfilment. BU.~ every Divine act o_f fulfilment 

follows the. integral· order of e~~mal ;Laws none is arbitr~, consequently 

e've:cy prophecy fulfilled historically for the Church, remains to decla~ 
. . 

its message of personal fulfilment. In that sense the final fulfilment 

of prophecy is.never to be e.xpec~ed and ·it can ·be truly ·~aid:.in.·.thet.r.'Word.s of 

tm APostolic letters "We have aiso a more sure word of prophecy; 

whereunto ye do well ·that ye _take heed, as unto a light that shineth .in 

a dark place, until the day- dawn, and the day st~r arise in your· hearts: 

knowing this first, that no prophecy of the SCJ'ipture is of any private 

interpretation" (Peter ·1; 19-.20). 
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"And I heard a great voice out of the temple saying to 
the seven angels, Go your wqs and pour out the vials 
of the wrath of God upon the earth" (:aev. 16;1) • 

.. . . . 
The emphasis of our last study' was upon the New Church rather than 

upon the Dragon. In this study the accent falls on the devastation 
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w:hich surrender to the "dragon•• principle of Fa~~- alone brings upon the 

human soul, and the resulting state of life which is that of hell. And 

because, historical..ly, this ·principle seized upon the Christian Crurch, 

it became something to be separated from Chr~stianity, not. only in this 

world, but in the world beyond. Such separation is· effected by 

. Judgm~t. Judgment is not. penal ip intention though separation ma;y be 

accompanied by dreadful experience. _The jud~nt on the church fom.ed 

in the spiritual world of these in faith~alone involved first its 

"vastation", a process described in the .Apocalypse in detall under the 

fUDlbols o~ the ·8ounding o~ the ~runipets and the pouring out of the 
. . 

vials. . But it is· obviou-s that unless we underst~d what SwedenbC?rg 

means by judgment and the Last Judginent it will nat. be possible to follow 

his exegesis of this part of the Word. . 

Since every action is followed by its effect, there is a sense in 

which an immediate ju.ent is passed upon the purposes which inspired tba 

action. The Captlvity was a judgment on the att_itude to the nations which 

the· Jews assumed towards the end. of the manarcli. But it might equally 

well be said that the splendour of Solomon's reign in its early days was 

a judgment upon the choice· he made Vfhen he chose "an understa~ing heart". 

Yet the f.act that in this world the pattem qf events is by no me~s so 

simple, raised a difficulty for:.the J.ews ·no less than for ma.Izy" modem 



folk. The prosperity of the wiCked seems to 4~ Divine Justice and 

t~refore re~e has been taken .:in the idea of a future punis~ent for 
' 

the wicked and rew~rd for the good •. And it is but a step fran this to . . . 
the notion of legalistic Judgment. Hence, the parable of·t~ sheep and 

the goats is o~en .referred to as the parable of the Great Assize. 

Judgment indeed is separation but it is cot penal, it is, rather, 

beneficent. The manifestation of :u~ true st~te of the :ruling l.c?ve 

and the separation of the d~scordant elements in the end ~eads to a 

free and pna1 ~hoice of associatian with angels or with ~evils. No man 

is pe:mlitted to suffe:- a divid~d mind in Eternity.· The final choice 

(like our lesser choices :in the world) brings its own consequences, and 

the choice of hell ~s as death, compared to the chpice of heaven, or 

. etemal life. Until this state has been dete:mdned there is an inevitable 

discipline to be undergone. That which. is extemal must be brought into 

·correspondence with the intemal and, where the divergence is great, the 

process cannot be easy to eJq>erience. _Thl.s will Particularly be the 

casevywith those iil whan a fair ext.emal masks a self-loving internal. In . - . . . 

a sense this type of judgme~ is alre~y proceed~ in tbis world. The. 

regeneration of same r~ souls mq be carried to .~he union of internal 

and ext.emal in a heavenly fon:n w~e here ~low. en their pa~sage into. 

· . the spiritu'al world t"hey are :inilnedj,.ately reaciy tor heaven. Similarly 

there are some whose love of eel£ has possessed them as it were body and 

soul. These too on departure fran this world are ready for their final 

·state with their like in hell. But with most it will be otherwise and 
·' 

there is much which is discordant w,J.th their ruling love. For them the 

proceSiiJ of Judgmen,t takes place ;Ln the j,ntezmediate wc;)rld and follows an 

inviolable pattern. First there is full freedom to live in their extemals, 



a f!:9edom which progressively m~ifests the state of the interiors, as; 

the inward lite alwqs do~s when external restraints ~ removed. When 

the internals have tully manifested themSelves, all that is discordant 

must be rejected. In the case of the good this process may often be 

accompanied by anxiety and nmorse. But for the finalJ.i unrepentant 
. . 

here it is likely to be accanpanied by rebellion, and bum:ing hat:zed of 

what is good and fair. .And :in cases whe.re the external has been 

disciplined by the internal to cloak its ends in hypocrisy, the read

justments may be painful indeed~ These are the causes behind the dire 

pictures of judgment in the Word. After the unicn of internal and 

external has been perfected the gocid undergo instruction, but the evll 

straightw~V" cast themselves into their abiding places of bum:iilg lust. 
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Judgment. then is an e::xperience in the spiritual world ani not sane universal 

cataclysn to be expected iil this world. To t.tle natural question about 

the meaning of the Last Judgment in the Scriptures Swedenborg supplies 

arresting answers. The extract which fo,J.lows conta:ins· an :interesting 

analysis of the var::ious significations of "death", in addition to the 

doctrine of Judgment. 

"In the Y'lold the dead signify the same as death; and death 
has a variety of significations. 
IIFor. death not only signifies the ext:l.nct;l.on of natural lite, 
or decease, but- also the extinction of spiritual life, which 
is damnation. · 
"Death also signifies the extinction of the loves of the bc:xly 
or of the lusts of the !1~sh,·· after which the~ is renewal of 
life. · 
"In like: manner death signifies resurrection, because man 
rises again immediately after death. 
"Death also ·signifies neglec~, non-acknowledgment, and 
rejection by the world. 
"Blt in the most general sense death signifies the sam.e aS 

the Devil, wherefore the -Dev:a is called Death, and the 
Devil means hell where those are who· are called devils: hence 
also death ~ans evU ot the wil.l which causes man to be a 
devil. 



"Death is used in this last sense where it is said. that 
death and hell gave up their dead, and that they were cast 
into the lake of fire •• 
11Here they signify those who had departed out of the 
world, or who had died on eaJ-th, and were then in the 
world of spirits. 
"We say in the world of spirits, for all enter that world 
immediately after their decease, and are there prepared, 
the gocx:l. for heaven, the evil for hell. 
"Sane remain there only a month, or a year, and otmrs 
ten to thirty years. · 
"Those who were pennitted to make for themselves imaginar,y 
heavens remained for sane centuries. 
nAt this day ncne remain longer than twenty years. ••In .that world there is a vast multitude, and societies 
are there as .in heaven and in heil. 
II.The Last Judgment was ef.t'ected on those who were in that 
world, and net on those who 'Were in heaVen, nor on those 
who were in hell, for those in heaven were 8:Lready saved, 
and these in hell were already candemned. 
·"Fran these considerations it may be seen how much t~y 
are deceived who think the Last Ju~ent is to take place 
upon earth and that then the bodies of men are to rise 
again. 
"For all who have lived frolri the first creation of the world 
are together in the spirituai world, and all are clothed with 
a spiritual body, which in the sight of those who are 
spiritual appears as a man, just as those in the natural world 
appear in the sight of natural men." (47) 
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A further extract will cl~ri.ty the ~atter and indicate the interpretation 

to be placed on the words of Script\lre ntrom whose face the earth ~d 

heaven fled away" (Rev. 20;11) an.d·llt~ .first heaven and the first earth 

were passed away" (Rev. 21;1). 

"From the time the Lord was in the world, when He effected 
a last judgment in person, it was pemdtted that those who 
were in civil and moral good, though not in spiritual good, 
fran which they outward~ appeared like Christi·ans, but 
inwardly were devils, sho'!lld continue longer than the rest 
in the world of spirits which is in the midst betl\'een 
heaven and hell. 
nAnd at length they were allowed to make for themselves 
fixed ''habitations, and by the abuse of correspondences and 
by phantasies to form for themselves .as it were heavens, which 
they did fo~ in great abundance. 



"But w~ these were multiplied to such a degree as to 
intercept spiritual. light and sp~-ritual heat between the 
superior ·heavens and ~n upon earth, then the Lord effected 
the Last Judgment, and dispersed those imaginary heavens. 
"This was ef'fect~d in such a manner, that the eJ¢ernals 
by which they simulated Christians, ·were talten away, and 
the internals in which they .were devils were laid open. 
"Then they appeared such as they reall;r were, and those 
who were devlls were cast int.o hell, everycne accord~ 
to the evils of his. life. n ( 48} . · · 
''This was done in tpe year i757. n 

· The ··agency of· this Last Judgment by th~ I.prd as the Wo:rd,was the 

universal heaven. In camnent on the words, ''And after these things I 

saw four angels. standing on the four comers of the earth (Rev. 7 ;1) 

Swedenborg write sc 

"The wo:rds under consideration signify that the universal 
heaven was now to effect the Last Judgment, because the . 1 
Lord, when the Judgment was at hand, caused the heavens 
to come near over the world Qf spirits, and this approach 
of the heavens produced such .a change of state in the 
interiors of the mind. with those who were below, that they 
saw nothirig but terrom before t~ir eyes. 11 ("49) 

Two sayings of our l.o:rd came to mind; "If ye were blind tbm ye 
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had. no sin, bu~ now ye ·say We see, therefore yoU.r sin remainethll (John 9;41)& · 

liThe word that I have spoken, the saJile shall judge hlm in the last da,yt1 

(John 12;48). Again in;the same Gospel the Lord affizmss "And when he 

(the Comforter) is cam~ he will reprove the world of sin and of righteousness 

and of judgment •• Howbeit when ~ the Spirit of truth is come he will guide 

you into all-truth" (John 16;7,8,13). Truth attracts (and leads) the good 

but repels the evil. Again as the Lord states it in the sal!le Dospels 

UAnd, this is the condemnation that light is c~e into the world, and men 

loved darlmess rather than light, because their deeds were evil. For 

ever,y one that seeth evil hateth the light, neither caneth to the light, 



lest his deec\9 should be. rep:t:oved" {John 3;19·-20). The statement that 

the Last Judgment was effected br the strengthened influx of the Divine 

Trut_h, the Lord1 s influx~ through the heavens_,might find support and 

confirmation fran such passages. And t.oo a similar reaction. is common 

experience in our world. A shameful conscience shrinks .f'ram the light; 

or in anger and rebellion may strike out agdnst the inoffensive cause of 

disquiet. In either case a state of' judgr.ilent has· been eJCperienced. Theze 

is however this vital difference, that while he is in this world a man can 

~ converted and determine upon a new course of l:ife,that is, to follow 

t_he path of regene·ration. But the tree lies .·as it falls, the ruling 

love has been determ.iiled for ever before death, and there is no repentance 

afterwards for those unrepentant here. I~ the book of' Revelation we 

are shown part.icul~r judgments upon the Dragon and thB great w~re, Babylon. 

In the one case the chief emphasis is upon the progressive degeneration of' 

understanding, and in the other the pollutim of the will, so that the 

destiny of the twq figures represents the final states of the two kingdoms 

of the hells opposed to the two ki~doms of' the heavens. 

n Ill evil man cannot carr,y with h:im. goods and truths into 
hell, nor can a good man carry evils and falsities with 
him into heaven, for this woul,d be to mix heaven and hell. 
11Bu.t it shoul4 be carefully observe~ that those who are 
interiorly evll and ~terior+Y ·good a~ meant. . ... 
ttFor tho~e who are interiorly evil may be exteriorly good 
since :they can act and apeak like the good, as .tzy"pocrites; 
and those who are interiorly good may sometimes be exteriorly 
evil, for they may do evils· and speak falsities, but still they 
ma,y repent and desire to be informed of truths. 
"This is the same as that which the Lord declared.: Whosoever 
hath, to him. shall be given, and he shall have mt11re abundance; 
but whosoever hath not .f'l'QlD. him shall be taken away, even 
that he hath {Matt. 13;l2, 25 1 29: Mark 4;25: Luke 8;18: 19;26). 
"Tl'us it happens with all after death before the judep1ent is 
full¥ effected upon them. 



"It alao came to pass in cCJD!non with those who eit~r 
. perished or were saved at the day of the ~ast Judgment, 

for before this took plaee, the Last Judgment could not 
be-effec~ed1 because so long: as the evll retained goods 
and truths, they were as to externals in conjunction 
with th:e angels of the ultimate heaven, and nevertbeless 
they were to be separated; and this is what was fore~old 
by the Lord (Matt. 13;24-"~, 38-40) •.. (50) 

So far as those in faith alone are concerned~ "the dragonist.s.,•, 

{draconici~~·who aiso are described by the f~res of the two bea~.,the 

one rising out of the se·a, the other out of the earth, according to 

Swedenborg1 s interpretation) this revelation of interiors and dispersal 
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of their remaining truths and gocxis is described by the events precipitated 

by .the sounding o~ the seven trumpets and the pouring out. of the seven 

vials. The. use of the number seven is significant. It is a number much 

used in the book of Revelation. Of it, in the context of this book, 

Swedenborg saY's in one passage: 

"The number seven adds not,hing but what is holy, in 
this ·instance what is profane." (51) 

This statement appl'ies to "the seven heads which are seven meunt~s" 

referred to in the visiori o;f ~he woman; Babylon the great. In the same 

passage he record.s nine instances in the book of the numb~r in its genuine 

and int;r-insic serise. ..~ 

We .m.ight notice moreover that the Creation story contained in Genesis I, 

and the openmg verses of Genesiil :t±, is distmguished into the work of 
·, 

seven days. From the state of void and emptiness to the state in which 

God rests from his labotirs,. having created man, is seven "days" • 

SWedenborg interprets the apiri.tual.~eaning of this as describing the 

recreatim or reg.eneration of men through seven stages. It would not 

therefore be unnatural that the deg:tedation of man should reveal it.self 



in a corresponding series of seven .states, each one further from the 

state of integrity. In~identally~ accoiding to Swedenborg, the 

aSsociation of the commandment to k~ep the sabbath with the seven days 

. of. creation, in Exodus .xx, is due to its relation to regeneration in 

the spiritual se~se. 

In the course of the e:x;position of the words, "And I heard .a great 

voice out· of the temple saying to the seven angels, Go, and pour out 

the vials of the wrath of God upcn the earth", Swedenborg writes: 

"Chapters 8 and 9 treat of the seven angels who had the 
seven trumpets, which they sounded; and as mal\Y s:iJn:i..lar 
circumstances occur there it shall here be stated what 
is signified by those seven angels and what by these. 
·"The seven trumpets, which the seven angels sounded, 
signify the examinaticn alli manifestation of the falsities 
and evils in which those who are in faith separated from 
charity are; but the seven vials full of the seven last 
plagues signify their devastation and consummation; for 
the Last Judgment is not effected upon them until they 
are devastated. · · 
"Devastation and consummation in the spiritual world take 
place in this manner. : 
"Those who are· .in falsities as to doctrine and thence in 
evUs as to life, are depri~d of all. goods and truths, 
which they only possessed in the natural man, and by which 
they pretended to be Christian men. 
11When deprived of these they are separated from heaven and 
conjoined with hell; arid the~ in the world of spirits :they 
are arranged accozd.iilg to the~r·various lu$ts into secieties 
which atterwards sink down. 
"They are depriv:ed of goods and truths· by influx from heaven. 
'~The influx i~ of genuine truths and goods, by which they 
are tortured and tonnented; almost like a serpent when 
placed near a fire .or cast upon an ant hill. 
"For this reason they reject the goods and truths from heaven
which are also the goods ~d .truths of the church, and at 
last curse them, because t-hey feel as if their infernal to:nnent 
proceeded from them. "Thi..s done, they enter into their own 
evils and falsities, and are separated from the good •• 

liThe vials did nat contain evils and falsities, signified by 
·the plagues, but genuine t.rutlls and goods, the· effect of which 
was such as had been described; for the. angels WBilt out from 
the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony, which means the 
inmost of heaven, where there are only truths and goais in 
Divine sanctity." (52) · · . 
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The above explanation is added to the following word by word exegesis 

of the text& 

"The temple signifies the. t~ple of the tabernacle of 
the test:i.m.ony mentimed in the preceding chapter (lS ;5) 
which signifies the .inmost of heaven where the Lord is 
in His -holiness in the Word,· and in the law which is 
the dec ~ogue. . 
"A great voice then:e si.gni.ties a Divine command to go 
and pour qut the vials. 
"The seven angels signify the Lozd. 
"Pouring out the vials whicb. contained the plagues upon 
the earth signifies influx into the church of the Refozmed; 
pouring out the vials signifie~ influx, and the earth 
signifies the church." (5~) 

A resume of the individual significances of the effects of each 

vial upon whatever -received its contents, wlll give some idea of 
. ' 

Swedenborg 1 s interpretat~m of tlE ,,correspondences involve9.. The 

first vial was poured upon the e..~h, the second upon the sea. It should 

be remembered that one of the beasts referred to in an earlier chapter 

of Revelation (xiii) ·had come out of the earth and the other out of the 

sea. In both chapters the earth ~ ~ea are regazded as signifying 

respectively t~ illternal of the church,. that is the clergy, and the 

external, the laity. The first vial was po~red out and "there fell a 

bad and noisesom.e sore upon the meii who had tb[! mark of the beast; and 

upon them who adored his image", which signifies, . 

"Interior evlls and fals:i,:ties destructive of .. all good and 
truth in the church •• aJD.ong those who live by f'aith alone, 
and receive its doctrine. 
"Thi.s is especially the case with those who know and 
acknowleP.ge the interior mysteries of this doctrine.•i (54) 

The second vial upon the sea caused that "it _beca~~~e bloa::l as of one dead: 

and every living soul died in the 5ea,-' which signifies, 

"An influx of good ·and truth from t~ Lord into its externals 
arid are called the laity.. · 



"(The effect was) infernal f8lsity among them, by which 
every txuth ot the Word, and hence of the Church and of 
faith is exting~ished •• blood as ot one dead signifies 
infernal falsity, tor death signifies the extinction ot 
spiritual life, and thence dead s1gnifies what 'is 
~emal. · 
"Every living sow.· dying signifies that every truth of 
the Word, of the church, and of faith was extinguished •• 
"Sa.tl. in the Word when :it relates to man, signifies his 
spiritual life, which is the Ufe of his understanding •• • 

. (66) 

The third vial was poured "upon the river·s and fountains of waters 

and they becam.e blood" which sj.griifies, 

"An infiux into their understanding of the Word •• the 
truths of the Word falsified. 
"Blood in a good sense signifies Divine Truth, in 
the opposite sense, that falsified." (56) 

'!he fourth vial was poured "upon the sun; and power was given unto him 

to scorch men with fire. And men were scorched with great heat and 

blasphemed the name of God", which signifies, 

"Influx :into their love •• here it signifies self-love •• 
~I.Dve to the lDrd tomented them, beca11se they were 
in the lust of evlls fran the delight of the love of 
them •• 
"ltr reason of the delight of self-love, aris:ing from 
grievous lusts of evil, they did not acknowledge the 
Divinity of the Lord's Humanity, fran which nevertheless 
flows all good of ~ve and t:ruth of faith.tl · (57) 

The fitth vial was poured "upon the throne of the beast and his ld.ngdan 

became darkened. Apd they gnawed their tongues for pain and blasphemed 

the God of heaven", which signifies, 

IIInflux from the Lord ip.to their faith •• nothing but 
t'alsitie s appeared •• They col,ll.d· noli endure txuths •• 
"Gnawing their tongues signifies that they would not 
hear truths, the tongue signifying the confession of: 
truth, because the tongue serves the thought for speech, 
and spi~tually~ for contession •• 
"They cQuld. not. acknowledge the Lord to be the only God 
of heaven and earth beca11se of repugnances arising from 
interior falsities, for what is repugnant is painful." 

. (68) 
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The sixth vial was poured out •upon the grea,t river FAlphrates'~ and the 

effects were numerous, beginning with the drying upr. of the. river, and 

finishing with .Annageddfn; whiCh signifies, 

~'Inf'lux "from the Lord into their interior reasonings, by 
whiCh they confixm themselves in justification by faith 
alone." (59) · ·· 

For the consideration of the effects produced, we wlll be cont'ent with 

SWedenborg1 s own summa:ey- in the following extract: : 

"This is the series of subjects. 
"'!he text here treats of the consummation or end of the 
present church and the establishment or begirming of a 
new church, and of cmtentions. 
"Those of the .present church who are in faith alone, are 
meant by the dragon, the beast and the false prophet •• 
and his contentions with those who wlll be of the New 
Church are meant by the gathering together of the kings of 
the earth to battle. 
''lht those of the New Church with whan they will contend 
are meant by those for whan the waters of the river Euphrates 
was dried up that a way might be prepared for the kings frClll 
the rising of the sun. 
11This involves som.eth:ing s:imilar to the introduction of the 
children of Israel into the land of Canaan, with this 
difference, that for those the river Jordan was dried up, but 
for those the river Euphrates. 
11The' river Euphrates was dried up for those because in tm 
present instance the contention is ·carried on by means of 
interior reasonings,: which are to be dried up, that is 
removed, before introduction can be effected. 
"This also is the cause why their ·interior reasonings are 
disclosed in tlllis work.~' (60) 

At this point there breaks through Swedenborg 1 s sense of mission, so 
' . 

emphatically stated and eJtplained :in his later work, "True Christian 

Religion". 

The seventh v~al was poured out "into t~ ai:rl1 , when again with 

numerous effects culminating in an ~arthquake, the great city was 

divided into three parts -and the cities· of the nations fell" and 

reference is maie to "the great Ba.Dylon". The two following chapters 

concern the judgment upon her and the series is thus held in connection. 



The general significance of this final act of judgment upon those in 

faith alone is stated: 

"Influx from the Lord into all things collectively that 
perl.ain to the me~ of the Refonned Church •• 
"The. air signifies all things of perception and thought, 
and thus of their faith; tllerefoze it also signifies the 
general quality of all those who are in fait-h separated 
from charity, seeing that the air signifies their 
respiration, and respiraticm corresponds to their 
understanding, tms. to perception and t.Qought; and· also 
to faith,. because faith •is of the thought according to 
the perception of the understanding." (61) · 

The earthquake and division of :the city signify, 

nAs it ·were concussions, parOJ!Ysms, inversions, and 
rend.~gs away from heaven of everything relating to 
the church •• 
"That church as to its doctrl.ne is entirely destroyed 
thereby; and in like ma.rmer all the hBresies which haw 
emspated fran it." (62) · · · .. 

In the little wor,k, "Last Judglrient", ~edenborg ·writes· as follows 
' . 

concerning the church on earth, 

"lht as tQ. the state of the chu~·h, ·this.· will certainly 
be veey different; similar indeed as to its exte-~al 
appearance, but different as to its int.emal. 
"Outwardly there .wlll be d~vided churches 8s before, 
their doctrines wUl be taugnt as·.before, ·as alse wlll 
the religious beliefs of the gentlle race a. . 
"lht hencefort.h the man of ·the church will be in a 
freer state of thinking about matters of faith, and 
therefore about spiritual matters relating to heaven, 
becau.se spiritual freedan has now been restored." (63) 

-.. AS in our previous study, we have again followed Swedenborg in a 

presentation of the intemal historical sense. And again, within t.te 

Scripture lies the spiritual sense which contains the revelation of the 

universal order of jud$m~t. Each one of us. must undergo this 

separating process. The inte~al sense of t~is passage, as with the 

remainder of the Word, is of eternal sigi).ifi.cance to pilgrims on the 

highway of disciples~p. 
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'!he date 1757, stated to be the C;iate of the historical Last 

Judgment, is interesting. The t.ruth or falsity of this assertim:1 

camot be proved •. :&t there· ~s 'confizmation to be found for what is 

said. The removal of the ''clouds" fran the int.e:nnediate sphere has 

possibly been the reason for the rapid progress made in so many fields 

of ,gptivity; the astonishing growth of the idea of freedan almost 

immediately examplified, tor inst~nce., in the M~:erkari Declaration of 

Independence, and the Freneh RBvolu.tion; the Industrial RBvolution; the 

social progress which has culminated in the Welfare State, and so forth. 

Prepared for by the "p:ropjlets" of :the Enlightenment and, m this country, 

by the Methodist Revival, sanewhat as John the Baptist prepared for the 

Christian Age, the N.ew Christianity is seeing many of its seeds take root 

and sprout in the life of the Church. With this doctrine in mind, no 

one could remain a hopele$5 pessimist in the face of contemporary 

di,(ficulties arid dangers. On the contrary there· could only be convictiOn 

that, beyond whatever ma;y befall in the present, the establis.hnent of the 

New Jerusalem, even on earth, is d::rawing nigh. 
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(lll) 

The follow:ing short. study of the· symbol of the serpent will enable 

us to test the consistency of Swed.enborg in his exposition of correspondences. 

We shall accoztlingly compare his e~gesis of seven passages. in whi.c·~ t_he 

serpent occurs, beginning w;ith the· serpent as the agent of the "FalJ." 

fran the stor,v of the G~Itien of Eden. In a previous chapter it was 

.noted that Swedenbo.rg regaztled the story as a parable treating of the 

subversion of the loves of the will among ·the Most Ancient· peoples, 

until love of self dominated, in piace of the love of heaven. ·. And with 

this &Q.bversion, spirituality and ~aso~· be~ arne subordinate to sense. 

Paradise was lost. In SWedenborg • s psychological ·scheme, the level of 

. senl;ift in relation to both will and understanding, is called the Sensual. 

The following extracts present the sezpent as the correspondent of the 

Sensual. "Now the serpent was more sub:tle than any beast of the field •• 

and the serpent said unto the woman •• ·" . (Gen. 3;1,4). 

"ElY the sei-pent is here meant tiE Sensual of man, which 
is trusted in. The sensual things of men they (the Most 
,Ancient people) called serpents,- bee.alise as serpents are 
the nearest to the earth, so senaU.al things are nearest 
to the body. · 
"1:13nce reasonings from sensual things concem:ing the 
11\Ysteries of faith, they called the pai:son of the serpent, 
and the reasoners themselve·s they called serpents. 
"And bee ause such reasoners~ argue much fran sensual or 
visible thirigs, which are terrestrial, corporeal, mundane, 
and natural, it was said that the serpent was more subtil 
that any wiJ.d animal of t~ field. II 
nay the serperit, axnongst the Most Ancient people, who were 
celestial men, was signj,f'ied circumspection, and thus likewise 
the Sensual 1:zy" which they e'xercised circumspection so as to 
be secure from injury." (Here follows reference to Matt.10;16) 

(64) and Number~L21;9) · 

The exegesis is carried a little further irt this ad4itimal utract: 

the subversion was effected ~s the conclusion of a proce as in which state 



followed state, each more disorderly, down the generations: 

ttT~C?se descendants •.• were unlike their forefathers. 
•~hen they saw world.J,y and terrestrial ebjects, in 
consequence of their lov:ing them, the sight of them 
ii:lduced a pezmanent impressim en their ~ndst and 
concerning these they thought and, fran these they 
thought.. concem:ing celestial and Divine things. 
"Thereby the Sen~al with t-hem b_egli~Jl to be the pr:incipal, 
inst_ead of being, as with the:ir.aiicestors," the instrumental. 
••And when what is worldly and terrestrial becomes the 
principal, then men reason there-from concerning heavenly 
things, and blind themselves. 
"Everyoo.e may also know how this is, from his own experience. 
"For he who does not attend to the· meaning of the words of 
a· sp:!aker, but to th~ words, takes in but little ef their 
meaning, and still less of their universal meaning, and 
judges sometimes from. a single wo:rd, yea, from a single 
grammatical construction, respect:ing everything that a 
speaker says.n {65).· · · . · 

This passage which bears the character of a summary, was preceded 

by a more detailed comment en .xxxi:U;,.,5. 

ttEvery single verse contains a particular state or change 
of state in the Church • 

. tiThe first verses expre~s a perception of the unla:wfu;Lness 
·af that to which they were _inclined; these ver~s {4 and 5), 
an :incipient doubt whether. it might not be lawful, since 
they 'WOuld t~s see the tru_th of what they had heard fran 
their forefat"llers,. and flO have their eyes epene.9.. 
"At length, in consequence of the love ef self begUU1ing to 
reign with _the!D., they desired to be under their own guidance, 
and thus to be like the Lord: the love of self has this with 
it, that they are unwilling: to be led by the Lord, ·but wish 
to be lecl by ~lf. 
IIA,nd wheri. they are led by t•selves they foma their 
c mclusia'ls concerning what is to be believed fran sen~al 
things and from scien~ifics." (66) · · 
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The serpent then in this passage si.gnif.iel!l ~!'te sensual; and thus ·the what 

affection and thoJ,lght which the sensual contains.· 

In the stqry of Moses at the Bumirig Bush, Moses was asked by Yahweh 

•~at is that in thy hand? i; And :Mo.se s said A Rod. Cast it on the ground. 

And he cast, it o~ the ground and it became a serpent; _and Moses fled froll!. 

before it. .And the Lord said •.•• Take it by the tail •• and it becsne a rod 



in his handtt {Exodus 4;3). T}J.e interpretation of the serpent as the 

Sensual makes good sense,. particularly iil the light of the principle 

that all irlnux is into ultimates and without ultimates there could be 

no thought-foms tQ give definition to elili.ghtenment, and no acts to 

serve the ends of affection and love. In its progress the .tn.unan mind 

~17. 

even when its higher levels are in control leans upon the sensual as its 

ult.im.ate. We are reminded at once of the Greek insistence on the opposition 

between sense and reason. Reason must take hold of sense if a man is 

to be wise. Sense on the ground is a dangers sense in the hand is an 

aid. Discipleship demands the exercise of sense according to the 

commands of the Dec·alogue. The first attempt ~ put such discipleship 

into practice alters the whole situation, taking the serpent by the tip 

of the tail at the Lold 1 s command is tO find it a rod. Swedenborg 1 a 

exegesis in "Arcana CoelestiaU is not inccm.sistent with that interpretation, 

~t he expounds the Word .here at a deeper level, a more strictly spiritual 

level, abstract from.personality. The Divine power .of "elevating from 

tl:B ultimate of the Sensual" is extended to all, waiting to be received. 

''The case herein is as followsc 
"Of h.im.self man looks only downwards, tnat is, into the 
world and to the earth, because of h.im.self he is in evil 
and falsity. 
"When he looks thither, the Sensual rules, and interior 
things have n9 counter-action, because they follow the 
force of the strea111 and yieid to it. 
"Yet man, not of h.im.self but b'om the Lord, looks upwards, 
that is, to heaven and to the Lord, which is effecte.d by 
elevation. 
tt .And when the interiors are. elevated, tne Sensual is elevated 
also; but 'the lumen of this .. is then obscured, because the 
light. of heaven prevail~h 
"When this is the case, good and truth fran the Lord flow in, 
and are also received. 
"This is meant by the power c cmmunicated from ~he Divine. 



''lilt no others can be so elevated except those who have 
lived in the good of faith and of charity." (67) 

- -

The rod or staff signifies "the power of the Lord's Divine 

Human" for this reasona 

"Moses represents the Lord as to the Dime Law, or 
the Word, which is the Divme. Truth proceeding from 
the Divine Human. 
"The power signified by the hand, is the power proceeding 
from the Lo:i'd 1 s Divine Ration-al, but the power which is 
signified by the staff, is the power proceeding from the 
Lord1 s Divine Natural ••• 
"And as ·this is the case acconii!lg to the elevations of 
things in the intemal sense, it was Sometimes said to 
Moses,- when he was to do miracles, that he should lift 
up the hand, sanet:imes that he should lift up the staff • 11 

- - (68) 

But here the staff w"as cast down on the earth, that is the power of the 

Divine Natural inflowed into the Sensual~ What this- involves is mad.e 

plain in the followings 

"Casting down or sending- forth, denotes proceeding, thus 
~i'luxs the earth denotes man's Extemal, here his Sensual 
and Corporeal, which are thS extrsnes, because the staff 
became a serpent, and a serpent signifies the sensu81 and 
corporeal man. · · 
"By the Lord 1 s Divine power is here meant the Divine T:ruth 
proceeding from the Lord, for Divine Tzuth has pov.er in 
~t, insomuch that it is poV~er itself. 
"The Divine Truth proceeding from the Lord flows in into 
every man, through his ipteriors into his exteriors, even 
into the extemal Sensual and into the Corporeal, and excites 
everywhere things corresponding in their_ oi-der; in the Sensual 
corresponding things such a~ appear in the world and·upon the 
earth. 
"lilt as the things that are' in the world and upon the earth 
appear otherwise than they are, they are full of fallac_ies. -
''Wherefore the Sensual, when it is in those evils only, cannot 
but think ag{!inst the goods and t:ruths of faith, because it 
t.Q;inks from- falla¢ies, and -wherl" D~vine T:ruth i'lows in it 
cannot but tum it into fal.i:J_ity. 
"That the. man who is not elevated fran ·~he Sensu,al, but 
re:nains in it, thinks .fran fallacies, may be illustrated by 
e.xamples.n (69) 

- ' 
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.Aineng his instances of fallacies Swedenborg includes the "long continued 
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dispute about the circulation ot the blood11 also the dispute 11 respecting 

the sun •• the moCil •• the planets and the_ whole starry heaven that they 

revolved daily around this Earth." These instances are added to a list 

of fallacies as to the soul. 

''When the fallac;ies of sense prevail in such things, the· 
nature of w~ch is evident fran so many phenanena and 
effects, how much more will they not prevail is su.ch . 
things as ·relate to heaven, which being spiritual can 
only be manifest by means· of correspondences." (70) 

This serpent which had been a rod and from which Mose.s recoiled 

signifies the sensual and corporeal separated .from the intemal man. 

"That in this passage a serpent means the sensual and 
corpo·real man separated tl'OJl;l the intemal or rational, 
is evident from the consideration that Moses fled from 
before it, which signifies horror at it. 
"And also from this consideration, that this sign 
describes the state of those who are of the spiritual 
Crurch unless they ha:l faith. Ot.herwi.se their Internal 
would be closed nor would any more of the light of heaven 
flow in than would enable tllam. to think and so to speak 
from the separated Sensual. 
"All those think tram t~ separated Sensual, who defend 
falsities against truths, and evils agaln.st .goods, in a 
word, all who .are in evii. of life, and thence in no faith. 
"For he who lives in evil believes nothing. 
1.1Those who are such eJCCel others in the art of reasoning, 
and also of persuading, esp.r,cially the . simple. 
"The reason is that they speak fran the fallacies of the 
sen~es, and f:rolil ~pearailees in the :world. 
"They also know how to extinguish or. veil over t~ths by 
means of fallacies,;· on whicl':l account also serpents signify 
craftiness and cunning. . . 
"But when t.he Sensual is con·joined to the Intemal, or 
rightly SJJ.bord.inated .to the Rational, a serpent signifies 
prudence and ci.rcumspection.n .· (71) . 

The serpent, which denotes the Sensual, signifies also .all evll in generals . . . 

"EVeey evil. has its rise from the Sensual, also from the 
Scientific which _were pr:.jmarily signified by the serpent,; 
wherefore now it denot~s ev:U itself of eveey kim, and in 
particular~ t~ love of self, or hatred against the neighbOur 
and the Lord, which is the $ame as love of self." (72) 



In the light of the knowledge of the particular coiTespondence so far 

gained we c~ pass to the -appearance of the serpent in the story or Moses 

and Aaron • s sign before P~aoh. liare at Moses word Aaron cast the rod on 

the ground: "And Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh •• and: it became a 

serpent •• now the magician~ of Egypt, they also did in like manner with their 

enchantments ••• Aaron 1 s rod swallowed, up their I'O(is." (Exodus 7 ;10 ;11). 
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It would appear as if the fall~ie~;~ of sense can to some ext.ent be over-

come without faith in the Lord. The science of astrQ'lany teaches man not to 

make his universe geocentric, .not to believe that it is the sun which moves 

in the heavens whil.e it appears to rise to the meridian. Some control from art 

or science must hold wa,ywarQ. sense in hand if disaster is to be avoided. Some 

belief, whether in CoJiliillni~ or Christianity must be applied to life, if it 

is to .remain recognisably human. On the ground, rod~ become serpents! But 

in every case the quality of rod, as against the quality of serpent, derives 

from some measure of truth which is recognised by its holder. The indepeildent . . 

existence of so many rods in the hands of its enemies is in a measure a.. . . 
c cmnent ary an the foolishness and· blindne as of those who profess the ChriStian 

religion which .includes within itsel.f aJ.l lesser truths which those who 

profess it may have failed. to use or make plain. This is surely the teaching 

contained ili the ·statement that "Aa~nr:& rod swallowed up their rods." Again 

Swedenborg treats this strictly .in the series to which it belongs. The tezm 

translated here as serpent in the Engli·sh Bible is distinct from that employed in 

the previous passag~s, and SWedenborg renders it water-serpent. T~ change is 

evidently demanded by the series of the_ intemal·senae and reveals the p;roximity 

to the present theme or Rahab, the sea-monster, sometimes used as a name for 

Egypt, and Leviathan, and even the story or Jonah. "It shall become a wate:J:

serpent (serpens aqueus; .tannin)." 



"This signifies that thereby mere fallacies and consequent 
falsities shall reign amcng them. 
"This appears from the signification of a serpent as denoting 
the Sensual and Corporeal, tlils fallacies, for the Sensual 
and Corporeal separate from the RatiCIQal, that is, not 
subQrdinate to it, ·is full of fallacies, insomuc~.that it ~~ scarcely 
anything b.lt fallacies. (73) 

'!hat the magicians of Egypt did the· ssne signifies, 

"To appearance they did the same by perverting the ends of 
·order •• 
"For the things which flow from order are not varied by 

·abuse,. but appear simil~ a~ ~o the extema+ fo:nn, but 
nat. as to the :internal fonn, for they are contrary to 
the ends of order;- and from the ~ignificaticn of enchant

ments, as denoting the very arts of perverting order. 
"Sorceries and enchantments, where they are menticned in 
the Word, signifY the art of e~biting or presenting 
falsities so as to make them appear as truths, and of 
presenting truths so that· they may app~ar as falsities, 
which is effected principally by means of fallacies." (7_4) 

'lhe present series is concerned _with the Last Judgment perfo:rmed by t~ Lord 
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when He was in the world, by which the establishment of the heaven of spiritual -. .. . -

as distinct from celestial - angels was· assured. There is a ·similarity 

between the plagues of the Egyptians and the plagues poured from the seven 
. . 

vials. SWedenborgl s doctrine of the spiritual heaven has ·alsQ· been 

previously discussed. Although, since the Divine Order is unchanging and 

universal., the interpretation which we placed up911 the· pre~e~. text apPE!al'S 

full,y justified, SWedenborg 1 s o-wn exegesis is on the internal hist.p:Fical 

level. '!he Judgment ·was made in order .. ~o free the spiritual fl'OJ!l _infestation 

by the evil in the inte:nnediate world. Referring to the incident as a w~le, 

he .writess 

"This prodigy signifies the first admonition to t~ose who infest 
that they desist. 
"For with the evil who intest the well-disposed in the other 
life, the caSe is this. 
"First m can:l.ng there fran the world, they have good spirits 
and angels adjoined to them as when they lived as men in the body. 
nFor even evil men have az:1gels attendant on them., to the end that 
they may be abl.e, if willing, to turn themselves to heaven, and 



receive influx thence, and be refonned. 
11 Hence it is that, since everything of their lite follows 
them,. they are at first assOciated with angels. 
11 .8lt when, in consequence of th&ir life in the ·world, 
they are of such a character that they .. camot receive 
the influx of tru.th and good from heaven, the angels 
and good spint s by degrees depart. from them • 

. "And in proportion as. these depart, they become less 
and less ration-al; for to be rational comes through 
heaven fran the Lord. 
"The first degree of the reiJI.OVal and deprivation of the 
influx of truth, and good is that which is here described 
by the tuming of Aaron• s staff into· a serpent, which is 
signified that mere fallacies and falsities reigned •• 11 (75) 

Tbare are two passages whi~h are naturally considered together, 

one fi'Ol'Jl Numbers and the other from John. The ~cene of the Numbers 

passage is. set in the wlldemess when- the people, discon~ented with the 

food available and the lack of water, spoke against Moses and Aaron.· 

As an effect of their rebellious attitude they were set upon by "fiery 

serpents" and many died fran the effects of their bite• At the Lord• s 

comnand Moses set up a serpent of brass upon a pole, and the scripture 

continues, "And· it came to pass, that if a serpen:t had bitten ·any man, 
. . 

when he beheld the serpent of brass, he livedll (Numbers 21;9 ). John 

refers to this l:n~ident; "As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wlldemess, 

even so must the Son of man be lift4:3d up: that whosoever believeth .in him 
. . 

s~uld not _pe:rish, but ha~ everlasting life" (John 3; 14/16). The wozd 

rendered pole in the Numbers text,. is the Hebrew tem for sign, standard 

or banner. In the course of the exegesis of other passages SWedenborg 

makes the following e.xpositions of both these texts. 

~•As a sign, which in the original tongue is e-Xpressed by the 
same. word as a standard, signifies a gathering together, arid 
when it is said of the Lo.rd,~ signifies also protection, 
the.refore it was e.xpre ssly c·ommanded that a brazen serpent 
should be set up upon a sign, concerning which it is trus 
written in Moses, 'Jehovah said to Moses, Make to teyself a 
serpent and set. lip upon a sign; . and it shall cane to ·pass 
that eve:ey one that has been bitten, and shall look to it;· . 



shall live. .And Moses made a serpent of brass, and set 
it upon a sign; whence it came to pass, if a serpent bit 
a man, and he looked on t·he serpent or brass, he. revived 
(NUmbers 21;8,9). · 
U'lbe brazen serpent represented the Lord, see Jo.tm 3Jl4,15; 
it also evidently. signified protection. 
"For the healing effected by looking on the seJ:l)ent which 
was on the sign, signified bealing from the evlls of what 
is false by looking on the Lord through fa;ith in Him. 
"For the lord saY's in the p~ssage quoted fran John, 1 As 
:Moses l.i.f'ted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so 
must the Son of ·man be lifted up; that whoeoever believeth 
in him may not perish, but have etemal life." (76) 
"That seeing in the :internal sense signifies faith from 
the Lozd is evident from very maey passages in the Word, of 
which we may adduce the following iii Moses. (Numbers 2.l:-,B,9, 

as above.) 
"The serpent of brass represented the Lord as to the external 
Sensual or Natural. 
11 Brass denotes what is natural. 
••Faith in Him was ·represented by the re·vival of those who saw 
or looked upon it as the Loro Himself teaches in John 3 ;14,15 ·" 

. . (77) 

The Lord came into the world that His Divine Humanity might bring 

His Spirit down into every degree o·r man1s life. For this He assumed 

a humanity in the world through the virgin Ma:cy, which He lifted up by 

the process of Glorification~ the c~ss, as the symbol of temptation 

throughout His lii;e in. the world and the scene of the final temptaticn, 

was the means of this lllifting up"~ He glorified even the Sensual of the 

assumed humanity that from His Divine Humanity the Holy Spirit ·might go 

forth _into man• s perverted Sensual;. and hoid him in freedom fran the 

c an.pelling power of sin. 

The LOrd bade .. his disciples to be "Wise as serpents and hannless 

as doves." (Matt. 10;16). As We have already been· shown "By the serpent 

amongst the Most Ancient people whQ were ~elestial men, was signified 

circumspection, and thus likewise ~he Sensual by which they e:Xercised 

circumspection."" The following extract also d,isplays t~ correspondence 



of serpent wit~ the S~nsual m a· gpcxi senses 

nThat serpents in the Word. ~~gnify the craft, and als9 the 
prudence of sensual men, is evident f:rpm the words of. the 
!Drd. m Matthewa 1Be ye prudent as serpents, and .hannless 
as doves.• 

· 11 T.hese who are m good are caJ.;l.ed prudent, ~d those who 
are in evil are called C·ra.fty, for prudence is of truth 
from good, and craftiness of falsity from evil. 
''And since these wozds were spoken to those who were in 
truths from goai, therefore by serpents in tP,is place is 
meant prudence. ·. · 
UBecause the craftiness of the evil is diabolical those 
who practise it ·are said to eat the dust. 
"Thus in ~esis 3 ;14 • •• dust; shalt thou eat •• • 
11 .And .in Isaiah, 1Dust shall be the _serpents bread.• 
"And in Micah, I They shall lick the dust .like a serpent 1 • 
11Dust signifies what is eursed; and going· upon the bel-4' 
signifies the Sensual, which is the ultimate of the life 
of man. 
"And since it is the ult:in.late of l:i,fe, it therefore does 
not possess intelligence and wisdom, but craft and cunning, 
which are contrar,y to intellige~ce -~ wisdom." (78) 

Another interesting stat-ement relates to the bl!aSSing 1;1POrl D~ from 

Gen. 49;17: 

"A horse signifies the understanding of truth,· and a 
rider, .intelligence. · 
11A serpent signifi.Ets the Sensual, which is the ultimate 
of the intellectual life. 
11The heels of a horse,· signJ,fies truths .in ult:Una,tes, 
which are sensual scientifics. · 
11That the Sensual, by reasonings from fallacies, hurts the 
understanding and leaas ·it astray, is signified by the 
serpent bit·ing the heels o.t the horse, and the hors~an 
.falling backwars. 11 (79) . . . 

In conclusion .let us notice. that the dragon in Revelation 20;2 is 

called nthat old serpent". "And he laid 'hold on the dragon, that old 

serpent, which. is the Devil. anc;l Satan." That the Devil signifies not 

a person bQ.t the hell of persc:>ns, and likewise Satan, is Swedenborg 1 s 

contention throughout all his theOlogical w~rks. He distinguishes 

between the two titles jn the same way as he distinguishes between evil 
. : . 

' 
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and falsity, or between the will and Wlderstanding as spiritual organs of . 



the human soul. The Sensu~ includes both wlll and understanding on 

its o'Wil level or degree~ ·Here., in separation from interior levels, 

reside evil and falsity without even the restraints of conscie.nce. 

·The restraints ~f conscience are t~ effect of inflow fran the Lord and 

·heaven through the interiors. The dragon is the p rinci.ple o~ faith 

alone which cuts off influx from the inte~iors when adopted as a 

pJ"inciple of life within the. crurch. Religion that becanes merely a 

matter of outward prof~ssiQ'l by the lips is a religi~n of the Sensual, 

directed by tlE Sensual and giving rejn to the affections and desires 

of the Sensual. Swedenborg' s eDge sis of. the dragon as the principle of 

faith-alone in the Crurch has been sufficiently studied in the last 

section of this chapter. The de scription, "that old ser~ent" sums- up 

the ~ate of the men under its daninatiCil, they becane ~nsual men, in 

evil and falsity, and without the counteractions of the life of true 

religion. 

386. 

Swedenborg' s exege~is of the passages where the serpent is used in 

the Word i~, then, consistent and,. it might be thought, satisfying. The 

sezpent represents or corresponds to the Sensua;J. in man, ·or reasoning fran 

that level, or again those who reason in this. way to the ·E?xclusion of 

higher thought. And because those .who _remam in this level of thoug.Q.t 

are subject to falsity and are swayed by their om irmate evils, and led 

into further evil by their falsities, so, too, t.lle serpent corresponds in 

some mstances to evil and its falsity. &t whatever the exact signifi-

cance im}:Osed by the series to which it belongs, every interpretation 

relates to the basic fact ·of the correspondence of the serpent with the 

Sensual in man. In another frallle"WOrk, .provided by tlie numan body rather 



than by the extemal world, the Sensual accordU1g to SWedenborg is 

also represented by t!E feet: "Olr feet shall stand within tey gates, 

0 Jerusalem." But to tollow t.his fG'Jilbol through the Word would 

add too greatly to the scop~ ot our present enquiry. 
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(lV) 
( a) 

,,.-· 

The general teaching of Swedenborg is that the Passian of the Cross 

was the last temptation by which t~ Lord completed the Glorificati~ of 

His .tum ani ty. His life on earth was a long series of tempt~tions and 

when he bade disciples to take up their cross and follow Him he was 

pointing out that regene~ation required conquest in temptation. The 

cross then is a symbol o·f temptation and U1 view of the fact that every 

detail of the ·Lorci' s li.t:e as recorded in the Gospels is significant, . . . 

the question arises, What is the correspondence of the cross itself as 

· an instrume~? That the stauros was a wooden. stake is of importance 

~ince wood has a definite correspondence ~ith what is. of the love or will. 

Stones also were used as instruments of e.xecutim and stones have 

correspondence with intelligence, thought and truth. These dist:inctions 

were drawn by Swedenborg himself. Thus in .Qis discussion of the Lord's 

command to the rich man, he writes=: 

"That he should bear the crpss, by whiC.t;l. is meant t~t he 
should fignt against lusts;: and that he should follow Him, 
by ·which is meant that he shoUld ackriowledge the Lord to 
be God." (80) 

But the Lord not only glori,fied Hia.:lself to th,e last on the cross, but 

also as the Prophet, He represent.e~ the· state 9f· the Church in reiation 

to the Word. 

"Their cruqifying Him signi"tied that ~hey had destroyed. 
8nd profaned the whole Word.u (81.) 

This was clearly-the effect of the'.ir self-righteousness and self

intelligence, the :manifestations o~ self-love. The wood of the cross 

must then represent this evil ~ate of love or will. 

Th~ following passages are also instructive; 



11Crucifixi.on signified· condemnation and a curse on 
accOunt ot the destruction of gpod in the ehurch, 
because wood on which ~they were suspenied sign;l.fied 
good, and in the Op:(>osite s~se .. evil, both pertainmg 
to the will.". (82) · · ·.·.:: 
"In Matthew,. Jeslis said unto the disciples that He must 
suffer at Jerusalem, and that the Son of man must be 
delivered to the chief priests and scribes and that 
•they shall condemn h&n, an~ deliver him up to the 
nations to be mocked, to be scourged, and to be 
crucified, and that on the third day He shall rise 
again.• 
"The spiritual sense of these words is, that the 
Divine Truth, in the church where mere falsities 

of doctrine and evils of life reign, shall be blasphemed, 
its truth perverted, ani its good destroyed." (83) 

Yet another passage bears en the· command to "take up the crossu, 

in greater detail: 

"The reason wqy temptations are meant by the cross is, 
that the evils and the falsities therefrom, adhering 
to man fran his birth, infest and consequently' to:rment 
those who are natural while they are becoming spiritual. 
·•And because those evils and the falsities therefrom, 
which infest and to:nnent, cannot be dispersed except by 
temptations, therefore these are signified by the cross. 
"Therefofe the Lord says, that they are to deny themselves 
and take up the cross; that is, that they are to reject 
what is their own - the crot~s is man's proprium, against;; 
which he i a to fight." ( 84J" . . 

Wherever, then, the cross of the New Testaptent,- or the tree or woOd 

of the Old Testa~~~ent, is under consideration, the old will, the love. 

which fo:rms the self-hood or propriUm is involved. 

When the Lord was crucified, What died upon the cross? The .answer 

would seem to be, the merely human. As the .1:\Vmn-writer phrases it, 

"And when the son of Mary died, 
The son of God arose." ( 85 ) 

Can we say, then, that on the .cross of the disciple the old .man dies and 

the new man rises? This death and resurrectim appears to be a gradual 

accomplishment, a repetitive process realised as the goOd life leads man 
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fran state into state. He takes up his cross daily. So did the Lord in.· 



a process ot which the physical pa=~sion of the cross ·was merely the last 

act. But the passicn was more than physical. The hells then bore down 

upon His D:i.vine Humanity searching out every attribut~ and quality of 

His Person not yet glorified: His hands and His feet were trqnsfixed 

with the nails, the f'ecal points and correspondents of the falsities 

from evil with which He was .assailed. 

The word stauros however empha~ises only its material, not its 

fonn or construction. The Roman stauros used in our Lord1 s time possibly 

was shaped like the letter Tau. (a). The modem Christian· cross, the 

symbol of the Christianity which was established on earth by Him who 

saved us from our sins has developed a symbolism of its own, distinct 

fran the correspondence in the W9rci•. Loves may be c-rossed, good 

crossed with evil. The upright, -the Love of God and good, is crossed 

with the 1'"fallen" love of the world and self, cross member, always 

parallel with the earth. Because bC>;th the~e "wocxis" are present temptation 

becanes possible. Without the one or the other t.here could be no choice, 
. . 

and therefore no temptation. If same such correspondence may possibly. 

be present in the New Te staPJ.ent, S•denborg at least makes no use of it. 

Yet the emphasis in the· Scriptures upon a "lifting upn and llcoming down" 

suggest a certain truth behind tl'le ~bolisn. Before a man can be tempted, 

some affection turned fran self ~st be urgi.rig him to a better life. 

(b) 
.,. 

The TransfiguratiQl is also frequently referred to in Swedenborg1 s 

theoiogical works; but almost .alway$ an the level of the letter and 

exhibited as a source anci" confi~ation of doctrine. Its use takes .two 

fo:nns. In sane :P~sages the Transfiguraticn is held up as an exhibition 
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of the extent to which the glorific·ation of the Lord1 s lbnanity had 

proceeded by the time of this incident. 

1'What the Lordi s fozm then was appeared at the 
transfiguration ••• This was ·the Div:4te lilman.u (86) 

In ot:.hers it is related to the Lord's presentation as the Word: 

"Divine Truth :l,n ultimates, which is the sane as the 
Word in its literal sense, was represented by the· 

· cloud in which Jehovah descended upon Mount Sinai, and 
pranulgated the Law. 
"Also by the cloud which covered Peter, James, and John, 
when Jesus was transfigured, cqncem:lng which it is 
written$ 1Whil.e Peter yet spake, behold a bright cloud 
overshadowed them, and beholid .e voice out of the cloud 
which said, This is ~ beloved San, hear ye Him1 (Matt.l7;5: 
Mark 9;71" Luke 9;34,35). 
"In this transfiguration:the Io.rd caused H~self to be 
seen as the Word. . 
"Therefore a cloud oversliadowed them; and a voice. was 
heard out of the cloud, sa,ving that IS was the Son of God. 
"A voice out of· the cloud means out of the Vford. 
"In an opposite sense, a cloud means tl:le Wold as to its 
literal sense falsified." (87) 

And agam, 
"The Word in its glory was represented by the Loid when 
IS was transfigured •• 
"His .face which shone as the sun, represented His 
Divine Good; His raiment, which bee ame like light., His 
Divine Truth. · · · 
"Moses and Elias represented the historical and the 
prophetical Word - Moses the Word 'Written by him, and 
in general the historical Word, arid El;i.as the prophetical. 
"'lhe briglTt. cloud which overshadowed the disciples;represented 
the Word in the sense of the Letter. •" (88) . · . 

The two passages just quoted contain an intemal sense of the 

incident and the follow~g extracts contaln. hints of the more abstrac;t 

·spiritual sense -at this place: 

liThe lord in this transfiguration represented the Divine 
Truth which is the Wo:rd. 
••For the Lord, when He was :J,n the wo~ld, made His Human 
Divine Truth, and when -He depart.ed out of the world, He 
made His Human .Divine Good by union with the Divine 
Itself, which was in Him fran conception •• 
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"For this reason all the cireumstances of the transfiguration 
of the Lor4 s:ignif,y' Divine ~ruth proceeding from the Divine 
Good of the Lord •. tt (89) · .· 
"That the Lord took Peter, J~es, and John up to the 
mcuntain when He was transfi.gured, is clear in Mark ( 9 ;2) 
and in L~e (9 ;28). 
11 They alone were taken, because none but those who are 
in truths from celestial good can see the Lord in His 
glo:cy. 
11Nor can any others be Emlightened, and perceive the 
Word in enlightenment.n . (90) · · 

We would be justif.ied, then, :!,n aPproaching the spiritual sense 

of this story in. the. Gospels as a revelation of the requirements of 

spiritual order before tm interior senses of the Wo~ can be manifested 

to man. Thus, as Swedenborg demonstrates elsewhere, Peter, JaJiles, arid 
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John represent faith, charity, and good works as active principl~s in the 

.m:ihd; the mountain which. the·y ascended with the Lord signifies celestial 
. . 

. . 
affection from which the Word. is approached; the transfiguration denotes 

the opening of revelation of the glory ~f the interiors of the Word. 

No account has been taken of the v~riationa in detall which are found in 

the Syn_optic Gospels.. A saJilpl~- treatmept of similar divergencies, fran 

the point of view of Swedenborgian exegesis,wlll be given in tbe 

concluding section. 



(V) 

Such variation in detail. and historical order in the Gospels 

raises problems which are particularly acute in the matter of the 

Birth Narratives. Mark and John make no direct :references to the 

Vigin B~rth; ·though veiled references are sometimes found in both · 

GOspels; or, in other words, on~e the statements about .. the Virgin Birth 

have been received from Matthew anq Luke, it is possible to belieVe that 

certain peculiar ways ·of referring to the lDrd in the other Gospels may 

be conditioned by a knowledge of the fact. For·· instance, "Is not ·this 

the carpenter, the son o~ Mary'~' (Mark 8:;3)? would be an unusual wa~r of 

speaking of Joseph's son amobg the Jews • A s:im.ilar ace ount has been 

. given of the strange phr-e, "them that beiieve on· His· nall}e, which were 

born not of bloa:l or of the will of man, but of Godll (John 1;13). 

Moreover there are marked differences in the two ·Nativity·acco1lnts, 

sometimes expJ..aine4 by Northern. and Southern traditions; dependent on 

Mary in the one case. am Joseph in' the other. With:in certain l:imits 

stud~s of this ld.nd a~ extremely valuable. But the tendency to treat 
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the four books as in canpetition with, rather than as supplements to each 
' I • • 

other, should be resisted, The letter of each Gospel has been governed· 

by' its internal sense, and again the internal. series of the four Gospels 

as a whole has governed their p~sent fo:nn. Each Gospel contains many 

series within its letter, The series of the whole is the "containant" of 

them all. In spite of its date of canp~sition, and the debt which the 

writer owed to Mark, Matthew stand,~ first in the N~w Te staJILent by the ssne 

Providence which, despite it~ probable late emergence from the hands of 

the Priestly School, placed the present first chapter of ·Genesis where it 



stands and thus gave it precedence ever older docwnents. 

Swedenborg does net seem to· have rega:rtled the interrelation of t.be 

Gospels as preSenting a problem. Each had its own internal sense and 
-

here there is no ·dishamony to raise difficulties. Jht with us today 

the case is different. Quite naturally we want to discover sane valid 

reason why revelation .is per-fected by the inclusion of four accounts of 

·the I.o:rU•s life which show marked differences. 

The theme of the Gospels both in the letter and· in the internal 

sense is Incarnation and Glorification aild at the same time Regeneration 

or, ~ other wo~s, they treat not. :only.of·the Glorification of the 

complex lllm.anity which the Loro asSwn.ed .. when IS C81D8 into the world, 

but also of the Regeneration of man• s complex personality, which is 

effected by tl')e entrance of the Hol-y Spirit. So that Bishop Phillips 

ijrooks could write= 

o holy Child of Bethlehem; 
Descend to us, ·we pray; 
Cast out our sin, and enter in, 
Be born in us today. 
We hear the Christmas angels 
The great glad tidings tell; 
0 cane to us, abide with us, 
Our Lord. Dnmanuel. (91) 

The thwght involved is perfectly logical. When the Lo:rU was in the 

world his external action was accompanied by, or effected from, internal 

activities on the planes of His Hilinan;i..ty, whi~h- resulted in the Birth 

fran with:i.n, of the Divine lfurnanity. When· He regenerates man, changes 
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are taking ·place not only in the outward l:i,fe, but also on all the planes' 

of the ~ or spirit, to each of which His Saving Power descends, where 

His lbly Spirit is .active. If then :$-t were possible to write them, 
' . 

there would be individual descriptions of the work of His Holy Spirit on 



ever,y plane o:f life; and these descriptions would be di:'stinct from each 

other, even when they relate to t~ same outward act of dis.cipleship. · 

Here perhaps may be. found tbe clue with regard to differences in the 

Gospels. Each writer, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, has 

written what he knew in h~s own particular. way, but as a result the 

four accounts jointly reveal in their internal senses all that man and 

angel needs to know, or can know, about the pattern of Glorification 

and Regeneratian, thus "fulfilling'' the revelation within the Old 

Testsnent. "Think not that I aJJ1 came to destroy the law, or the 

prophets~ I am not come to destroy but to fulfil'' (Matt. 5 ;17). 

To attempt to dete:nnine ·which .levels or degrees are indicated by a 

particular Gospel, is a further. problem with which, perhaps to the · 

surprise of some, ~edenborg never attempts to deal. So that any 

conclusions we might. reach on that prob;Lem can on~ rest indirectl,y on . ' ' 

his authority. That John has relation to the celestial degree seems 

on any premises to be beyond dispute. ..&nd it has ·been suggested that 

luke might have relation to the. spiri. tual degree,, Mark to the celestial

natural and Matthew to the spiritual-natural degree. But these are 

degrees of the internal man and wht;m they transnit revelatory and . 
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regenerative Infl:ux; man becanes cOn.scious of thought and affection on th:l 

corresponding planes of the e~~rnal man. These might be indicated as· 

the interior ani exterior rational; and the interior and exterior natural, 

the whole being ul~imated in the a;msuous of sight and hearing.' a) Other 

frames of reference indj.cated elsewhere. in this study might perhaps be 

· used, but these seem suitable for our purpose. In each case the interior 

indicates a pre~edence to love, an~ the ~xterior to understanding, within 



its degree. It would follow therefore that truth. might appear to 

have a certain precedence over good in the levels to which the first 

and third Synoptic Gospels correspond. The present discussion need not 

perhaps be extended further, but it may' be suggested that the answer to 

difficulties about the ha:r:mony of the;! Gospels 9an be resolved along 

those lines. 

The historical reality of the Virgin Birth is, in our opinion, 

substantiated by the revelation of the purposes which it subserves. 

lht this approach to it as o.ff'ering the pattern of a p~hological 

or spiritual experience does not imply any nspiritualising a:RaY" 

of historical fact. On the contrary, the re~ognition of its spiritual 

order should give added conviction to our belief ll1 its factual or 

historical truth. This pattern is simplified here and our attention 

can only be directed to the main characters, Joseph, Mary and. the Holy 

Child. Joseph as husband and Ma:rr as wife relate to understanding 

and wil~, the essential organs and functions of personality. Mar,y 

might be regarded hiStorically as the fairest of her ·race, a sweet and 

gentle representative of the remnant of that Judaisn which was loyal to 
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God and Church. Joseph too was ope of that saving remnant which was the 

subject of so much prophecy, a just man of the house of David.. These two, 

Joseph and Mary, then represent n~ai.nsn stored by the Lord in the interior

rational mind ready for this mdmentous beginning of the life of regeneration. 

It might be noted haw caref'ul.l.y hU!Ilan free-will is respected in th.ese 

stories. ~ Matt~w the .emphasis falls o~ Joseph 1s compliance. In Luke 

it falls on Mar,y'.s gracious humility, "Be it unto ~' according to thy 

word"• 



The infilling of a good affectiOn with Power is the essence of 

the new birth or, in other words, the reSlisation Of saneth.ing that 

should be done as a spiritu~ duty, .the awar~ss of truth (the angel) 

that should be obeyed, when fol~ed by the dectSion to do and obey, 

is an act of the Holy Spirit accom:@.ished through the moving of an 

affectiOn of truth. Only then, at this point, does the understanding 

provide its own share of care and protection. Thus a new thing is bom 

into the personality, to be mothered fran love and fathered-an assumed 

pate:rnity - by inderst.anding, to be fed and clothed and trained and 
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instructed, to be subject to aftectiat and thought, until at last. control 

is surrendered to it in the regenerate life. · Perhaps we might see in 

Conscience this "Holy Thing" of t~ human soul, the "child bom, the 

son given" for individual regeneraticn. If Matthew is the Gospel 

related to the spirit~al-natural l~vel of the intemal man, and !Dke to 

·its spir.itu·al degre~, then the sep~ate emphS.sis on these two figures, 

Joseph and Mary seems quite naturai, and the virgin birth of the Holy 

Thing an undoubted necessity. 

And the represe~ations of t~ other ch~acters of the Nativity 
• o .I 

' stories readily fit into this picture .of ruman spiritual experience: the 

shepherds, Who represent "the ttuths that lead to good", Herod, represe~ting 

that evil proprium or selfhood ythi~h is man 1 s and so forth. Each 

Nativity story has it.s own place in its own series, but_ enough has beeri said tj 

justify belief in a "personal Christmas", probably· many t:imes repeated, 

and which is delineated in the internal ;sense of the Gospels at these 

points. 

~ with this we bring our enq\liries into the subje~t of this e sssy 



to a close. We must remember t1'~at the Sacred Scriptures have been 

given for devotional use, as well as for doctrinal study. If 

Swedenborg has concentrated on doctrine and the interpretation of thB 

internal sense, to a degree which might .be regarded by sane as mereiy 

·academic, th,is is on account of the mission he felt called to serve, 

and which, he beli~ved, dem~de4 in particular the presentation of 

spiritual or internal truth to the reason. ~~Now it is permitted to 

-enter intellectually into the th:i.n8s of faith"• When the keys of 

knowledge gathered f:rom his writings are applied, in a spirit of 

reverence and discipleship, the Wold opens its treasures for devotional 
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use ever more and more ful4". Faith is t~ interior ac~QWledgment· of· 

truth; and must rest· upon reason. _And faith looks indeed to One Master, who 

also is the Good Shepherd,. and to t.he 4BY wnen there shall be one flock and 
. . 
one Shepherd. That day has ·come cl'oser because of the Revelation· of- Himself 

in the Word as God over all, Bless~ for ever; which thB Lord JeSila Christ 

has provided by means of His sez1rant, Emanuel Swedenborg. · 

~reak Thou the bread of life, 
0 Lord to me, 

As Thou did·at break the leaves 
Be aide the ·sea. 

0 send Tey Sp:i,ri t, Lord, 
Now unto me, 

And do Thou touch mine eye a, 
And make me see: 

Show me the truth concealed 
Within Tey Word, . 

Thus in Tey Book revealed 
I see Thee, Lol'11. 

Then shall all bondage cease, 
All fetters fall; 

.And I shall fj,.nd my _peace, 
My all in all. 

;(92) 
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sweaenborg rarely uses 11 humani.tasn, 
and then always with its nonnal 
connotation. He uses 11Divinum 
Humanum" in a technical sense 
relating to the to·ro.• s Incarnate 
Person, which is rendered "Divine 
H.unan~ in the official translations 
of his writings. 

Perhaps lithe other churchs s11 

referred.to in q.uotation 37 .. 

The following extract fran a 
study by Thomas Child,,V.~ . 
Glorification of the Lord's lbmanity11 

is to the points · 
"The first question to be settled is 
that of the seat of consciousness, 
and t~re can be no difficulty in 
ac-cepting the statement that it is 
.nonnally in the lowest mental. deg-ree. 
Both in the U:ad and · in man that degr 
at the outset is strictly the Corpore 
We know this as a matter of fact: an 
infant • s consciousness is in the life 
of its .body, and it could not be -
otherwise. 
"If that were the whole fact, however 
we might be met ·with difficulties, as 
for instance, this ~ that we are 
conscious of much more than the 
Corporeal with its five senses and 
bodily sensations, and that the seat 
of consciousne sa must be in that of 
which we are conscious. Yet this is 
a .ndstak4;t, and the. ~ctifying fact is 
that inan can act from other powers 
or degrees whi.le ·teei'ing and acting ~ 
.that Co:rporeal. consciousness; and thi: 
also we see to be t:rue ••• Trus in 
regard both to the Lord ~ man, the 
inevitable seat of consciousness is 
in that lowest fo:nn of the mind deri~ 
from the mother, yet animated by the 
living internal affections of the sarru 



Chapter 4. '(cont.) 

.. (a) 

.. 
. ;. . ~ .. 

degree''·derived from ·"t,p~ ·rather; anEl whlle 
man aJ?pears to rise i.ilto a higher plane of 
conscJ.eusness, it is ·o.rily a case of the 
higher plane opening and announcing itself 
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in the lowe st. As .the Sensuous needs the 
Corporeal for its development, so the . 
Scientific needs the Sensuous, and the Rational 
the Sc;i.entific •••• Much may thus be. active in the 
mind of which man is not directly aware, and even 
when a· higher degree is opened he is unconscious 
of the· fact, although he may be aware of certain 
effect·s in the Corporeal, or consciousness 
proper. 
"With the Lord the case was otherwise. In Him 
the seat of consciousness alternated between the 
degree being glorified and the Corporeal 
consci~usness; and the reason of this difference 
between· Him and man is not far to seek. Man1s 
spiritual substance can be changed by re
compounding or by purification, but cannot be 
put off by him, hence to his consciousness. The 
extemal of· all the Lord r s glorifiable degrees 
could be put off, and were, for the reason that 
they fonned no part of His Divine Personality, 
and that nothing. finite could remain in union 
with the Divine, or become Divine: hence the 
removability of the imperfect finite substances, 
frOm t.hose of the heavens down to the material 
body from Mary, and the elevation and 
alternation of the Lord's consciousness according 
to the glorifying degree. 11 
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Notess 
Page a9. 

227. 
' 

229. 

(a) 

(a) 

(b) 

.. . (a) 

Ch ·the figurative use of peysical detail in the 
Gospels see Dr. Austin Farrer; "St. Matthew and 
St. :Mark 11at page 13. "But ·we should be likely 
to reject any prefiguration expressed in the 
symbolism of physical detail. We should not 
admit that resurrection was any more prefigured 
in the ;raising of a bedridden person to his feet 
than :in the cure of ulcerous sores. In this 
respect it does seem plain that the Evangelists 
and their whole generation part company with us •• 
In a work of apologetic theology it would be 
appropriate to show that the· symbolisn of peysical 
detail was not uSed by· St.· Mark except to express 
and emphasise true spiritual identities." 

See J. Locke; "An Essay on the Efum.an Understanding", 
Book ii, ChaPter 8 •. 

· Compare the "Long, long thoughts•• of the poet, 
· H.w. Longfellow; and "The Love of God is broader 
· than the measure of man 1 s mind" of the lzymn-writer, 
· F .w. Faber. 

·On numerical symbolism in the Gospels see Dr. Austin 
Farrer; 11St. Matthew and St.· Mark'' vi-vii and pP.l9-3'7. 
11 Jewish writers employed aritbnetic for many purposes 

, for which we should think it Wlsuitable and, aPlang 
· others, for providing an apparent continuity of 
·historical developn.entn, (p.19). · 

236. (~· · ''New Commentary", p.61 and elsewhere. . ,, .. 
23'6. (a) · Report of the World Congress on Population (1954). 
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a. Ad~rsaria 3/6966. 
9. Origens · "De Principiis" 4;1;6. 

10. T.C.'R. 193. 
11. s~s. 6. 
12. A.C. 4923 
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Note·s: 
Page 
249. 

A.E. 630. 
A.E. 1066. 
s.s. 19. 
A. C. 5639. 
s.s. 40. 
s.s. so. 
A.C. 9198. 
·T.C.R. 317-319. 
A. C. 4306. 
A.C. 4310. 
s.s. 64. 
s.s. 65. 
A. C. 2343. 

-do-
s.a. 71. 
A.C. 6997. 
A. C. 6998. 
A. C. 718. 
A.C~ 2173. 
s.s. 84 •. 
s.s. 26. 

-do-
A. C. 
A·R. 

66. 
95. 

(a) There are passages which seem to lay down a somewhat 
different order of inspiration, but further 
consider~ion will show.that the difference is 
chie~ one of 4escriptian and t~at the introduct~on 
of a spirit between the arigel and the inspired 
servant of the Word is an accominodaticn tQ his 
p'articular state. Thus, "I have been mfo~d of 
the manner i.i'l which the lord. .spoke with the prophets 
through whom the Word was giv~ •• through spirits who 
were sent to then, whom He filled with His aspect, 
and thus :inspired them with the words they dictated 
to the propb,ats. This was not innux but dictation •• 
The spirit filled with the Divine from the Lord !mows 
no other than that he is the Lord •• but ai't.erward.s 
perceives and acknOwledges that he i~;~ a spir.i.t, and 
that he did nat. s:peak from himself, but from the 
Lord.·" (H. H. 254). But it is explained elsewhere, 
11The truth which proceeds immediately from the 
Di.Y.ine cannot .be heard by anyone, not even by any 
angel; :(or in order that it may be heard, the 
Divine must first becane human, and it becanes human 
when it passes through the heavens •• and becomes 
speech, which speech is uttered through spirits, who 
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·page 
264. 
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Chapter 8. 

' 

(.a) 

when in that state are called the Holy Spirit •• " 
(A. c. 6982). Again, "The prophets through whom 
the Word was written wrote as the Spirit from the 
Divine dictated, for the very words which they 
wrote were uttered in their ears. With them was 
the truth which 'proceeds mediately, that is through 
heaven, from the Divine •• " (A. C. 7065} · 

The subject of the senses of S_,eripture as 
different~ated by Origen is discussed by J. Danillou 
in "Origene", pp.l66-167. Professor H.E.W. Turner 
deals with tb:l same problem at p.289 of "The Pattem 
of Christian Truth" where. he says, "While Origen 
discovers his three-fold sense in many passages he 
experiences some d~ficulty in drawjng a rigid 
distinction between the moral and spiritual senses as 
a general rule. Strictly, the moral sense is to be 
found in interpretations which pass beyond the 
letter bu1:, which, unlike the spiritual sense, are not 
directly ~lated to the specifically Christian 
re·alitie s ••.• Banielou finds in Origen virtually five 
senses of Scripture - the literal, the eschatological, 
the Christol(i)gical, the JI\V'.stical,, and the ecclesio
logical; but 5uch a classification represents rather 
an analysis of the content of Scripture as it 
emerges from the exegesis of Origen than of the 
senses. of Sc:ripture strictlY so-called." 

See addendum to notes on page 415. 
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305. (a) A.V. and R.V. render "PUate said etc.n; but 

the subject ~f the verb is. stated indefinite:J¥ 
in the G~ek text, "he said n. The nsne PUate 
is not used in the original. 
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Notes: 
Page 
333. 

354. 

(a) D.M. Baillie• s suggestion of the "Paradox 
of Christian'ityn as a help to understanding 
the Incarnatim finds support in this 
paragraph. · · 

(a) Justification by Faith on1y. 
This formula, dear to the hearts of Churches of the 
~formation tra,dition,originally arose as a protest 
against the supposed theory ·of Justification t;>y works 
or merit which at least governed much of the practice 
.of the Mediaeval Cl'urch. It was not classically 
intended to deny the importance. of charity or good 
works arisil}g from faith; but a similar perversion 
to that of St. Paul 1 s own doctrine as hinted at in the 
objectio.D.s which St. Paul answers in the Epistle to 
the Ranans, and the misu.nderst aridi.ngs which perhaps 
unc;lerlie the Epistle of St. «Tames which Luther himself 
criticiz~d in typically trenchant fashion are alwaYs 
liable to arise in traditions which cherish this 
principle. While it is clear that t.here are sane 
phrasings which w011ld not be much exposed to 
Swedenborg 1 a criticisms, it is obvious that there 
must have been at least sane circles in which the 
doctrine was stated in a dangerous or lol>-sided 
manner. That the Lutl'Eran clergy of the period for a 
time banned h,is books on theological rather than exege;; 
tical grounds is an assured fact but the extent to 
which these perversic;.ns represented the Lutheran · 
orthodOJ(y of his day in its }'Ure fo:nn or as influenced 
by contemporary Pietism would repa,y further and more 
e:xpert· study. It is clear that even contemporary 
Lutheranism is peculiarly sensitive to anything in 
theology which might even seem to savour of works as 
a principle. in the ~conany of Salvation. Eecent 
studies of 1;.m doctrine of Justification. as it is 
understood in contemporary theology include "The 
Do<;:trine of Justificati-on by Faithit edited by 
W.M.F. Scott and a chapter by a lay theologian in 
Professor H.A. Hodges' "The Pattern .of Atonement''· 

But in effect Swedenborg' s radical critique rests 
upon dit.re~t grounds. Being conscious of his 
affections and· of all sensation by means of thought, 
man becomes the subject of an emphasis on thought 
which may be deceptive. Though affection is first 
in importance, thought is first in time and it 
becanes an easy matter to confuse the real ozder of 
their relationship. The distinction between charity 
and faith is simila+ to that between affection and 
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Notes. 
Page 
354 

412. 

thought, and true fU.th must always be the 
expressiai of the affection of charity. 11Fallen11 

mankind is prone to err by separating faith from 
charity and trus place the emphasis in his 
religious life upon how he thinks, rather than 
upon how he love~;~. SWedenborg interprets the 
story of Cain and Abel as a parable. concerned with 
the state of separation of Faith fran Charity in 
the Crurc~, with its consequences. 

The same: error obtruding itself within the church, 
reducing religion to a mere matter of fonnal 
observanc.e,is described m many parts of the books 
of Kings, spiritually interpreted. The Iord1 s 
saying in. the Sennon on t.he Mount, "If thou bring 
thy gift to the altar and there rememberest that 
tey brother hath ought agamst thee; leave there. 
tey gift before the altar and go tey way; first be 
reconciled to thy brother and then cane and offer 
tey gifttt,(Matt. 5;23-24) teaches the need of faith 
with. charity in all worship. For according ta 
Swedenbol.'g' s exegesis Charity and Faith are the 
brothers here indicated. 
That a principle which is erroneous may be upheld 

and taught fran the best mtentions, does not ~ove 
the error, even though the innocence may excuse the 
sin. The descriptiom contained in the exegesis 
ef the :Book of Revelation in 11 ,Apoc&J.¥pse Revealed" 
relate chiefly to the Crurch in the intennediate 
state, or world of spirits, at the time of the Last 
Judgment. It shoul.d be remembered that many good. 
and the . openly evil had already passed on to their 
final hanes. TPEI feature of judgment in the 
intennediate wo;rld is that the restraints which life 
in this world imposes on the expression of inward 
princ~ples are removed, and the latent disorders of 
theught and intention are thus made plain. Hence 
would arise the extreme fonns in which falsities of 
doct-rine were held and discussed in that world prior 
to the LaSt Judgment. Though the doctrine of 
faith separate f·rom works, pranulgated by the· leader: 
of the Refonnation, was in all likelihood well-· 
intentioned (SWedenborg. states that Luther is now 
among the blessed) the doctrine itself is unsound.· 
Swedenborg maintains that faith without charity is nc 
saving. 
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Page 
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{a) -The doctrine of the invisible Church.-
Early evid~nce for belief in the invisible Church 

is collected by G. Barely liLa doctrine de· l•eglise . 
de :saint Clement de Rome a saint I renee " pp.l62-9. 
The early Christian Hanily known as 2 Clement xi..v,l-4 
speaks of the Church as ANOfHEN or spiritual 
manifested in these' last days to save us, but created 
before sun and mom. This is parallelred by the 
Jewi:sh tendency to regard as. pre-existent and 
created before the creation of the \rorld certain 
realities of the highest religious importance such a:s 
the Law, Penitenc_e, Paradise, Hell, the Throne of 
Grace, t'he Sanctuacy _and the Narn.e of the Messiah~ 
The angels keep the Sabb~th and are circumcised. 
Hezmas sees· the Church under the figure of an old 
wanan (Hennas Vis,II. cp.- Vis. 1,1,6.) The Gnost-ics 
included t~ Church, as an aeon in their highest 
Ogdoad or group of eight aeons. This is all the 
more significant because it is not contained in the 
Prologue ·to St •. John's Gospel from which the bulk of 
their materials was drawn. If 2 Clement _and Hennas 
-ca.r:cy us back to the beginning of time in their 
thoug~ about the CJ,1urch, ·the Gnostics remOv-e us still 
further .frqn rE!ality. The idea of an invisible 
Church recurs in the thought of St. Augustine in 
which it is· linked with the idea of predestination. 
AlthoUgh it- is more probable that the article -on 
"The Canmunion of Saints" in the J\postles Creed refers 
either to ~he Claim of the- Great Church as distinct 
-fran the Donatists to represent the hane of sanctity 
despite the presence of sinners within her ranks or, 
less probat:)ly, to the claim to possess proper 
sacraments despite the unwcrl.hiness of certain 
ministers which the Donatists also repudiated, an 
authority like _Bishop Lincoln can interpret it of 
the 11ccmnunion of the saints with •• the angels, with 
unwortlzy- members of the Church ( ih respect of 
extemai connection) \vith true saints in this life, 
and with ail saints departed cut of this life and 
admitted to the presence of GodV and compare 
Heb. xi..i;2~ as a reference to 11that part of the 
church which is iri ·h6_aven"• 
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Notes: 
Page 
389. . (a) '!he Shape of the Cross. 

H. Leclercq, article "Croix et Crucifxn in 
Dictionnaire d' archeologie chretienne et de 
li.turgie III, cola. 3045·-3131 examines the 
evidence for the shape of the cross from early 
rem.ain~. The crux. commissa or patibulata or 
T-shaped C,ross is ·believed by same Fathers to have 
been .the shape of our Loid 1 a cross. This he 
regB.fd~s .a.~. probable but states that we have no 

· historical evidence to help to detennine the 
question. There is the difficulty of the position 
of the titulua or inscription. The crux 
imnissa or capitata is the Latin Cross in which 
the upright extends beyond. the crossbea.m. St. 
!renaeu~, St. Augustine and "Norinlis ·of Panopoli.s 
believed that it was on a Clt'G)SS of this type that 
our Lord died. 

The Tau Cross seems to have been the primitive 
fo:nn (but see St. 'Irenaeus). but the Greek cross 
(the c:ru.x. decussata) or St • .Andrew's Cross is well
known in 'the fourth century (St. Jerane and 'three 
art typefi on Vfestem coins). ·The Latin cross 
appea::rs on coins of Aquileia in 333 and the T Cross 
on Ranan coins from 317 to 320. 
The· victory of the Latin Cross seems to have owed 

· much to the influence of Constantine himself. 
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Addendum to Notes. 

(a) The method which Swedenborg employs is 
interesting. When a passage is quoted 
Cl'lCe elsewhere, it is lightly crossed 
through by a single stroke of the pen. 
If the quotation is repeated. elsewhere, 
a secopd or further stroke is added. 

•. 

(a) The Science of Correspondencess The phrase 
thus rendered is SWedenborg' s own though the 
term "scientia" might also have been 
translated "knowledge", so the lmovdedge of 
correspondences. On the other hand the 
tenn can bear the fuller meaning implicit 
in the English tenn. science. The science 
of correspondences trus suggests more than 
the mere possession of a· store .of correspondents 
which have been learned and suggests the 
}:Ursuit of the principle of correspondence and 
its .further application in the light of 
correspondents already known. Origen speaks 
of the "forest" of the Scriptures and, as 
Dania' lou points out exponentsof his methods 
of interpretation hoped by their excursions 

·· into this "forest", gradually to extend their 
understanding of the wisdail. it contained. 
Their lack was· precisely this "science of 
correspOndences." 

(a) See Chapter 3, quotation 14, on ·pages 91/2. 


